1.0
1.1

INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

This document, along with the edited version1 of 2011 2nd Revised Draft Environmental Impact Report
(2011 2nd Revised Draft EIR or 2011 2nd RDEIR), represents the Final Environmental Impact Report (Final
EIR) for the Consideration of Modifications to the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation’s (Reclamation) Water
Rights Permits 11308 and 11310 (Applications 11331 and 11332) to Protect Public Trust Values and
downstream Water Rights on the Santa Ynez River below Bradbury Dam (Cachuma Reservoir) (hereafter
referred to as the “proposed project”). It has been prepared in accordance with the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (Public Resources Code Section 21000 et seq.), and its implementing
guidelines (California Code Regulations, title 14, Section 15000 et seq., [State CEQA Guidelines]) as
amended.
The State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) will consider this Final EIR in its capacity as Lead
Agency before it approves or denies the project. The Findings of Fact and any Statement of Overriding
Consideration would be made after the SWRCB has considered the information contained in this Final
EIR. As required by Section 15132 of the State CEQA Guidelines, a Final EIR shall consist of the following:


The draft EIR or a revision of the draft EIR,



Comments received on the draft EIR either verbatim or in summary,



A list of persons, organizations, and public agencies commenting on the draft EIR,



The responses of the Lead Agency to significant environmental points raised in the review process,
and



Any other added information deemed necessary by the Lead Agency.

The evaluation of and response to public comments is an important part of the CEQA process as it allows
for (1) the opportunity to review and comment on the methods of analysis contained within the draft EIR,
(2) the ability to detect any omissions which may have occurred during preparation of the draft EIR,
(3) the ability to check for accuracy of the analysis contained within the draft EIR, (4) the ability to share
expertise, and (5) the ability to discover public concerns.

1

The edits to the 2011 2nd RDEIR, based on comments received, neither add significant new information nor affect
the analyses contained in the 2011 2nd RDEIR, but merely clarify or amplify or make insignificant modifications
to the 2011 2nd RDEIR, consistent with California Code of Regulations, title 14, section 15088.5.
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1.2

PROCESS

As defined by Section 15050 of the State CEQA Guidelines, the SWRCB is serving as Lead Agency and is
responsible for preparing the EIR for this project. As such, the SWRCB is responsible for ensuring that the
EIR satisfies the procedural and informational requirements of CEQA and for the consideration and
certification of the adequacy of the EIR prior to making any decision regarding the project.
The SWRCB issued a Notice of Preparation (NOP) for the EIR on May 19, 1999, to interested local, state,
and federal agencies, as well as to environmental groups, landowners, and other parties with interests in
the Santa Ynez River Watershed. The SWRCB received comment letters from the following parties:


U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service



California Department of Water Resources



City of Lompoc



Cachuma Conservation Release Board



Santa Ynez River Water Conservation District



Environmental Defense Center



California Sportfishing Protection Alliance



Linda Sehgal

In letters dated May 17, 2000, and December 20, 2000, the SWRCB provided Reclamation with
refinements to the alternatives described in the original NOP. This resulted in the development of seven
variations of the original four alternatives to reflect the Biological Opinion issued by National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS).
In November 2001, the SWRCB staff provided additional clarification to Reclamation concerning the
December 2000 set of alternatives. SWRCB staff clarified that the baseline operations alternative should
reflect any changes in Cachuma Project operations that had occurred since NMFS issued the Biological
Opinion.
On August 8, 2003, the SWRCB issued the 2003 Draft Environmental Impact Report (2003 Draft EIR or
2003 DEIR) for public review and comment. Comments were due by October 7, 2003.
In comments on the 2003 DEIR, California Trout (CalTrout) argued that the 2003 DEIR should be revised
to include consideration of a different project alternative designed to protect fishery resources in the
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Santa Ynez River. The proposed alternative was described as Alternative 3A2 in a 1995 Environmental
Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement (EIR/EIS) prepared by Reclamation and the Cachuma
Project water supply contractors in connection with the renewal of the water supply contract for the
Cachuma Project. In response to CalTrout’s comments, the SWRCB developed two new alternatives,
Alternatives 5B and 5C, which are modified versions of Alternative 3A2. The SWRCB revised the 2003
DEIR as the 2007 Revised Draft EIR (2007 RDEIR) to analyze those alternatives.
The 2007 RDEIR included sections on background information and alternatives analyzed in the 2003
DEIR to establish a context for the analysis of Alternatives 5B and 5C, but focused on the analysis of the
new alternatives. In addition, the 2007 RDEIR was updated to reflect a number of changes, including the
surcharging of Cachuma Lake to 2.47 feet, that occurred since the 2003 DEIR was prepared. Finally, the
2007 RDEIR made some changes and corrections in response to comments on the 2003 DEIR. The 2007
RDEIR did not contain, however, a complete response to comments.
In April of 2011, the SWRCB released the 2011 2nd RDEIR. This document considered the prior comments
on the 2003 DEIR and 2007 RDEIR as well as new information that became available in the period after
the public review of the 2007 RDEIR. While the 2011 2nd RDEIR did not include written responses to
comments on the 2003 DEIR or 2007 RDEIR, it did consider the comments in revising the document.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR determined that there would be new significant impacts to water supply for certain
alternatives. Further, the 2011 2nd RDEIR also identified an environmentally superior alternative in
compliance with the State CEQA Guidelines.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR was released for a 45-day public review on April 1, 2011. In responses to request from
reviewing agencies, the SWRCB extended the public review period for an additional 15 days; the
extended public review period ended on May 31, 2011.
Upon completion of the public review period, SWRCB staff and consultants reviewed the 15 letters
received and prepared written responses. Additionally, the text of the 2011 2nd RDEIR was revised to
reflect clarifications, information, corrections and new data provided. The findings of the 2011 2nd RDEIR
did not change based on the information received.
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1.3

CONTENTS OF THE FINAL EIR

As discussed above, the primary intent of the Final EIR is to provide a forum to raise and address
comments pertaining to the analysis contained within the 2011 2nd RDEIR. Pursuant to Section 15088 of
the CEQA Guidelines, the SWRCB, as the Lead Agency for this project, has reviewed and addressed all
comments received on the 2011 2nd RDEIR as well as the 2003 DEIR and 2007 RDEIR prepared for the
proposed project that were submitted during the public review period for each document.
In order to adequately address the comments provided by interested agencies and the public in an
organized manner, this Final EIR has been organized as follows:
Volume I, Comments and Responses to Comments, provides a list of commenters who provided written
comments on the 2003 Draft EIR, 2007 RDEIR and 2011 2nd RDEIR, copies of written comments (coded for
reference), and the responses to those comments;
Volume II, the Edited Version of 2011 2nd Revised Draft EIR, which includes the 2011 2nd RDEIR with
the corrections and additions shown in strikeout/underline (strikeout/underline) format that were made
to the document in response to comments and corrections provided;
Volumes III and IV, Appendices, contain appendices to the 2011 2nd RDEIR;
Volume V, August 2003 Draft EIR, as originally circulated;
Volume VI, July 2007 Revised Draft EIR, as originally circulated; and
Volume VII, April 2011 2nd Revised Draft EIR, as originally circulated.
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INTRODUCTION

Section 15132 of the State California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines states that the Final EIR
shall consist of “(a) the draft EIR or a revision of the draft; (b) comments and recommendations received
on the draft EIR either verbatim or in summary; (c) a list of persons, organizations and public agencies
comments on the draft EIR; and (d) the responses of the Lead Agency to significant environmental points
raised in the review and consultation process.” This section of the Final EIR contains responses to written
comments received during the public review periods for the 2003 DEIR, 2007 RDEIR and 2011 2nd RDEIR
2.2

PROCESS

As defined by Section 15050 of the State CEQA Guidelines, the SWRCB is serving as Lead Agency, and is
responsible for preparing the EIR for this project. As such, the SWRCB is responsible for ensuring that the
EIR satisfies the procedural and informational requirements of CEQA and for the consideration and
certification of the adequacy of the EIR prior to making any decision regarding the project.
On August 8, 2003, the SWRCB issued the DEIR for a 60-day public review and comment; the comment
period ended on October 7, 2003. On July 31, 2007, the SWRCB released the 2007 RDEIR for a 60-day
public review ending September 28, 2007. The SWRCB released the 2nd RDEIR on April 1, 2011 for a
60-day public review which ended May 30, 2011.
The SWRCB received 21 letters with comments pertaining to the 2003 DEIR, 20 letters with comments
pertaining to the 2007 RDEIR and 16 letters with comments on the 2011 2nd RDEIR. These letters included
submissions from state, regional, County, and local agencies, along with private entities. Comments were
received by the SWRCB as mailed letters. Each of these letters is responded to in this section of the Final
EIR. These letters are reproduced in this section, followed by the SWRCB’s response to each letter. The
comments contained in each letter have been numbered in order to provide a corresponding response
from the SWRCB. For example, the first comment contained in Letter No. 1, from the Cachuma
Conservation Release Board, is listed as Comment 1-1, and Response No. 1-1 from the SWRCB
corresponds to this comment.
Included within this section of the Final EIR are the SWRCB responses to all written comments received
during the public review period. The SWRCB’s responses to comments represent a good faith, reasoned
effort to address the environmental issues identified by the comments. Under State CEQA Guidelines
Section 15088(a), the SWRCB is not required to respond to all comments, but only to respond to those
comments that raise environmental issues. Case law under CEQA recognizes that the SWRCB need only
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provide responses to comments that are commensurate in detail with the comments themselves. In the
case of specific comments, the SWRCB has responded with specific analysis and detail. In the case of a
general comment, the reader is referred to a related response to a specific comment, if possible.
Some comments were submitted with large attachments or appendices, for these letters, the comments
are addressed in this section, while the full attachments and appendices are included on disk for
reference.
2.3

LIST OF AGENCIES AND INDIVIDUALS THAT COMMENTED ON THE 2003
DEIR, 2007 RDEIR AND 2011 2ND RDEIR

2.3.1

List of Commenters on the 2011 2nd RDEIR

1.

Palmer Gavit Jackson Trust (Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck) dated May 2, 2011

2.

City of Lompoc (Somach Simmons & Dunn) dated May 11, 2011

3.

County of Santa Barbara dated May 16, 2011

4.

Dee Reed dated May 16, 2011

5.

Carpinteria Valley Water District dated May 16, 2011

6.

Paul Slavik dated May 16, 2011

7.

Bureau of Reclamation dated May 16, 2011

8.

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/National Marine Fisheries Service dated May 27,
2011

9.

Environmental Defense Center on behalf of California Trout (CalTrout) dated May 27, 2011

10. Central Coast Water Authority (CCWA) dated May 27, 2011
11. Santa Ynez Water Conservation District (SYRWD) and SYRWD Improvement District (ID) No. 1 (Law
Offices of Young Woodbridge, LLP) dated May 31, 2011
12. California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) dated May 31, 2011
13. City of Solvang (Baker Manock & Jensen, PC) dated May 31, 2011
14. Cachuma Conservation Release Board (CCRB) dated May 31, 2011
15. City of Goleta dated May 31, 2011
16. Pacific Institute dated May 12, 2011
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2.3.2

List of Commenters on the 2007 RDEIR

1.

Cachuma Conservation Release Board (Best, Best and Krieger) dated September 27, 2007

2.

U. S. Bureau of Reclamation, dated September 28, 2007

3.

Santa Ynez River Water Conservation District, dated September 28, 2007

4.

Santa Ynez River Water Conservation District, Improvement District No. 1 (Hatch & Parent), dated
September 27, 2007

5.

Carpinteria Valley Water District, dated September 26, 2007

6.

City of Lompoc (Somach, Simons & Dunn), dated September 28, 2007

7.

City of Solvang, dated September 28, 2007

8.

County of Santa Barbara, dated September 28, 2007

9.

Montecito Water District, dated September 25, 2007

10. Environmental Defense Center – CalTrout, dated September 28, 2007
11. California Department of Fish and Game, dated September 26, 2007
12. National Marine Fisheries Service, dated December 7, 2007
13. Pacific Institute, dated September 27, 2007
14. Peter B. Movle, dated September 26, 2007
15. Endangered Habitat League, dated August 25, 2007
16. Nancy Crawford-Hall and San Lucas Ranch (Cox, Castle Nicholson), dated September 28, 2007
17. John Williams, Ph.D., dated September 26, 2007
18. Edwin T. Zapel, dated September 27, 2007
19. Native American Heritage Commission, dated August 2, 2007
20. Stanley H. Hatch for Alisal Properties, dated September 25, 2007
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2.3.3

List of Commenters on the 2003 DEIR

1.

Cachuma Conservation Release Board, dated October 6, 2003

2.

California Department of Fish and Game, dated October 7, 2003 and September 30, 2003

3.

Environmental Defense Center/California Trout, Inc., dated October 7, 2003

4.

City of Lompoc (Somach, Simmons & Dunn), dated October 7, 2003

5.

City of Solvang, dated October 6, 2003

6.

Conception Coast Project, dated September 25, 2003

7.

Majorie Lakin Erickson, dated October 5, 2003

8.

Marc Guonin, dated October 2, 2003

9.

Mike Homes, dated October 1, 2003

10. Cynthia Lara, no date – received October 6, 2003
11. Elizabeth Mason, dated October 7, 2003
12. National Marine Fisheries Service, dated October 7, 2003
13. Santa Barbara County Public Works Department - Flood Control Water Agency, dated September 3,
2003
14. County of Santa Barbara, dated October 6, 2003
15. Santa Barbara Urban Creeks Council, dated October 7, 2003
16. Santa Ynez River Water Conservation District, dated October 7, 2003
17. Santa Ynez River Water Conservation District, Improvement District No. 1, dated October 7, 2003
18. Arve Sjovold, dated September 29, 2003
19. U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, dated October 7, 2003
20. Valerie Weiss, dated October 2, 2003
21. Paul Willis, dated October 3, 2003
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2.4

COMMENTS AND WRITTEN RESPONSES

2.4.1

Written Responses to Comments on the 2011 2nd RDEIR

1.

Palmer Gavit Jackson Trust (Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck) dated May 2, 2011

Response 1-1:
The comment notes that the Palmer Gavit Jackson Trust submitted comments on the 2011 2nd RDEIR, 2007
RDEIR and 2003 DEIR. Additionally the comment notes that copies of prior water rights filings are
provided with the comments.
The Final EIR provided responses to all the comments received. Further, the information on prior water
rights applications is noted.
Response 1-2:
The comment notes that the comments are submitted on behalf of the Palmer Gavit Jackson Trust, which
is a landowner and diverter of water from the Santa Ynez River below Bradbury Dam in the vicinity of
the Alisal Bridge crossing.
The comment is noted.
Response 1-3:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR does not include information on the riparian water use
associated with lands owned by the Palmer Gavit Jackson Trust and that the Trust filed a Statement of
Diversion and Use for five (5) wells for the year 2000 to 2006 on January 17, 2008.
The information provided has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 1-4:
The comment notes that the Palmer Gavit Jackson Trust has filed another Statement of Diversion and Use
for the five (5) wells noted in comment 1-3 above.
The information provided has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 1-5:
The comment states that the Palmer Gavit Jackson Trust has researched the technical information
contained in the hydrologic modeling for the EIR and that the studies include the historic pumping as
part of the baseline data.
The comment is noted.
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Response 1-6:
The comment provides suggested language to acknowledge the Palmer Gavit Jackson Trust diversions
The language has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 1-7:
The comment suggest that the introduction of State Water Project water in to the Lompoc Forebay under
Alternative 4B would have beneficial impacts only to the portions of the Santa Ynez River below the
Lompoc Forebay.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR has been clarified to note this information.
Response 1-8:
The comment suggest that the comparison of Alternative 4B in Table 6.2 on page 6.0-6 should be
corrected to reflect that if State Water Project water was introduced into the Lompoc Basin, only the area
below the Lompoc Forebay would see lowered TDS levels resulting in a beneficial impact for that portion
of the Subbasin.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR has been corrected to reflect this information.
Response 1-9:
The comment suggests that if TDS levels are increased above the basin line level, impacts would not be
Class IV (beneficial) but at least Class III (less than significant for all alternatives except Alternative 4B.
The EIR has been corrected to reflect this information.
Response 1-10:
The comment suggests that the EIR does not provide a discussion under Alternative 4B of releasing
Below Narrows Account (BNA) water, stored in Cachuma, down the Santa Ynez River, when such water
is exchanged for State Water Project Water delivered directly to the Lompoc Forebay.
The EIR does address the release of BNA waters stored in Cachuma Reservoir. Section 4.2.2.3 of the 2011
2nd RDEIR (under Comparison of Alternatives). Specifically, the 2011 2nd RDEIR states:
Releases for water rights under Alternative 4B would also be less than under the baseline
operations because releases from the BNA would not be made from the dam. Instead, SWP water
would be delivered for artificial groundwater recharge to the Lompoc Forebay pursuant to an
exchange agreement.
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For Alternative 4B, the average annual releases for water rights and fish would be 6,741 acre-feet per year
(afy), which would be less than the 7,385 afy for the baseline.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR further states that;
Downstream of Alisal Road, low-flows under Alternative 4B would be less frequent and would
have less volume than other alternatives because BNA releases to the river would not be made
from the dam under Alternative 4B. BNA releases from the dam involve high release rates (e.g.,
75-100 cfs) to reach the Lompoc Plain.
Finally, the 2011 2nd RDEIR notes (see Section 4.2.2.7) that:
The frequency and amount of low-flows downstream of the dam (to Alisal Road) under the project
alternatives are similar to one another and greater than under baseline operations. However,
moderate flows (50-100 cfs) would occur less frequently under Alternative 4B than under baseline
operations because BNA releases to the river are not being made from the dam.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR determined that impacts related to releases under Alternative 4B would be Class III
(less than significant).
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2.

City of Lompoc (Somach Simmons & Dunn) dated May 11, 2011

Response 2-1:
The comment notes that the City of Lompoc (City) submitted comments on both the 2003 DEIR and 2007
RDEIR, as well as comments on the 2011 2nd RDEIR, and that it is the City’s understanding that all
submitted comments will be considered, including the technical comments from Timothy Durbin and
Paul Bratovich, and responded to in the Final EIR.
All comments received on the 2003 DEIR, 2007 RDEIR and 2011 2nd RDEIR have been reviewed and
considered in preparing the Final EIR and responded to.
Response 2-2:
The comment suggests that the City does not consider Alternative 4B to be a viable alternative. For 4B to
be implemented, the comment notes that the City would need to implement an agreement for delivery of
State Water Project (SWP) water, which would serve to harden the demand for SWP water at a time when
the State of California is looking to diversify regional water portfolios to improve water supply reliability.
The comment is noted and the information has been added to Section 6.0 of the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 2-3:
The comment suggests that the Biological Opinion issued by the National Marine Fisheries Service
(NMFS) for the Cachuma project expresses concern that salmonids may incorrectly imprint on SWP water
and therefore NMFS included a reasonable and prudent measure to avoid mixing Central Coast Water
Authority Water (CCWA) (SWP water) in the Santa Ynez River downstream of Bradbury Dam when
steelhead smolts could be imprinted.
This information has been added to Section 6.3 of the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 2-4:
The comment suggests that the full range of impacts of Alternative 4B is currently unknown and that
construction-related impacts would require further environmental review. The comment states that
Alternative 4B is therefore not a reasonable alternative for consideration by the SWRCB.
The comment is noted. Further, the 2011 2nd RDEIR ((see Section 6.0) notes that Alternative 4B, although
it may be the environmentally superior alternative under CEQA, may not be feasible for a number of
reasons, such as construction of a pipeline and outlet works to discharge SWP water into the Santa Ynez
River, and should not be considered further.
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Response 2-5:
The comment notes that the City is party to the Settlement Agreement and that Alternative 3C
incorporates the Settlement Agreement. Further, the comment notes that 3C is the environmentally
superior alternative.
The comment is correct in that the Settlement Agreement has been incorporated as part of Alternative 3C
in the 2011 2nd RDEIR. The prior 2003 DEIR and 2007 RDEIR embodied the components of alternative 3C
but did not specify or call out the Settlement Agreement. The supporting technical studies were reviewed
as part of the 2011 2nd RDEIR preparation and it was determined that while specific components of the
Settlement Agreement may not be fully reflected, there would be no substantial changes to the technical
findings.
Response 2-6:
The comment notes that the City incorporates by reference the comments of the Santa Ynez River Water
Conservation District (SYRWD) and SYRWD, Improvement District (ID) No. 1.
The comment is noted. These comments are listed as comment letter number 11 to the 2011 2nd RDEIR
and responses have been provided for each comment.
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3.

County of Santa Barbara dated May 16, 2011

Response 3-1:
The comment states that the comments from the County of Santa Barbara (County) are submitted.
Comment noted.
Response 3-2:
The comment states that the County is submitting comments from County departments including
Planning and Development, Fire and Parks.
Comment noted. Responses to each of the departments’ comments are provided.
Response 3-3:
The comment is from the County Planning and Development Department and notes that the County
commends the SWRCB for commitment and efforts to develop an oak tree mitigation program to address
the loss of oak trees under the various alternatives.
Comment is noted.
Response 3-4:
The comment notes that the County has made commitments to conserve and regenerate oak tree
woodlands through the adoption of policies in the County’s General Plan and associated guidelines.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR (see Section 4.13.3.2, Local Plans) notes that the County’s General Plan Conservation
Element includes a subsection for the protection of oak trees in inland rural areas of the County. This
component of the Conservation Element includes goals and policies for protecting oak trees.
The comment is noted.
Response 3-5:
The comment suggests the SWRCB should consider the County guidelines that require oak tree
replanting of ratios of 10:1 for coast live oaks and 15:1 for deciduous oaks.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR (Section 4.8.2.2) states:
Oak woodlands are recognized as a significant plant community by both Santa Barbara County
and the state. Of the 3,147 acres of lakeshore margin impacted by the surcharge, approximately
24.1 percent supported oak woodlands. The complexity of restoring lost oak woodland functions—
including the interactions of soil, understory species and the oaks, as well as intricate weave of
invertebrate and animal species that rely on these woodlands for nesting, roosting, foraging and
other life-cycle needs—has resulted in efforts by Santa Barbara County and the state to require
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analysis of these impacts, in addition to the loss of individual oak trees. This analysis was not
included in the 2007 RDEIR, and sufficient data is not available to provide a detailed analysis in
this document. Given those limitations, and acknowledgement that the Cachuma Project is on
federal lands rather than directly under the jurisdiction of the county or state, a reasonable default
has been to acknowledge that the loss of approximately 755 acres of oak woodlands along the lake
margin should be compensated for by developing an integrated Oak Woodland Restoration Plan
that, at minimum, achieves the identified ratio of 2:1 replacement of each individual oak lost after
20 years.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR further notes that:
Of the 1,881 oaks planted thus far, a total of 122 have died. This represents a current survival
ratio of 2.4:1 (based on a loss of 734 trees to date). The initial intention was to plant replacement
trees at a 5:1 ratio, providing a buffer for losses to occur over the 20-year monitoring time frame.
To achieve that planting ratio, based on the documented loss of 612 oaks on the shoreline and 122
mitigation oaks that died, a total of 3,670 oaks would have to be planted. If subsequent surveys
find that additional oaks identified as at risk have also declined, this number could increase.
Maintenance and watering of the mitigation oaks is anticipated to continue until 2013,
approximately eight years into the required monitoring cycle. Once regular watering is
discontinued, loss of additional oaks can be anticipated. Because of the time lag between loss of
mature oaks and growth of replacement planting, the level of significance for this impact remains
at Class I, until such time as the replacement planting ratio of self-sustaining oaks is achieved.
Finally, the 2011 2nd RDEIR states that:
Depending upon the rate of loss of oak trees due to surcharging and the rate of growth of new
trees, the lag time between tree loss and establishment of self-sustaining trees may be very small.
Eventually, the loss of trees would be mitigated to a less than significant level.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR also provides mitigation (see Mitigation Measures RP-1 and RP-2) to compensate for
the loss of oak trees.
No changes have been made to the EIR.
Response 3-6:
The comment notes that the Santa Barbara County Fire department staff has reviewed the 2011 2nd RDEIR
and have no further comment.
The comment is noted.
Response 3-7:
The comment notes that Santa Barbara County Parks has submitted comments on the prior 2003 DEIR
and 2007 RDEIR.
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The comment is noted. Responses to previous comments submitted have been addressed and are
provided in other sections of this document.
Response 3-8:
The comment notes that County Parks supports continued consideration of the protection of recreational
facilities.
The comment is noted.
Response 3-9:
The comment notes that the Cachuma Recreation Area that surrounds Lake Cachuma is an important
resource for the residents of Santa Barbara County and the regional area.
The comment is noted.
Response 3-10:
The comment notes that Santa Barbara County has developed policies with regard to Lake Cachuma for
ensuring water quality and supply, protection of resources, and providing recreational amenities and
opportunities.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 4.13.3.2 Local Plans provides a discussion of the relationship of the Project
with local plans including those of the County of Santa Barbara. This includes discussions on water
resources, ecological resources, and oak trees. The 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 4.10, Recreation addresses the
recreation activities associated with Lake Cachuma and the County’s role.
Response 3-11:
The comment suggests the consideration of alternatives include the ongoing cooperation between
agencies involved with the activities and operation of Lake Cachuma and continued cooperation in
securing recreational resources as the lake is surcharged.
SWRCB recognizes the involvement of the agencies in the activities and operations associated with Lake
Cachuma. The 2011 2nd RDEIR reflects the most current understanding of the relationship among the
agencies. The comment is noted.
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4.

Dee Reed dated May 16, 2011

Response 4-1:
The comment suggests that the amount of time allowed for review and submittal of comments for the
2011 2nd RDEIR was inadequate.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR was released for review on April 1, 2011 with comments due on May 16, 2011.
Further, the SWRCB received a request for extension and extended the review period for an additional 15
days (through May 31, 2011).
The CEQA Guidelines (Section 15105(a)) states:
The public review period for a draft EIR shall not be less than 30 days nor should it be longer than
60 days except under unusual circumstances. When a draft EIR is submitted to the State
Clearinghouse for review by state agencies, the public review period shall not be less than 45 days,
unless a shorter period, not less than 30 days, is approved by the State Clearinghouse.
The review period initially provided for 45 days for review and comment beginning when the 2011 2nd
RDEIR was submitted to the State Clearinghouse; the period was later extended by 15 days (for a total of
60 days). As such, the review period was incompliance with the requirements of the State CEQA
Guidelines.
Furthermore, the recirculation limited review to specific sections of the 2011 2nd RDEIR (Sections 3.0, 4.3,
and 6.0) thus limiting the amount of material that required review. All other sections were subject to
adequate review previously.
Therefore, adequate time was provided for individuals and agencies to review the document and submit
comments.
Response 4-2:
The comment suggests that the need for the EIR is based on the premise that there is an endangered
steelhead species in the local watershed and that this premise has not been properly documented.
The SWRCB does not agree with this comment. In August 1997, NMFS designated the steelhead species,
O. mykiss, inhabiting the lower Santa Ynez River below Bradbury Dam, as endangered under the federal
Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended (ESA). Also, the steelhead, as well as other natural
resources, are recognized by the State of California as a public trust resource under the Public Trust
Doctrine.
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The Public Trust Doctrine is an ancient legal doctrine under which some waters, tidelands and wildlife
resources of the state are held in trust for all of the people, and the state acts as the Trustee to protect
these resources for present and future generations. In California, this Doctrine has been recognized to
extend to the protection of navigable surface waters, to non-navigable tributaries of those waters, to
aquatic resources, and to birds and other wildlife.
The state has a continuing duty to manage public trust resources for the benefit of the people of the state,
traditionally by balancing three traditional interests: fishing, navigation, and commerce. To those three
traditional uses, the courts have added the right of the public to pass over public trust lands and waters
free from restrictions by private landowners, and also protection of ecological units and recreation.
Contrary to the unsupported assertions of the commenter, there is adequate evidence in the record
supporting the existence of steelhead in the watershed.
Response 4-3:
The comment suggests that the inherent rights of property owners are considered in proper proportion to
the rights of fish.
On page ES-1 of the 2011 2nd DEIR, the document states the proposed project consists of potential
modifications to Reclamation’s existing water right permits to provide appropriate protection of
downstream water rights and public trust resources on the Santa Ynez River. Therefore, property rights
have been considered in proper proportion to the fish. Also, please see response to Comment 4-2 above.
Response 4-4:
The comment suggests the entire plan should be scrapped and plans that put people first should be
generated.
The SWRCB does not agree with this comment. The mandate of the SWRCB is to balance humans’ needs
with those of the environment. To that end, the proposed project consists of potential changes to
Reclamation’s water right permits that supply municipal and agricultural needs, among others, to the
residents of the Santa Ynez Valley, and the public trust resources below Bradbury Dam on the Santa Ynez
River.
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5.

Carpinteria Valley Water District dated May 16, 2011

Response 5-1:
The comment notes that the Carpinteria Valley Water District (CVWD) has submitted comments on the
2011 2nd RDEIR.
The comment noted.
Response 5-2:
The comment provides statistical data on the CVWD’s service and service area.
The information provided has been incorporated, as appropriate, into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 5-3:
The comment notes that the CVWD has no comment on Table 4-10, Water Supply and DemandCarpinteria Valley Water District, in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
The comment noted.
Response 5-4:
The comment that Table 4-15, Annual Water deliveries by the Member Units to Their Customers, in the
2011 2nd RDEIR has information that is different from the CVWD’s records.
Table 4-15 has been updated in the 201 2nd RDEIR based on the information provided.
Response 5-5:
The comment notes that the CVWD has no comment on Table 40-19, Member Units Demand, and an
editorial correction on Table 4-20, CVWD Supply and Demand in Critical drought Year (1951) Under
Alternative 5B.
The comment is noted and the correction to Table 4-20 has been made to the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 5-6:
The comment notes that Table 4-25b, Member Units' Supply from Sources Other Than Cachuma
Project during Critical - Three-Year Drought Period (1949–1951), is in error for CVWD and provided the
correct data.
Table 4-25b was updated to reflect the correct information. Other tables were updated to reflect the new
information. There were no changes in the findings or level of significance determined in the 2011 2nd
RDEIR based on the corrected information.
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6.

Paul Slavik dated May 16, 2011

Response 6-1:
The comment states that comments to the 2011 2nd RDEIR are provided.
The comment noted.
Response 6-2:
The comment opines that the project alternatives are largely driven by the Biological Opinion2 regarding
Southern California steelhead populations in the Santa Ynez River. Further, the comment suggests the
Biological Opinion will ultimately create no meaningful change in the steelhead population.
The comment is correct that the alternatives considered in the EIR reflect the Biological Opinion and
consultation conducted by NMFS. The Biological Opinion is a federal action which involves the proposed
operation and maintenance of the Cachuma Project to further address fish needs in the mainstem Santa
Ynez River from Bradbury Dam to the Pacific Ocean including Hilton Creek, Salsipuedes Creek, El Jaro
Creek Quiota Creek, Nojoqui Creek, Alisal Creek and associated riparian areas. The Biological Opinion
addresses actions involving the surcharging the reservoir in some years to provide additional water for
fish downstream, water rights releases, water releases for anadromous migration support, water releases
for summer rearing, the upgrade of road crossing blocking or hindering anadromous fish passage in the
watershed below the dam, and facility maintenance and monitoring activities, among others. The scope
of the consultation for the Biological Opinion is 50 years.
While the federal action is separate from the consideration by the SWRCB of the modifications of the
Reclamation’s water rights permits (Nos. 11308 and 11310) by the SWRCB, it establishes conditions that
cannot be ignored in assessing the project’s potential impacts.
The comment is noted.
Response 6-3:
The comment suggests that the current recovery efforts ignore known scientific data developed by
NMFS. Specifically, the comment identifies in a 2005 U.S. Geological Survey study in the lower Santa
Ynez River that indicates the steelhead are hybridized hatchery descendants which do not qualify for
listing under the Endangered Species Act.
NMFS issued a final determination in January 2006 (see Fed Reg., Vol. 71, No. 3 pp. 834 to 861) to list 10
Distinct Population Segments (DPSs) of West Coast steelhead (O. mykiss) under the ESA. In the proposed
2

National Marine Fisheries Service, Southwest Region Biological Opinion – U.S. Bureau of Reclamation operation
and maintenance of the Cachuma Project on the Santa Ynez in Santa Barbara County, California.
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rule, NMFS noted that the Alsea decision (Alsea Valley Alliance v. Evans (9th Cir. Feb. 24, 2004) 358 F.3d
1181) required listing of an entire Distinct Population Segment (DPS) and “evolutionary significant unit”
(ESU), in contrast to prior steelhead-only listings, and stated the scientific principles and working
assumptions that were used to determine whether particular resident groups were part of an O. mykiss
ESU that included anadromous steelhead. (69 FR 33102, at 33113) NMFS proposed that where resident
(rainbow trout) and anadromous (steelhead) O. mykiss occur in the same stream, they are not
‘‘substantially reproductively isolated’’ from one another and are therefore part of the same ESU.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR identifies and incorporates the most recent technical information available. This
includes the 2009 Draft Southern California steelhead Recovery Plan prepared by NMFS. This plan
outlines the recovery process necessary to accomplish the recovery of southern steelhead (O. mykiss) and
its removal from the federal list of Endangered and Threatened Wildlife in the Southern California
Distinct Population Segment (DPS) (formerly Evolutionarily Significant Unit). The Santa Ynez River is
one of the four major rivers (along with the Santa Maria, Ventura, and Santa Clara rivers) included in the
Monte Arido Highlands Biogeographic Population Group and is considered to be a Core 1 population.
Core 1 populations are those identified as a high priority for recovery actions.
Also, critical habitat was designated for the Santa Ynez River in September 2, 2005, (50 Federal Register
52488) and includes approximately 48 miles of the river and its tributaries downstream of Bradbury Dam.
As to the question of whether the steelhead qualify for listing under the Endangered Species Act, that
question is more appropriately directed to NMFS, as the SWRCB cannot and does not second-guess the
listing decisions of the agencies responsible for the ESA.
Response 6-4:
The comment suggests that public agencies throughout the country utilize steelhead stocking programs
and that studies have noted that native steelhead will reproduce at a rate of 1:1 while hatchery steelhead
reproduce at a rate of 15:1.
The comment refers to studies on the Sacramento River that found stocking hatchery-reared yearling
steelhead is a valid method of supplementing natural steelhead production in the Sacramento River.3
Natural reproduction by steelhead during the study period was on the order of 1 to 1 (i.e., for each adult
one other was produced), while artificial propagation produced about 15 fish for each one spawned. The
study noted that the rate of reproduction holds true only for the limited numbers of steelhead spawned at
Coleman hatchery. The study also noted that a great increase in artificially spawned adults would

3

California Department of Fish and Game, Fish Bulletin No. 114, An Evaluation of Stocking Hatchery-Reared

Steelhead Rainbow Trout (Salmo Gairdnerii Gairdnerii) in the Sacramento River System, 1961.
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depress the survival rates of both hatchery and wild fish, but there is no evidence to indicate at what level
this might become significant.
While hatchery programs may demonstrate higher reproduction, studies have shown that native stocks
have adapted to diverse natural habitats, which improves survival over a wide range of conditions. The
capacity of steelhead to persist when faced with environmental change is, in part, a function of their
evolutionary history. The combined evolutionary histories of many wild stocks of steelhead determine
the genetic capacity of the species to cope with environmental change.
The comment is noted.
Response 6-5:
The comment suggests that, despite spending hundreds of millions of dollars in the Southern California
region, the annual counts of returning steelhead in the Santa Ynez River range from 0 to 16 with an
average of 3.1 fish.
The SWRCB does not agree with this comment. The 2011 2nd RDEIR (see Section 4.7.1.2) provides
information regarding studies conducted from 1993 to 2010 to document O. mykiss in the mainstem Santa
Ynez River downstream of Cachuma Lake. Distribution of O. mykiss varies seasonally, but use of refugia
pools primarily in the Highway 154, Refugio and Alisal reaches increases during wet years. Following the
addition of flow into Hilton Creek since 2000, young-of-the-year and juvenile O. mykiss were observed
downstream as far as the Alisal reach, which suggests that the high reproduction rates observed in Hilton
Creek are contributing to expanding the distribution of O. mykiss into available habitats. Greater numbers
of adult O. mykiss were seen in the Refugio and Alisal reaches during years when Lake Cachuma spilled
(1995, 1998, 2001, 2005, 2006, 2008) than in other years.
Adult O. mykiss have been documented migrating into Hilton Creek in all years that SYRTAC
observations have been made (SYRTAC 1997, 1998, 2000, 2009), but numbers were low in years with low
winter runoff until the Hilton Creek Water System (HCWS) was completed in 2000. Actual spawning
with production of young-of-the-year was documented in 1995, 1997, and 1998 and yearly since 2000,
producing between 400 and 900 young-of-the-year annually.
Surveys from 1993 to 2000 show that Quiota Creek, especially in the upper reach, supports O. mykiss.
Over 100 young-of-the-year were observed in August 1994, and another 100 young-of-the-year and 20 to
30 juvenile/adults were observed in a tributary to Quiota Creek in August. 1994 (SYRTAC 1997.) A visual
survey in February 1995 documented spawning activity, redds and two adults (one 16-inch female and
6- to 8-inch male) approximately 2 miles upstream of the confluence with the Santa Ynez River (SYRTAC
1997). Observations from nine road crossings in late 1998 document approximately 100 young-of-the-year
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from about 1.5 to 3 miles upstream of the confluence. Both adult and juvenile O. mykiss are consistently
observed in Quiota Creek (SYRTAC 2009).
Fish surveys were conducted in February 1995, when access to private property was available for migrant
trapping and an electrofishing survey. (SYRTAC 1997.) Twenty resident O. mykiss juveniles and adults
were found in Alisal Creek upstream of Alisal Reservoir. (SYRTAC 1997.)
O. mykiss of all size classes also have been found in the Salsipuedes-El Jaro Creek system. During summer
months when water temperatures are warm, typically they are found in pools and deep runs. In 1997, an
average rainfall year, snorkel surveys in lower Salsipuedes found young-of-the-year (33), juveniles (172),
and small adults (16), while surveys in upper Salsipuedes and El Jaro found young-of-the-year (56 in
upper Salsipuedes, 45 in El Jaro) as well as juveniles and adults (10 in upper Salsipuedes, 62 in El Jaro)
(SYRTAC 1998,) Also in 1997, a trap installed in lower Salsipuedes Creek captured 34 upstream migrants.
In 1998, only one upstream migrant was captured, and 40 migrants were captured in 1999.
Response 6-6:
The comment states that attached to the comment letter are comments and reference materials cited
relative to the 2009 Draft Southern California Steelhead Recovery Plan that may have application to the
EIR.
The comment suggests that the Southern California steelhead ESU does not qualify for protection under
the ESA based on the molecular genetic study of Jennifer Nielsen and others (Nielsen et al 2003),4
although incorrectly referenced in the comment as “Genetic influence of hatchery-origin fish to natural
populations of rainbow trout in the Santa Ynez River, California.” The question of applicability of the
ESA to the steelhead population found in the Santa Ynez River is beyond the scope of this environmental
document and is irrelevant to the analysis of environmental impacts of the surcharging of the Cachuma
Project. See also Response to 2011 2nd RDEIR Comment 6-3.
However, in reference to the Nielsen et al 2003 study, nuclear DNA (nDNA) markers and mitochondrial
DNA (mtDNA) were used to genetically examine rainbow trout populations in the upper Santa Ynez
River, which are above the Bradbury Dam. The degree to which these populations may represent
anadromous (i.e., steelhead) or resident (i.e., rainbow trout) fish was not evaluated. A conclusion of this
study found that populations of rainbow trout upstream of Juncal Dam in the upper Santa Ynez River,
and in Alder Creek immediately downstream from Juncal Dam, appear to have been influenced
genetically by introduced hatchery fish. In addition, the mtDNA results are consistent with the
4

Nielsen, J. L., C. E. Zimmerman, J. B. Olson, T.C. Wiacek, E. J. Kretschmer, G. M. Greenwald, and J. K. Wenburg.
2003. Population genetic structure of Santa Ynez River rainbow trout – 2001 based on microsatellite and mtDNA
analyses. Final report submitted to U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, California/Nevada Operations Office,
Sacramento, California, November 11, 2003.
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hypothesis that introduced rainbow trout of hatchery origin have made a genetic contribution to sampled
populations upstream of Juncal Dam and in Alder Creek.
Greenwald and Campton5 made a subsequent study to the Nielsen et al report and concluded that
rainbow trout in the upper Santa Ynez River upstream of Gibraltar Dam appear to have largely been
derived genetically from native populations but hatchery-origin fish appear to have also made significant
genetic contributions (20 – 50 percent) to populations upstream of Juncal Dam and in Alder Creek
immediately downstream from that dam. Despite the suspected genetic introgression from introduced
rainbow trout upstream of Juncal Dam and in Alder Creek, those populations and others throughout the
upper Santa Ynez River still retain significant, native genetic complements. The rainbow trout in the
upper Santa Ynez River upstream of Gibraltar Dam appear to have largely been derived genetically from
native populations.
In regard to the steelhead population in the lower Santa Ynez River, Garza and Clemento6 studied
population samples from Salsipuedes and Hilton Creeks below Cachuma Dam for multiple consecutive
years and evaluated temporal genetic variation and estimation of effective population size. Substantial
temporal stability was evident from the multiple analyses in both populations and effective sizes were
low and consistent with census size estimates. However, it was unclear whether these hatchery trout
reproduce or hybridize with native fish in Hilton Creek and reproduction of hatchery fish in the Santa
Ynez River appears to be largely or totally absent. In addition, Garza and Clement (2007) found that
introgression and reproduction between hatchery fish and native populations was essentially absent from
all Santa Ynez River populations. This result indicates that hatchery trout are different enough in life
history and physiology that they do not successfully reproduce with naturally spawning fish.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR acknowledges and includes discussion of the 2009 Recovery Plan and incorporates
information relative to the project as applicable. The commenter is directed to Section 2.6 of the 2011 2nd
RDEIR.

5

6

Greenwald, G.M. and D.E. Campton. 2005. Genetic influence of hatchery-origin fish to natural populations of
rainbow trout in the Santa Ynez River, California. A synopsis and supplemental evaluation of: Nielsen, Jennifer L.,
Christian E. Zimmerman, Jeffrey B. Olson, Talia C. Wiacek, Eric J. Kretschmer, Glenn M. Greenwald, and John K.
Wenburg. 2003. Population genetic structure of Santa Ynez River rainbow trout – 2001 based on microsatellite and
mtDNA analyses. Final report submitted to U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service under Intra-agency Agreement No. 11440-14000 between the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Ventura, CA) and the U.S. Geological Survey (Anchorage, AK).
California-Nevada Operations Office (CNO), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Sacramento, California. 20 pp.
Garza, John Carlos and Anthony Clemento. 2007. Population genetic structure of Oncorhynchus mykiss in the
Santa Ynez River, California. Final report for project partially funded by the Cachuma Conservation Release
Board. October 2007.
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7.

Bureau of Reclamation dated May 16, 2011

Response 7-1:
The comment notes that Reclamation comments on the 2011 2nd RDEIR are provided. Also, no further
comments have been added during the extension of the comment period.
Comment is acknowledged.
Response 7-2:
The comment states that Reclamation concurs with the SWRCB that Alternative 3C (existing Cachuma
Project operations) is the environmentally superior alternative and supports this alternative as the
preferred alternative.
Comment is noted.
Response 7-3:
The comment states that Reclamation agrees that Alternative 4B is no longer a viable alternative because
the City of Lompoc (City) has twice rejected SWP water as a new supply. Also, the City has entered into
the Settlement Agreement with downstream water right interests and the Member Units that resolves
their water quality issues. The comment further states the Settlement Agreement is incorporated into
Alternative 3C and current Cachuma Project operations, as is NMFS’s Biological Opinion for Southern
California steelhead.
The comment is noted.
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8.

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/National Marine Fisheries Service
dated May 27, 2011

Response 8-1:
The comment states, as expressed in prior correspondence, NMFS is requesting that the SWRCB not
finalize the EIR pending release and incorporation of the new Biological Opinion for operation and
maintenance of the Cachuma Project and the Southern California Steelhead Recovery Plan.
The SWRCB understands that NMFS is in dialogue with the Reclamation and that the current Biological
Opinion may be revisited. Further, the SWRCB is aware that NMFS has published a draft Southern
California Steelhead Recovery Plan, and that sometime in the future they may finalize that plan.
The SWRCB does not concur that the completion of this EIR process should be deferred until finalization
of the Southern California Steelhead Recovery Plan or the completion of the revised Biological Opinion.
CEQA does not require an exhaustive study of a particular subject in order for an EIR to be informative to
the decision making body. As required by NMFS, the Cachuma Project will fully comply with the
provisions of a revised Biological Opinion just as the Project has operated in compliance with the
September 2000 Biological Opinion. Further, the 2011 2nd Revised EIR reflects the draft Southern
California Steelhead Recovery Plan. SWRCB may consider amending Reclamation’s permits requiring
compliance with any new or revised Biological Opinion, but Reclamation’s responsibilities with regard to
the terms contained in any Biological Opinion are not dependent upon those terms being incorporated
into Reclamation’s permits.
The operation of Bradbury Dam by the Cachuma Operations and Maintenance Board (COMB), who
operates the Cachuma Project on behalf of Reclamation, is a separate action from the SWRCB’s
consideration of water rights. These actions have historically proceeded in parallel and undergone
separate environmental reviews. The 2011 2nd RDEIR reflects the most current data available from COMB
and others.
Given the above reasons, the SWRCB does not believe there is adequate reason to delay the Cachuma
Project EIR.
Response 8-2:
The comment states that NMFS will assist the State Water Board to ensure that the administrative record
includes necessary evidence to properly evaluate project impacts on fisheries consistent with the public
trust responsibilities of the State Water Board.
This comment is noted.
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Response 8-3:
The comment suggests that NMFS’s September 2000 Biological Opinion concerning the Southern
California steelhead ESU will be taken into consideration in regulating water release requirements from
the Cachuma Reservoir. The comment continues that, as supported by NMFS’s administrative record and
the October 26, 2010 correspondence, NMFS considers the September 2000 Biological Opinion insufficient
for the Cachuma Project to not jeopardize the continued existence of the endangered steelhead in the
Santa Ynez River. Therefore, re-initiation of formal consultation under the ESA is required. A new NMFS
biological opinion was expected in December 2011; however, NMFS is currently coordinating with
Reclamation to define a schedule for the reinitiated consultation including development and submittal of
required work products to support the process. The comment recommends that completion of the EIR
process be deferred until a new Biological Opinion can be completed.
The comment is noted.
The Southern California Steelhead Recovery Plan has not been finalized as of November 2011 and it is
our understanding that NMFS has only recently begun formal consultation with Reclamation for a
revised Biological Opinion. NMFS is correct that the statement on Page 2.0-21 concerning receipt of the
Compliance Report from Reclamation in May 2010 is inaccurate. The latest Compliance Report,
containing data for the years of 2003 through 2009, was completed in January 2011.
Based on the above information, the SWRCB does not concur that the completion of this EIR process
should be deferred until finalization of the Southern California Steelhead Recovery Plan or the
completion of the revised Biological Opinion. CEQA does not require an exhaustive study of a particular
subject in order for an EIR to be informative to the decision making body. As required by NMFS, the
Cachuma Project will fully comply with the provisions of a revised Biological Opinion just as the project
has operated in compliance with the September 2000 Biological Opinion. SWRCB may consider amending
Reclamation’s permits requiring compliance with any new or revised Biological Opinion, but
Reclamation’s responsibilities with regard to the terms contained in any Biological Opinion are not
dependent upon those terms being incorporated into Reclamation’s permits.
Response 8-4:
The comment states that NMFS had not started the Southern California Steelhead recovery process when
the 2000 Biological Opinion was issued. In addition, the comment states that NMFS has published several
technical memoranda and developed a draft recovery plan subsequent to the preparation of the
Biological Opinion. NMFS recommends that the State Water Board consider the additional documents
mentioned above in the preparation of the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
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Section 2.6 Draft Steelhead Recovery Plan of the 2011 2nd RDEIR summarizes in considerable detail the
contents and objectives and the July 2009 Draft Southern California Steelhead Recovery Plan. In addition,
this same section references two of the technical memoranda (NOAA-NMFS, SW Fisheries Center
Technical Memo No 394, and NOAA-NMFS, SW Fisheries Center Technical Memo No 407) referred to in
this comment.
The SWRCB does not concur that the completion of this EIR process should be deferred until finalization
of the Southern California Steelhead Recovery Plan or the completion of the revised Biological Opinion.
CEQA does not require an exhaustive study of a particular subject in order for an EIR to be informative to
the decision making body. As required by the NMFS, the Cachuma Project will fully comply with the
provisions of a revised Biological Opinion just as the project has operated in compliance with the
September 2000 Biological Opinion. SWRCB may consider amending Reclamation’s permits requiring
compliance with any new or revised Biological Opinion, but Reclamation’s responsibilities with regard to
the terms contained in any Biological Opinion are not dependent upon those terms being incorporated
into Reclamation’s permits.
Response 8-5:
The comment references the earlier NMFS October 7, 2003 comment letter in which six steelhead studies
are recommended to be undertaken by the SWRCB. The comment states that these studies do not appear
to have been completed.
The information intended to be gathered by the six studies requested by NMFS, including steelhead
spawning and rearing habitat assessment, fish passage for Bradbury Dam, fish flows to support
migration above Bradbury Dam, watershed analysis, channel flows and alternative flow regimes for the
lower Mainstem Santa Ynez River is essentially the same information that will be gathered through
actions included in the Fish Management Plan. Results of the Fish Management Plan actions are
contained in the Reclamation’s Compliance Report as well as the Draft Southern California Steelhead
Recover Plan and the technical memoranda produced by NMFS. The SWRCB has relied on the Santa
Ynez River Adaptive Management Committee to independently undertake these specific studies.
Response 8-6:
The comment suggests that NMFS has commented on sections of the EIR rather than limiting its
comments to just Sections 4.3 and 6.0. One of the specific comments relates to a new section in the 2011
2nd RDEIR related to climate change.
The comment is noted.
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Response 8-7:
The comment recommends that the 2011 2nd RDEIR note the historical sizes of the steelhead and rainbow
trout recreational fisheries on the Santa Ynez River.
The comment is noted. Historical records prior to the construction of Bradbury Dam in 1953 indicate that
recreational fisheries were supported by large annual steelhead returns. Because these historical large
annual steelhead returns no longer occur, the proposed action cannot have an impact on recreational
fisheries that currently do not exist. It is acknowledged that the common goal of steelhead recovery in the
Santa Ynez River could one day again permit recreational fisheries, however, this is not an objective of
the NMFS recovery plan or of the SWRCB project.
Response 8-8:
The comment references Section 4.7.1.3, Status of Fish Habitat and states that the EIR should address
fish habitat above Bradbury Dam. The comment states that previous data provided to the SWRCB by
NMFS depicted potential steelhead spawning and rearing habitat above Bradbury Dam, where 71 percent
of the potential habitat is located.
The project analyzed in the 2011 2nd RDEIR is potential modifications to the Reclamation’s existing water
rights permits to provide appropriate protection of water rights and public trust resources on the Santa
Ynez River downstream of Bradbury Dam. The purpose of the EIR is not to evaluate the impacts of the
Cachuma Project on the fishery (including the impact of the dam and reservoir on fish passage) and
develop measures to mitigate those impacts (such as fish ladders, trap and haul, etc.). That was the
purpose of the public trust hearing. The purpose of the EIR is to evaluate any incidental environmental
impacts of the public trust measures proposed during the hearing. The hearing record doesn't support the
imposition of passage requirements at the present time. Instead, NMFS and DFG recommended that the
feasibility of passage should be studied. Conducting a study of the feasibility of providing for passage, by
itself, will not have an environmental impact, and therefore it was not necessary to evaluate the potential
impacts of such a study in the EIR.
The Santa Ynez River reaches upstream of Bradbury, Gibraltar, and Juncal dams are not included as O.
mykiss critical habitat, however, populations of O. mykiss that exist upstream of the introduced dam
barriers are largely or entirely descended from relic O. mykiss populations historically ascending the
watersheds (Boughton and Goslin, 20067). Nielsen (19988) found that the native fish found upstream of

7

Boughton, D. A. and M. Goslin. 2006. Potential steelhead over-summering habitat in the south-central/southern
California coast recovery domain: Maps based on the envelope method. NOAA- NMFS, SW Fisheries Center Technical
Memo No 391. Santa Cruz, CA.
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the Bradbury Dam appear to be historically descended from anadromous O. mykiss, despite extensive
stocking with hatchery fish over the years. Thus, hatchery fish do not appear to have significantly
interbred into the wild strain, potentially as a result of different life cycle patterns. Finally, the Draft
Recovery Plan emphasizes restoring access to the approximately 40 river miles upstream of the barriers in
the Santa Ynez River in order to promote ecological traits such as capacity to migrate long distances and
withstand warmer temperatures. There are no project actions that affect upstream resources and no
current plans to construct fish passage around these barriers; further analysis is not a part of the 2011 2nd
RDEIR. No further discussion is needed.
Response 8-9:
The comment suggests that the alternatives discussed in Section 4.7.2, Potential Impacts of the
Alternatives of the 2011 2nd RDEIR were based on the September 2000 Biological Opinion for the
Cachuma project, which requires re-initiation of consultation and issuance of a new biological opinion
under the ESA. The comment also states that none of the alternatives are based on the series of
fishery-related investigations previously recommended by NMFS in their October 7, 2003 comment letter.
The comment expresses NMFS’s concern that these alternatives may not adequately address possible
effects to endangered Southern California steelhead.
The alternatives considered in the 2011 2nd RDEIR all incorporate the requirements of the September 2000
Biological Opinion, which is designed to protect the endangered Southern California steelhead.
Consequently, the SWRCB is of the opinion that the public trust resource would be protected under the
implementation of the proposed project.
Response 8-10:
The comment suggests that Chapter 4.12 Climate Change of the 2011 2nd RDEIR does not deal with
specific impacts to steelhead or resident O. mykiss.
While there is no specific impact assessment of climate change on steelhead or resident O. mykiss, 2011 2nd
RDEIR Section 4.12.3.2, Impact Assessment addresses in general the potential effects on Biodiversity and
Habitat.9 Individual species and habitats will have very different responses to climate change. The
SWRCB concurs with NMFS that the biological response to climate change will be complex and
uncertain.

8

Nielsen, J. L. 1998. Molecular genetic population structure in steelhead/rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) from
the Santa Ynez River, 1994-1997. Final Technical Report submitted to ENTRIX, Walnut Creek, CA November 20,
1998. 32pp.

9

Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, Voluntary Guidance for States to Incorporate Climate Change into
Wildlife Action Plans & Other Management Plans, September 2009. 7.
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Response 8-11:
The comment suggests that the effective means to address impacts of climate change on steelhead and
resident O. mykiss is the restoration of fish passage above Bradbury Dam to provide access to upstream
spawning and rearing habitats.
The SWRCB acknowledges NMFS’s view that the restoration of ecologically meaningful passage flows
and the provision of access to upstream spawning and rearing habitats would be an effective means of
addressing the potential adverse effects of climate change. This comment is noted.
Response 8-12:
The comment references Section 4.13.1.1, Bureau of Reclamation of the 2011 2nd RDEIR and the Cachuma
Lake Resource Management Plan fish-stocking program for Cachuma Lake and expresses NMFS‘s
concern about impacts from non-native fish introductions, including hatchery reared O. mykiss.
The SWRCB acknowledges that the NMFS Recovery Plan for Southern California Steelhead and the
Cachuma Lake Resource Management Plan fish-stocking program for Cachuma Lake are not regulatory
documents, however, the documents do incorporate recommendations for management of the species.
The SWRCB does not have responsibility for fish stocking in Cachuma Lake.
Reclamation’s fish stocking program is described in the Cachuma Lake Resource Management Plan DEIS
and Reclamation has apparently not issued the Record of Decision on this project. It would be more
appropriate for NMFS to comment on their concerns regarding the Cachuma Lake Resource Management
Plan DEIS directly to Reclamation.
Response 8-13:
The comment references Section 4.13.2.1, California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) of the 2011
2nd RDEIR, stating that there is no reference to the 1996 Steelhead Restoration and Management Plan for
California, in which CDFG seeks a permanent flow regime from Bradbury Dam to restore the steelhead
resource and to investigate the feasibility of steelhead passage around Bradbury Dam.
The 1996 Steelhead Restoration and Management Plan for California states that “Restoration of
California's anadromous fish populations is mandated by The Salmon, Steelhead Trout, and Anadromous
Fisheries Program Act of 1988 (SB 2261). SB2261 states that it is a policy of the state to significantly
increase the natural production of salmon and steelhead by the end of the century, and directs CDFG to
develop a program that strives to double naturally spawning anadromous fish populations by the year
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2000.”10 A task of CDFG to be undertaken as part of this program for the Santa Ynez River is to develop
guidelines for maintaining instream flows to protect fisheries resources downstream of water diversions
in Central Coast watersheds and to protest water right applications unless sufficient bypass flows are
established that will maintain habitat conditions in streams, tributaries, and lagoons.
Response 8-14:
The comment references 2nd RDEIR Section 4.13.2.1, California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG),
stating that there is no reference to the California Fish and Game Code sections which are relevant to the
State Water Board proposed project. The comment identifies section 5937 “release of water below a dam
to maintain fish in good condition, sections 1601-1603 “diversion or obstruction of natural flows” and
sections 6900-6903.5 “Salmon, Steelhead Trout and Anadromous Fisheries Program Act.”
The SWRCB fully intends to comply with all state provisions including those mentioned in the comment.
Fish and Game Code section 5937 requires the owner of a dam to allow sufficient water at all times to
pass through a fishway, or in the absence of a fishway, to allow sufficient water to pass over, around or
through the dam, to keep in good condition any fish that may be planted or exist below the dam. This is
one of the objectives of the Cachuma Project, therefore, compliance with Fish and Game Code Section
5937 is a component of the project. Sections 6900-6903.5 are known as the Salmon, Steelhead Trout, and
Anadromous Fisheries Program Act (Act). This Act describes that the protection of the naturally
spawning salmon and steelhead must be accomplished primarily through the improvement of stream
habitat. The improvement of stream habitat is a project objective of the Cachuma Project. Sections 16011603 references the need for an agreement with the CDFG before any diversion or obstruction may be
placed within stream course. However, there have been no violations of this statue for the Cachuma
Project.
Response 8-15:
The comment questions whether an environmentally superior alternative can be selected when the 2000
Biological Opinion is being subjected to reinitiated consultation between NMFS and Reclamation and the
Southern California Steelhead Recovery Plan has yet to be completed. The comment concludes that the
SWRCB will benefit in its efforts to protect the public trust resources from the renewed consultation and
the final Recovery Plan information.
The SWRCB agrees that the updated information that will come from the reinitiated consultation and the
finalization of the Recovery Plan would be helpful in planning for future actions to protect the public
trust resources. Indeed, the SWRCB will follow Reclamation in adopting the requirements of a revised
10 California Department of Fish and Game, Steelhead Restoration and Management Plan for California, February
1996, page iii.
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Biological Opinion. However, the SWRCB does not need obtain that additional information to complete
the current CEQA process because the 2000 Biological Opinion is the guiding principle from which the
project objections and alternatives are derived. While the 2000 Biological Opinion may not incorporate all
possible actions for the protection of steelhead, the requirements of that document have provided and
continue to provide protection that did not exist prior to the proposed action.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR (see Section 6.3) identifies Alternative 3C and Alternative 4B as the environmentally
superior alternatives as they have the fewest significant impacts. These alternatives would not result in
any significant and unavoidable impacts (Class I) to water supply but would result in temporary
significant and unavoidable (Class I) impacts to oak trees. The 2011 2nd RDEIR also notes that although
Alternative 4B would have slightly more beneficial impacts, it would require the import of SWP water,
which would require an agreement between the City and DWR, would have impacts related to steelhead,
and would require construction of a pipeline and outlet works to discharge SWP water into the Santa
Ynez River.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR states that Alternatives 3B, 5B, and 5C would result in significant and unavoidable
(Class I) impacts to water supply that could not be mitigated as well as significant impacts (Class I and
Class II) to oak trees and, therefore, would not be the environmentally superior alternative.
As Alternative 3C is the No Project Alternative, Alternative 4B would be the environmentally superior
alternative as the State CEQA Guidelines11 require that another alternative other than the No Project
Alternative be identified among the other alternatives if the No Project Alternative is environmentally
superior. However, Alternative 4B would require additional measures beyond those that can be
considered at this time and may have additional potentially significant (either Class I or II) impacts
related to the construction of a pipeline and outlet works, and to steelhead smolts imprinting on SWP
water. Therefore, although identified as the environmentally superior alternative, Alternative 4B is not
considered a feasible alternative and should not be considered.

11 California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Division 6, Chapter 3, California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines,
Section 15126.6(e)(2).
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Response 8-16:
The comment suggests all issues in NMFS’s comment letter be addressed prior to certification of the Final
EIR.
This Final EIR provides response to all prior comments on the 2003 DEIR, 2007 RDEIR and the 2011 2nd
RDEIR. In addition to the responses to NMFS’s comment letter provided above, the SWRCB reiterates it
does not concur that the completion of this EIR process should be deferred until finalization of the
Southern California Steelhead Recovery Plan or the completion of the revised Biological Opinion. CEQA
does not require an exhaustive study of a particular subject in order for an EIR to be informative to the
decision making body. SWRCB may consider amending Reclamation’s permits requiring compliance
with any new or revised Biological Opinion, but Reclamation’s responsibilities with regard to the terms
contained in any Biological Opinion are not dependent upon those terms being incorporated into
Reclamation’s permits.
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9.

Environmental Defense Center on behalf of California Trout (CalTrout) dated May 27,
2011

Response 9-1:
The comment notes that the Environmental Defense Center (EDC) previously requested in October 2010
that the SWRCB postpone any further action on the Cachuma Project EIR pending completion by NMFS
of its Southern California Steelhead Recovery Plan and reinitiated Section 7 consultation with
Reclamation regarding the Cachuma Project.
The SWRCB understands that the NMFS is in dialogue with Reclamation and that the current Biological
Opinion may be revisited. Further, the SWRCB is aware that the NMFS has published a draft Southern
California Steelhead Recovery Plan, and that sometime in the future they may finalize that plan.
The SWRCB does not concur that the completion of this EIR process should be deferred until finalization
of the Southern California Steelhead Recovery Plan or the completion of the revised Biological Opinion.
CEQA does not require an exhaustive study of a particular subject in order for an EIR to be informative to
the decision making body. SWRCB may consider amending Reclamation’s permits requiring compliance
with any new or revised Biological Opinion, but Reclamation’s responsibilities with regard to the terms
contained in any Biological Opinion are not dependent upon those terms being incorporated into
Reclamation’s permits.
The 2011 2nd Revised EIR reflects the draft Southern California Steelhead Recovery Plan. The operation of
Bradbury Dam by Reclamation is a separate action from the SWRCB’s consideration of water rights. As
EDC is aware, these actions have historically proceeded in parallel and undergone separate
environmental reviews. The 2011 2nd RDEIR reflects the most current data available from the Cachuma
Operations and Maintenance Board (COMB – who operates the Cachuma Project on behalf of
Reclamation) and others.
Given the above reasons, the SWRCB will not delay the Cachuma Project EIR further.
Response 9-2:
The comment expresses general concern regarding the methods utilized to estimate water supply,
demand, and feasible mitigation measures.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR provides a full discussion of the methodologies used to analyze impacts to water
supply and demands. The 2011 2nd RDEIR utilized information on water supply provided by the Member
Units that was current at the time of the EIR preparation. The data used has been reviewed by the
Member Units and they have concurred with it use. Further, where significant impacts are identified,
feasible mitigation measures have been studied.
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The comment is noted.
Response 9-3:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR relies on outdated and incomplete information.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR incorporates the most current information and utilizes a wide variety of data sources.
Further, based on comments to the 2003 DEIR and 2007 RDER, the 2011 2nd RDEIR incorporates
information identified in those comments. The comment does not provide any specific information
regarding which information presented in the 2011 2nd Revised DEIR is outdated or incomplete
information.
The comment is noted.
Response 9-4:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR narrowly focuses and mischaracterizes the project’s
public trust objective.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR clearly states the project objectives (see Section 3.1.1) which include protecting public
trust resources below Bradbury Dam.
The comment is noted.
Response 9-5:
The comment notes that, as requested, specific comments are provided on Sections 4.12, 4.3, 6.0, and 7.0
of the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
The comment is noted.
Response 9-6:
The comment notes that, in addition to comments on the 2011 2nd RDEIR sections mentioned in response
to 2011 2nd RDEIR Comment 9-5, previous comments on the 2003 DEIR and 2007 RDEIR regarding water
supply are incorporated by reference.
Previous comments on the 2003 DEIR and 2007 RDEIR are addressed in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 of
Volume I of the Final EIR with the responses to the other comments on those DEIRs.
The comment is noted
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Response 9-7:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR continues to understate water supply, overstate demand
and ignore feasible mitigation measures.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR provides a full discussion of the methodologies used to analyze impacts to water
supply and demands. Further, where significant impacts are identified, feasible mitigation measures have
been identified.
The comment is noted.
Response 9-8:
The comment suggests that previous comments on the 2003 DEIR and 2007 RDEIR regarding water
supply impacts are incorporated by reference.
Previous comments on the 2003 DEIR and 2007 RDEIR are addressed in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 of
Volume I of this Final EIR.
The comment is noted
Response 9-9:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR allocates no desalinated water during critical droughts.
The comment provides additional information regarding the City of Santa Barbara’s (City) desalination
plant.
Information on the status of the City’s desalination plant has been included in the 2011 2nd RDEIR,
However, while the plant may be available in the long-term, City staff projects no need for desalinated
water within at least the next 5 years.12 In the current Long-Term Water Supply Plan, any utilization of
the plant would be deferred until at least the sixth year of a drought, and is considered the lowest priority
of potential supplies.13 As such, the City has not included desalination in its latest projects for water
supply during a 6-year critical drought period for the next 20 years (through 2030).14
Response 9-10:
The comment provides information on Goleta Water District’s (GWD’s) pumping and banking of
groundwater, and suggests that GWD may be able to increase current pumping capacity by adding new
wells.
12 City of Santa Barbara, Public Works Department, Water Resources Division, Water Supply Management Report,
2010 Water Year, December 2010.
13 City of Santa Barbara, Long-term Water Supply Plan 2011, June 14, 2011, p. 22 and 23.
14 City of Santa Barbara, Long-term Water Supply Plan 2011, June 14, 2011, p. 23 and Figure 9.
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Information on GWD’s pumping of groundwater and implications on the local groundwater for the
Goleta Groundwater Basin have been included in the 2011 2nd RDEIR. However, the 2011 Final
Groundwater Management Plan does not provide for increased pumping and only suggests that future
wells be located, and that further study will be required.15
GWD has indicated that it has an adjudicated entitlement to a portion of the total annual yield of the
Goleta Groundwater Basin in the amount of 2,350 afy.16 Other entities are entitled to use the remaining
portion of the safe yield, including La Cumbre Mutual Water Company, which is entitled to 1,000 afy.
Other overlying landowners are entitled to use the balance of the total annual safe yield.
GWD recognizes that its banked water could assist in offsetting water supply shortfalls and has indicated
that the banked groundwater, referred to by the SAFE Ordinance as the “Drought Buffer,” represents a
significant water supply and reliability asset.17 However, GWD notes that it is important to recognize
that SAFE requires this banked groundwater to be maintained for its customers during times of drought.
As such, the Drought Buffer cannot be used as a supplement supply for new or additional groundwater
pumping.
The GWD Water Supply Management Plan recommends that the groundwater-State Water hybrid
management strategy be used by GWD to manage its various water sources.18 This hybrid strategy is
described below in priority order:
1.

Cachuma water sources are used first until their entitlement is exhausted for the year, in the
following order: Carry-over Water, spill Water, and Cachuma Entitlement.

2.

However, if there is a local drought such that Cachuma deliveries are reduced below 100 percent in
any month, then groundwater is pumped at its capacity as a supplement to Cachuma water. This
extends the availability of Cachuma water later into the water year and allows longer pumping of the
limited capacity groundwater wells.

3.

Any CCWA banked water is then used. CCWA considers that the first State Water used is banked
water, so this accounting is done automatically as State Water is used.

15 Bachman, Steve, Ph.D., Final Groundwater Management Plan, Goleta Groundwater Basin, prepared for Goleta
Water District and La Cumbre Mutual Water Company, May 2011, pp. 5-14 through 5-16.
16 Correspondence from John McInnes, General Manager, Goleta Water District to Jane Farwell, SWRCB, Water
Rights Section, August 29, 2011.

17 Correspondence from John McInnes, General Manager, Goleta Water District to Jane Farwell, SWRCB, Water
Rights Section, August 29, 2011.
18 Bachman, Steve, Ph.D., Goleta Water District, Water Supply Management Plan, April 2011, p. 20.
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4.

Determine the average spring groundwater elevations from the Index Wells. Use the following logic
sequence:
a.

If groundwater elevations are higher than -26.2 ft. msl (1972 groundwater elevation), pump
groundwater at its capacity of 300 acre-feet per month. Then supplement State Water as needed
to fully meet demand.

b.

If groundwater elevations are lower than -84.6 ft. msl (historical low elevation), use State Water to
meet demand.

c.

If groundwater elevations are between -26.2 ft. and -84.6 ft. msl, use the following logic sequence:
i.

If Cachuma deliveries are at 100%, use State Water to meet demand.

ii. If Cachuma deliveries have been reduced, use groundwater first at its capacity,
supplemented by State Water to meet demand.
As Cachuma supplies would have to be reduced below 100 percent in any given month to utilize
groundwater pumping, use of increased pumping has not been included in the EIR.
Response 9-11:
The comment suggests that GWD has other secondary water supplies, including El Capitan Mutual
Water Company, stored injection wells, and a bedrock well, and that these sources were not accounted
for in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
GWD does not identify the secondary supplies noted by the commenter in their 2011 Water Supply
Management Plan. The 2011 Water Supply Management Plan recognizes a modified approach using
groundwater first along with Cachuma water when Cachuma deliveries are reduced.19 Therefore, the
supplies should not be included in the analysis.
Response 9-12:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR does not consider the Cold Spring Tunnel, water from
Glen Annie Reservoir, or Laurel Canyon Reservoir for the City of Santa Barbara (City) supply.
The City’s other supplies beyond Cachuma Reservoir are from Gibraltar Reservoir, Mission Tunnel,
Groundwater, SWP water and recycled water. Information on the 2009-2010 supplies delivered from
these additional sources has been included in the 2011 2nd RDEIR. The City does not receive water from
Cold Spring Tunnel, water from Glen Annie Reservoir, or Laurel Canyon Reservoir.

19 Bachman, Steve, Ph.D., Goleta Water District, Water Supply Management Plan, April 2011, p. 17.
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Response 9-13:
The comment questions how the infiltration from the Tecolote Tunnel was used in the 2011 2nd RDEIR
analysis.
As outlined in Technical Memo No. 1 from Stetson Engineers (see Appendix E), Tecolote Tunnel
infiltration is not shown but is considered a component of the Project yield. As shown on Tables 8A and
8B in Technical Memo No. 1, the Tecolote Tunnel infiltration (2,050 afy for the period 1918 to 1993 [Table
8A], and 1,620 afy for the period 1947 to 1951 [Table 8B].
Response 9-14:
The comment suggests that GWD’s reclaimed (recycled) water can be used as a supplemental supply and
the 2011 2nd RDEIR should identify feasible mitigations that would enable full use.
As described by GWD,20 currently the recycled water facility operated by Goleta Sanitary District has a
total theoretical production capacity of 3,000 afy; however, distribution system infrastructure and
customer demand limit the ability to achieve full use. The existing recycled water system is able to serve
GWD’s current recycled water customer base and deliver on average 1,000 afy. However, during peak
hours of usage, the distribution system reaches capacity limitations. In addition, the system experiences
storage limitations, and additional reservoirs would be required to use the full plant capacity. Long range
improvements to the recycled water plant are included in GWD’s 2011 Infrastructure Improvement Plan;
however, funding is not currently available for these projects. Moreover, GWD has limited ability to
legally compel existing customers to convert from the use of potable water to recycled water. In many
cases, the costs associated with conversion are prohibitive, especially when recycled water mains need to
be extended or booster stations enhanced. GWD has instituted economic incentives by offering a reduced
rate for recycled water irrigation and connection, and new projects being developed along or near
existing infrastructure are required to use recycled water and make feasible distribution system
improvements consistent with State law. (Wat. Code Section 13550 et seq.)
Response 9-15:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR has under-considered the use of recycled water by the
City of Santa Barbara (City).
At full capacity, the City currently recycles 1400 afy of water available from the El Estero Wastewater
Treatment Plant; current demand is approximately 800 afy plus 300 afy of process water.21 The 2011 2nd

20 Correspondence from John McInnes, General Manager, Goleta Water District to Jane Farwell, SWRCB, Water
Rights Section, August 29, 2011.
21 City of Santa Barbara, Urban Water Management Plan, 2010 Update – Adopted June 2011, p. 28.
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RDEIR uses this current demand for recycled water for the City. This amount is supported by
information in the City’s 2010 Urban Water Management Plan Update that shows historic demand of
718 af in 2005 and 697 in 2010, with projected demand to increase to 875 af in 2015, 950, af in 2020, 1,025 af
in 2025 and 1,100 af in 2030.22
Response 9-16:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR used selected data to complete analysis of water supplies
and that consideration of SWP water was underestimated.
The analysis of water supplies in the 2011 2nd RDEIR utilized a range of considerations including historic
drought conditions. Further, the 2011 2nd RDEIR used updated projections for the availability of SWP
water as provided in the State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 2009 published in August 2010.
Response 9-17:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR uses incorrect information regarding the minimum
estimates of SWP Table A deliveries.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR uses the minimum estimates of Table A deliveries as published in the State Water
Project Delivery Reliability Report 2009. As shown on Table 6.3 of the 2009 SWP Reliability Report, the
minimum Table A SWP delivery would be 7 percent; this is a revision to the prior 2007 SWP Reliability
Report which indicated 6 percent.23
The 2011 2nd RDEIR uses the most recent multiple year dry year SWP Table A delivery from the Delta as
reported in the State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report; as a conservative approach, deliveries of
32 percent during the 6-year drought from 1987 to 1992 were used for the 2029 update studies.24
While the comment expresses concern over consideration of the worst case for Cachuma water supplies
coinciding with the SWP “Minimum” delivery as statistically remote and unlikely, considering the
possibility is a conservative approach to assessing impacts to water supply. The probability of both
events occurring simultaneously is low but not unreal, and as such cannot be considered speculative. This
approach provides a conservative assessment of water supply and identification of potentially significant
impacts.

22 City of Santa Barbara, Urban Water Management Plan, 2010 Update – Adopted June 2011, Table 6.
23 State of California, Department of Water Resources, The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 2009,
Final, August 2010, Table 6.3.
24 State of California, Department of Water Resources, The State Water Project Delivery Reliability Report 2009,
Final, August 2010, Table B.2.
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Response 9-18:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR’s analysis of water supply impacts may include an
artificial, additional dry year to the 1949 to 1951 drought.
As shown in Technical Memo No. 1 (Appendix E to the 2011 2nd RDEIR), the analysis considered the
period 1949 to 1951 (See Table 13a, page 17 of Tech Memo No. 1). As such, the analysis did not consider
an extra dry year, only the three-year period from 1949 to 1951.
Response 9-19:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR continue to overstate demand and incorporates comments
by the Pacific Institute on water supply impact analysis by reference.
The data related to demand is based on information provided by each of the Member Units. EDC is
referred to the responses to the Pacific Institute comments. (See response to Comments 16-1 through
16-19).
Response 9-20:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR fails to incorporate the Pacific Institute’s assessment of
water conservation features.
EDC is referred to Responses 16-1 through 16-19.
Response 9-21:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR fails to acknowledge information provided by the Pacific
Institute to refute Member Unit’s testimony in the 2007 RDEIR.
EDC is directed to responses to comments to the Pacific Institute’s September 27, 2007 letter. (See
response to letter number 13 on the 2007 RDEIR [Section 2.3.2 of this Final EIR].)
Response 9-22:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR fails to include new State mandated water conservation
and efficiency standards set forth in SBx7-7.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR acknowledges that the Member Units must address the requirements of SBx7-7 (Sen.
Bill No. 7x (2009-2010 7th Ex. Sess.) (hereafter SBx7-7)) in the preparation of their 2010 Urban Water
Management Plans (UWMPs). (See Section 4.3.3 of the 2011 2nd RDEIR.) The methods by which the
Member District’s comply with SBx7-7 are not within the purview of the SWRCB but rather are subject to
review and approval by the Department of Water Resources. Methods of water conservation by local
agencies cannot be addressed by the operation of the Cachuma Project nor is that an issue of water rights.
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As long as the ultimate use of the water under the water rights permits is for beneficial use, the SWRCB
does not directly implement or enforce SBx7-7.
The comment is noted.
Response 9-23:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR concludes that proposed mitigation will reduce all
significant impacts to less than significant.
While the 2011 2nd RDEIR identifies that the Member Units shall implement drought contingency
measures identified in the Member Units’ urban water management plans, there is no guarantee that they
will. Further the SWRCB lacks any authority to require that any such measures be implemented.
As stated in the CEQA Guidelines (see Section 15091(a)(2), “No public agency shall approve or carry out a
project for which an EIR has been certified which identifies one or more significant environmental effects
of the project unless the public agency makes one or more written findings for each of those significant
effects, accompanied by a brief explanation of the rationale for each finding. The possible findings are:
…(2) Such changes or alterations are within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another public agency
and not the agency making the finding. Such changes have been adopted by such other agency or can and
should be adopted by such other agency.”
As such, while mitigation has been identified, the SWRCB must rely on the Member Units to implement
it. If the mitigation is not implemented by the other agencies, the impacts would remain significant.
Response 9-24:
The comment suggest that the EIR should contain other feasible mitigation measures such as those
regarding water conservation suggested by the Pacific Institute in their 2007 RDEIR comment letter.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR contains all feasible mitigation measures including those that should be implemented
by other agencies. EDC is directed to the responses to comments to the Pacific Institute’s September 27,
2007 letter. (See responses to letter number 13 to the 2007 RDEIR [Section 2.3.2 of this Final EIR]).
Response 9-25:
The comment suggests the Pacific Institute provided information in their 2007 RDEIR comment letter
regarding methods to increase water conservation.
EDC is directed to the responses to comments to the Pacific Institute’s September 27, 2007 letter. (See
responses to letter number 13 to the 2007 RDEIR [Section 2.3.2 of this Final EIR].)
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Response 9-26:
The comment suggest that the 2011 2nd RDEIR fails to discuss mitigation measures identified by the
Pacific Institute in their 2007 RDEIR comment letter, and fails to acknowledge the comments.
The SWRCB has responded to all comments. EDC is directed specifically to the responses to comments to
the Pacific Institute’s September 27, 2007 letter. (See responses to letter number 13 to the 2007 RDEIR
[Section 2.3.2 of this Final EIR]).
Response 9-27:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR does not identify as mitigation the 5,000 to 7,000 afy in
conservation measures, stating as an example that GWD intends to increase conservation measures
beginning in 2012.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR, (see Section 4.3.3) states “any drought contingency measures identified in the
Member Units’ urban water management plans shall be implemented to the extent necessary to make up
for a shortage in water supply in a critical drought year.” It is not appropriate for the SWRCB to dictate to
the Member Units how to achieve conservation goals, and compliance with the requirements of recent
legislation and preparation of UWMPs are the responsibility of the local agencies and fall under the
purview of the Department of Water Resources.
Further, GWD’s program to attempt to increase water conservation and recycling is discussed in the prior
response to Comment 9-14.
Response 9-28:
The comment suggests the 2011 2nd RDEIR should address the modification of Member Units’ water rate
structures to encourage water conservation.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR, see Section 4.3.3) states “any drought contingency measures identified in the
Member Units’ urban water management plans shall be implemented to the extent necessary to make up
for a shortage in water supply in a critical drought year.” It is not appropriate for the SWRCB to dictate to
the Member Units how to achieve conservation goals, and compliance with the requirements of recent
legislation and preparation of UWMPs are the responsibility of the local agencies and fall under the
purview of the Department of Water Resources.
Response 9-29:
The comment suggests the 2011 2nd RDEIR should include feasible mitigation measures to reduce water
use by agricultural users.
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The 2011 2nd RDEIR (see Section 4.3.3) includes mitigation that “any drought contingency measures
identified in the Member Units’ urban water management plans shall be implemented to the extent
necessary to make up for a shortage in water supply in a critical drought year.” It is not appropriate for
the SWRCB to dictate to the Member Units how to achieve conservation measures. Also, compliance with
the requirements of recent legislation and preparation of UWMPs are the responsibility of the local
agencies and fall under the purview of the Department of Water Resources.
Response 9-30:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR include information on the use of recycled water or
rainwater harvesting to supplement water supplies and increase water conservation.
The water supply analysis in the 2011 2nd RDEIR recognizes the use of the recycled and reclaimed water
where identified by the Member Units as a reliable source of water. For example, 800 afy of recycled
water is considered for the City of Santa Barbara (see Table 4-12) and 1,000 afy of recycled water is
considered for GWD (see Table 4-13).
As previously noted in response to Comment 9-14, local agencies have limited ability to legally compel
existing customers to convert from the use of potable water to recycled water. In many cases, the costs
associated with conversion are prohibitive, especially when recycled water mains need to be extended or
booster stations enhanced. All agencies and water providers are required to implement future
improvements consistent with State law (Water Code section 13550 et seq.) to achieve a 20 percent
reduction in per capita water use by 2020.
Response 9-31:
The comment suggests that the SWRCB has not evaluated the releases provided for under WR 89-18 as
part of the mitigation strategy to benefit steelhead and other public trust resources.
The SWRCB has considered prior information on the impacts and benefits to steelhead and public trust
resources in the evaluation of modifications to WR 89-18 and required a number of studies to be
completed in Order WR 94-5.25 The required studies include a report on the riparian vegetation
monitoring program in and along the margins of the Santa Ynez River below Bradbury Dam and a study
report, or compilation of other existing materials, which clearly describes the impacts, or lack thereof, of
the Cachuma Project on downstream diverters as compared to conditions which would have existed in
the absence of the Cachuma Project.

25 State Water Resources Control Board, In the Matter of Permits 11308 and 11310 Issued pursuant to Applications
11331 and 11332, Water Rights (WR) Order 94-5, Order Continuing Reserved Jurisdiction and Issuing Amended
Permits, adopted November 17, 2004.
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In 1993, some of the parties entered into two Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) for cooperation in
research related to the protection of fish and fish habitat for the portion of the Santa Ynez River below
Bradbury Dam. A report regarding this work has been prepared by the Santa Ynez River Technical
Advisory Committee under the MOUs. In 1994, a new Memorandum of Understanding (1994 MOU) was
executed which acknowledges that three to five years may be needed to complete data collection and
studies for presentation of information on fish and fish habitat for the portion of the Santa Ynez River
below Bradbury Dam in order to jointly resolve some of the outstanding issues before the SWRCB in
1994.
The 1994 MOU, which expired on March 14, 1995, provides for the establishment of a Fish Reserve
Account, consisting of an amount of water equivalent to the amount of water stored in the Cachuma
Project above elevation 750 feet and any water captured by virtue of any modifications made to the
flashboards of Bradbury Dam. Water in the Fish Reserve Account is to be used for the maintenance of fish
below Bradbury Dam and to carry out necessary studies provided for in the study plan as provided in the
1994 MOU. In the event the Fish Reserve Account is insufficient for purposes of the 1994 MOU,
Reclamation may make releases, per the 1994 MOU, from the minimum pool of the Cachuma Project, up
to an amount that shall not exceed 2,000 afy without further consultation with the parties to the 1994
MOU.
The required studies have been completed and made available for review.
Response 9-32:
The comment suggests that information contained in the 2011 2nd RDEIR on climate change is significant
new information and should have been identified for public comment.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR (see Section 4.12) contains information regarding climate change issues that have
been completed by the California Department of Water Resources (DWR) and other entities. DWR has
issued a number of technical studies and memoranda that discuss potential impacts on water supply, and
how increased water-use efficiency can reduce annual urban and agricultural demand. Information
contained in the 2011 2nd RDEIR has been available for public review as part of the DWR 2009 California
Water Plan Update,26 and does not constitute new information.
CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5 provides that a lead agency is required to recirculate an EIR when
significant new information is added to the EIR. As used in this section, the term “information” can
include changes in the project or environmental setting as well as additional data or other information.

26 California Natural Resources Agency, California Water Plan Update 2009, Vol. 4, Reference Guide, 2009
California Climate Adaptation Strategy (2009).
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CEQA court decisions on recirculation confirm that the standard for recirculation under CEQA is
stringent, and recirculation is not required when any arguably significant new information is added to an
EIR. (Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of Univ. of Cal. (1993) 6 Cal. 4th 1112, 1129 (Laurel Heights
II).) Instead, recirculation is only required when the addition of new information to a Draft EIR deprives
the public of a meaningful opportunity to comment on substantial adverse project impacts or feasible
mitigation measures or alternatives that are not adopted. (14 Cal. Code Regs. Section 15088.5(a); Laurel
Heights II 6 Cal. 4th at 1129.) New information added to an EIR is not “significant” unless the EIR is
changed in a way that deprives the public of a meaningful opportunity to comment upon a substantial
adverse environmental effect of the project or a feasible way to mitigate or avoid such an effect (including
a feasible project alternative) that the project’s proponents have declined to implement.
In this case, the “new” information added to the 2011 2nd RDEIR in response to the many submitted
comments does not show a new environmental impact or a substantial increase in the severity of an
environmental impacts previously identified. Also, the comments and responses do not demonstrate that
there is a feasible alternative or mitigation measure considerably different from the alternatives and
mitigation measures evaluated in the 2007 RDEIR and the 2011 2nd RDEIR that would clearly reduce
environmental impacts.
Court decisions also confirm that recirculation is not required when the responses to comments or other
changes in an EIR merely clarify, amplify or make insignificant modifications to the analysis in the Draft
EIR. (14 Cal. Code Regs. Section 15088.5(b); Marin Mun. Water District v. KG Land Cal. Corp. (1991) 235 Cal.
App. 3d 1652.) The various clarifications and additional information made in this EIR have no
implications on the alternatives considered as described in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
The inclusion of the information on climate change provides a context for the overall project in light of
recent concerns that have been expressed regarding the implications on climate change on water and
biological resources. The inclusion of the discussion on climate change does not identify any new
significant impacts or alternatives that should be evaluated, nor does it identify any new mitigation
measures. The SWRCB is not required to address climate change because the agency has no authority to
shape the alternatives considered in any way that could mitigate for environmental damage related to
climate change. The Project, as considered in the 2011 2nd RDEIR, has no features that would result in an
increase in emissions that could affect climate change. Further, the surcharging of Lake Cachuma in itself
would not increase or decrease greenhouse gases.
Response 9-33:
The comment suggests that in light of commentary in the 2011 2nd RDEIR regarding opinions of the status
of steelhead in the Santa Ynez River, the Cachuma Project must be evaluated in light of climate change.
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The 2011 2nd RDEIR provides information on the potential effects of climate change to the extent such
effects are not speculative, as required by CEQA. (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15145.) The analysis of the
Project’s impact on global climate change is considered too speculative. Under CEQA, the lead agency
must only evaluate the significance of direct physical environmental effects and the “reasonably
foreseeable” indirect physical changes caused by a project. Speculative changes are not reasonably
foreseeable and therefore need not be analyzed. In addition, when a lead agency finds, after “thorough
investigation,” that the evaluation of an impact is too speculative, the agency is not responsible for
further analysis of it. On this basis, the trial courts in Center for Biological Diversity v. City of Perris and
Santa Clarita Oak Conservancy v. City of Santa Clarita upheld the cities’ determinations that climate change
analysis was too speculative in those cases and therefore not required by CEQA. Further, the superior
court in Center for Biological Diversity v. County of San Bernardino held that in the absence of express
direction from the state, any analysis of a particular project’s impact on climate change as a global
phenomenon would also be too speculative.
Separately, the 2011 2nd RDEIR considers potential additional greenhouse gas emissions due to the
project, but because the application to address changes in water rights under State Water Board Order
WR 89-18 will not lead directly to any activities that would emit greenhouse gases, there is no
requirement for a more detailed discussion of greenhouse gases in the EIR.
Response 9-34:
The comment suggests Section 4.12, Climate Change in the 2011 2nd RDEIR does not evaluate how the
proposed actions can or will maintain and recover steelhead in light of anticipated climate change effects.
The comment continues that no analyses were conducted to determine whether the proposed mainstem
releases will provide sufficient spawning success in tributary watersheds.
While there is no specific impact assessment of climate change on resident O. mykiss, 2011 2nd RDEIR
Section 4.12.3.2, Impact Assessment addresses in general the potential effects on Biodiversity and
Habitat27. Individual species and habitats will have very different responses to climate change. The
SWRCB concurs with NMFS Comment 8-10 that the biological response will be complex and uncertain.
CEQA does not require a lead agency to engage in speculation as to potential future environmental
impacts. (See State CEQA Guidelines, Section 15145.)
The influence of global climate change on future environmental condition of Cachuma Lake cannot be
predicted with any accuracy. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has indicated that an abundance and

27 Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, Voluntary Guidance for States to Incorporate Climate Change into
Wildlife Action Plans & Other Management Plans, September 2009. Page 7.
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distribution of fish and wildlife will also change.28 However, it can be difficult to estimate with precision
which species will be affected by environmental change, and exactly how they will be affected. Provision
of specific efforts to protect the public trust resource would be speculative at this time, and CEQA does
not require a lead agency to engage in speculation as to potential future environmental impacts
The 2011 2nd RDEIR provides information on the potential effects of climate change to the extent such
effects are not speculative, as required by CEQA. (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15145.) The analysis of the
Project’s impact on global climate change is considered too speculative. Under CEQA, the lead agency
must only evaluate the significance of direct physical environmental effects and the “reasonably
foreseeable” indirect physical changes caused by a project. Speculative changes are not reasonably
foreseeable and therefore need not be analyzed. In addition, when a lead agency finds, after “thorough
investigation,” that the evaluation of an impact is too speculative, the agency is not responsible for
further analysis of it. On this basis, the trial courts in Center for Biological Diversity v. City of Perris and
Santa Clarita Oak Conservancy v. City of Santa Clarita upheld the cities’ determinations that climate change
analysis was too speculative in those cases and therefore not required by CEQA. Further, the superior
court in Center for Biological Diversity v. County of San Bernardino held that in the absence of express
direction from the state, any analysis of a particular project’s impact on climate change as a global
phenomenon would also be too speculative.
Response 9-35:
The comment suggests that the effect of climate change cannot be deferred; doing so ignores CEQA’s
mandate to analyze potential hazards as such hazards currently exist or may occur in the future.
See responses to Comments 9-33 and 9-34.
Response 9-36:
The comment suggests that the SWRCB is attempting to circumvent its obligation under CEQA to present
mitigation measures for the Project resulting from climate change that are known, specific, feasible,
effective and enforceable,
Please see response to Comment 9-34 above. Provision of specific efforts to protect the public trust
resource from the unknown specific effects of climate change would be speculative at this time.

28 US Fish and Wildlife Service, Climate Change in the Pacific Region, http://www.fws.gov/pacific/Climatechange
/challenges.html.
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Response 9-37:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR must analyze the effects of climate change on steelhead
and other public resources. Further, the comment suggests this is significant new information that will
require recirculation of the RDEIR.
See response to Comments 9-33 and 9-34.
Response 9-38:
The comment suggests that the statement in the 2011 2nd RDEIR, that all of the alternatives would result
in beneficial impacts to steelhead movement, is incorrect because none of the alternatives have been
properly evaluated in light of climate change impacts, impacts from Order WR 89-18 releases, or lagoon
life history phases for steelhead, and because Alternative 4B will cause a steelhead imprinting/migration
impact that has not been mitigated.
The comment opines that the 2011 2nd RDEIR Alternatives analysis is incorrect because there was no
comparison of the alternatives in regard to climate change. Because climate change is a gradual process
which may cause multiple undermined effects, it is not possible to speculate on the specific efforts that
Reclamation or the SWRCB would implement in an effort to meet the project objectives of protecting both
the public trust resources and the senior water rights holders from changes in water quality and quantity.
The SWRCB is of the opinion that the project alternatives would have benefits to steelhead movement,
migration and their habitat because the alternatives all consider the operation of the Cachuma Project in
compliance with the Biological Opinion specifically designed for the protection of the public trust
resource.
While it is the opinion of the commenter Order WR 89-18 releases have an impact on the public trust
resource, this has been addressed in the Settlement Agreement that requires water rights releases to be
scheduled in accordance with existing provisions of Order WR 89-18 (Condition 5) to assure that such
releases are similar to the historical practices, such that these releases operate conjunctively with the fish
water releases required to meet target flows described in the NMFS Biological Opinion. In addition, SWP
deliveries of low-total dissolved solids water will be maximized during periods of Order WR 89-18 water
rights releases, consistent with limitations in the NMFS Biological Opinion. The SWRCB is not of the
opinion that Order WR 89-18 water releases will have an impact on the 2011 2nd RDEIR alternatives.
The Santa Ynez River lagoon is not designated as critical habitat for either O. mykiss or the tidewater
goby. However, lagoons are considered important habitat elements for O. mykiss and potentially provide
critical rearing habitat for juveniles and smolts. Lagoon anadromous O. mykiss consist primarily of
juveniles who over summer in the estuary of their natal creek, growing quickly and emigrating to the
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ocean at a larger size than those fish that rear in freshwater habitats. Alternatives 3B, 3C, 4B, 5B, and 5C
are anticipated to have a slight beneficial effect on lagoon residents due to increases in flow to the lagoon
during emergency winter operations and passage releases.
There is some concern about the use of SWP water, as contemplated under Alternative 4B. SWP water
cannot be delivered to the lake when water is being released from the dam. However, SWP water can be
mixed with water being released from the dam and simultaneously discharged to the river due to
configuration of the outlet works; though no release occurs April through June if flow is continuous in
the river. SWP water may be commingled with Cachuma water, but must not exceed 50 percent of the
total rate of releases to the river at any time. With these provisions, no significant impacts were associated
with Alternative 4B, other than those associated with temporary habitat removal and localized impacts to
fish during construction of the four proposed outlets near Lompoc. No improper imprinting of steelhead
smolt is expected as a consequence of this Alternative as SWP water releases are curtailed during releases
for steelhead passage.
Response 9-39:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR includes only a cursory review of the potential increased
impacts resulting from climate change, and fails to review any of the alternatives for potentially
significant increased impacts that may occur due to the effects of climate change.
See response to Comments 9-33, 9-34 and 9-38.
Response 9-40:
The comment suggests that water rights releases under Order WR 89-18 result in significant, adverse
impacts to steelhead and that the 2011 2nd RDEIR alternatives all maintain those releases, which have
never been evaluated for impacts to public trust resources.
Water releases under the Biological Opinion were fully evaluated in the Final EIS/EIR for the “Lower
Santa Ynez River Fish Management Plan (Plan) and the 2000 Biological Opinion for Southern Steelhead
Trout.” The actions evaluated include various flow and non-flow measures to be implemented by
Reclamation and the Cachuma Project Member Units to protect and enhance habitat for the endangered
southern steelhead trout along the Santa Ynez River downstream of Bradbury Dam. Reclamation issued a
Record of Decision on November 18, 2004.
While it is the opinion of the commenter the Order WR 89-18 releases have an impact on the public trust
resource, this has been addressed in the Settlement Agreement that requires water rights releases to be
scheduled in accordance with existing provisions of Order WR 89-18 (Condition 5) to assure that such
releases are similar to the historical practices, such that these releases operate conjunctively with the fish
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water releases required to meet target flows described in the NMFS Biological Opinion. In addition, SWP
deliveries of low-total dissolved solids water will be maximized during periods of Order WR 89-18 water
rights releases, consistent with limitations in the NMFS Biological Opinion. The SWRCB is not of the
opinion that Order WR 89-18 water releases will have an impact on the 2011 2nd RDEIR Alternatives.
As the Biological Opinion is a non-discretionary requirement for the operation of Bradbury Dam and the
Cachuma Project, the 2011 2nd RDEIR includes water releases as stipulated therein to be part of the
alternatives considered, specifically Alternatives 2, 3B and 3C. Alternatives 5B and 5C provide for
modified operations as described in Alternative 3A2 the 1995 Cachuma Project Contract Renewal EIR/EIS
prepared by Reclamation and as described in the responses to comments on the 2003 DEIR.
Response 9-41:
The comment suggests that none of the 2011 2nd RDEIR alternatives properly consider the lagoon life
history phases for steelhead, which are important for smolt rearing. The comment provides information
on restoration actions for the Santa Ynez River Estuary and claims this is new information relevant to the
environmental setting. The comment concludes that the new information requires the 2011 2nd RDEIR to
be recirculated.
The analysis of impacts on the lagoon is included in Section 4.7.2.6, Impacts on Resident Fish along the
River of the 2011 2nd RDEIR. Alternatives 3B, 3C, 4B, 5B, and 5C are anticipated to have a slight beneficial
effect on lagoon residents due to increases in flow to the lagoon during emergency winter operations and
passage releases, which would likely slightly increase dissolved oxygen levels and reduce the salinity in
the upper portion of the lagoon. The increase in flow under Alternatives 3B, 3C, 4B, 5B, and 5C, relative to
Alternative 2, may have a beneficial effect on steelhead and other marine species that enter the lagoon to
spawn (such as Pacific herring). A re-evaluation is not warranted.
Response 9-42:
The comment suggests that steelhead could become imprinted on SWP water if SWP water is released
when smolts are present, resulting in disorientation during migration. The comment claims that the
impact from release of SWP water under Alternative 4B is potentially significant and has not been
mitigated.
The SWRCB concurs that the Reclamation must avoid mixing SWP water in the Santa Ynez River
downstream of Bradbury Dam when steelhead smolts could be subject to imprint and become
disoriented during subsequent migrations; hence, SWP deliveries are curtailed during releases for
steelhead passage. Because there is no SWP release during times when smolts are present, the potential
improper imprinting by smolt would be avoided and no impact on the species would occur.
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Response 9-43:
The comment suggests that the impacts from the construction of a pipeline and outlets to deliver SWP
water to Lompoc has not been evaluated. The comment claims that although the 2011 2nd RDEIR states
that mitigation would replace riparian vegetation, the lack of performance standards for such mitigation
is a deferral of analysis. The comment concludes that the construction of such pipeline is a significant
impact because the proposed mitigation is legally inadequate, and therefore, Alternative 4B cannot be
considered the environmentally superior alternative.
This comment is correct that Alternative 4B includes the construction of a pipeline for delivery of SWP
water. A 20-inch diameter pipeline would be connected to the CCWA pipeline at an existing blowoff
valve along McLaughlin Road near its terminus at the Santa Ynez River (Figure 3-1). The pipeline would
be buried in or within existing agricultural roads. It would convey up to 20 cfs and 3,500 af over a
four-month period in the summer and fall when BNA releases traditionally occur. As the new pipeline
would be placed within the existing agricultural roads, impacts to riparian resources are limited.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 4.8.2.4 analyzes the impacts to riparian vegetation under Alternative 4B. The
analysis states that the placement of the proposed outlets will avoid direct impacts to mature riparian
woodlands and the temporary impacts to riparian scrub will be mitigated by restoring the impacted
habitat through implementation of Mitigation RP-2 at a ratio of 2:1. The performance standards for
success of this mitigation are a requirement of the CDFG streambed alteration agreement, which typically
requires that restoration success be achieved within five years. Because this impact can be mitigated to
less than significant by the stated mitigation measure, Alternative 4B would not result in a significant
impact as the comment claims.
Response 9-44:
The comment suggests Alternative 4B is incorrectly identified in the 2011 2nd RDEIR as the environmental
superior alternative.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR (see Section 6.3) identifies Alternative 3C and Alternative 4B as the environmentally
superior alternatives as they have the fewest significant impacts. These alternatives would not result in
any significant and unavoidable impacts (Class I) to water supply but would result in temporary
significant and unavoidable (Class I) impacts to oak trees. The 2011 2nd RDEIR also notes that although
Alternative 4B would have slightly more beneficial impacts, it would require the import of SWP water,
which would require an agreement between the City and DWR, would have impacts related to steelhead,
and would require construction of a pipeline and outlet works to discharge SWP water into the Santa
Ynez River.
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The 2011 2nd RDEIR states that Alternatives 3B, 5B, and 5C would result in significant and unavoidable
(Class I) impacts to water supply that could not be mitigated as well as significant impacts (Class I and
Class II) to oak trees and, therefore, would not be the environmentally superior alternative.
As Alternative 3C is the No Project Alternative, Alternative 4B would be the environmentally superior
alternative as the CEQA Guidelines29 require that another alternative other than the No Project Alternative
be identified among the other alternatives if the No Project Alternative is environmentally superior.
However, Alternative 4B would require additional measures beyond those that can be considered at this
time and may have additional potentially significant (either Class I or II) impacts related to the
construction of a pipeline and outlet works, and to steelhead smolts imprinting on SWP water. Therefore,
although identified as the environmentally superior alternative, Alternative 4B is not considered a
feasible alternative and should be considered.
Response 9-45:
The comment states that the 2011 2nd RDEIR finding that Alternatives 3C and 4B meet the project
objective of protecting public trust resources is not accurate because the objective does not address the
public trust resources above and below Bradbury Dam.
The SWRCB does not concur with this comment. The 2011 2nd RDEIR project is the potential
modifications to Reclamation’s water rights Permits 11308 and 11310, to provide appropriate protection
of water rights and public trust resources on the Santa Ynez River downstream of Bradbury Dam. The
Cachuma Project is responsible for the public trust resources below the Bradbury Dam. The public trust
resources above the dam have not been included in the Project objectives as there are no project activities
that currently affect those resources. Please also see Response 8-8 above.
Response 9-46:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR cannot find that any of the alternatives would result in
beneficial impacts to steelhead movement, migration and habitat. The comment concludes that
Alternatives 3C and 4B would not meet the public trust resources objective.
The SWRCB does not concur with this comment. Protection of the public trust resource is one of the
project objectives and this objective is realized through the implementation of the requirements of the
2000 Biological Opinion, which NMFS developed specifically for the protection of the Southern California
steelhead in the Santa Ynez River. The SWRCB acknowledges that re-consultation between NMFS and
Reclamation has been initiated.

29 California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Division 6, Chapter 3, California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines,
Section 15126.6(e)(2).
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Response 9-47:
The comment suggests that Alternatives 3 and 4 merely implement the 2000 Biological Opinion and that,
despite a minimum of 11 years of implementation, there has been not concomitant improvement to the
steelhead population in the Santa Ynez River during this time. The comment concludes that Alternatives
3 and 4 would maintain the current highly depressed steelhead population, but are inadequate to protect
public trust resources.
The SWRCB does not concur with this assessment. The requirements of the 2000 Biological Opinion were
developed by NMFS specifically for the protection of the Southern California steelhead in the Santa Ynez
River. The SWRCB acknowledges that the results of this implementation have not been appreciable
improvement the steelhead population as anticipated. However, the populations have not shown a
dramatic decline in numbers. As a consequence of not reaching the desired goals, NMFS and the
Reclamation have initiated re-consultation on this public trust resource. SWRCB may consider amending
Reclamation’s permits requiring compliance with any new or revised Biological Opinion, but
Reclamation’s responsibilities with regard to the terms contained in any Biological Opinion are not
dependent upon those terms being incorporated into Reclamation’s permits.
Response 9-48:
The comment suggests that NMFS and Reclamation have reinitiated the Endangered Species Act Section
7 consultation based on a conclusion that the 2000 Biological Opinion is inadequate to protect the public
trust resources. The comment continues that SWRCB should not continue with the EIR until completion
of the reinitiated consultation.
The SWRCB concurs that with the statement that NMFS and Reclamation have reinitiated the
Endangered Species Act Section 7 consultation. SWRCB does not, however, agree that the EIR should be
discontinued until the reinitiated consultation is completed. CEQA does not require an exhaustive study
of a particular subject in order for an EIR to be informative to the decision making body, and SWRCB
action pursuant to this process will not preclude or affect Reclamation’s future compliance with any such
new Biological Opinion.
Response 9-49:
The comment suggests that under CEQA, the SWRCB cannot adopt an alternative if another feasible
alternative exists that fulfills most of the basic project objectives and avoids or substantially lessens a
significant impact. EDC suggests CalTrout’s Alternative 3A2 Modified for Dry Years is more capable of
fulfilling public trust objectives and suggests this alternative must be evaluated in the RDEIR. Finally, the
comment suggests the water supply and demand projections should be reanalyzed.
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As noted previously in response to the 2011 2nd RDEIR Comment 9-44, the 2011 2nd RDEIR (see Section
6.3) identifies Alternative 3C and Alternative 4B as the environmentally superior alternatives as they have
the fewest significant impacts. These alternatives would not result in any significant and unavoidable
impacts (Class I) to water supply but would result in temporary significant and unavoidable (Class I)
impacts to oak trees. The 2011 2nd RDEIR also notes that although Alternative 4B would have slightly
more beneficial impacts, it would require the import of SWP water, which would require an agreement
between the City and DWR, and have impacts related to steelhead, and the construction of a pipeline and
outlet works to discharge SWP water into the Santa Ynez River.
In comments on the 2003 DEIR, California Trout (CalTrout) argued that the 2003 DEIR should be revised
to include consideration of a different project alternative designed to protect fishery resources in the
Santa Ynez River. The proposed alternative was described as Alternative 3A2 in a 1995 Environmental
Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement (EIR/EIS) prepared by Reclamation and the Cachuma
Project water supply contractors in connection with the renewal of the water supply contract for the
Cachuma Project. In response to CalTrout’s comments, the SWRCB developed two new alternatives,
Alternatives 5B and 5C, which are modified versions of Alternative 3A2. The SWRCB revised the 2003
DEIR as the 2007 Revised Draft EIR (2007 RDEIR) to analyze those alternatives. Therefore, Alternatives 5B
and 5C are comparable to the recommended Alternative 3A2.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR states that Alternatives 3B, 5B, and 5C would result in significant and unavoidable
(Class I) impacts to water supply that could not be mitigated as well as significant impacts (Class I and
Class II) to oak trees and, therefore, would not be the environmentally superior alternative.
All water supply and demand information was updated based on comments on the 2003 DEIR and 2007
RDEIR, including by the Pacific Institute. The analysis reflects the independent review of water supply
and demand, and conservation measures that can be feasibly implemented.
As Alternative 3C is the No Project Alternative, Alternative 4B would be the environmentally superior
alternative as the CEQA Guidelines30 require that another alternative other than the No Project Alternative
be identified among the other alternatives if the No Project Alternative is environmentally superior.
However, Alternative 4B would require additional measures beyond those that can be considered at this
time and may have additional potentially significant (either Class I or II) impacts related to the
construction of a pipeline and outlet works, and to steelhead smolts imprinting on SWP water. Therefore,
although identified as the environmentally superior alternative, Alternative 4B is not considered a
feasible alternative and should be considered.
30 California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Division 6, Chapter 3, California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines,
Section 15126.6(e)(2).
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Response 9-50:
The comment recommends additional studies to augment Alternative 3A2.
The alternatives identified in the 2011 2nd RDEIR (as well as the 2003 DEIR and 2007 RDEIR) reflect input
from a variety of stake holders in the extremely long hearing process for the consideration of modification
of Reclamation’s water right Permits 11308 and 11310. As stated in the CEQA Guidelines (see Section
15126.6), an EIR shall describe a range of reasonable alternatives to the project, or to the location of the
project, which would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project but would avoid or
substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the
alternatives. An EIR need not consider every conceivable alternative to a project. Rather, it must consider
a reasonable range of potentially feasible alternatives that will foster informed decision making and
public participation. The lead agency (in this case the SWRCB) is responsible for selecting a range of
project alternatives for examination and must publicly disclose its reasoning for selecting those
alternatives. The SWRCB considered a number of reasonable alternatives to the proposed regulation in
the 2011 2nd RDEIR. The Board is not required to “consider in detail each and every conceivable variation
of the alternatives stated.” (Residents Ad Hoc Stadium Com. v. Board of Trustees (1979) 89 Cal.App.3d 274,
287-288.)
The alternatives included in the 2011 2nd RDEIR are:
2

Baseline Condition Operations under Orders WR 89-18 and WR 94-5 and the Biological Opinion
interim flow requirements.

3B. Operations under the Biological Opinion assuming Reclamation achieves a 3.0-foot surcharge, except
that releases for fish rearing and passage would be provided with a 1.8-foot surcharge.
3C. Existing operations under the Biological Opinion and Settlement Agreement assuming Reclamation
achieves a 3.0-foot surcharge.
4B. Operations under the Biological Opinion assuming Reclamation achieves a 3.0-foot surcharge and the
discharge of SWP water to the river near Lompoc in exchange for water available for groundwater
recharge in the Below Narrows Account established by Order WR 73-37, as amended by Order WR
89-18.
5B. Operations under the proposed CalTrout Alternative 3A2 during wet and above-normal water year
types, with operations under the Biological Opinion during below-normal, dry and critical water year
types, assuming Reclamation achieves a 3.0-foot surcharge, except that releases for fish rearing and
passage will be provided with a 1.8-foot surcharge.
5C. Operations under the proposed CalTrout Alternative 3A2 during wet and above-normal water year
types, with operations under the Biological Opinion during below-normal, dry and critical water year
types, assuming Reclamation achieves a 3.0-foot surcharge.
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The alternatives meet the requirements of CEQA and are adequate to foster informed decision making
and public participation.
Response 9-51:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR must include analysis not only below, but above
Bradbury Dam, and should include an alternative evaluating a fish passage around Bradbury Dam.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR addresses the Project’s potential impacts below Bradbury Dam to water rights, and
impacts to public trust resources. As previously noted, the operation of Bradbury Dam is dictated by the
Biological Opinion, and the 2011 2nd RDEIR includes alternatives that reflect the Biological Opinion
(Alternatives 2, 3B and 3C) as well as alternatives that provide for modified operations (Alternative 5B
and 5C).
See also Response to 2011 2nd RDEIR Comment 8-8.
Response 9-52:
The comment suggests that 2011 2nd RDEIR fails to consider other projects such as the City of Solvang’s
Water System Master Plan Update and the Alisal Ranch project near Solvang.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR addresses cumulative impacts including those to downstream water rights users in
Section 8.0. Both the City of Solvang’s existing permit (Permit 15878) and Alisal Ranch’s Statements of
Division (Palmer Gavit Jackson Trust) are noted in the 2011 2nd RDEIR (see Section 3.1.2).
The City of Solvang’s (City) existing permit 15878 provides for up to 5 cfs (3,620 afy) to be diverted via
underflow from the Santa Ynez River. The City is considering an increase from its existing use of 1,053
afy to 1,980 afy and is currently completing environmental documentation on that request.
The Palmer Gavit Jackson Trust claims a right to divert 1,020 afy for irrigation use on riparian land. The
water is diverted from five (5) wells located in the Solvang and/or Santa Ynez Subareas of the Santa Ynez
River Alluvial Basin. The Trust has filed another Statement of Diversion (April 14, 2011) for the five (5)
wells for the years 2000 through 2010.
Response 9-53:
The comment suggests that the City of Solvang’s proposed Water System Master Plan includes
installation of additional wells and increased pumping that could necessitate increased releases from
Bradbury Dam to meet established target flows.
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The 2011 2nd RDEIR addresses cumulative impacts including those to downstream water rights users in
Section 8.0. Both the City of Solvang’s existing permit (15878) and Alisal Ranch’s Statements of Division
(Palmer Gavit Jackson Trust) are noted in the 2011 2nd RDEIR (see Section 3.1.2).
The City of Solvang’s request to modify their existing water rights permit would actually decrease from
5 cfs (3,620 afy) to 2.73 cfs (1,980 afy) the amount of water that could be diverted. Although the City has
historically diverted 1.45 cfs (1,053 afy), the 2011 2nd RDEIR considered full allocation and diversion (5 cfs)
as that is the maximum amount of the City’s right to divert per Permit 15878. As such, a reduction in the
overall authorized diversion rate by the City would result in potentially fewer impacts.
Response 9-54:
The comment suggests that future diversions from Alisal Ranch and the construction of a new irrigation
reservoir may lead to diminished surface water flows in the Santa Ynez River that could potentially result
in adverse effects to steelhead or habitat.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR addresses cumulative impacts including those to downstream water rights users in
Section 8.0. Both the City of Solvang’s existing permit (Permit 15878) and Alisal Ranch’s Statements of
Division (Palmer Gavit Jackson Trust) are noted in the 2011 2nd RDEIR (see Section 3.1.2).
The operation of Bradbury Dam is governed by the current and any future Biological Opinion, which
regulates downstream flows. Alisal Ranch (the Palmer Gavitt Jackson Trust) claims a right to divert 1,020
afy for irrigation use on riparian land. The water is diverted from five (5) wells located in the Solvang
and/or Santa Ynez Subareas of the Santa Ynez River Alluvial Basin. The Trust has filed a Statement of
Diversion (April 14, 2011) for the five (5) wells for the years 2000 through 2010. As with other
downstream water rights holder, this information has been considered in the Santa Ynez River Model
and is articulated in the various Technical Memoranda (see Appendix E to the 2011 2nd RDEIR).
Response 9-55:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR must consider the City of Solvang and Alisal Ranch
projects as part of the cumulative analysis.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR identifies in Section 7.0 cumulative impacts to downstream users including existing
water pumpers and diverters, and natural resources.
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Response 9-56:
The comment suggests that based on the comments submitted, the 2011 2nd RDEIR is inadequate under
CEQA.
The SWRCB has reviewed the comments submitted and provided responses. Changes have been made
where appropriate. The comment is noted.
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10.

Letter No. 10: Central Coast Water Authority (CCWA) dated May 27, 2011

Response 10-1:
The comment notes that the comments from the Central Coast Water Authority CCWA) have been
submitted.
The comment is noted.
Response 10-2:
The comment describes the CCWA and its mission.
The comment is noted.
Response 10-3:
The comment notes that the CCWA does not have any contracts, agreements, objectives or
responsibilities to deliver SWP water to the Santa Ynez River; however, CCWA has attempted to
coordinate SWP water deliveries with Order WR 89-18 releases from Cachuma Lake. CCWA will only
make deliveries if one of the project participants makes a request for water delivery that does not
interfere with CCWA’s other contractual responsibilities.
The comment is noted.
Response 10-4:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR should take into consideration several jurisdictional and
operational issues as well as correct some technical and factual inaccuracies before the EIR is finalized.
The comment is noted.
Response 10-5:
The comment notes that the CCWA cannot accept responsibilities that are outside of its mission and
contractual authority.
The comment is noted.
Response 10-6:
The comment expresses concern with the identification of Alternative 4B as the environmentally superior
alternative, and states that a new pipeline would reduce water pressure such that CCWA would be
unable to meet its downstream contractual delivery requirements.
The information provided has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
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Response 10-7:
The comment notes that the CCWA has reviewed the engineering and as built records of the existing
pipeline, the various CCWA participant water supply contracts, and conducted a hydraulic analysis of
the pipeline near the location where a turnout for a new pipeline would be located.
The comment is noted.
Response 10-8:
The comment notes that CCWA participant contracts require it to provide up to 28 cfs of water supply to
downstream participants located downstream of the dam during certain operation periods outlined in
Alternative 4B. Based on the analysis conducted by CCWA, there is no additional capacity in the existing
pipeline above its current level of operation, and if a turnout and pipeline were added and operated as
suggested in Alternative 4B, CCWA would not be able to deliver SWP water at the rates required.
Additionally, the comment states a separate EIR will need to be prepared for the construction of a
pipeline.
The comment is noted and the additional information has been included in the 2011 2nd RDEIR EIR.
SWRCB concurs that should the CCWA desire to deliver SWP water to other downstream participants in
the future, it would need to address the environmental impacts associated with the construction and
operation of facilities, including turnouts and pipelines, at that time. As deliveries of SWP water are not
part of the alternatives considered under the Project, and given that there are no reasonably foreseeable
plan to construct any such facilities, it is not appropriate or feasible for the impacts of such a project to be
evaluated in this 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 10-9:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR contains some inconsistencies and possible misapplication
of some data; however, no specific information was provided as the commenter believes these items were
addressed in comments of others.
The comment is noted.
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11.

Santa Ynez Water Conservation District (SYRWD) and SYRWD Improvement District
No. 1 (ID No. 1) (Law Offices of Young Woodbridge, LLP) dated May 31, 2011

Response 11-1:
The comment notes that comments are submitted on behalf of both Santa Ynez Water Conservation
District (SYRWCD) and Santa Ynez Water Conservation District Improvement District No. 1 (I.D. No. 1).
The comment is noted.
Response 11-2:
The comment notes that both SYRWCD and I.D. No. 1 submitted comments on the 2003 DEIR and the
2007 RDEIR.
This Final EIR contains responses to all comments received on the 2003 DEIR, 2007 RDEIR and the 2011
2nd RDEIR.
The comment is noted.
Response 11-3:
The comment notes that the SWRCB requested that commenters limit comments to Sections 4.3 and 6.0 of
the 2011 2nd RDEIR. SYRWCD and I.D. No. 1 will not repeat their prior comments, except as they are
relevant to Sections 4.3 and 6.0.
The comment is noted.
Response 11-4:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR contains new information in other sections. In addition,
SYRWCD and I.D. No. 1 expressed concerns regarding the accuracy of information presented. Therefore,
SYRWCD and I.D. No. 1 have included additional technical comments in an appendix enclosed with the
May 31, 2011 comment letter entitled Technical Comments.
The comment is noted.
Response 11-5:
The comment suggests that both SYRWCD and I.D. No. 1 support continued implementation of
Alternative 3C including the minor modifications to Order WR 89-18 presented by Reclamation in Exhibit
C to the Settlement Agreement. Further, the comment suggests SYRWCD and I.D. No. 1 agree with the
conclusion reached in the 2011 2nd DEIR that Alternative 3C is the environmentally superior alternative.
The comment is noted.
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Response 11-6:
The comment suggests the 2011 2nd RDEIR clarifies that Alternative 3C includes releases for downstream
water rights pursuant to Order WR 89-18 as modified by the Settlement Agreement. In addition, the
comment suggests that in light of the above clarification, SYRWCD and I.D. No. 1 anticipate if Alternative
3C is adopted in a final water rights decision, the technical amendments to Order WR 89-18 provided in
Exhibit C to the Settlement Agreement will also be incorporated.
The comment is noted.
Response 11-7:
The comment notes that concerns expressed by SYRWCD and I.D. No. 1 in their comment letter on the
2007 RDEIR regarding the project objectives have been addressed in the 2011 2nd RDEIR. Specifically, the
comment states the 2011 2nd DEIR project objectives include protection of senior water right holders’
water quality and quantity.
The comment is noted.
Response 11-8:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR identifies Alternative 3C as the only no project alternative,
however, Alternative 2 is still referred to as the No Project Alternative at least once in the 2011 2nd DEIR.
The comment is correct that Alternative 3C is the no project alternative. References to Alternative 2 as the
no project alternative are incorrect and the 2011 2nd RDEIR has been revised accordingly.
Response 11-9:
The comment states that the 2011 2nd RDEIR correctly reflects language from CEQA Guidelines Section
15126.6, subdivision (e)(3)(A) regarding the no project alternative.
The comment is noted.
Response 11-10:
The comment suggests that Alternative 3C is characterized in the 2011 2nd RDEIR as the no project
alternative and that it describes the provisions of the Settlement Agreement as well as technical
amendments set forth in Exhibit C.
The comment is noted.
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Response 11-11:
The comment notes that the 2011 2nd RDEIR recognizes that the terms of the Settlement Agreement have
been implemented and are a part of the ongoing Cachuma Project Operations. The comment also notes
the potential environmental impacts of implementing the Settlement Agreement are addressed. The
comments further notes that the Settlement Agreement contains language regarding its termination if the
SWRCB “does not require that downstream water rights releases continue to be made consistent with WR
89-18, as modified by this Agreement, without material change.” As such the comment suggests that the
SWRCB consider Alternative 3B and make technical amendments to Order WR 89-18 to ensure that
Cachuma Project operations will continue as provided in the Settlement Agreement.
The SWRCB will consider all the alternatives evaluated in the EIR and make its decision based on the
whole of the administrative record. Should the SWRCB determine that Alternative 3B is the appropriate
alternative to proceed with, it will consider what, if any, changes to the existing water rights decisions or
orders are required.
Response 11-12:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR addressed SYRWCD and I.D. No. 1’s previous comments
and includes Alternative 3C with the technical changes to Order WR 89-18, as provided in Exhibit C to
the Settlement Agreement, as the environmentally superior alternative.
The comment is noted.
Response 11-13:
The comment suggests Alternative 4B should not be included in the 2011 2nd RDEIR because the City of
Lompoc decided not to pursue a SWP water supply, but instead entered into the Settlement Agreement.
Further, due to potential water supply and quality issues, the comment suggests that SYRWCD has
concerns with the conclusion in the 2011 2nd RDEIR that Alternative 4B is the environmentally superior
alternative
The comment is noted.
Response 11-14:
The comment suggests that SYRWCD and I.D. No. 1 previously provided comments regarding
Alternatives 3B and 5B, which stipulate a 1.8 foot surcharge under certain conditions, and that
Reclamation has already increased the surcharge of Lake Cachuma to 3.0 feet as outlined in the Biological
Opinion. The comment suggests that the SWRCB has no approval power with respect to implementation
of the Biological Opinion, and that a surcharge of 0.75 or 1.8 feet is not likely to be implemented in the
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near future. The comment also notes that the 2011 2nd RDEIR concludes that Alternatives 3B and 5B
would result in significant and unavoidable impacts to water supplies.
The comment is noted.
Response 11-15:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR concludes that Alternatives 5B and 5C cannot meet all of
the project objectives without causing significant and unavoidable (Class I) impacts to the Member Units’
water supplies. Further, the comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR should acknowledge that
Alternatives 5B and 5C are environmentally inferior to Alternative 3C.
The comment is noted. Further, State CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6, subdivision (e)(2)) only requires
that an EIR identify an environmentally superior alternative; the CEQA Guidelines do not provide for
identification of environmentally inferior alternatives. The 2011 2nd RDEIR identifies Alternatives 3C and
4B as the environmentally superior alternatives, and provides information as to why Alternative 4B is not
feasible.
Response 11-16:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR fails to adequately evaluate the impacts of Alternatives 5B
and 5C on downstream water rights, including the Above Narrows Account (ANA).
The SWRCB does not agree with this comment. The 2011 2nd RDEIR provides analysis of alternatives,
including Alternatives 5B and 5C, with regards to a number of water supply issues that may cause
potential impacts to downstream users. In Section 4.3.22, Average Annual Project Yield, the 2011 2nd
RDEIR notes that Alternatives 5B and 5C would have less yield than under the baseline operations
(Alternative 3C) and notes that the impacts would be minor - approximately 1 percent or less of the total
average annual yield. In Section 4.3.2.3, the 2011 2nd RDEIR notes that, as compared to baseline
operations, Alternatives 5B and 5C involve greater releases for fishery resources that are not fully offset
by the additional surcharging during spill events. The 2011 2nd RDEIR finds that as a consequence, the
frequency of years with shortages of 10 percent or more is greater than the baseline. The 2011 2nd RDEIR
(Section 4.3.2.4) states that under 1951 drought conditions, the shortages under Alternatives 5B and 5C
would be greater than under the baseline operations because these alternatives involve greater releases
for fish and the additional reservoir surcharge is not large enough to compensate. The shortages beyond
those of the baseline would be 2,698 af (or approximately 10 percent) under Alternative 5B and 1,598 af
(or approximately 6 percent) under Alternative 5C. (See Table 4-16 in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.) The 2011 2nd
RDEIR goes on to state that the pattern of shortages amongst the alternatives using the worst three-year
drought period on record (1949–51) as compared to the baseline is similar, with 6,525 af (or 8 percent)
under Alternative 5B; and 3,672 af (or 5 percent) under Alternative 5C.
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The 2011 2nd RDEIR (Section 4.3.2.5) notes that for Cachuma Project water supply in the critical drought
year, both Alternatives 5B and 5C have severe water supply impacts (Alternative 5B would exceed the
baseline by 21 percent and Alternative 5C would exceed it by 12 percent), and will result in a significant
environmental impact resulting in the Member Units’ water demand exceeding their water supply from
all sources. (See Table 4-17). Finally, the 2nd 2011 RDEIR finds that Alternatives 5B and 5C would result in
significant and unavoidable impacts.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR (Section 3.1.2) identifies the downstream water rights, several of which occur above
the narrows, including both appropriative and riparian licenses and permits.
While not specifically evaluating the downstream condition for the ANA, the 2011 2nd RDEIR finds that
downstream water quantities would be significantly impacted under Alternatives 5B and 5C. As a result,
downstream water rights holders, including those above and below the narrows, would be similarly
impacted.
Response 11-17:
The comment suggests that protection of downstream water rights is a project objective and that
Alternatives 5B and 5C must protect downstream resources. Further, the comment suggests the 2011 2nd
RDEIR does not explain what impacts Alternatives 5B and 5C will have on the Settlement Agreement.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR lists the project objectives in Section 3.1.1 and lists protection of senior water rights
holder as one of the objectives. The 2011 2nd RDEIR provides analysis of Alternatives 5B and 5C (see
response to Comment 11-16) and provides for consideration of impacts to downstream water right
holders. Further, the 2011 RDEIR provides a comparison of the alternatives against the baseline
(Alternative 2) which includes operations before any surcharging and does not include the Settlement
Agreement, which is has been included as part of Alternative 3C, the no project alternative.
The alternatives analysis in the 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 3.2.1. Development of Alternatives include
distinct operating parameters for each. Settlement Agreement is considered under Alternative 3C and is
not part of Alternatives 5B or 5C. Alternative 3C reflect existing operations under the Biological Opinion
and Settlement Agreement. Alternatives 5B and 5C were derived from Alternative 3A2 from the 1995
Cachuma Project Contract Renewal EIR/EIS (Reclamation and CPA, 1995). Under Alternative 3A2,
Reclamation would be required to maintain certain flows in the Santa Ynez River at specified locations in
order to benefit fishery resources. Under Alternatives 5B and 5C, the Cachuma Project would be operated
pursuant to Alternative 3A2 during wet and above-normal water years, and pursuant to the operations
dictated by the Biological Opinion during below-normal, dry, and critical water years. Alternatives 5B
and 5C would provide higher flows for fishery resources than Alternatives 3B, 3C, and 4B during wet and
above-normal years when more water is available. By switching to the long-term flow requirements in
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the Biological Opinion during below-normal, dry and critical years, Alternatives 5B and 5C would have
less of an impact on the water supply available from the Cachuma Project than Alternative 3A2.
Under Alternatives 5B and 5C, flow requirements to protect fishery resources would be the same, but the
two alternatives assume that Reclamation would implement different surcharge levels at Cachuma Lake.
Like Alternative 3B, Alternative 5B assumes a 1.8-foot surcharge. Like Alternative 3C, Alternative 5C
assumes a 3.0-foot surcharge.
Response 11-18:
The comment emphasizes that the Settlement Agreement, as reflected in Alternative 3C, protects
downstream water rights and incorporates the 2000 Biological Opinion. The comment opines that there is
no substantial evidence Alternatives 5B and 5C will protect downstream water rights, nor have these
alternatives been subjected to peer review or cross-examination.
There is no requirement under CEQA that individual alternatives be subjected to peer review or cross
examination. Rather, CEQA requires that the EIR reflect the lead agency’s independent judgment and
analysis. (State CEQA Guidelines, Section 15090.) The SWRCB, as the lead agency, has developed the EIR
and the alternatives in a manner that is independent of outside influences. Further, the analysis in the EIR
has been conducted by entities that include technical specialists and experts with no biases or conflict of
interest.
Neither Alternative 5B nor Alternative 5C include the Settlement Agreement; the Settlement Agreement
is considered as part of Alternative 3C. See response to Comment 11-17, above.
Response 11-19:
The comment suggests that Alternatives 5B and 5C will not avoid or lessen significant impacts to fishery
resources in any way not accomplished by Alternative 3C.
Alternatives 5B and 5C operate under a different flow regime than Alternatives 3B, 3C, and 4B. Under
Alternatives 5B and 5C, “3A2 operations” would not become the operating criteria for fish water releases
until cumulative annual inflow into Cachuma Lake exceeds 33,707 af (wet and above-normal water
years).
The 2011 2nd RDEIR provides analysis of impacts to fishery resources, including under Alternatives 5B
and 5C in Section 4.7.2. As stated, the analysis below indicates that there were no significant negative
impacts to fish associated with Alternatives 5B and 5C. Under Alternative 5C, in wet and above-normal
years, 20 cfs would be required at the Highway 154 and Alisal Road bridges from April 15 to June 1.
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Flows would gradually decrease to 10 cfs by the end of June and would be held at that level until
October 1.
Response 11-20:
The comment suggests that there is no substantial evidence in the 2011 2nd RDEIR that Alternatives 5B
and 5C will provide additional benefits to steelhead in comparison to Alternative 3C. Further, the
comment suggests that these two alternatives have the same limitations on juvenile steelhead rearing as
Alternative 3C. In addition, the comment claims that the higher flows of Alternatives 5B and 5C could
benefit largemouth bass, which prey on steelhead fry. Finally, the comment concludes that Alternatives
5B and 5C would not be expected to increase production relative to Alternative 3C.
In regard to Alternatives 5B and 5C, the SWRCB concurs that these alternatives have equivalent benefits
to those of Alternative 3C, with the exception that the additional flow provided under Alternatives 5B
and 5C would likely provide slightly more pool depth within the Alisal Reach. It is also acknowledged in
Section 6.3 Environmentally Superior Alternative, that Alternatives 5B, and 5C would result in
significant and unavoidable (Class I) impacts to water supply.
However, the SWRCB does not concur with the portion of the comment regarding species interactions
between largemouth bass and steelhead. In the 2011 2nd RDEIR, there is an analysis of impacts on
largemouth bass included in Section 4.7.2.4, Cachuma Lake – Game Fish. This analysis concludes that
Alternative 5B would provide slightly less favorable habitat conditions and slightly less habitat area than
baseline operations and Alternatives 3B, 3C, and 4B. In addition, Section 4.7.2.1, Comparison of
Alternatives states that improved riparian vegetation conditions under Alternative 3C would favor
increased abundance of warm-water predators such as largemouth bass. Finally, Section 6.3
Environmentally Superior Alternative states that the environmentally superior alternatives would be
Alternative 3C and Alternative 4B, as they have the fewest significant impacts.
Response 11-21:
The comment notes that a document entitled, “technical comments” is part of SYRWCD and I.D. No. 1’s
May 31, 2011 comment letter and that this document contains comments of a more technical nature.
The comments in the “technical comments” document are responded to below in responses to Comments
23 through 89.
Response 11-22:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR resolves many of the issues raised by the SYRWCD and
I.D. No. 1 in comments on the 2007 RDEIR. The comment continues that both agencies believe further
clarification would be helpful regarding minor technical amendments to Order WR 89-18 and the
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downstream impacts to water quality and water rights caused by Alternatives 5B and 5C. Finally,
SYRWCD and I. D. No. 1 concur that Alternative 3C is the environmentally superior alternative.
The comment is noted.
Response 11-23:
On page 4, line 5, the comment suggests wording changes regarding dewatered storage.
The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-24:
On page 4, paragraph 4, line 1, the comment suggests wording changes regarding releases under Order
WR 89-18.
The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-25:
On page 8, paragraph 4, line 3, the comment suggests changing the definition of surcharging.
The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-26:
On page 8, paragraph 4, lines 5 and 6, the comment provides clarification for surcharging at Lake
Cachuma.
The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-27:
On page 8, paragraph 4, line 6, the comment suggests a global wording change from spillgate to spillway
gates.
The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-28:
On page 1, paragraph 1, last line, the comment suggests a wording change regarding outlet releases.
The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
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Response 11-29:
On page 1, paragraph 2, line 3, the comment suggests a wording change regarding a reduction in
reservoir capacity.
The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-30:
On page 6, Table 2-1, the comment requests an explanation be added to Table 2-1 that I.D. No.1 is
receiving its Cachuma Project entitlement through an exchange with South Coast Project Member Units.
The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-31:
On page 6, Table 2-4, the comment requests an explanation that the numbers in this table also includes
SWP water that I.D. No 1 provided to the City of Solvang under a separate agreement. The comment also
requests clarification whether this table includes turnback water.
An explanation was added to Table 2-4 in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-32:
On page 9, paragraph 3, line 9, the comment suggests wording changes regarding release rates.
The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-33:
On page 9, paragraph 3, line 10, the comment suggests wording changes regarding timing and rate of
releases.
The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-34:
On page 15, paragraph 5, line 2, the comment suggests wording changes regarding modified storm
operations.
The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
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Response 11-35:
On page 15, paragraph 5, line 4, the comment suggests wording changes to the timing of Reclamation’s
consultation with Santa Barbara County Flood Control District, the Member Units and downstream
interests.
The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-36:
On page 15, bullet, line 4, the comment suggests wording changes regarding modified storm operations.
The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-37:
On page 16, Section 2.3, paragraph 2, the comment suggests wording changes regarding the times
Cachuma reservoir had spilled since Bradbury Dam was completed.
The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-38:
On page 18, paragraph 3, line 4, the comment suggests wording changes regarding the Draft Fish
Management Plan prepared by SYRTAC.
The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-39:
On page 18, paragraph 3, lines 5-9, the comment suggests wording changes to clarify conservation
measures in the Biological Assessment and the Conservation Recommendations in the Biological
Opinion.
The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-40:
On page 19, paragraph 3, line 1, the comment suggests wording changes from SYRTAC to AMC.
The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-41:
On page 25, the last paragraph, the comment suggests wording changes regarding the ramping rates in
Table 2-6, authorized by NMFS in the Biological Opinion to satisfy downstream, water rights.
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The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-42:
On page 30 paragraph 2, lines 1 and 2, the comment suggests wording changes in the Baseline
Alternative.
The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-43:
On pages 18 through 41, Sections on BO and FMP, the comment requests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR mention
and discuss that CEQA and NEPA reviews have already been completed for the Biological Opinion and
Fish Management Plan.
Reference to the EIR/EIS for the Lower Santa Ynez River Fish Management Plan and Cachuma Project
Biological Opinion has been added to the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-44:
On page 45, item 5, the comment suggests wording changes regarding the Below Narrows Account.
The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-45:
On page 4, 2nd bullet, line 7, the comment requests a change from referring to the Santa Ynez River
Alluvial Basin to the Lompoc Basin
The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR,
Response 11-46:
On page 9, 2nd paragraph from bottom, line 6, the comment requests the addition of the Settlement
Agreement to the discussion.
The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-47:
On page 15, paragraph 4, line 1, the comment suggests wording changes regarding the Settlement
Agreement and Alternative 3C.
The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
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Response 11-48:
On page 15, item 3, the comment suggests deleting “conjunctive” from the heading.
The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-49:
In regards to Alternative 3C, the comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR should clarify that provisions
of the Settlement Agreement are part of Alternative 3C, Further, the Cachuma Project is currently being
operated under the terms and conditions of the Settlement Agreement, therefore it represents the No
Project Alternative.
The comment is noted.
Response 11-50:
In regards to Alternative 4B, the comment states that the impacts from Alternative 4B are not adequately
discussed in the 2011 2nd RDEIR and provides several specific examples.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR provides a discussion of all the alternatives including Alternative 4B. The 2011 2nd
RDEIR was updated to reflect the additional information provided.
Response 11-51:
In regards to Alternatives 5B and 5C, the comment states that both alternatives would cause significant
reductions in the Above Narrows Account (ANA) resulting in adverse impacts
The 2011 2nd RDEIR provides a discussion of all the alternatives including Alternative 4B. The 2011 2nd
RDEIR was updated to reflect the additional information provided.
Response 11-52:
On page 1, paragraph 1, line 3, the comment suggests wording changes.
The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-53:
On page 2, paragraph 2, line 2, the comment suggests replacing NOP with Biological Opinion.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR has been changed to reflect the correct information.
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Response 11-54:
On page 6, paragraph 4, lines 3-8, the comment provides information relating to the revision of peak
flood estimates for 1907 and 1969.
The information has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-55:
On page 8, paragraph 2, lines 1, 2, and 7, the comment suggests wording changes.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR has been changed to reflect the correct information.
Response 11-56:
On page 8, paragraph 3, the comment suggests wording changes regarding baseline conditions.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR has been changed to reflect the correct information.
Response 11-57:
On page 8, paragraph 4, second sentence, the comment suggests wording changes regarding raising the
reservoir surcharge level.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR has been changed to reflect the correct information.
Response 11-58:
On page 9, paragraph 1, last sentence, the comment suggests wording changes.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR has been changed to reflect the correct information.
Response 11-59:
The comment suggests the addition of a footnote on Table 4-1, page 11.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR has been changed to reflect the correct information.
Response 11-60:
On page 13, Peer Review subsection, the comment notes that the correct reference in the section should be
to the Santa Ynez River Water Quality Technical Advisory Committee (SYRWQTAC).
The 2011 2nd RDEIR has been corrected.
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Response 11-61:
On page 18, paragraph 2, lines 5 and 6, the comment provides clarifying information regarding the ANA
and BNA.
This information has been added to the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-62:
On page 18, paragraph 2, lines 6 and 7, the comment provides a correction to the dewatered storage
discussion.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR has been corrected to reflect the correct information
Response 11-63:
On page 18, paragraph 2, the comment provides corrected information regarding the Accumulated
Drought Water Credit.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR has been corrected based on the information provided.
Response 11-64:
The comment provides corrected information in Tables 4-10 through 4-18 on page 8.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR has been corrected based on the information provided.
Response 11-65:
On page 9, Table 4-15, the comment provides reference to corrected information provided in comments
on the 2003 DEIR.
The information has been corrected in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-66:
On page 26, Indirect Environmental Impact of Water Supply Shortages, the comment notes that I.D. No. 1
has concerns regarding the increased releases for flow targets at Alisal Bridge under Alternatives 5B and
5C.
The comment is noted.
Response 11-67:
The comment on page 26 (above) states that impacts under Alternative 3C will be made even worse
under Alternatives 5B and 5C because the flows at Alisal Bridge are increased under these alternatives.
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The comment is noted.
Response 11-68:
On page 26, Section 4.3.2.7, the comment refers to prior comments submitted on the 2003 DEIR.
The information contained in the prior comments on the 2003 DEIR has been reviewed and the 2011 2nd
RDEIR has been corrected accordingly.
Response 11-69:
The comment suggests wording changes and corrections on page 1, paragraph 1.
The information has been corrected in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-70:
The comment suggests wording changes and corrections on page 1, paragraph 2.
The information has been corrected in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-71:
On page 1, paragraph 3, the comment suggests wording changes and corrections regarding upper basin
replenishment.
The information has been corrected in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-72:
The comment suggests wording changes and corrections to Chart 4-9 on page 2, paragraph 2.
The information has been corrected in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-73:
On page 2, paragraph 3, last sentence, the comment suggests wording changes and corrections regarding
annual changes in water quality.
The information has been corrected in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-74:
On page 2, paragraph 4, the comment suggests wording changes regarding the effect of phreatophytes to
the concentration of total dissolved solids in the basin.
The information has been corrected in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
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Response 11-75:
The comment suggests wording changes and corrections to page 2, paragraph 7, line 1 regarding changes
in groundwater levels.
The information has been corrected in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-76:
On page 4, paragraph 3, he comment provides updated information regarding the local groundwater
basin management efforts,
The information has been corrected in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-77:
On page 6, paragraph 1, lines 3 and 4, the comment suggests wording changes regarding some charts that
show variation in dewatered storage.
The information has been corrected in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-78:
The comment suggests wording changes and corrections on page 6, paragraph 2, lines 1 and 2 regarding
SYRWCD’s management of the dewatered storage in the Above Narrows Groundwater Basin.
The information has been corrected in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-79:
The comment suggests wording changes and clarifications on page 6, paragraph 2 regarding the ANA
and BNA releases to the downstream areas.
The information has been corrected in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-80:
The comment suggests wording changes and corrections to page 6, paragraph 2, lines 10 through 12
regarding the calculation of the ADWC.
The information has been corrected in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-81:
The comment suggests wording changes and clarifications to page 6, paragraph 2, lines 2 and 3 regarding
management of ANA releases.
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The information has been corrected in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-82:
The comment suggests adding clarifying language regarding the salinity concentrations to page 11,
paragraph 5, lines 7-14.
The information has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-83:
The comment suggests corrections to page 12, paragraph 3, last two sentences, regarding estimation of
salinity trends.
The information has been corrected in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-84:
The comment suggests wording changes and clarifications to page 14, paragraph 1 regarding TDS under
Alternative 4B for the Santa Rita sub-unit upstream of the Lompoc Forebay.
The information has been corrected in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-85:
On page 3, paragraph 2, the comment provides updated information on the ownership and operation of
wells formerly controlled by Vandenberg Air Force Base.
The information has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 11-86:
On page 4, paragraph 4, last sentence, the comment provides clarifying information regarding location of
the seawater.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR has been updated to reflect the information provided.
Response 11-87:
On page 2, paragraph 2, the comment suggests deleting the term “No Project.”
The 2011 2nd RDEIR has been updated to reflect the information provided.
Response 11-88:
On page 4, Table 6-1 and Table 6-2, the comment provides clarifying information regarding Alternative
4B and surface water quality.
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The 2011 2nd RDEIR has been updated to reflect the information provided.
Response 11-89:
On page 6, Table 6-2, the comment provides clarifying information regarding Lompoc groundwater basin
conditions.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR has been updated to reflect the information provided.
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12.

California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) dated May 31, 2011

Response 12-1:
The comment notes the requirements stated in the State CEQA Guidelines for re-circulation of an EIR and
that the SWRCB has requested that commenters on the 2011 2nd RDEIR limit comments to Sections 4.3
and 6.0.
The comment is noted.
Response 12-2:
The comment suggests that the Project has the potential to affect a number of fish and wildlife species
and associated habitats protected by the Federal and California Endangered Species Acts, such as the
southern steelhead (O. mykiss), western pond turtle (Emmys marmorata), oak woodland and riparian
vegetation.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR provides a discussion of potential impacts to sensitive species, including fish and
wildlife species and their habitats, in the 2011 2nd RDEIR Sections 4.7, Southern California Steelhead
and Other Fishes, 4.8, Riparian and Lakeshore Vegetation, and 4.9, Sensitive Aquatic and Terrestrial
Wildlife.
Response 12-3:
The comment states that CDFG commented on both the original 2003 DEIR and the 2007 RDEIR
expressing concerns regarding a number of issues including impacts to sensitive fishes and wildlife
species and riparian habitat, the need for a Streambed Alteration Agreement pursuant to Fish and Game
Code Section 1600, and the lack of an alternative providing fish passage above Bradbury Dam.
CDFG’s prior comments have been considered in preparing the 2011 2nd RDEIR. Responses to those
comments are provided in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 of Volume I of this Final EIR.
Response 12-4:
The comment notes that CDFG would like to repeat and reinforce its prior concerns identified in its
earlier comments, but offers no specifics.
As previously noted, CDFG’s comments on the 2003 DEIR and 2007 RDEIR have been considered in
preparing the 2011 2nd RDEIR, and responses are provided in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 of Volume I of this
Final EIR.
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Response 12-5:
The comment suggests CDFG believes prior comments from the 2003 DEIR and 2007 RDEIR were not
adequately addressed, therefore CDFG attached the 2003 and 2007 comment letters and intends for them
to be used as a repeat of its concerns that need to be addressed by the SWRCB.
As previously noted, CDFG’s comments on the 2003 DEIR and 2007 RDEIR have been considered in
preparing the 2011 2nd RDEIR. Responses to those comments are provided in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 of
Volume I of this Final EIR.
Response 12-6:
The comment states CDFG’s concern that during a three year drought period, the current water supply,
including that for natural resources, would not meet current demands, and that projected increases in
demand would further exceed supply during droughts.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR (see Section 4.3) provides a discussion of the potential impacts to water supply.
Specifically, the 2011 2nd RDEIR (see Section 4.3.2.3) notes that:
Compared to the baseline operations, Alternatives 3B, 5B, and 5C involve greater releases for
fishery resources that are not fully offset by the additional surcharging during spill events. As a
consequence, the frequency of years with shortages of 10 percent or more is greater than the
baseline under Alternatives 3B, 5B, and 5C. Cachuma Lake is the primary local water source for
South Coast communities, and an increase in years with shortages will require greater reliance on
alternative sources of supply (primarily imported state water) which is less desirable due to lower
reliability and higher costs.
Alternatives 3C and 4B would involve greater releases for fish than under the baseline operations,
but the associated reduction in water supply is offset by a 3.0-foot surcharge. Hence, the frequency
of shortages in project yield under Alternatives 3C and 4B would be the same as under the
baseline conditions because surcharging would produce more storage in the reservoir.
Section 4.3.2.4 discusses the potential impacts during drought periods. As shown on Table 4-16 and Table
4-25a in the 2011 2nd RDEIR, all of the alternatives would experience shortages in delivery during a critical
3-yrar drought.
As shown in the 2011 2nd RDEIR Table 4-25a, in a critical three-year drought period all of the alternatives
would experience shortages in delivery. Alternatives 3B, 5B and 5C would exceed the baseline conditions
(Alternative 2) and result in a water shortage during the three-year critical drought period by 11 percent,
21, percent and 12 percent, respectively, and would result in a significant and unavoidable impact (Class I
- greater than 10 percent), depending on the manner in which the Member Units make up for the
shortage. The same pattern of demand exceeding supply would be present for the future demand
estimates for 2020/2030.
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In contrast, total supply would be approximately the same for Alternative 3C (1 percent) or greater for
Alternative 4B (5 percent) than total supply under the baseline conditions in a critical drought year for
2010 and for future demand estimates.
Response 12-7:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR does not consider direct environmental impacts to natural
resources because water for fish and other resources has already been factored into the numbers
supplied. The comment requests clarification as to whether water for fish and other resources would be
released under all water year scenarios regardless of human demand.
Water releases for fish are considered in all of the alternatives. As noted in Section 3.2.1, Development of
Alternatives, all of the alternatives considered in the 2011 2nd RDEIR incorporated non-flow fish
conservation measures required by the Biological Opinion, affecting the mainstem and tributaries. These
include releases to meet long-term rearing and passage target flows under the Biological Opinion, and
other steelhead conservation actions as described in the Biological Opinion (and Fish Management Plan)
such as the Hilton Creek and other tributary passage improvement projects. Water releases to support
and protect the public trust resources are required in all water year scenarios in order to maintain the
flow rates required by the Biological Opinion.
Response 12-8:
The comment requests further analysis and discussion of the indirect impacts due to increased pumping
and overdrafting in the Goleta Groundwater Basin.
The Goleta Groundwater Basin is managed by the Goleta Water District (GWD) and La Cumbre Mutual
Water Company (La Cumbre), the purveyors of groundwater in the Goleta Groundwater Basin. The
Goleta Groundwater Basin is managed via the goals and objectives set forth in the Groundwater
Management Plan for the Basin.31 The Plan established Basin Management Objectives (BMOs) to measure
and evaluates the health of the basin.
For the Goleta Groundwater Basin, the water level BMOs are set at the lowest measured historical static
(non-pumping) groundwater elevation in each BMO well. If groundwater elevations in a BMO well fall
below this elevation, the BMO will be considered to have not been met and the basin will be considered
to be in distress. This criterion for the water level BMO is based on the observation that a groundwater
elevation that low in the well in the past did not harm the basin, but a groundwater elevation below the
BMO may create potential undesirable effects.

31 Bachman, Steve, Ph.D., Final Groundwater Management Plan, Goleta Basin, prepared for the Goleta water
District and La Cumbre Mutual Water Company, May 11, 2010.
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The current strategy for pumping in the basin is to stay within water rights determined by the Wright
Judgment, allow the basin to recover by reducing pumping when possible, and store un-pumped
groundwater for a drought or some other water contingency.
Reduced pumping in the Goleta Groundwater basin over the past two decades, particularly by GWD, has
allowed groundwater elevations in the basin to rise 20 feet above 1972 levels.
The combination of the Wright Judgment’s groundwater storage component and GWD’s SAFE
Ordinance has established a large storage bank in the Central subbasin for droughts and other potential
shortages of supply. The amount of groundwater La Cumbre can pump from the storage programs
cannot exceed the amount of water it has stored in the basin (although it can pump additional water from
its water right as long as the 10-year moving average of pumping does not exceed 1,000 acre-feet per
year). La Cumbre will likely pump from its share of the groundwater storage when SWP deliveries are
curtailed because of drought conditions in Northern California or some other disruption to supply.
GWD’s use of groundwater in storage is controlled by both the SAFE Ordinance and the Wright
Judgment. The Wright Judgment only requires that there is storage available that was accumulated by
either injection in wells or by deliveries of other supplies in lieu of pumping GWD water right.
An extended drought might require pumping groundwater to below historical elevations. In addition, it
is also likely that production yields for individual wells will decrease as groundwater elevations
decrease. This relationship was detected during the drought of 1986–1991, when production capacity
from GWD’s wells dropped by a third over a period of five years as groundwater elevations dropped to
their historical low
Response 12-9:
The comment requests further information on specific mitigation measures and quantification of how
drought contingency measures would effectively cover demand during drought conditions, and how
effectively they would mitigate for indirect environmental impacts.
The Member Units and other downstream water purveyors are in the process of finalizing and adopting
updates to their Urban Water Management Plans (UWMPs) in accordance with the Urban Water
Management Planning Act. (Wat. Code, Sections 10610–10657). These updates must demonstrate how
each purveyor will address drought concerns and demonstrate how each will comply with the
requirements of the 2009 Comprehensive Water Legislation (SBx7-7). (Wat. Code, Section 10631.)
As stated in the 2011 2nd RDEIR (see Section 4.3.2.7), the indirect environmental impacts that could result
under Alternatives 3B, 5B and 5C if the Member Units increase groundwater pumping, obtain a
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temporary transfer from another SWP contractor, or desalinate seawater are potentially significant. These
potentially significant impacts might be mitigable to less than significant levels if the Member Units were
to develop and implement a drought contingency and/or conservation plans to cover the water supply
shortage; conservation plans to achieve a reduction of 20 percent by 2020 are required as part of the 2009
Comprehensive Water Legislation (SB7X) and must be demonstrated in an agencies 2010 Urban Water
Management Plan (UWMP) updates
The 2010 UWMPs also must contain an urban water supply contingency analysis. The 2010 UWMP
updates must include, among other things, actions to be undertaken in response to a water supply
shortage, including up to a 20 percent reduction in per capita water demand by 2020, and mandatory
prohibitions against specific water use practices during shortages, including but not limited to
prohibiting the use of potable water for street cleaning. (Wat. Code, Section 10632.)
The 2011 2nd RDEIR includes a discussion of mitigation measures to reduce impacts to water supply (see
Section 4.3.3). These include measures adopted by the Central Coast Water Authority (CCWA) including:


Acquiring water from the State “Turnback Pool,” which is an internal SWP mechanism that pools
unused SWP supplies early in the year for purchase by other SWP contractors at a set price. In
addition, CCWA has established its own Turnback Pool Program whereby CCWA project
participants can buy and sell excess entitlement among themselves before submitting it for sale in the
state turnback pool program. The turnback pool mechanism is only for one-year sales of water.



Acquiring water from the State Water Bank during those years the bank is implemented by the state
to market water that it purchases on the open market (i.e., non-SWP water). The bank was first
implemented in 1991 as the State Drought Water Bank and has since been utilized during certain dry
years when additional water is needed by SWP contractors. The water bank also is only for one-year
sales of water.



Term water purchases and sales of SWP entitlement by CCWA project participants in accordance
with the CCWA Water Transfer Procedures adopted in March 1996. The procedures typically cover
multi-year temporary and permanent sales of SWP entitlement.

As shown in the 2011 2nd RDEIR, not all impacts would be mitigated and there would be significant
impacts. Despite the fact that the Member Units already have implemented a number of conservation
measures, it may be possible to implement additional drought contingency measures identified as part of
the Member Units’ urban water supply contingency analysis in order to make up for a temporary water
supply shortage in a critical drought year or period under Alternatives 3B, 5B, and 5C. Therefore, as a
mitigation measure, any drought contingency measures identified in the Member Units’ urban water
management plans shall be implemented to the extent necessary to make up for a shortage in water
supply in a critical drought year.
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13.

City of Solvang (Baker Manock & Jensen, PC) dated May 31, 2011

Response 13-1:
The comment notes that the City of Solvang’s (City) comments on the 2011 2nd RDEIR have been
submitted.
The comment noted.
Response 13-2:
The comment notes that the City agrees that Alternative 3C is the environmental superior alternative and
is the only feasible alternative that meets all of the project objectives without causing significant (Class I)
impacts to water supply.
The comment is noted.
Response 13-3:
The comment notes that the City concurs with SYRWCD and I.D. No. 1 that the 2011 2nd RDEIR resolves
many of the issues raised in comments on the 2007 RDEIR, including the clarification that Alternative 3C
incorporates the Settlement Agreement.
The comment is noted.
Response 13-4:
The comment suggests, as discussed in Section D(4) of the SYRWCD and I.D. No. 1 comment letter, none
of the other alternatives discussed in the 2011 2nd RDEIR are shown to be environmentally superior to
Alternative 3C.
The comment is noted.
Response 13-5:
The comment suggests that Alternatives 5B and 5C have not been subjected to the same scientific scrutiny
as other alternatives considered and that these alternatives require significant additional water releases
that result in Class I impacts to water supplies with little or no benefit to fisheries. The comment goes
onto suggest that alternatives that do not avoid or lessen significant impacts caused by the proposed
project should not be considered.
The comment is noted. The comment does not specify any specific area of analysis that received less
scrutiny for Alternatives 5B and 5C. Each of the alternatives in the 2011 2nd RDEIR has been analyzed
with the same degree of scrutiny, including Alternatives 5B and 5C. All alternatives in the 2011 2nd RDEIR
lessen at least one significant impact, although they may still have a significant impact on one or more
other environmental factor.
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14.

Cachuma Conservation Release Board (CCRB) dated May 31, 2011

Response 14-1:
The comment states that the Cachuma Conservation Release Board (CCRB) has submitted comments on
the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
The comment is noted.
Response 14-2:
The comment notes that the CCRB previously submitted comments on the 2003 DEIR and 2007 RDEIR.
The comment is noted.
Response 14-3:
The comment notes that CCRB will not repeat its prior comments. Also, in addition to comments on the
2011 2nd RDEIR, the CCRB is submitting technical comments also.
The comment is noted.
Response 14-4:
The comment suggests that the 2007 DEIR did not have a stable project description.
The comment is noted.
Response 14-5:
The comment states that CCRB concurs with the revised description of Alternative 3C as provided in the
2011 2nd RDEIR and the designation of Alternative 3C as the environmentally superior alternative.
Further, the comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR should explicitly recognize that the continuing
implementation of Alternative 3C will have fewer environmental impacts than would the
implementation of Alternative 4B.
The comment is noted.
Response 14-6:
The comment states that CCRB believe that the 2011 2nd RDEIR develops and maintains a stable project
description in compliance with CEQA.
The comment is noted.
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Response 14-7:
The comment suggests that previously CCRB commented that the 2007 RDEIR failed to clearly identify
the project objectives; the 2011 2nd RDEIR, in general, appears to have addressed CCRB’s concerns.
The comment is noted.
Response 14-8:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR recognize that Alternative 3C meets all project objectives
and that the continuing implementation of Alternative 3C will have fewer environmental impacts than
Alternative 4B. The comment further notes reasons as to why the Settlement Agreement should be
included as part of Alternative 3C. In addition, the comment indicates CCRB’s support of the minor
changes to Order WR 89-18 that were proposed by Reclamation and effectuated by the Member Units in
order to implement the provisions of the Settlement Agreement. In this comment, CCRB urges the
SWRCB to incorporate those changes in any final water right decision it adopts.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR recognizes Alternatives 3C and 4B as the environmental superior alternatives, and
discusses the feasibility of implementing Alternative 4B. The 2011 2nd RDEIR includes the Settlement
Agreement as part of Alternative 3C. CCRB’s support of the proposed changes to Order WR 89-18 is
noted.
Response 14-9:
The comment provides a discussion of why Alternative 4B is not realistic and concurs with the 2011 2nd
RDEIR that it is not feasible.
The comment is noted.
Response 14-10:
The comment recognizes that the 2011 2nd RDEIR identifies Alternatives 3C and 4B as the
environmentally superior alternatives. CCRB suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR recognize that the
continuing implementation of Alternative 3C will have fewer effects on the environment while still
meeting the project objectives. Further, CCRB suggests the 2011 2nd RDEIR should explicitly draw this
conclusion to inform the public. Finally, CCRB opines that CEQA requires the SWRCB to use Alternative
3C as the basis for its water right decision.
CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6, subdivision (e)(2) provides that an environmentally superior alternative
be identified; if the environmentally superior alternative is the “no project” alternative (Alternative 3C in
this case), the EIR shall also identify an environmentally superior alternative among the other
alternatives. Alternative 4B was identified as the environmental superior alternative over the no project
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alternative (Alternative 3C); however, the 2011 2nd RDEIR provides information as to why Alternative 4B
is not feasible. There is no requirement in CEQA to further justify the superiority of the alternatives.
Response 14-11:
The comment suggests CCRB has reviewed the water supply impacts of Alternatives 5B and 5C and,
subject to technical comments in Appendix A, CCRB concludes that the water supply analysis for
Alternatives 5B and 5C has adequate scientific foundation with respect to the impacts of those
alternatives on the Member Unit water supply. Further, CCRB suggests the 2011 2nd RDEIR should clearly
state that Alternatives 5B and 5C are environmentally inferior to Alternative 3C.
The comment is noted. CEQA Guidelines (Section 15126.6 subdivision (e)(2)) only requires that an EIR
identify an environmentally superior alternative; the CEQA Guidelines do not provide for identification of
environmentally inferior alternatives. The 2011 2nd RDEIR identifies Alternatives 3C and 4B as the
environmentally superior alternatives, and provides information as to why alternative 4B is not feasible.
Response 14-12:
The comment notes that prior comments on the 2007 RDEIR stated that the discussion of surcharging was
confusing and vague. Further, the comments states that the 2007 RDEIR acknowledged that Reclamation
had conducted environmental review of the surcharging project as part of the EIR/EIS developed for the
Biological Opinion and Fish Management Plan.
The comment is noted.
Response 14-13:
The comment notes that the 2011 2nd RDEIR continues to identify Alternatives 3B and 5B and fails to fully
recognize that Reclamation has completed improvements to Bradbury Dam to allow surcharging
Cachuma Reservoir from to 0.75 to 2.47 feet and can now implement a 3.0 foot surcharge.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR maintains the alternatives considered in the 2007 RDEIR. The 2011 2nd RDEIR notes
that Reclamation has completed all necessary improvements, along with other agencies such as the
County of Santa Barbara, to allow for full implementation of the 3.0 foot surcharge.
The comment is noted.
Response 14-14:
The comment states that previously the CCRB criticized the alternatives analysis contained in the 2007
RDEIR as flawed, and that with minor exceptions, such as the inclusion of Alternatives 3B and 5B, CCRB
believes the analysis in the 2011 2nd RDEIR addresses those concerns.
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The comment is noted.
Response 14-15:
The comment suggests that characterization of Alternative 3C as the no alternative appears to be
appropriate.
The comment is noted.
Response 14-16:
The comment suggests that the inclusion of the Settlement Agreement into Alternative 3C in the 2011 2nd
RDEIR has resulted in a stable project description.
The comment is noted.
Response 14-17:
The comment states that the CCRB believes the 2011 2nd RDEIR provides an adequate foundation to serve
for the review of Alternatives 5B and 5C, and that each will result in Class I impacts to water supply.
The comment is noted.
Response 14-18:
The comment disagrees with the statement in the 2011 2nd RDEIR that Alternatives 5B and 5C show the
most benefits to steelhead rearing. The comment continues that all life stages and habitat relationships of
steelhead/rainbow trout in the Lower Santa Ynez River should be integrated in the analysis and that
habitat bottlenecks should be accounted for in evaluating alternatives. Further, the comment suggests
that summer rearing habitat is a key habitat that limits the juvenile steelhead population.
The method of analysis in the EIR for assessing the benefits of the alternatives is a habitat scoring system;
this objective system was based on parameters for which data is readily available. The habitat scores are
derived from the average monthly flows calculated using simulated mean daily flows for each
alternative. These scores only form a basis for comparison of the alternatives and do not provide an
absolute prediction of the amount and quality of habitat expected under the alternatives. There may be
other methods that would show slightly different results. Using the methodology of the EIR Alternatives
5B and 5C were ranked slightly higher for steelhead spawning (Table 4-43) and fry rearing (Table 4-44)
but slightly lower for juvenile rearing (Table 4-45). The limitation of these results is that the data were
collected at only a single location along the river (at the Highway 154 Bridge). The overall conclusion is
that Alternatives 3B, 3C, 4B, 5B, and 5C show a beneficial effect over baseline conditions, with
Alternatives 5B and 5C showing the most benefits to fry rearing.
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The comment that summer rearing habitat is a key habitat that limits the juvenile steelhead population is
noted.
Response 14-19:
The comment concurs with the 2011 2nd RDEIR statement that additional flow from Alternatives 5B and
5C would not necessarily provide favorable rearing conditions in the Alisal Reach.
The comment is noted.
Response 14-20:
The comment suggests the 2011 2nd RDEIR does not analyze the potential for increased predation
resulting from the alternatives, although the comment acknowledges that the 2011 2nd RDEIR does
discuss predation on steelhead and other species in selected paragraphs of the document. The comment
also concurs with the finding that potential impacts to steelhead/rainbow trout and other fishes are
equivalent for all alternatives. The comment concludes that Alternatives 3B and 3C provide benefits to
steelhead equivalent to those of Alternatives 5B and 5C.
2011 2nd RDEIR Section 4.7.1.1, Species Accounts and Section 4.7.1.5, Threats to Oncorhynchus mykiss
acknowledges that many game fish such as largemouth bass can prey on O. mykiss and other native
species. Co-occurrence of largemouth bass and O. mykiss has been documented at several sites within the
mainstem of the Santa Ynez River. Although each species appears to utilize different areas of the pools,
predation pressure is thought to increase as pools shrink during the summer months. See also response to
Comment 11-20.
The portion of the comment that suggests concurrence with the 2011 2nd RDEIR that Alternatives 3B and
3C have equivalent benefits to steelhead as those of Alternatives 5B and 5C is noted.
Response 14-21:
The comment suggests revised wording to correct reflect the Cachuma Operation and Maintenance Board
as the correct entity involved in completing the removal of crossing #6.
The suggested wording has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-22:
The comment provides language identifying the correct entities approving the Settlement Agreement.
The suggested wording has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
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Response 14-23:
The comment provides language identifying the correct entities approving the Settlement Agreement.
The suggested wording has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-24:
The comment provides language identifying the correct entities comprising the SYRWQTAC.
The suggested wording has been incorporated into the2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-25:
The comment suggests revised language regarding the composition of the Cachuma Conservation
Release Board membership.
The revised language has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-26:
The comment suggests revised language to reflect that the Cachuma Conservation Release Board was an
agency contacted during the preparation of the EIR.
The revised language has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-27:
The comment suggests a correction to language to Section 7.0 Cumulative Impacts, on page 7.0-1,
regarding risk of flooding the boat launch ramp at Lake Cachuma.
The revised language has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-28:
The comment provides updated information on the capacity of Gibraltar Reservoir; the most recent
survey calculated a storage capacity of 5,251 af.
The information has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-29:
The comment provides updated information of the capacity of Cachuma Reservoir; the 2008 bathymetric
survey of Cachuma Reservoir indicates a capacity of 195,578 af with a 3.0 foot surcharge.
The information has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
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Response 14-30:
The comment indicates that the 2011 2nd RDEIR does not include information on the sedimentation effects
of the 2007 Zaca fire and reductions in reservoir capacity due to sedimentation.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR (Section 4.2.1.4) has been updated to include available information.
Response 14-31:
The comment states that the information regarding the Member Units’ water supply provided by the
Cachuma Project should be clearly described.
The information on the water supplies that each Member Unit receives from the Cachuma Project in the
2011 2nd RDEIR Section 4.3.1 has been updated and corrected.
Response 14-32:
The comment provides clarification on the use of hydrologic models and how the Member Units manage
water during severe droughts.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR (Section 4.3.2.1) has been clarified to reflect the comment.
Response 14-33:
The comment requests that updated information on the cost of reactivating and operating the Santa
Barbara desalination plant be provided.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR provides updated information.
Response 14-34:
The comment questions the feasibility of shutting down a desalination plant during peak power
demands.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR does not provide a detailed analysis of the operation of a desalination plant, but only
a suggestion that could be incorporated into daily operations. Many industrial facilities adapt operations
to reduce power during peak energy demand periods, and it is foreseeable that doing so could be part of
operations for a desalination facility.
The comment is noted.
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Response 14-35:
The comment states that CCRB concurs with the 2011 2nd RDEIR regarding conservation measures
suggested by CalTrout, such as replacing inefficient toilets and washing machines and improving
irrigation systems, that could be implemented by the Member Units to conserve an additional 5,000 to
7,000 af.
The comment is noted.
Response 14-36:
The comment suggests that information on the water supply in the Santa Ynez River is incorrect.
The discussion has been clarified in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-37:
The comment suggests that Alternative 2 is incorrectly identified as the “No Project” Alternative.
The statement has been corrected in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-38:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR resolves many of the issues raised by CCRB on the 2007
RDEIR. CCRB suggests the water supply tables should be revised to reflect the corrections noted to
Appendix A to CCRB’s May 31, 2011 comment letter.
The comment is noted. Appendix A is responded to in responses to Comments 40 through 65, below.
Response 14-39:
The comment suggests that while the 2011 2nd RDEIR is an improvement over the 2007 RDEIR, further
refinement is warranted. The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR be clear that, in contrast to
Alternatives 5B and 5C, the impacts of Alternative 3C are known because the requirements of that
alternative have been part of the operations of Cachuma Project for several years. Further, the comment
suggests that Alternative 3C is the only alternative developed after significant study, pursuant to the
directives of Order WR 94-5.
The comment is noted. All alternatives received thorough analysis consistent with the requirements of
CEQA.
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Response 14-40:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR is an improvement over the 2007 RDEIR and concurs with
the conclusions reached about Class I water supply impacts for Alternatives 3B, 5B and 5C. The comment
also states that the 2011 2nd RDEIR has a clear description of the project objectives.
The comment is noted.
Response 14-41:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR ignores the 2004 Final EIS/EIR for the “Lower Santa Ynez
River Fish Management Plan (Plan) and Cachuma Project Biological Opinion (Opinion) for Southern
Steelhead Trout.”
Reference to the 2004 Final EIR/EIS has been included in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-42:
The comment suggests that the updated water supply information matches what was provided by each
of the Member Units to Impact Sciences, except for SWP average annual deliveries and delivery during
drought years.
The SWP information regarding deliveries included in the 2011 2nd RDEIR is based on the 2009 SWP
Delivery Reliability Report which provides more recent information than that provided by the Member
Units. The comment is noted.
Response 14-43:
The comment states that CCRB provided data on Cachuma Project water supplies for the critical drought
year under Alternative 3C and have suggested that this information represents a more realistic approach
than the use of Alternative 5B.
For Cachuma Project water supply in the critical drought year, Alternative 5B was chosen because the
water supply impacts are most severe under this alternative. Tables 4-20 through 4-24 in the 2011 2nd
RDEIR compare the supply and demand of the individual Member Units in a critical drought year such
as 1951 under Alternative 5B. The source of the data presented in Tables 4-20 through 4-24 is Appendix
F, Technical Memorandum No. 5 and the 2009 SWP Reliability Report, Tables 4-10 through 4-14.
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Response 14-44:
The comment states that SYRHM simulated Cachuma Project yields for all of the alternatives have not
changed in the 2011 2nd RDEIR from the 2007 RDEIR for the water supply tables in Section 4.3, and
suggests that Member Units’ prior comments on the 2003 DEIR and 2007 RDEIR regarding water
shortages have not been incorporated.
The SWRCB has reviewed the prior comments and completed independent review of the water supply.
The Water supply analysis utilizes both a single dry year and critical drought year considerations.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR uses the year 1951 for the purpose of analysis as that is the worst drought year on
record during the period analyzed (1918 to 1991). As noted in the 2011 2nd RDEIR (see Section 4.3.2.4),
under 1951 drought conditions (see Table 4-16), the shortages under Alternatives 3B, 5B, and 5C would
be greater than under the baseline operations (Alternative 2) because these alternatives involve greater
releases for fish and the additional reservoir surcharge is not large enough to compensate.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR notes that an alternative may result in a significant environmental impact if under
that alternative the Member Units’ water demand exceeds their water supply from all sources (see Table
4-17, Member Units’ Supply and Demand in Critical Drought Year [1951], lines 6 and 9) by an
appreciable amount. Table 4-17 compares the Member Units’ water demand to their water supply from
all sources, including the Cachuma Project and the SWP, in the critical drought year (1951) under the
project alternatives.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR states that the 20,935 af figure for total supply from sources other than the Cachuma
Project used in Table 4-17 is derived from Table 4-18, Member Units’ Supply from Sources Other than
Cachuma Project in Critical Drought Year. The analysis depicted in Table 4-18 is based on data
provided by the Member Units as of 2009. The analysis also assumes that the Member Units would
receive a SWP delivery of 1,530 af based on reduced delivery per Table A (SWP Allocation Schedule) and
CCWA drought buffer (see Tables 4-10 through 4-14). This is a conservative assumption in light of the
fact that the results of SYRHM and DWRSIM modeling show that SWP deliveries in 1951 would have
been 12,029 af (Technical Memorandum No. 1, Table 15B). SWP deliveries during a critical drought year
in the Santa Ynez River Watershed will not necessarily drop below average because precipitation in
Northern California may vary from precipitation in the Central Coast region. The demand figures in
Table 4-17 are derived from Table 4-19, Member Units Demand, which summarizes the current Member
Units’ demand in 2009/2010 and their projected future demand.
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The 2011 2nd RDEIR finds an appreciable (10 percent or greater) water supply shortage in a critical
drought year, as shown for Alternatives 3B, 5B and 5C, which could result in a significant and
unavoidable impact (Class I), depending on the manner in which the Member Units make up for the
shortage. The same pattern of demand exceeding supply would be present for the future demand
estimates (e.g., 2020/2030) for project alternatives 3B, 5B, and 5C. These impacts would also be potentially
significant and unavoidable (Class I).
In contrast, total supply estimates under Alternatives 3C and 4B in a critical drought year (Table 4-17 line
5) would be approximately the same for Alternative 3C or slightly greater for Alternative 4B than total
supply under the baseline conditions resulting in a less than significant impact (Class III).
Response 14-45:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR should mention the effects of the 2007 Zaca fire on water
supply.
Information regarding the Zaca fire and the storage capacity implications to Cachuma Reservoir have
been added to the 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 4.2.1.4.
Response 14-46:
The comment suggests that additional discussion should be added to the 2011 2nd RDEIR regarding the
potential mitigation for water supply shortages.
Mitigation for water supply shortages is provided in Section 4.3.3 of the 2011 2nd RDEIR. The SWRCB
recognizes that various sources of water supply are available but that their reliability and availability
must be assessed by the Member Units. The forum for the Member Units to address their future supply
needs and their ability to meet demand is through the development of Urban Water Management Plans,
which were due to be updated and completed in 2011. The 2011 2nd RDEIR reflects this requirement.
Response 14-47:
The comment suggests language revisions to page 2.0-1 regarding the 2008 bathymetric study.
The information has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-48:
The comment suggests language revisions to page 2.0-1 regarding the description of Member Units’
water supplies.
The information has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
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Response 14-49:
The comment suggests minor corrections for certain water years in Table 2-2.
The information has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-50:
The comment provides updated information on reservoir spills.
The information has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-51:
The comment requests that a clarification of the target flows required by the Biological Opinion be added
as a footnote to Table 2-5.
The information has been included in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-52:
The comment provides a correction as to when the NOP was issued in May 1999, not September 2000, as
stated on page 3.0-11 of the 2011 2nd Revised DEIR.
The comment has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-53:
The comment provides suggestions for wording changes and to fix typographical errors on pages 4.2-3
and 4.2-4.
The suggested changes have been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-54:
The comment provides suggestions for wording changes regarding baseline conditions.
The suggested changes have been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-55:
The comment provides suggestions for wording changes regarding reservoir surcharge level.
The suggested changes have been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-56:
The comment provides suggestions for wording changes regarding releases for fish.
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The suggested changes have been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-57:
The comment provides suggestions for wording changes regarding surcharging and reservoir capacity.
The suggested changes have been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-58:
The comment provides suggestions for wording changes regarding water releases by Reclamation.
The suggested changes have been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-59:
The comment suggests reordering paragraph 4 on page 4.3-7; the paragraph is currently under the
subsection titled Santa Ynez River Water Conservation District and should be moved to precede Table
4-15.
The comment is noted. The pagination requirements and size of tables in the text dictates the format of
the document. The paragraph in question does precede the table.
Response 14-60:
The comment notes that Table 4-15 should be updated through 2010 to be consistent with other updates
in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
The table has been updated to incorporate available information regarding water deliveries for the
Member Units.
Response 14-61:
The comment provides corrections to information in the text derived from Table 4-16.
The suggested changes and corrections have been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-62:
The comment provides suggestions and corrections for wording changes on page 4.3-20, line 6.
The suggested changes and corrections have been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-63:
The comment provides suggestions and corrections for wording changes to page 4.27, paragraph 2, lines
3 and 4.
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The suggested changes and corrections have been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-64:
The comment provides suggested language and information regarding target flows at the Alisal Bridge.
The information has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-65:
The comment provides suggestions and corrections for wording changes to page 4.14-1, first bullet
paragraph 1.
The suggested changes and corrections have been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
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15.

City of Goleta dated May 31, 2011

Response 15-1:
The comment states that the Goleta Water District (GWD) supports the May 31, 2011 comments
submitted by the Cachuma Conservation and Release Board (CCRB).
Comment noted.
Response 15-2:
The comment states that the 2011nd RDEIR resolves many of the issues raised in the 2007 RDEIR, in
particular the clarification that Alternative 3C incorporates the Settlement Agreement.
Comment noted.
Response 15-3:
The comment suggests that water supply tables in the 2011 2nd RDEIR should be revised to reflection
corrections submitted by CCRB in Appendix A,
As appropriate, the water supply tables (see Section 4.3 of the 2011 2nd RDEIR) have been updated to
reflect any new dated provided in the comments by CCRB.
Response 15-4:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR should make clear that, in contrast to Alternatives 5B and
5C, the impacts of Alternative 3C are known because the requirements of that alternative have been part
of Cachuma project operations for several years. In addition, the comment opines that Alternative 3C is
the only alternative developed pursuant to directives of Order WR 94-5, meets all of the Project
objectives, avoids significant unavoidable impacts (Class I) to Member Units’ water supplies, and is the
environmentally superior alternative.
The comment noted. Please see also response to Comment 14-39.
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Hearing
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PeterGleick
LucyAllen
May12,2011
Introduction
In 2003, the Pacific Institute provided an assessment of the potential for increased water-use
efficiency among the five major water districts that withdraw water from the Santa Ynez River
(the Cachuma contractors): Carpinteria Valley Water District, Goleta Water District, Montecito
Water District, City of Santa Barbara, and the Santa Ynez River Water Conservation District,
Improvement District #1.1 This analysis focused on the potential for technology-based water-use

1

efficiency measures to reduce water demand. Measures considered in the analysis included
installing high-efficiency clothes washers and low water-use landscapes in homes, and installing
ultra-low-flow toilets in homes and businesses. The report found cost-effective water savings of
between 5,000 and 7,000 acre-feet per year, which would allow the Cachuma contractors to,
“reduce their take of water from Santa Ynez River without a loss of service or quality of life.”
Misty Gonzales provided rebuttal testimony which questioned the validity of the 2003 Pacific
Institute analysis. In September of 2007, the Pacific Institute provided a response to her

2

testimony and an analysis of the Revised Draft Environmental Impact Report that was released in

1

Haasz, D. and P.H. Gleick. 2003. Comments on the Draft EIR for the Cachuma Water Rights Hearing.

2
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July of 2007 (2007 RDEIR). The 2007 Pacific Institute analysis concluded that the original 2003
Pacific Institute testimony that 5,000 to 7,000 acre-feet of water could be cost-effectively
conserved by Cachuma contractors remained valid, and that the rebuttal testimony from Ms.
Gonzales contained factual errors and omissions. This finding was further supported by the
observation that all five contractors were failing to meet the requirements of the California Urban
Water Conservation Council’s Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) and could expand their

2

water conservation efforts through implementation of a series of Best Management Practices and
improved rate structures. Furthermore, the 2007 Pacific Institute analysis found that the 2007
RDEIR failed to use the most recent water demand projections, therefore likely overestimating
2020 demand. In April 2011, a 2nd Revised Draft Environmental Impact Report (2011 RDEIR)
was released. This assessment reviews the 2011 RDEIR, particularly certain assumptions about
water demand and supply options. We conclude the following:
x

Water demand projections used in the 2011 RDEIR are based on outdated estimates and
ignore more recent water demand projections from the contractors themselves.

x

Demand projections in the 2011 RDEIR fail to integrate mandated water conservation
and efficiency improvements, particularly a requirement to reduce per capita demand by

3
4

20% by 2020.
x

The 2011 RDEIR overestimates future demand and potential shortages under the

5

proposed alternatives.
x

The conclusions from the original 2003 Haasz and Gleick testimony – that 5,000 to 7,000
acre-feet of water could be conserved by Cachuma contractors, cost-effectively, remain

6

valid, and they are still pertinent to the 2011 RDEIR.
x

Although water rates within the region are high, improving rate structures provide an
opportunity to capture some of the identified water conservation and efficiency potential.

x

The 2011 RDEIR does not account for additional local supplies, including through
recycled water, rainwater harvesting, and stormwater capture.

7
8

3
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Projectionsinthe2011RDEIROverestimateFutureWaterDemand
Demand projections in the 2011 REIR fail to include new, statewide water-use efficiency
requirements, thus overestimating future water demand. In November of 2009, the California
legislature enacted the Water Conservation Act of 2009 (SBx7-7), which requires all water
suppliers to reduce per capita water demand by 20% by the end of the year 2020. By July 2011,
urban water suppliers are required to have developed interim and final water use targets for

9

compliance with SBx7-7. Additionally, in 2009, SB 407 was passed, which requires that old
plumbing fixtures be replaced when alterations or improvements are made to single family
homes beginning in 2014. This bill will likely accelerate the natural replacement rate of older
plumbing fixtures, thereby increasing water-use efficiency improvements. As described below,
these requirements and their impacts on water use are not integrated into the 2011 RDEIR.
Table 1 presents water demands projections included in the 2003, 2007, and 2011 DEIRs, as well
as forecasted demand in the utilities’ 2005 urban water management plans (UWMP), and, where
possible, in reports integrating SBx7-7 requirements. Water demand projections in the 2011
RDEIR for both the Carpinteria Valley Water District and Goleta Water District are taken
directly from their 2005 Urban Water Management Plans which were written prior to the

10

efficiency improvements mandated by SBx7-7 and SB 407. Thus, these projections likely
overestimate 2020 demand. Similarly, demand projections for the Santa Ynez River Water
Conservation District are higher in the 2011 RDEIR than in the 2005 Urban Water Management
Plan or in the previous 2007 RDEIR. The source of the new estimate and the reason for the
increase in demand are not clear, although it strongly suggests that mandatory reductions in per
capita demand are not captured in these estimates.

4
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Table 1. Cachuma Contractors’ 2020 Water Demands (Acre-Feet per Year)
2003
DEIR1

2007
RDEIR2

2005
UWMP

Studies
2011
7 Integrating
RDEIR
SBx7-78
4,600
6,500
-

5,423
6,835

5,833
6,835

City of Santa Barbara

17,760

18,200

Goleta Water District
Santa Ynez River Water
Conservation District, ID#1

16,000

17,300

4,6003
7,3054
14,000 15,0005
15,8906

9,050

8,119

8,119

8,273

Total

55,068

56,287

50,220 51,220

49,763

Carpinteria Valley Water District
Montecito Water District

14,500

13,4009

15,890

14,90010
-

10

Notes: Because Santa Ynez has not completed a 2005 UWMP, we used the estimate from the 2007 RDEIR in the
“2005 UWMP” column.
2011 RDEIR estimate for Montecito Water District is for 2030, not 2020.
Sources:
(1) Table 4-19 of the 2003 DEIR; page 4-36.
(2) Table 4-19 of 2007 DEIR; page 4-24.
(3) Kennedy/Jenks Consultants. July 2007. Carpinteria Valley Water District Urban Water Management Plan 2005
Update. Ventura, California.
(4) Mosby, T. 2005. Final Urban Water Management Plan – Update 2005. Montecito Water District. Montecito,
California.
(5) City of Santa Barbara Public Works Department. 2005. Urban Water Management Plan. Santa Barbara,
California.
(6) Goleta Water District. 2005. Final Urban Water Management Plan.
(7) Table 4-19 of the 2011 DEIR; page 4.3-17.
(8). Updated estimates were not readily available for Carpinteria Valley Water District, Montecito Water District
and Santa Ynez River Water Conservation District.
(9) Interpreted from graph, “System Demand Projections (AFY)” in City of Santa Barbara Water Resources
Division, Public Works Department. (2011). DRAFT City of Santa Barbara Long-Term Water Supply Plan.
http://www.santabarbaraca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/D9F28872-C779-4947-842856D9A678C8E6/0/LTWSP2011Draft472011.pdf .
(10) Bachman, S. (2011). Goleta Water District Water Supply Management Plan.
http://www.goletawater.com/assets/documents/water_supply/Water_Supply_Management_Plan_Final_3-31-11.pdf,
page 61.

Projections for Santa Barbara are based on a more recent (2010) document, “Plan Santa
Barbara.”2 The projections, however, are based on current per capita demand factors applied to

11

the projected mix of future residential and nonresidential users, and therefore clearly do not

2

City of Santa Barbara. (2010). Plan Santa Barbara Program EIR Section 15 – Public Utilities. Accessed on May 3,
2011 at http://www.youplansb.org/docManager/1000000691/15.0_Public_Utilities.pdf.

5
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integrate the 20% reduction required under SBx7-7. The 2011 Santa Barbara Long-Term Water
Supply Plan explicitly states that projections included in Plan Santa Barbara:
“can be expected to overestimate demand for new development. This is because new
development will be subject to new codes and standards, while aggregate demand
includes a significant portion of the building stock constructed under older standards.”
Yet, these inflated demand estimates are integrated into the 2011 RDEIR. Only demand
projections for Montecito Water District integrate “ increased rates and water conservation,”3
although the original documentation for these numbers is not available and thus it is not clear to

11

what degree water conservation and efficiency are included.
Our independent research identified that the City of Santa Barbara and the Goleta Water District
have developed new demand projections based on SBx7-7 requirements, although these
estimates were not integrated into the 2011 RDEIR. The City of Santa Barbara and the Goleta
Water District updated estimates are collectively 2,100 acre-feet less than the estimates included
in the 2011 RDEIR. Thus, we conclude that water demand projections used in the 2011 RDEIR
are based on outdated estimates and ignore more recent water demand projections from the
contractors themselves.

The2011RDEIRFailstoIncludetheUrbanConservationPotentialof5,000–
7,000AcreǦFeetPerYearIdentifiedinPreviousPacificInstituteAnalysis
In a 2003 analysis, the Pacific Institute estimated that between 5,000 and 7,000 acre-feet per year
(AFY) could be conserved cost-effectively, allowing the Cachuma contractors to “reduce their

12

take of water from Santa Ynez River without a loss of service or quality of life.” Measures
considered in the analysis included installing high-efficiency clothes washers and low water-use
landscapes in homes, and installing ultra-low-flow toilets in homes and businesses. The 2011
RDEIR dismisses the Pacific Institute’s 2003 analyses, stating that

3

2011 RDEIR, Table 4-19, footnote 4.

6
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“During the 2003 evidentiary hearing before the SWRCB, expert witnesses for CalTrout
testified that the Member Units could conserve an additional 5,000 to 7,000 af by
replacing inefficient toilets and washing machines and improving landscape irrigation
efficiency. The Member Units presented rebuttal testimony, however, that disputed the
testimony of CalTrout’s witnesses.”
While Misty Gonzales provided rebuttal testimony that questioned the validity of the 2003
Pacific Institute analysis, the Pacific Institute submitted a detailed response that identified a
number of errors and omissions in Ms. Gonzales’ testimony. See the Pacific Institute’s 2007
comments for this response.4 The conclusions from the 2003 Pacific Institute testimony – that
5,000 to 7,000 acre-feet of water could be conserved by Cachuma contractors, cost-effectively –
remain valid and are still pertinent to the 2011 RDEIR.

12

In fact, technological improvements since 2003 suggest that the conservation potential may be
even larger. The 2003 analysis, for example, evaluated the savings if everyone were using a 1.6
gallon per flush (gpf) toilets. Today, high-efficiency toilets (HET) using 1.28 gpf or less are
widely available, and in 2014, will be required in all new or remodeled developments.
Additionally, in 2003, a typical high-efficiency clothes washer used 25 gallons per load. Today,
high-efficiency models use 15 gallons per load or less. Thus, technological improvements
suggest that the water conservation potential likely exceeds 5,000-7,000 acre-feet per year.
Furthermore, additional measures could be taken to reduce demand during a critical drought
period. During droughts, it is not uncommon for communities to cut water use by 10-20%
through behavioral measures, such as reducing or even eliminating outdoor irrigation and taking
shorter showers. Such measures are not included in the 5,000 – 7,000 AF savings identified in
the 2003 Pacific Institute analysis but could help reduce the likelihood and/or severity of future
water shortages.

4

Cooley, H. and P.H. Gleick. 2007. Comments on the Revised Draft EIR for the Cachuma Water Rights Hearing.

7
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The2011RDEIRFailstoConsiderthePotentialforReducingAgricultural
WaterUse
While urban use makes up the majority of total water demand from the Cachuma contractors,
agricultural use also compromises a significant portion. Among the five contractors in 2005,
approximately 5,300 acre-feet,5 or around 10% of total demand, was delivered to agricultural
users. In the Carpinteria Valley Water District and the Santa Ynez River Water Conservation
District, ID#1, agriculture accounts for around 50% or more of total water demand.
Like within the urban sector, water use in the agricultural sector can often be reduced through
increased efficiency while maintaining the same level of service, i.e. without reducing crop

13

yields or area irrigated. In a 2009 report on the potential for increased water use efficiency in
California agriculture, the Pacific Institute estimated that agricultural demand could be reduced
by 17% by adopting efficient irrigation technologies, improved irrigation scheduling, and
regulated deficit irrigation.6
Additionally, recycled water can be used to meet many agricultural water demands. At Sea Mist
Farms in Salinas Valley, California, for example, recycled water makes up approximately twothirds of total farm water use; groundwater is only used when irrigation demands exceed
recycled water supply.7 Using recycled water to meet irrigation requirements in the Cachuma
contractors’ service areas would reduce the need to secure additional potable supplies. The
potential to decrease agricultural demand for potable water supplies in the Cachuma Contractors’
service areas, both through increased water-use efficiency and the use of recycled water, should
be assessed as a potential mitigation strategy.

5

Estimate based on agricultural use reported in 2005 Urban Water Management Plans for Carpinteria Valley Water
District, Montecito Water District, and Goleta Water District, and the 2000 Urban Water Management Plan
(because a 2005 Urban Water Management Plan is not available). Agricultural use in the City of Santa Barbara is
minimal, and not included here.

6
Cooley, H., J. Christian-Smith, and P.H. Gleick. 2009. Sustaining California Agriculture in an Uncertain Future.
Pacific Institute. http://www.pacinst.org/reports/california_agriculture/final.pdf.
7

Christian-Smith, J., L. Allen, M.J. Cohen, P. Schulte, C. Smith and P.H. Gleick. 2010. California Farm Water
Success Stories. http://www.pacinst.org/reports/success_stories/success_stories.pdf

8
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ImprovingWaterRatesStructureCanHelpCaptureWaterConservationand
EfficiencyPotential
The 2011 RDEIR states that “water rates are some of the highest in the state and constitute a
strong incentive to conserve water.” Water rates among the Cachuma contractors are generally
high as a result of recent investment in capital-intensive water supply projects, such as the
desalination plant in Santa Barbara and the Coastal Branch of the State Water Project, but these
rates do not consistently include designs that encourage efficiency improvements (Table 2). Of
all of the Cachuma contractors, the City of Santa Barbara has a rate design that encourages
conservation with a steep increase of $2.63 per thousand gallons between the first and second

14

tiers at a relatively low water use rate of about 3,000 gallons per month. This design places an
early premium on water uses and sends a strong price signal to customers to reduce their water
use. The remaining Cachuma contractors, however, have rate designs that send a weak price
signal to their customers. For example, the Santa Ynez River Water Conservation District
remains on a uniform rate structure with high fixed costs. The Montecito Water District recently
adopted inclining block rates; however, households only move into the second tier after using
18,700 gallons, equivalent to more than 620 gallons per day, and the rate increase between tiers
is small. Likewise, the Goleta Water District has only a very small increase of $0.21 between
tiers. These agencies could improve their rate structures by instituting inclining block rates with
high price differentials between blocks. Additionally, the size of the block should be such that
first and second tiers should cover essential uses of water.

9
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Table 2. Residential Water Rates, May 2011.
Municipality
[Water Provider]

Rate Structure Type

Fixed Monthly
Service Charge

Unit Rate per 1,000 Gallons of
Water Consumed

Carpinteria Valley Water
District(1)

Increasing Block
Rate (three blocks)

$18.15

$4.01 - avg. winter use (base)
$5.15 - base to 2xbase
$6.48 - over 2xbase

Montecito Water
District(2)

Increasing Block
Rate (four blocks)

$30.95

Goleta Water District(3)

Increasing Block
Rate (two blocks)

$9.21 - $27.63

$5.21 – up to 18,700 gal
$5.55 – 19,448 to 44,800
$6.55 – 45,628 to 89,760
$7.89 – over 90,508
$4.75 – up to 2,992 gal
$4.96 – over 2,992 gal

City of Santa Barbara(4)

Increasing Block
Rate (three blocks)

$12.31

14

$3.92 - up to 2,992 gal
$6.55 - 2,993 to 11,968 gal
$6.90 - over 11,968 gal

Santa Ynez River Water
Uniform
$31.00
$3.62
Conservation District(5)
Note: gal=gallons
Source:
(1): Carpinteria Valley Water District Website: http://www.cvwd.net/water_rates.htm
(2): Montecito Water District Website: http://www.montecitowater.com/fees_charges.htm
(3): Goleta Water District Website: http://www.goletawater.com/rates/index.htm
(4): City of Santa Barbara Website: http://www.santabarbaraca.gov/Government/Departments/PW/Rates.htm
(5): Santa Ynez River Water Conservation District Website: http://www.syrwd.org/view/53

2011RDEIRUnderestimatesAvailabilityofRecycledWaterandOther
AlternativeSupplies
In addition to water conservation and efficiency, a wide range of alternative water supplies are
available that can reduce or eliminate the need for additional Cachuma project supplies.
Recycled water is an additional source of supply that may have significant potential in some of

15

the Cachuma Contractor’s service areas. Recycled water can be used directly for landscape and
agricultural irrigation and industrial processes. It can also be used to recharge surface and/or
groundwater sources, thereby supplementing potable water supplies with a drought-resistant
source. Capture and use of rainwater is another potential alternative supply option. The 2011
RDEIR, however, fails to consider the potential to develop these alternative supply options.
10
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Water reuse is becoming an increasingly important component of the water-supply portfolios of
water districts throughout California. For example:
x

The Irvine Ranch Water District, in Southern California, met 22% of its total demand
with recycled water in 2010.8

x

In West Basin, recycled water accounted for about 7% of its water supply portfolio in
2008, but is expected to account for 15% of the water supply portfolio by 2020.9

x

In the 2009/2010 fiscal year, recycled water for direct use and recharge purposes
accounted for 33% of the total available supply of the Inland Empire Utilities Agency.10

x

Additionally, the Orange County Sanitation District practices large-scale indirect potable

15

reuse, with approximately 35 million gallons per day pumped into percolation basins
where the water naturally filters through the earth and into the groundwater supply. 11
The Cachuma contractors, by contrast, meet very little of their demand with recycled water.
Currently, the Cachuma Contractors collectively produce and use 1,800 acre-feet of recycled
water per year in a normal year, or about 3% of their total supply, and 1,860 acre-feet, or 4.5% of
supply, in a critical drought year. Of the five Cachuma contractors, only Goleta Water District
and the City of Santa Barbara use recycled water. In the City of Santa Barbara, recycled water
meets 5% of demand in a normal year and 8% in a dry year. In the Goleta Water District,
recycled water meets 6% of demand in a normal year and 11% in a dry year (Table 2).
The 2011 RDEIR assumes no expansion in recycled water supplies in the future. Yet, Goleta and
Santa Barbara currently have significant unused recycled water capacity. Santa Barbara has an

8
Irvine Ranch Water District. “Your Water: Supply.” Accessed on May 3, 2011 at http://www.irwd.com/yourwater/water-supply.html.
9
West Basin Municipal Water District. 2011. Water Reliability 2020. Accessed on April 28, 2011 at
http://www.westbasin.org/water-reliability-2020/planning/water-reliability.
10
Inland Empire Utilities Agency. (2010). Accessed on May 3, 2011 at http://www.ieua.org/recycled/docs/FY0910AnnualReport/index.html.
11
Groundwater Replenishment System. (undated). Accessed on May 3, 2011 at
http://www.gwrsystem.com/images/stories/pdfs/GWRS.E-PressKit.FactsFiguresSection.11.17.10.pdf.
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additional treatment and distribution capacity of 300 acre-feet per year, 12 and the Goleta Water
District has an additional treatment and distribution capacity of 2,000 acre-feet per year, 13 Note
that the 2011 RDEIR incorrectly states that Goleta Water District has a recycled water capacity
of 1,500 acre-feet per year – the 2011 Goleta Water District Water Supply Management Plan
reports a total treatment and distribution capacity of 3,000 acre-feet per year. Thus, these
agencies are currently using less than 50% of the existing capacity, an indication that there is
potential to expand the use of recycled water. At a minimum, this existing capacity should be
identified in the RDEIR as existing supply available to the Contractors.
Additionally, the relatively low rate of recycled water use among the Cachuma contractors
suggests there is potential to expand capacity and use above existing capacity in order to mitigate

15

any identified potential water supply impacts. We recommend that a comprehensive recycled
water feasibility study be conducted to support such mitigation; this feasibility study should
explicitly evaluate ways to expand the use of recycled water, including through the development
of a regional project and a groundwater recharge project.
Table 2. Recycled Water Use Among Cachuma Contractors

Carpinteria
Valley Water
District
Montecito Water
District
City of Santa
Barbara
Goleta Water
District

%
Total
supply
Supply –
from
Critical
Recycled
Drought
Water

Recycled
WaterNormal
Year

Total
Supply Normal
Year

% supply
from
Recycled
Water

Recycled
waterCritical
Drought

0

5,699

0%

0

5,077

0%

0

7,305

0%

0

2,920

0%

800

17,493

5%

800

9,945

8%

1,000

16,471

6%

1,060

9,922

11%

12

City of Santa Barbara Water Resources Division, Public Works Department. (2011). DRAFT City of Santa
Barbara Long-Term Water Supply Plan. http://www.santabarbaraca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/D9F28872-C779-4947-842856D9A678C8E6/0/LTWSP2011Draft472011.pdf .
13
Bachman, S. (2011). Goleta Water District Water Supply Management Plan.
http://www.goletawater.com/assets/documents/water_supply/Water_Supply_Management_Plan_Final_3-31-11.pdf.
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Santa Ynez River
Water
0
7,241
0%
0
Conservation
District, ID#1
Source: Tables 4-10, 4-11, 4-12, 4-13, and 4-14 in the 2nd RDEIR.

6,279

0%

15

Similarly, rainwater is another alternative supply option that can be used for landscaping,
flushing water closets and urinals, and cooling towers. Rainwater collection systems range in
size from small 55-gallon barrels that rely on the force of gravity to complex multi-million
gallon reservoirs equipped with pumps and sensors. Rainwater harvesting can be employed in
residential settings and by businesses, industry, and public institutions. In Ingleside, Texas, for
example, Reynolds Metals uses rainwater as process water in its metal-processing plant.14 A
1992 survey of American State Health Departments revealed that there were more than 250,000
rainwater cisterns in use across the United States.15 This number has certainly grown in recent
years as water managers are increasingly encouraging these systems.
The 2011 RDEIR does not consider the potential for rainwater reuse to augment supplies or

16

mitigate potential water supply impacts. Water suppliers in other parts of the country, however,
have taken steps to promote and expand the use of rainwater. For example, in the City of
Hopkinsville, Kentucky, city officials hold rain barrel workshops to teach residents how to
construct their own systems. Cities across the country are also providing rebates to customers for
installing rainwater harvesting systems. In San Francisco, for example, the local water utility
provided rebates to customers ranging in value from $80 to $480, depending on the volume of
the container. The City of Tucson has moved beyond education and financial incentives,
requiring commercial developers to install rainwater harvesting systems to meet 50% of
landscaping water requirements. The City of Los Angeles, working with the group TreePeople
has installed large-scale cisterns in schools to meet landscape water needs. The potential for the
Cachuma contractors to use rainwater as an alternative supply should be assessed.

14
Texas Water Development Board. 2005. The Texas Manual on Rainwater Harvesting. Third Edition. Austin,
Texas.
15
Lye, D.J. 1992. Microbiology of Rainwater Cistern Systems: A Review. J. Environ. Sci. Health. A27(8): 21232166.
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Conclusions
The potential water supply impacts of the range of alternatives for modifying the U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation’s water right permits for the Cachuma Project depend in part on the water that
might be made available by increasing the efficiency of water use, expanding alternative

17

supplies, and reducing waste. The water demand projections in the 2011 RDEIR are a critical
piece in determining the ultimate impacts of the various alternatives and efforts to mitigate those
impacts. Thus it is important to get these numbers correct.
Like the previous RDEIRs, however, the 2011 RDEIR continues to overestimate future demand.
Specifically, demand projections included in the 2011 RDEIR fail to include efficiency
improvements mandated in 2009 by SBx7-7 and SB 407. The Pacific Institute estimated in 2003

18

that 5,000 to 7,000 acre-feet of water could be conserved through technology-based measures;
subsequent technology improvements suggest that current potential could be even greater.
Additionally, the 2011 RDEIR does not adequately consider alternative supply options. Recycled
water use and rainwater harvesting are alternative supplies that have been developed by water
suppliers in other parts of the country. Current recycled water use by the Cachuma contractors is
very limited compared with that of other communities in California. The 2011 RDEIR fails to
fully identify existing capacity for the limited recycled water facilities that are available. In

19

addition, the 2011 RDEIR fails to consider this as mitigation for potential water supply impacts.
However, rainwater harvesting and use for landscaping, toilet flushing, and industrial uses has
been promoted successfully by other water agencies. The potential to expand the use of recycled
water, both for nonpotable and indirect potable reuse, and the capture and use of rainwater,
should be thoroughly assessed as a potential mitigation strategy.

14
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16.

Pacific Institute dated May 12, 2011

Response 16-1:
The comment states that, in 2003, the Pacific Institute provided comments regarding water-use efficiency
and conservation measures among the five major water districts that withdraw water from the Santa
Ynez River. In addition, the comment suggests that Pacific Institute commented on the 2007 RDEIR.
The comments received on the 2003 DEIR and 2007 RDEIR (including comments from the Pacific
Institute) were fully considered and have been responded to in the 2011 2nd RDEIR. The comment is
noted.
Response 16-2:
The comment suggests that representatives of the Pacific Institute provided prior comments on the 2007
RDEIR regarding potential conservation measures to reduce water use.
The comments received on the 2007 RDEIR (including comments from the Pacific Institute) were fully
considered and have been responded to in the 2011 2nd RDEIR. The comment is noted.
Response 16-3:
The comment suggests that water demand projections in the 2011 2nd RDEIR are based on outdated
estimates and ignore water projections from the Member Units.
The water demand estimates included in the 2011 2nd RDEIR were provided by the Member Units in 2010
and reflect the latest information available at the time. Where warranted and available, information
provided has been updated in the 2011 2nd RDEIR,
Response 16-4:
The comment suggests that demand projections in the 2011 2nd RDEIR do not integrate mandated water
conservation and efficiency improvements, particularly those to reduce water demand by 20 percent per
capita by 2020.
As noted in response to comment 9-22, the 2011 2nd RDEIR acknowledges that the Member Units must
address the requirements of SBx7-7 in the preparation of their 2010 Urban Water Management Plans
(UWMPs) (see Section 4.3.3). The methods by which the Member Districts comply with SBx7-7 are not
within the purview of the SWRCB but rather is subject to review and approval by DWR. Methods of
water conservation by local agencies cannot be addressed by the operation of the Cachuma Project nor
are they an issue of water rights. As long water is put to beneficial use under Reclamation’s water right
Permits 11308 and 11310 and managed for the protection of downstream water rights and public trust
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resources below Bradbury Dam, further management as suggested by the comment is outside of the
SWRCB’s purview.
Response 16-5:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR overestimates future demand and potential shortages
under the proposed alternatives,
The 2011 2nd RDEIR utilizes demand information as projected by the Member Units and provided in 2010.
The water supply analysis completed in the 2011 2nd RDEIR was completed independently. Table 4-17
compares the Member Units’ water demand to their water supply from all sources, including the
Cachuma Project and the SWP, in the critical drought year (1951) under the project alternatives. Line 6
and line 9 of Table 4-17 show the amount and percent differences between water supply shortages under
the Alternative 2 baseline and shortages under the other alternatives. The demand figures in Table 4-17
are derived from Table 4-19, Member Units Demand, which summarizes the current Member Units’
demand in 2009/2010 and their projected future demand.
Response 16-6:
The comment suggests that information provided in the 2003 Haasz and Glieck testimony regarding the
amount of water that could be conserved by the Member Units remains valid.
The comment is noted.
Response 16-7:
The comment suggests that improving rate structures would provide an opportunity to implement water
conservation features.
The Member Units are currently updating their UWMPs as required by state law. As part of the update,
which was scheduled to be complete in mid-2011, the Member Units will be providing information on
how they plan to meet state mandated conservation requirements (20 percent by 2020).
Additional drought water supply contingency measures are identified as part of each Member Units’
UWMP water shortage contingency plan. This required contingency plan identifies a number of measures
that can be used during a drought period, such as, building moratoria, water rationing, adjusting water
rates, and instituting additional water conservation measures such as water use restrictions and
prohibitions, and public outreach campaigns to help customers minimize water use. With such options
available, it seems reasonable to indicate that options exist to implement additional drought contingency
measures as appropriate.
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Response 16-8:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR does not account for additional supplies including
recycled water, rainwater harvesting and stormwater.
The water supply analysis in the 2011 2nd RDEIR recognizes the use of the recycled and reclaimed water
where identified by the Member Units as a reliable source of water. For example, 800 afy of recycled
water is considered for the City of Santa Barbara (see Table 4-12) and 1,000 afy of recycled water is
considered for GWD (see Table 4-13).
As noted previously in response to Comment 9-14, local agencies have limited ability to legally compel
existing customers to convert from the use of potable water to recycled water. In many cases, the costs
associated with conversion are prohibitive, especially when recycled water mains need to be extended or
booster stations enhanced. All agencies and water providers are required to implement future
improvements consistent with state law (California Water Code Sections 13550 et seq.) to achieve a 20
percent reduction in per capita water use by 2020.
Response 16-9:
The comment suggests that the demand projections in the 2011 2nd RDEIR do not include state-wide
water efficiency requirements and therefore overestimate demand.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR recognizes that the Member Units and other downstream water purveyors are in the
process of finalizing and adopting updates to their UWMPs in accordance with the Urban Water
Management Planning Act. (Wat. Code, Subsection 10610–10657.) These updates must demonstrate how
each purveyor will address drought concerns and demonstrate how each will comply with the
requirements of the 2009 Comprehensive Water Legislation (SBx7-7). (Wat. Code, Section 10631.)
In addition, the plans must contain an urban water supply contingency analysis. The 2010 UWMP
updates must include, among other things, actions to be undertaken in response to a water supply
shortage, a 20 percent reduction in per capita water demand by 2020, and mandatory prohibitions against
specific water use practices during shortages, including but not limited to prohibiting the use of potable
water for street cleaning. (Wat. Code, Section 10632.)
Whether or not the Member Units achieve a 20 percent reduction is yet to be determined and will be
subject of future reporting to the DWR. At present, the 2009 legislation does not include any penalty other
than exclusion from certain state grants if the 20 percent reduction by 2020 is not achieved.
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The 2011 2nd RDEIR provides for a more conservative analysis by not including provisions that the 20
percent by 2020 would be achieved. Further, the SWRCB has no ability to enforce reduction in water
usage. The 2011 2nd RDEIR does include mitigation that the Member Units’ UWMPs shall be implemented
to the extent necessary to make up for a shortage in water supply in a critical drought year.
Response 16-10:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR overestimates projected water demands and does not
reflect reductions in demand that would result from the implementation of SBx7-7.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR recognizes that the Member Units and other downstream water purveyors are in the
process of finalizing and adopting updates to their UWMPs in accordance with the Urban Water
Management Planning Act. (Wat. Code, Subsection 10610–10657.) These updates must demonstrate how
each purveyor will address drought concerns and demonstrate how each will comply with the
requirements of the 2009 Comprehensive Water Legislation (SBx7-7). (Wat. Code, Section 10631.)
In addition, the plans must contain an urban water supply contingency analysis. The 2010 UWMP
updates must include, among other things, actions to be undertaken in response to a water supply
shortage, a 20 percent reduction in per capita water demand by 2020, and mandatory prohibitions against
specific water use practices during shortages, including but not limited to prohibiting the use of potable
water for street cleaning. (Wat. Code, Section 10632.)
Response 16-11:
The comment suggests that the information contained in the 2011 2nd RDEIR for the City of Santa Barbara
are over estimated and do not reflect the requirements of SBx7-7.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR recognizes that the Member Units, including the City of Santa Barbara, are in the
process of finalizing and adopting updates to their UWMPs in accordance with the Urban Water
Management Planning Act. (Wat. Code, Subsection 10610–10657.) These updates must demonstrate how
each purveyor will address drought concerns and demonstrate how each will comply with the
requirements of the 2009 Comprehensive Water Legislation (SBx7-7). (Wat. Code, Section 10631.) DWR
extended the deadline to June 30, 2011, for water purveyors to adopt the 2010 UWMP; the City of Santa
Barbara only recently completed and adopted their 2010 UWMP in June 2011.
The information included in the 2011 2nd RDEIR was provided directly from the Member Units in 2010.
The comment is noted.
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Response 16-12:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR fails to acknowledge potential conservation measures that
were previously provided in 2003.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR benefited from comments provided on both the 2003 DEIR and 2007 RDEIR,
including those provided by the Pacific Institute. The analysis reflects the independent review of water
supply and demand.
The comment is noted.
Response 16-13:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR does not consider the potential for reducing agricultural
water use.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR benefited from comments provided on both the 2003 DEIR and 2007 RDEIR,
including those provided by the Pacific Institute. The analysis reflects the independent review of water
supply and demand, and conservation measures that can be feasibly implemented.
As part of the 2009 legislation, SBx7-7 requires agricultural water suppliers to implement efficient water
management practices. An agricultural water supplier that becomes an agricultural water supplier after
December 31, 2012, would be required to prepare and adopt an agricultural water management plan
within one year after becoming an agricultural water supplier. The agricultural water supplier would be
required to notify each city or county within which the supplier provides water supplies with regard to
the preparation or review of the plan. The bill would require the agricultural water supplier to submit
copies of the plan to DWR and other specified entities.
The comment is noted.
Response 16-14:
The comment suggests that Member Units could improve their rate structures to improve water
conservation.
The Member Units have already, or are currently, updating their UWMPs as required by state law. As
part of the update, which is scheduled to be complete in June 30, 2011, the Member Units will be
providing information on how they will meet state mandated conservation requirements (20 percent by
2020).
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Additional drought water supply contingency measures are identified as part of each Member Units’
UWMP water shortage contingency plan. This required contingency plan identifies a number of measures
that can be used during a drought period, such as, building moratoria, water rationing, adjusting water
rates, instituting additional water conservation measures such as water use restrictions and prohibitions,
and public outreach campaigns to help customers minimize water use. With such options available, it
seems reasonable to indicate that options exist to implement additional drought contingency measures as
appropriate.
The comment is noted.
Response 16-15:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR underestimates the use of recycled (reclaimed) water and
other alternative supply sources.
The water supply analysis in the 2011 2nd RDEIR recognizes the use of the recycled and reclaimed water
where identified by the Member Units as a reliable source of water. For example, 800 afy of recycled
water is considered for the City of Santa Barbara (see Table 4-12) and 1,000 afy of recycled water is
considered for GWD (see Table 4-13).
As noted in response to Comment 9-14, local agencies have limited ability to legally compel existing
customers to convert from the use of potable water to recycled water. In many cases, the costs associated
with conversion are prohibitive, especially when recycled water mains need to be extended or booster
stations enhanced. All agencies and water providers are required to implement future improvements
consistent with state law (California Water Code Sections 13550 et seq.) to achieve a 20 percent reduction
in per capita water use by 2020.
Response 16-16:
The comment suggests that there are other methods to reduce supply such as rainwater.
There may be other sources of water, such as rainwater, that the Member Units may use. Information on
water sources used in the 2011 2nd RDEIR was provided by Member Units. None of the Member Units
identified rainwater as a potential source.
The comment is noted.
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Response 16-17:
The comment suggests that the potential water supply impacts of the alternatives in the 2011 2nd RDEIR
depend, in part, on the water that may be made available by increasing efficiency in water use, expanding
alternative supplies and reducing waste.
The range of alternatives included in the 2011 2nd RDEIR provide for differing conditions for surcharging
and releasing water from Bradbury Dam for the proposes of providing water for public trust resources
and beneficial use downstream. The range of alternatives is consistent with the physical features and
characteristics of Bradbury Dam, and the SWRCB’s authority. SWRCB concurs that if the Member Units
conserved more, would they have to divert less water from the Santa Ynez River. However, as stated
above, the SWRCB has limited enforcement authority to require the Member Units to conserve.
The comment is noted.
Response 16-18:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR, as well as the 2003 DEIR and 2007 RDEIR, overstate
future demand and do not include benefits from water conservation that could be attained from the
implementation of SBx7-7.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR utilizes demand information as projected by the Member Units and provided in 2010.
The water supply analysis completed in the 2011 2nd RDEIR was completed independently. Table 4-17
compares the Member Units’ water demand to their water supply from all sources, including the
Cachuma Project and the SWP, in the critical drought year (1951) under the project alternatives. Line 6
and line 9 of the table show the amount and percent difference between water supply shortages under the
Alternative 2 baseline and shortages under the other alternatives. The demand figures in Table 4-17 are
derived from Table 4-19, Member Units Demand, which summarizes the current Member Units’ demand
in 2009/2010 and their projected future demand.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR acknowledges that the Member Units must address the requirements of SBx7-7 in the
preparation of their 2010 UWMPs (see Section 4.3.3). The methods by which the Member Districts
comply with SBx7-7 is not within the purview of the SWRCB but rather is subject to review and approval
by DWR. Separate discussion of the benefits of water conservation is not within the scope of this EIR.
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Response 16-19:
The comment suggests that the 2011 2nd RDEIR does not consider alternate sources of supply such as
rainwater and recycled (reclaimed) water.
As previously stated (see response to Comment 16-8), the water supply analysis in the 2011 2nd RDEIR
recognizes the use of the recycled and reclaimed water where identified by the Member Units as a
reliable source of water. For example, 800 afy of recycled water is considered for the City of Santa Barbara
(see Table 4-12) and 1,000 afy of recycled water is considered for GWD (see Table 4-13).
As noted in response to Comment 9-14, local agencies have limited ability to legally compel existing
customers to convert from the use of potable water to recycled water. In many cases, the costs associated
with conversion are prohibitive, especially when recycled water mains need to be extended or booster
stations enhanced. All agencies and water providers are required to implement future improvements
consistent with State law (California Water Code Subsection 13550 et seq.) to achieve a 20 percent
reduction in per capita water use by 2020.
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2.4.2

Written Responses to Comments on the 2007 RDEIR

1.

Cachuma Conservation Release Board (Best, Best, and Krieger) dated September 27,
2007

Response 1-1:
The comment states that the 2007 Revised Draft EIR's project description does not permit meaningful
public review of the project.
The 2003 DEIR and 2007 RDEIR provide detailed project descriptions and several alternatives for the
SWRCB to evaluate. The project description meets the requirements of CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines.
The proposed project consists of potential changes to the existing water rights permits held by
Reclamation for the Cachuma project to provide appropriate protection of downstream water rights and
public trust resources on the Santa Ynez River. This general project description has not changed since the
SWRCB issued the Notice of Preparation. The purpose of this EIR is to support the SWRCB’s pending
decision after holding an evidentiary hearing to consider whether to modify Reclamation’s permits.
Accordingly, the CEQA project description corresponds to the key hearing issues. Moreover, it was not
possible to define the project in greater detail, and attempt to specify exactly how the permits should be
modified, without prejudging the hearing issues. Instead, this EIR evaluates a range of alternatives
consistent with the range of possible modifications to the permits that are under consideration. Each of
the alternatives provide for varying changes to the permits that would result in different conditions.
While the number and scope of the alternatives were revised from the 2003 DEIR, and 2011 RDEIR, the
project description fully encompasses the scope of the conditions under each.
The only change made in the 2011 2nd Revised Draft EIR was to include in the description of Alternative
3C to specifically note the Settlement Agreement. This clarification to Alternative 3C is consistent with the
general description of the project.
The comment is noted.
Response 1-2:
The comments states that the 2003 DEIR (and 2007 RDEIR) fail to provide a stable and clearly stated
project description. The comment further states that instead it contains contradictions, and is vague and
ambiguous.
See response to Comment 1-1.
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Response 1-3:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR should identify the project description as Alternative 3C along
with the modifications to WR Order 89-18 submitted by Reclamation, and should recognize and
acknowledge the 2002 Settlement Agreement.
See response to comment 1-1. The SWRCB has not decided whether to modify Reclamation’s permits
consistent with Alternative 3C. Accordingly, it would not be appropriate to identify Alternative 3C as the
proposed project.
Response 1-4:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR's discussion of surcharging is vague and confusing.
The project descriptions for the 2007 RDEIR (and 2003 DEIR) both include a discussion of surcharging
and provide information on the various levels of surcharging proposed. It was appropriate to include
reservoir surcharging as part of the project alternatives because surcharging affects Cachuma Project
operations and Reclamation’s planned to surcharge the reservoir when the SWRCB began its CEQA
review. As the commenter indicates, Reclamation has since implemented a surcharge. Accordingly, the
analysis of the alternatives would have been inaccurate if the alternatives had not included reservoir
surcharging. The commenter states that the failure to incorporate the analysis of surcharging contained in
the 2005 FMP/BO EIR/EIS should have been explained, but the commenter does not explain whether or
how the analysis of surcharging contained in this CEQA document is inadequate.
The comment is noted.
Response 1-5:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR fails to describe objectives of the proposed project with
sufficient particularity.
While the objectives may not have been explicitly addressed in the 2003 DEIR or 2007 RDEIR, they were
articulated in various discussions of both documents. The objectives have been clearly stated in the 2011
2nd RDEIR. The commenter asks what objectives will guide the SWRCB’s decision if full protection of
public trust uses conflicts with the protection of downstream water rights. The commenter has not
proffered any evidence that those two objectives conflict, or provided any support for the proposition
that this CEQA document should specify which objective would have a higher priority in the event of a
conflict.
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Response 1-6:
The comment states the 2007 RDEIR's description of baseline conditions is not supported by substantial
evidence. The commenter asserts that existing water right requirements under SWRCB Order WR 89-18
(Alternative 1 in the 2003 Draft EIR) should have been used as the baseline.
The 2007 RDEIR and 2003 DEIR both identify Alternative 2 as the baseline. The 2007 RDEIR provides a
discussion as to why Alternative 1 was not considered as a baseline due to the fact that operations at
Bradbury Dam had changed in 2003 with the implementation of requirements of the Biological Opinion.
Alternative 2 included operations consistent with Order WR 89-18 requirements, plus changes to
Cachuma Project operations that had occurred since the Biological Opinion had been issued.
The CEQA Guidelines (Section 15125) state that an EIR must include a description of the physical
environmental conditions in the vicinity of the project, as they exist at the time the Notice of Preparation
(NOP) is published, or if no NOP is published, at the time environmental analysis is commenced, from
both a local and regional perspective. This environmental setting will normally constitute the baseline
physical conditions by which a Lead Agency determines whether an impact is significant.
CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6 states that the No Project Alternative analysis is not the baseline for
determining whether the proposed project’s environmental impacts may be significant, unless it is
identical to the existing environmental setting analysis, which does establish that baseline.
Consistent with the CEQA Guidelines, it was appropriate to use actual Cachuma Project operations as the
baseline, as opposed to Cachuma Project operations required under Order WR 89-18, without taking into
consideration changes that had been implemented as a result of the Biological Opinion. There was no
basis to ignore the Biological Opinion. In addition, it was within the SWRCB’s discretion to update the
baseline to reflect actual Cachuma Project operations as they existed when the 2003 DEIR was prepared,
as opposed using Cachuma Project operations as they existed when the NOP was published, for purposes
of establishing the baseline.
Response 1-7:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR's alternatives analysis is legally deficient.
The 2007 RDEIR (and 2003 DEIR) include a range of alternatives that provide for differing conditions for
surcharging and releasing water from Bradbury Dam for the purposes of providing water for public trust
resources and beneficial use downstream. The range of alternatives is consistent with the physical
features and characteristics of the Bradbury Dam, and can be implemented.
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CEQA Guidelines (Section 15126.6) state that an EIR shall describe a range of reasonable alternatives to the
project, or to the location of the project, which would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the
project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project, and evaluate
the comparative merits of the alternatives. An EIR need not consider every conceivable alternative to a
project. Rather, it must consider a reasonable range of potentially feasible alternatives that will foster
informed decision making and public participation. An EIR is not required to consider alternatives that
are infeasible. The lead agency is responsible for selecting a range of project alternatives for examination
and must publicly disclose its reasoning for selecting those alternatives.
In the course of circulating the 2003 DEIR, the Biological Opinion was finalized and information became
available through the 2003 DEIR review process that identified constraints on selected alternatives as well
as possible new alternatives. As such, the 2003 DEIR was modified and a 2007 RDEIR was recirculated.
The 2007 RDEIR (and 2003 DEIR) discusses the rationale of including (and excluding) alternatives.
Further, the alternatives have been evaluated against each other and the baseline to determine the
potential environmental effects and level of significance.
Response 1-8:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR's analysis of the No Project Alternative is flawed. The
commenter asserts that the discussion of the No Project Alternative is confusing and contradictory
because the 2007 RDEIR identifies both Alternative 2 and Alternative 3C as the No Project Alternative.
The CEQA Guidelines provide that the “no project” analysis shall discuss existing conditions as well as
what would be reasonably expected to occur in the foreseeable future if the project were not approved.
(Cal. Code Regs., tit. 14, Section 15126, subd. (e)(2).) In this case, the No Project Alternative has changed
over time because Cachuma Project operations have changed as the Biological Opinion has been
implemented. The commenter is correct that the 2007 RDEIR identified both Alternatives 2 and 3C as the
No Project Alternative. The 2011 2nd RDEIR has been corrected to clarify that, based on current
operations, Alternative 3C should be considered the No Project Alternative because it best reflects how
the Cachuma Project is likely to be operated in the foreseeable future if the SWRCB does not make any
changes to Reclamation’s permits.
Response 1-9:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR's failure to establish a definite project description has produced
several legal and logical infirmities in the alternatives analysis. The comment also asserts that
Alternatives 3B and 5B should have been eliminated from the Draft EIR because those alternatives
assume a 1.8-foot surcharge, and Reclamation implemented a 3.0-foot surcharge in 2006. In addition, the
commenter asserts that the environmental impacts of Alternative 4B on downstream water rights should
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have been evaluated because Alternative 4B is contrary to the Settlement Agreement between the
Member Units and the City of Lompoc.
See response to Comment 1-1 to the 2007 RDEIR. Although Reclamation recently implemented a 3.0-foot
surcharge, and the Biological Opinion required Reclamation to reinitiate consultation with NMFS if the
3.0 surcharge was not implemented by 2005, Alternatives 3B and 5B are not necessarily infeasible, and
retaining Alternatives 3B and 5B was appropriate for purposes of comparing the different environmental
impacts under different surcharge levels. The Draft EIR evaluated the potential environmental impacts of
Alternative 4B on water supply and water quality downstream of Bradbury Dam. The commenter does
not identify what other potential environmental impacts on downstream water rights should have been
evaluated.
Response 1-10:
The comment states that the addition and analyses of Alternatives 5B and 5C to the 2007 RDEIR are not
supported by substantial evidence. The commenter states that, unlike the other alternatives, Alternatives
5B and 5C were not subject to peer review or detailed environmental review.
Alternatives 5B and 5C reflect information provided during the public review of the 2003 DEIR and have
been included to respond to concerns regarding downstream flows for fish habitat. Reclamation and the
Cachuma Project Authority, a joint powers authority comprised of the Member Units, evaluated a similar
alternative, Alternative 3A2, in the 1995 Cachuma Contract Renewal EIS/EIR. Both of the alternatives
were analyzed at the same level in the 2007 RDEIR as the other alternatives. CEQA alternatives are not
required to be peer reviewed, and the purpose of including Alternatives 5B and 5C in the 2007 RDEIR
was to analyze the potential environmental impacts of the alternatives and allow for public review and
comment on the analysis.
Response 1-11:
The commenter suggests that in the 2007 RDEIR there is no scientific analysis or showing that either
Alternative 5B or 5C fulfills the project objectives of protecting public trust resources and downstream
water rights in accordance with WR Order 94-5.
The analysis of project and alternative impacts was provided in both the 2003 DEIR and the 2007 RDEIR.
The analysis included the use of the appropriate scientific evidence available to provide decision makers
sufficient information in order to make an informed decision. Alternatives 5B and 5C are variations of
Alternatives 3B and 3C that would provide additional flow releases for public trust resources protection
during wet and above-normal rainfall years yet maintain the public trust resource protection during
below- normal and dry years by complying with the release requirements under the Biological Opinion.
The 2007 Revised Draft EIR evaluates both the incremental benefits to public trust resources of the higher
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releases and the impacts of the alternatives on water supply and water quality downstream of Bradbury
Dam. Sections 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 of the 2007 RDEIR each include a subsection (e.g., 4.2.2.1
Overview of Hydrologic Modeling for the EIR) outlining in some detail the scientific analysis performed
to evaluate the surface water, ground water, and operational parameters affected by the of the flow
actions involved in the project alternatives. The results of this modeling is a comparison of the
alternatives in Section 6.1 that provides summary statements regarding the ability of all alternatives to
meet project objectives.
No conclusions were modified as a result of this comment.
Response 1-12:
The comment states that Alternatives 5B and 5C in the 2007 RDEIR do not reflect the flow requirements
of the Biological Opinion (BO) prepared by the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) by including
additional flows and modifying the schedule of flows. The comment further states that NMFS has not
advocated for additional releases beyond those set forth in the BO.
One of the project objectives (see Section 3.1.1) is to protect public trust resources, including but not
limited to steelhead, red-legged frog, tidewater goby, and wetlands, in the Santa Ynez River downstream
of Bradbury Dam, to the extent feasible and in the public interest. NMFS’s responsibilities under the
Endangered Species Act are different from the SWRCB’s responsibilities under the public trust doctrine,
as NMFS acknowledged during the 2003 hearing before the SWRCB. The fact that NMFS has not
advocated for additional releases does not necessarily mean that additional releases are not warranted
under the public trust doctrine.
Response 1-13:
The comment claims that there is no analysis of whether the NMFS' “no jeopardy” determination set
forth in the Biological Opinion can be maintained under Alternative 5B or 5C, whether the reasonable and
prudent measures set forth in the Biological Opinion are consistent with Alternative 5B or 5C operations,
or whether choosing Alternative 5B or 5C would require Reclamation to re-consult with NMFS under
Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act (ESA).
The commenter has not provided any reason to conclude that the additional release requirements under
Alternatives 5B and 5C are inconsistent with the Biological Opinion or would require Reclamation to reconsult with NMFS.
Response 1-14:
The comment claims that the 2007 RDEIR provided no analysis of whether flow releases of Alternative 5B
or 5C may result in adverse impacts to steelhead, their habitat or other public trust resources, or whether
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switching operating criteria to and from those set forth in the BO (2007 RDEIR, p. 3-14.) would cause
potentially adverse impacts under Alternatives 5B and 5C.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR has been revised to reflect current information and impact analysis of the various
alternatives proposed for this project. Section 4.7.2, Potential Impacts of the Alternatives contributes
additional discussion of the impacts by all alternatives and concludes that none of the proposed
alternatives would result in significant impacts to any of the fish species. In addition, each alternative
provides benefits when compared to the baseline condition (Alternative 2). Therefore, the 2011 2nd RDEIR
concludes that Alternatives 5B and 5C would not cause an adverse impact to the public trust.
Response 1-15:
The comment states that there is no analysis of whether operations under Alternatives 5B or 5C are
consistent with downstream water rights and the December 2002 Settlement Agreement.
The 2003 DEIR evaluated the potential environmental impacts of Alternatives 5B and 5C on water supply
and water quality downstream of Bradbury Dam. There is no requirement for these alternatives to be
consistent with the Settlement Agreement. As previously noted, these alternatives provide for differing
conditions that could be implemented. The SWRCB will weigh the environmental impacts associated
with each of the alternatives in deciding whether or not to grant changes in Reclamation’s water rights
permits under consideration. Further, the Settlement Agreement is embodied in Alternative 3C, which is
compared to other alternatives and the Baseline.
Response 1-16:
The comment indicates that the water supply impacts analysis of Alternatives 5B and 5C do not use
updated water supply and water demand data to compare the proposed project’s water supply impacts
to the Member Units with Reclamation's existing water right permits.
Water supply and water demand data in the 2007 RDEIR are summarized for various purposes in Tables
4-17 through 4-25b. Based on this and other comments, and the passage of time, the water supply and
water demand data have been updated by the Member Units. This updated data has been used in the
2011 2nd RDEIR evaluations, impacts analysis, and comparisons of alternatives, including Alternatives 5B
and 5C.
Response 1-17:
The comment states that no analysis of the mitigation measures required to minimize the impacts of
increased willow growth and streambed alterations resulting from additional flow releases under
Alternatives 5B and 5C is provided.
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SWRCB concurs that implementation of any of the alternatives could result in the increase of riparian
vegetation along the riverbanks. The trend for increased riparian vegetation along the banks of the Santa
Ynez River has continued with the additional release flows for protection of Oncorhynchus mykiss. The
amount of riparian vegetation along the riverbanks in 2010 has not been quantified but there is a
considerable increase in the streamside vegetation since the original 2003 DEIR was prepared. This is
considered a beneficial effect of the project alternatives as habitat for steelhead and other species
occurring in the project area would increase and become more diverse. The commenter has not provided
any basis for concluding that increased willow growth or streambed alterations would constitute adverse
environmental impacts that would require mitigation.
Response 1-18:
The commenter indicated that there is no disclosure that Alternatives 5B and 5C are based in significant
part upon Alternative 3A2 evaluated in the 1995 EIS/EIR Master Contract renewal process, and that
Alternative 3A2 was determined to be an infeasible project alternative due to its significant water supply
impacts.
As indicated in the 1995 EIS/EIR (Section 4.8.2 page 4-53), several alternatives, including Alternative 3A2,
were deemed infeasible and not considered in the EIS/EIR analysis. Additionally, the 1995 EIS/EIR found
(pages 4-39 and 4-55) Alternative 3A2 created potentially significant water supply, socioeconomic, and
agricultural impacts.
In the 2007 RDEIR (Section 3.2.2.5 pages 3-13 and 3-14) explains that the 2007 RDEIR Alternatives 5B and
5C are variants of the 1995 EIS/EIR Alternative 3A2 as follows: “The new Alternatives 5B and 5C are
based on a variation of CalTrout Alternative 3A2 Adjusted for Dry Years. These alternatives would
operate under two different sets of hydrologic conditions for releases of water from Cachuma Lake for
fish. In wet or above-normal years, the criteria for fish water releases would be based on the proposed
CalTrout Alternative 3A2, which would entail the increased stream flows outlined in that alternative. In
below-normal, dry, or critical years, the criteria for fish water releases would be under the long-term
Biological Opinion. The idea is to attempt to reduce impacts to water supplies by switching to the longterm Biological Opinion operating criteria in years of below-normal, dry, and critical runoff conditions.”
The 2011 2nd RDEIR discloses the fact that the 1995 EIS/EIR found that Alternative 3A2 would have
significant water supply impacts, and makes findings on potential significant water-supply related
impacts under Alternatives 5B and 5C.
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Response 1-19:
The 2007 RDEIR does not adequately disclose or analyze the significant environmental impacts of
Alternatives 5B and 5C, nor does the 2007 RDEIR demonstrate that alternatives 5B or 5C provide a
significant biological benefit to steelhead, their habitat, or other public trust resources
See comment and responses 1-20 through 1-33 on the 2007 RDEIR.
Response 1-20:
The comment indicates that the water supply impacts of all the alternatives, especially Alternatives 5B
and 5C, are inadequately analyzed. The commenter asserts that the water supply impacts analysis should
conclude that each of the alternatives would have a class I cumulative impact due to significant
reductions in water supply from the Cachuma Project. The commenter also states that the water supply
analysis should take into account the fact that State Water Project (SWP) deliveries have become less
reliable, and the Member Units’ water supply and demand figures have been updated. In addition, the
commenter states that the analysis of Cachuma Project supplies should assume that reserves would be set
aside during a drought in case of an additional dry year, and a sensitivity analysis should be performed
that assumes a 10 to 20 percent reduction in runoff into Cachuma Reservoir relative to the 1944-51 level.
The commenter states further that the 2007 RDEIR improperly assumed that the water supply impacts of
the alternatives could be mitigated by temporary transfers from other SWP contractors, increased
groundwater pumping, or desalination. Finally, the commenter states that the hydrologic period used for
purposes of the water supply impacts analysis is outdated because the period ended in 1993.
The potential impacts associated with each alternative are discussed in the 2011 2nd RDEIR, Section 4.3.2
Potential Impacts of the Alternatives. See also responses to Comments 1-11, 1-16, and 1-18. The analysis
in Section 4.3.2 has been updated to reflect current estimates concerning SWP reliability and the Member
Units’ current supply and demand figures. Based on the updated analysis, the 2011 2nd RDEIR concludes
that there would be a shortage in the Member Units’ overall water supply under all the alternatives, but
only Alternatives 3B, 5B, and 5C would result in a significant, unavoidable impact (Class I) relative to
baseline conditions. It was appropriate for the analysis to take into consideration the Member Units’
demand as well as supply from other sources, as opposed to evaluating water supply from the Cachuma
Project in isolation, and to evaluate the potential impacts of the alternatives relative to baseline
conditions. Re-running the Santa Ynez River Hydrology Model with the assumption that reserves would
be set aside for an additional dry year and performing a sensitivity analysis are not warranted, and
would not change the significance determination with respect to any of the alternatives.
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The 2007 RDEIR did not assume that water supply shortages would be mitigated through temporary
transfers, increased groundwater pumping, or desalination. The purpose of Sections 4.3.2.7, 4.3.2.8, and
4.3.2.9 of the 2007 RDEIR (Section 4.3.2.7 of the 2011 2nd RDEIR) is to identify potential sources of
supplemental water supplies during a drought, and disclose the indirect environmental impacts that
could occur if the Member Units make up for water shortages by obtaining water from those sources. The
2011 2nd RDEIR does not assume that the Member Units necessarily will obtain supplemental supplies
through water transfers, increased groundwater pumping, or desalination, nor does it assume that water
supply shortages necessarily will be mitigated.
Use of the hydrologic period ending in 1993 for purposes of the water supply impact analysis was
appropriate. Although the data set is dated, it encompasses a wide range of conditions, including several
drought periods. Precipitation data since 1993 does not suggest that the hydrologic period used in the EIR
is inappropriate for purposes of estimating future water supply conditions.
Response 1-21:
The comment claims that the 2007 RDEIR fails to demonstrate that Alternatives 5B or 5C provide a
biological benefit to steelhead or other public trust resources.
Section 4.7 Southern California Steelhead and Other Fishes presents a detailed discussion of the
alternatives, including Alternative 5B and 5C, and their impacts and benefits on steelhead and other
fishes found in the river. The conclusion presented in Section 4.7 is that these alternatives would result in
a beneficial effect. The impacts and benefits to other public trust resources are discussed in Section 4.8
and Section 4.9.
Response 1-22:
The comment states that insufficient information on the scoring criteria is provided and fails to
incorporate important information provided by Santa Ynez River Technical Advisory Committee
(SYRTAC). Nevertheless, the commenter concurs that the scoring criteria are the same as that used in the
EIR/EIS prepared by Reclamation/COMB, consistent with the Biological Opinion (NMFS 2000) and the
Santa Ynez River Fish Management Plan (SYRTAC 2000).
Discussion of the scoring criteria and methodology used in the impact analysis is found in Section 4.7.2,
Potential Impacts of the Alternatives. Additional information that provides details documented by
SYRTAC have been incorporated into the text of this section and supplemental information is provided in
Appendix G. As discussed in the comment, these scoring criteria were developed over several years
through extensive consultation and study with the agreement of the SYRTAC in consideration of the
physical nature of the Santa Ynez River and access issues.
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Response 1-23:
The comment states that a straightforward statement regarding how each alternative would affect fish
migration would improve the analysis in the 2007 RDEIR.
Discussion of the impacts, including discussion of fish migration, associated with each alternative is
provided in the 2011 2nd Revised Draft EIR, Section 4.7.2, Potential Impacts of the Alternatives.
Additional text has been added for further elaboration. The scores in the 2007 Revised Draft EIR indicate
that all of the alternatives provide a beneficial effect to steelhead/rainbow trout passage compared to
Alternative 2. Average scores for all of the alternatives are 3.5 (Table 4-42) and these alternatives would
provide about the same passage opportunity for steelhead/rainbow trout over time. There is a very slight
advantage in passage days (score of 5) for Alternatives 5B and 5C but this advantage is not substantial
when compared to the other alternatives.
Response 1-24:
The comment states that differences in habitat improvement for steelhead spawning between
Alternatives 5B and 5C and Alternatives 3B and 3C are not significant. The complete comment further
describes the minor distinctions between the alternatives.
The detailed discussion of habitat improvements associated with each alternative is found in
Section 4.7.2, Potential Impacts of the Alternatives. The 2007 RDEIR concluded that each of the
proposed alternatives would result in a beneficial effect on spawning habitat.
Response 1-25:
The comment states that the potential benefits provided by Alternatives 5B and 5C relative to the other
alternatives are exaggerated and that these alternatives are not environmentally superior compared to
other Alternatives. The comment further states that the 2007 RDEIR analysis would benefit from an
improved discussion incorporating the steelhead/rainbow trout lifecycle and the relationship of other
aspects of habitat on steelhead/rainbow trout production.
Discussion regarding the potential benefits of Alternatives 5B and 5C as compared to the other
alternatives found on pages 4-68 to 4-71 of the 2007 RDEIR recognizes that while additional flows to the
Alisal bridge as proposed under Alternatives 5B and 5C generally result in beneficial effects to O. mykiss
rearing habitat, complicating factors such as water temperatures, predation, dissolved oxygen limitations
and habitat suitability remain constraints. The target flow releases provided since 2000 have resulted in
increased riparian habitat in the mainstem, but have also resulted in supporting warm-water predators
that retreat to refugia pools with O. mykiss during summer low flow conditions. Flows have been
sustained to the Alisal bridge following the spill years of 2005, 2006, and 2008 and the subsequent year
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(2007 and 2009) in accordance with the Biological Opinion. The wet years of 2005 and 2006 resulted in
increased numbers of smolts being trapped in the Lower Santa Ynez River, although numbers in the
mainstem trap remained lower than those of Hilton Creek and Salsipuedes Creeks. Conditions were very
dry in 2007, and even supplemental flows provided did not result in higher numbers of smolts in the
mainstem, although Hilton Creek numbers, supported by the Hilton Creek Watering System, remained
high. The pattern of smolt production documented indicates that conditions in the mainstem are not as
productive, even with flows to the Alisal Bridge, as those found in Hilton Creek and Salsipuedes Creek
(Table 1 and Figure 2, Appendix G).
Response 1-26:
The comment states that certain paragraphs in the 2007 RDEIR provide general information on various
reaches of the Santa Ynez River monitored by the SYRTAC biological monitoring program. It is not clear
how this description applies to a comparison of alternatives.
Page 4-70 of the 2007 RDEIR describes reaches of the Santa Inez River but not in context of an analysis of
alternatives. Description of the characteristics of each reach is provided to illustrate the different habitat
constraints found in each reach. Flow patterns in each reach provide a context for evaluating the benefits
or potential impacts of each alternative flow regime.
Response 1-27:
The comment states that water temperature may be a limiting factor for steelhead in the Santa Ynez
River, but water temperatures are unrelated to changes in flow, within the range of base flows considered
by the alternatives set forth in the 2007 RDEIR. The comment further states that the results of flow models
prepared for the Contract Renewal EIS/EIR demonstrated that beyond 4.4 miles downstream of Bradbury
Dam, temperature is not affected by streamflow at the flow levels considered for rearing releases or even
at substantially higher flows. (Woodward Clyde Consultants, et al., 1995; as cited in the Biological
Assessment (Reclamation, 1999). These findings were supported by monitoring data from the SYRTAC
fish-monitoring program, which show that increased flows of 50 cubic feet per second (cfs) or more did
not decrease temperatures relative to those occurring under base flow.
The comment is noted.
Response 1-28:
The comment concurs with the statement in the 2007 RDEIR that additional flow would not necessarily
provide favorable rearing conditions in the Alisal reach. There is limited habitat potential in this reach, as
recognized in the Biological Opinion and Fish Management Plan which placed this reach at the low level
of priority.
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The comment is noted.
Response 1-29:
The comment states that Alternative 3C is consistent with the Biological Opinion, and describes the BO
measures that have been implemented that have improved the habitat for O. mykiss.
Based on the comments received on the 2007 RDEIR, the 2011 2nd RDEIR recognizes the efforts made by
Reclamation and the Member Units to implement the Biological Opinion and incorporates all progress
made to date in meeting and exceeding the requirements of the Biological Opinion. (See Section 2.4.1.1
Summary of Reasonable and Prudent Measures Status of Compliance, Section 2.4.2 Operational
Changes, Section 2.4.2.3 Mainstem Rearing Releases, Section 2.4.3.1 Tributary Passage Impediment
Removal Measures, and Section 2.4.3.2 Additional Measures on Hilton Creek).
The successful implementation of supplemental passage releases is discussed in Section 2.4.4.2
Alternative Passage Flow Releases.
Additional information compiled by the SYRTAC has been incorporated into the document and a new
Appendix G summarizes fish monitoring results to date.
The comment is noted.
Response 1-30:
The comment provides several technical comments regarding correction to the 2007 RDEIR.
The last sentence of paragraph 2 correctly describes the different surcharge levels under Alternatives 5B
and 5C, respectively.
The sentence referred to by the commenter on page 4-65 of the 2007 RDEIR has been revised to read as
“Based on these studies, NMFS considered 14 days of passage in a particular storm event to provide the
minimum adequate passage opportunities (NMFS, 2000).”
The second line of first paragraph on pg. 4-67 of the 2007 RDEIR referring to the simulation period
analyzed by the scoring is based on water years 1918-1993; a total of 76 years not 52 years. However,
analysis specific to O. mykiss passage opportunities was run only for years 1942-1993 because required
daily information was available. Thus the 52-year statement is correct.
The distance of 3.2 miles to the Highway 154 bridge of 3.2 miles is reflected correctly in the 2011 2nd
RDEIR.
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Response 1-31:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR analyzes impacts that have been analyzed in other
environmental documents, some of which have been mitigated as a component of the Reclamation
EIR/EIS. The comment states further that the 2007 Revised Draft EIR incorrectly concludes that
surcharging Cachuma Reservoir under some alternatives will result in a significant impact to oak trees.
The commenter maintains that these impacts already have been mitigated.
CEQA requires an environmental document to analyze the “whole of an action” for any project that may
cause environmental impacts. Therefore, it is not incorrect for the 2003 DEIR to include discussion and
analysis of impacts for consequences that have already occurred, such as the oak tree impacts caused by
the surcharging of the Bradbury Dam. However, the document should acknowledge the current status of
those project components. Based on comments received on the 2007 RDEIR, the 2011 2nd RDEIR includes
details of the Cachuma Project oak tree restoration program in Section 4.8 Riparian and Lakeshore
Vegetation. Although Reclamation and the Member Units have begun to implement an oak tree
mitigation program, the 2007 Revised Draft EIR properly concludes that, until replacement trees become
established and self-sustaining, the loss of mature oak trees is a significant impact.
Response 1-32:
The commenter suggests that the 2007 RDEIR inadequately analyzed cumulative water supply impacts,
including the effect of future sedimentation as it relates to reservoir capacity. The commenter suggests
that, like the Final EIR/EIS for the FMP/BO, the 2007 Revised DEIR should have evaluated cumulative
water supply impacts using Alternative 1 as a baseline to take into account impacts to water supply that
have occurred since 1989.
Section 155130(a) of the CEQA Guidelines requires that: “An EIR shall discuss cumulative impacts of a
project when the project’s incremental effect is cumulatively considerable, as defined in section 15065
(c)(a)(3). Section 15065(a)(3) provides that “’cumulatively considerable’ means that the incremental effects
of an individual project are significant when viewed in connection with the effects of past projects, the
effects of other current projects, and the effects of probable future projects.”
Section 7.1, Cumulative Impacts (pages 7-1 and 7-2) does not specifically address cumulative impacts on
water supply because, unlike the analysis contained in the Final EIR/EIS for the FMP/BO, the water
supply analysis contained in the SWRCB’s EIR takes into account the Member Units’ water supplies from
sources other than the Cachuma Project. In addition, although the SWRCB’s analysis does not evaluate
the impacts of the alternatives relative to Alternative 1, which is an outdated baseline, the analysis does
take into account changes that have occurred since 1989 in determining how much water would be
available from the Cachuma Project during both average conditions and drought periods. In essence, the
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SWRCB’s water supply analysis is a cumulative impacts analysis. With regards to the potential for future
sedimentation to impact to the water supply, sedimentation is considered a natural event and not, as
defined under CEQA, a project. Therefore, it is not considered as part of the cumulative impacts as
defined by the Guidelines.
Response 1-33:
The comment states that 2007 RDEIR fails to discuss how the adoption of Alternatives 5B or 5C would
affect the 2002 Settlement Agreement.
CEQA does not require an analysis of the effect of these alternatives on the Settlement Agreement. The
Settlement Agreement is essentially under consideration as Alternative 3C, and is examined as a standalone set of project considerations. Should the SWRCB elect to select Alternatives 5B or 5C, it would
essentially reject the Settlement Agreement. Conversely, if the SWRCB would decide that Alternative 3C
was the most prudent alternative to implement, it would essentially approve the Settlement Agreement
and modify the permits accordingly.
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2.

U. S. Bureau of Reclamation, dated September 28, 2007.

Response 2-1:
The comment states that Reclamation supports Alternative 3C and cautions that implementation of
Alternative 5B or 5C could require re-consultation between Reclamation and NMFS and even disrupt the
successful implementation of the Settlement Agreement.
This comment is noted. Re-consultation between Reclamation and NMFS has already been initiated as
required by the Biological Opinion since implementation of some fish passage enhancements were not
completed by 2005. SWRCB acknowledges that implementation of Alternative 5B or 5C could represent a
change to both the Settlement Agreement and the Biological Opinion and as such could require reconsultation and negotiation.
Response 2-2:
The comment claims that the 2007 RDEIR does not fully analyze impacts to biological resources under
Alternatives 5B and 5C.
SWRCB does not agree with this comment. The 2007 RDEIR provides an analysis of impacts to biological
resources focused on aquatic species and lakeshore vegetation, in addition to a suite of sensitive species.
The surcharge of Lake Cachuma to 3.0 feet has been implemented since 2005, and additional information
relative to the impacts to biological resources has been added in the revisions to the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Sections 4.7, Southern California Steelhead and Other Fishes, 4.8, Riparian and Lakeshore Vegetation
and 4.9, Sensitive Aquatic and Terrestrial Wildlife, of the 2007 RDEIR compare the various impacts to
biological species for each alternative, including Alternatives 5B and 5C. Specifically, impacts of each
alternative are discussed as they pertain to lakeshore oak trees, riparian vegetation along the Santa Ynez
River, sensitive plant species, bald eagles, southwestern pond turtle, steelhead rearing and passage, and
southwestern willow flycatcher.
Response 2-3:
The comment suggests that the 2007 RDEIR inadequately discloses the impacts of Alternatives 5B and 5C
on water supply.
See responses to 2007 RDEIR Comments 1-11, 1-16, 1-18 and 1-20.
Response 2-4:
The commenter suggests that the 2007 RDEIR does not fully disclose the impacts of Alternatives 5B and
5C on the 2002 Settlement Agreement.
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The parties to the December 17, 2002 Settlement Agreement are CCRB, SYRWCD, SYRWCD, I.D. #1, and
the City of Lompoc (2007 RDEIR page 2-7). The Settlement Agreement addresses downstream water
rights releases, modified winter storm operations, resolution of litigation and claims by the City of
Lompoc, and protection of public trust resources. Alternative 3C has been modified for the 2011 2nd
RDEIR to include the Settlement Agreement.
CEQA requires the various alternatives considered to be evaluated against the baseline (in this case
Alternative 2), not the other alternatives. As such, the commenter’s request to consider Alternatives 5B
and 5C against the Settlement Agreement (Alternative 3C) is not appropriate. See response to2007 RDEIR
Comment 1-33
Response 2-5:
The comment states that the 2007 RDIR attempts to analyze the effects of the various alternatives on
individual resource areas (e.g., steelhead, surface water, riparian and lakeshore vegetation, archaeological
and cultural resources, etc.). The comment continues that a summary table on pages 6-2 & 6-3 presents
the various Alternatives and resource areas and identifies which will be impacted by each alternative but
that there is no conclusory description of the aggregate impacts to the resources for each Alternative.
As the comment notes, Table 6-2 lists the impacts of each alternative on affected resources. CEQA does
not require a more detailed summary for each alternative.
Response 2-6:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR analyzes both a 1.8-foot surcharge and a 3.0-foot surcharge, but
that an accurate description of the current operations would be that the project includes a 3.0-foot
surcharge. Reclamation has implemented the 3.0-foot surcharge under its existing permits to store up to
275,000 acre-feet per year. The impacts of the 3.0-foot surcharge were analyzed in the Final EIR/EIS for
the Lower Santa Ynez River Fish Management Plan.
While it is true that Reclamation has completed improvements to Bradbury Dam to allow for the 3.0-foot
surcharge, Reclamation has only briefly (from April 24 to June 23, 2006, and again from March 23 to
April 23, 2008) operated the level of Lake Cachuma above 752.47 feet (the 2.46-foot surcharge) (see Lake
Cachuma Daily Operations Reports).
Reclamation is correct that the EIR/EIS for the Lower Santa Ynez River Fish Management Plan did
examine the 3.0-foot surcharge; it did not address the changes to the water rights permits.
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3.

Santa Ynez River Water Conservation District, dated September 28, 2007.

Response 3-1:
The comment states that there is no clearly defined proposed project or adequate project description.
The 2007 RDEIR (and 2003 DEIR) contains a description of the various alternatives considered for the
SWRCB to consider.
CEQA Guidelines (Section 15124(c)) states that a project description shall contain a general description of
the project’s technical, economic, and environmental characteristics, considering the principal
engineering proposals, if any, and supporting public service facilities. Section 15124 also states that a
project description should not supply extensive detail beyond that needed for evaluation and review of
the environmental impact. The 2007 RDEIR and 2003 DEIR provide this information for the various
alternatives considered.
Because the SWRCB is considering all of the alternatives and could select any of those considered, none
are individually identified as the “proposed project.”
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-1.
The comment is noted.
Response 3-2:
The comment states that the proposed project should be identified as WR Order 89-18 operations
modified by the requirements of the Biological Opinion and the Settlement Agreement.
The Biological Opinion and Settlement Agreement do not constitute the proposed project. The Biological
Opinion provides constraints that must be considered in developing the project descriptions, and all of
the alternatives considered in the 2007 RDEIR reflect those constraints. . In the 2011 2nd Revised Draft EIR,
the scope of Alternative 3C is expanded to include the Settlement Agreement. Upon selection of an
alternative, WR 89-18 would be modified consistent with the conditions identified in the selected
alternative; therefore, all of the alternatives considered would modify WR 89-18 except Alternative 2 (no
Project).
Response 3-3:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR employs an inappropriate baseline against which to measure
environmental impacts of the proposed project and alternatives.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-6.
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Response 3-4:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR lacks an adequate statement of project objectives.
The project objectives, though articulated in various discussions in both the 2003 DEIR and 2007 RDEIR,
may not have been expressed clearly enough in those documents. The objectives have been clearly stated
in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 3-5:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR fails to analyze an appropriate No Project Alternative.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-6.
Response 3-6:
The comment states that alternatives with 1.8-foot surcharge are neither reasonable nor feasible.
While the commenter may be of the opinion that a 1.8-foot surcharge is neither reasonable nor feasible,
technically, any surcharge below the physical limitations (3.0 feet) of Bradbury Dam is feasible. Whether a
1.8-foot surcharge is reasonable is the basis for the environmental evaluation. The comment is noted.
Response 3-7:
The comment states that there is no substantial evidence that the alternatives will attain most of the basic
project objectives. The comment suggests that only Alternative 3C will be protective of downstream
water rights.
The project objectives have been clarified and all of the considered alternatives would meet some or all of
those objectives. As part of the revised Alternatives Analysis in Section 6.0 of the 2011 2nd Revised Draft
EIR, the ability of the environmentally preferable alternatives to meet the project objectives has been
analyzed and noted. See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-1.
Response 3-8:
The comment states that there is no substantial evidence that the alternatives will avoid or lessen
significant effects of the project, and that the 2007 RDEIR fails to identify the environmentally superior
alternative.
Section 6.0, Alternatives Analysis of the 2011 2nd RDEIR has been revised to illustrate how the various
alternatives relate to the baseline and to each other. Furthermore, the environmentally superior
alternative has been identified.
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Response 3-9:
The comment states that there is no substantial evidence in the 2007 RDEIR that the oak tree impact as a
result of lakeshore inundation is a Class I significant, unmitigable impact.
The 2007 RDEIR estimated that a total of 452 oak trees would be impacted with the implementation of a
surcharge of 3.0 feet. When the surcharge was initially implemented in 2005, a subsequent survey found
that 612 oaks had actually died as a result of the 2005 and 2006 surcharges, with an additional 263 oaks
deemed at risk for failure. Mature oak trees are identified as significant resources by local, state, and
federal authorities, recognizing that in many cases, an oak tree, which takes approximately 50 years to
mature, represents an ecosystem in and of itself. There is a large temporal loss of habitat functions
between the time when a mature oak is lost and a replacement tree reaches comparable size and function.
Thus the loss of oaks remains a Class I significant, unmitigable impact.
In recognition of this impact, an Oak Restoration Management Plan was initiated in 2005, with the
intention of planting sufficient replacement trees to meet the goal of a 2:1 ratio of self-sustaining
reproducing oaks after 20 years. The mitigation plan was based on the agreement between COMB and
Santa Barbara County as outlined in the 2004 EIR/EIS. As of 2010, a total of 1,881 oaks and associated
understory plants have been installed at several locations within Reclamation’s property. (See discussion
in 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 4.8 Riparian and Lakeshore Vegetation). Survival of these trees has been
between 83 and 100 percent. As these trees continue to grow, the impact will be reduced to a Class II,
significant but mitigable impact.
Response 3-10:
The comment states Alternative 4B is an inappropriate alternative and is neither reasonable nor feasible.
The comment expresses the opinion as to the relative appropriateness of the alternative by suggesting
that it may not be feasible because the City of Lompoc has previously decided not to pursue State Water
Project (SWP) water. The comment is correct in that the City did make such a decision. However, the
alternative does not require that the City obtain SWP water but rather provides an analysis of what
would occur should it do so.
The alternative however has been maintained in the 2011 2nd RDEIR for comparison purposes. See
response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-33
Response 3-11:
The comments states that Alternatives 5B and 5C are not appropriate alternatives to the project.
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While the commenter expresses the opinion that these are not appropriate alternatives, as explained in
response 1-3c1, the alternatives have been included because of information brought forward during the
public review of the 2003 DEIR. Sufficient arguments and data were provided at that time to warrant
including these alternatives in the analysis.
Response 3-12:
The comment suggests that the 2007 RDEIR does not adequately analyze the impacts of Alternative 5B
and 5C on water supply downstream of Bradbury Dam, and that the alternatives fail to attain most
project objectives and to avoid or lessen significant impacts of the project.
See responses to 2007 RDEIR Comments 1-11, 1-16, 1-18, and 2-4.
The impacts of Alternatives 5B and 5C on water supply downstream of Bradbury Dam are analyzed
based on the Santa Ynez River Hydrology Model (SYRHM) and are disclosed in the 2007 RDEIR
(throughout Section 4 and summarized in Section 6). Alternatives 5B and 5C are feasible alternatives that
can attain project objectives with certain levels of impacts compared to the baseline or no project
conditions.
The evaluation of alternatives presented in the 2007 RDEIR is comparable to that of the analysis of other
alternatives. Additionally, the 2007 RDEIR provides substantial information supporting the findings of
significance.
The EIR is required to evaluate alternatives against the baseline (see response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 24); the baseline conditions are presented as Alternative 2.
Response 3-13:
The comment states that Alternatives 5B and 5C are unreasonable and would achieve little or no benefits
to fisheries
The SWRCB does not agree with this comment. As discussed in the 2011 2nd RDEIR, Section 4.7.2.3,
Alternatives 5B and 5C result in consistently small to negligible negative impacts to sport fisheries. The
effects on steelhead fisheries would be beneficial under all alternatives (Table 6-2, 2011 2nd RDEIR), with
no difference among alternatives with regard to steelhead adult migration. The greatest benefit afforded
to steelhead spawning at the Highway 154 bridge would come under Alternatives 5B and 5C (2 tenths of
a point higher than any other alternatives and 7 tenths of a point higher than existing conditions). The
greatest benefits to steelhead fry rearing at the Highway 154 bridge would also be afforded under
Alternatives 5B and 5C, with improved fry rearing conditions in 75 out of 76 years over existing
conditions, and 29 out of 76 years over each of the other alternatives.
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4.

Santa Ynez River Water Conservation District, Improvement District No. 1 (Hatch &
Parent), dated September 27, 2007,

Response 4-1:
The comment states that the SWRCB should consider the scope of the permits to reflect Alternative 3C
and incorporate the Settlement Agreement’s Technical Amendments to WR 89-18.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 3-2.
Response 4-2:
The comment expresses the opinion that Alternative 3C is the only viable alternative under the existing
permit applications.
The purpose of an EIR is to identify significant effects on the environment of a project (CEQA Section
21002.1(a)) and not to predetermine which alternative is viable and which are not. While the commenter
is of the opinion that only Alternative 3C is viable, in reality, any of the surcharge alternatives are viable.
Reclamation has modified Bradbury Dam to accommodate the surcharge requirements as expressed in all
the alternatives and could regulate flow, in accordance with the Biological Opinion, to meet a variety of
downstream flow requirements.
Response 4-3:
The comment states that Alternative 3C with the technical amendments most accurately reflects
Reclamation’s permit request and is consistent with the terms of the Settlement Agreement.
As previously stated (see response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 3-2), the project description has been
clarified to note that the elements of the Settlement Agreement are embodied in Alternative 3C.
Response 4-4:
The comments states that Alternative 3C most clearly reflects Cachuma Project operations.
The comment is correct in that Reclamation and the Member Units have been operating the Cachuma
Project largely in accordance with the requirements of the Settlement Agreement, which is reflected in
Alternative 3C. Regardless of the fact that the project may have recently been operated in accordance
with a particular alternative, that fact does not obviate the need for consideration of reasonable
alternatives prior to a determination of what would best meet the project objectives. As part of Phase II of
the Cachuma project, the SWRCB will determine how best to proceed with any permit modifications.
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Response 4-5:
The comment states that Alternative 3C is consistent with NMFS Biological Opinion for protection of
steelhead.
As previously noted (see response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 3-2, all of the alternatives consider the
requirements of the Biological Opinion.
Response 4-6:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR impact analysis on water supply sources lacks substantial
evidence.
See responses to 2007 RDEIR Comments 4-7 to 4-15.
Response 4-7:
The comment suggests that I.D. No. 1 operations are limited based upon supply sources that are not
accurately reflected in the 2007 RDEIR.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-16. I.D. No. 1 water supply data are summarized in the 2007
RDEIR, for example in Tables 4-18, 4-19, and 4-24. Based on this comment and others, the water supply
and water demand data have been updated by the Member Units. The analysis for the 2011 2nd RDEIR
using the updated Member Units water supply and water demand data resulted in no modified
conclusions requiring changes in impacts from less than significant to either significant or unavoidable.
Response 4-8:
The comment suggests that I.D. No. 1’s increasing water demands will not be served and that this
contrary to the 2007 RDEIR’s conclusions.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comments 1-16 and 4-7. There was no change in I.D. No. 1 water demand
from the 2007 RDEIR (Table 4-24) to the 2011 2nd RDEIR. No conclusions were modified as a result of this
comment.
Response 4-9:
The commenter claims that the 2007 RDEIR significantly understates the impacts on I.D. No. 1 water
supplies under the alternatives presented.
Impact determinations are based on the water supply and water demand data provided by the Member
Units and the resulting analysis of the SYRHM results. See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 4-7 for
updates to ID No. 1 water supply data. Sections 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 of the 2007 RDEIR each include
Section 4.2.2.1, Overview of Hydrologic Modeling for the EIR, outlining in some detail the scientific
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analysis performed to evaluate the surface water, ground water, and operational parameters affecting the
flow actions involved in the project. This updated data (see 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 4.3.1) and the 2007
SYRHM modeling have been used in the 2011 2nd RDEIR evaluations and impacts analysis. Conclusions
regarding impacts to I.D. No. 1 were modified based on qualitative analysis of updated Member Units
water supply and water demand data.
Response 4-10:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR also improperly assumes desalination will comprise a portion of
the Member Units' water supplies during critical drought periods.
The comment correctly notes that there are currently no plans for the City of Santa Barbara to reactivate
its desalination plant. The 2011 2nd RDEIR has been updated to acknowledge this fact.
Response 4-11:
The comment suggests that the 2007 RDEIR improperly concludes that the Member Units could transfer
or exchange water to either Carpinteria Valley Water District (CVWD) or the City of Santa Barbara
despite the lack of physical facilities to deliver water from ID No.1.
The comment is correct in noting that there may not be facilities in place at present; however,
mechanisms could be provided in the future. Further, exchange agreements already exist with certain
Member Units (SYRWCD ID No. 1) and other entities to exchange SWP that flows to Lake Cachuma.
While it may not be the preference of the Member Units to consider exchanges and transfer, they are
potentially feasible and should be considered.
In the 2007 RDEIR (page 4-24) using the revised Member Units water supply and demand values, it is
indicated that (1) surpluses would exist at CVWD (2,895 acre-feet [af]) and the City of Santa Barbara (534
af) and (2) a shortages would exist at ID No. 1 (1,060 af), Goleta-GWD (1,637 af), and Montecito-MWD
(2,219 af). Considering this information, the 2007 RDEIR concludes “MWD, GWD, and SYRWCD, ID#1
could make up for these shortages in part by buying water from other Member Units.” There is no
indication that buying water from Member Unit’s would require new facilities or infrastructure. Any
alternative requiring new facilities (e.g., a new 20-inch diameter pipeline) was analyzed in the 2007
RDEIR.
The SWRCB agrees that it is unlikely that all of the shortages could be made up, however some could.
Therefore, the 2011 2nd RDEIR modified sentence in question from the 2007 RDEIR to read: “Portions of
the MWD, GWD, and SYRWCD ID#1 shortages could make up at least in part by buying water from the
Member Units that are projected to have surpluses (CVWD and the City of Santa Barbara) and without
the need for new facilities beyond any analyzed in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.” As a result of updated Member
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Units’ water supply and water demand data, conclusions were modified from the 2007 RDEIR to the 2011
2nd RDEIR to reflect additional significant impacts to water supply to Alternatives 3B, 5B and 5C.
Response 4-12:
The commenter suggests that the 2007 RDEIR does not adequately analyze or consider the effect of
unexpected hydrological conditions on water release regimes.
The peer-reviewed Santa Ynez River Hydrology Model (SYRHM, see 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 4.2.2.1) uses
data for the 76-year model period 1918-1993 to analyze hydrologic conditions affecting the project. The
SYRHM (Sections 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 of the 2007 RDEIR) performs detailed scientific analysis
considering water releases from surface water, ground water, and Bradbury Dam operations affecting the
of the flow actions involved in the project. Using this widely accepted model over this statistically
significant period, suggests that an adequate analysis has been performed and that reasonably expected
hydrologic conditions would have been encountered. The updated Member Units’ data (see 2011 2nd
RDEIR Section 4.3.1) and the 2007 SYRHM modeling have been used in the 2011 2nd RDEIR evaluations
and impacts analysis. Conclusions regarding project impacts have modified based on qualitative analysis
of updated Member Units water supply and water demand data.
Response 4-13:
The comment references Table 2 summarizing releases for fish during 2005-2007 under Alternative 3C
and notes that meeting the target flow of 1.5 cfs at Alisal Bridge under this requirement during the dry
year of 2007 required 1,420 acre-feet of project yield to be released, which represents about 825 acre-feet
more than the maximum expected.
This comment is noted. Chart 2-4, Historical Monthly WR 89-18 Water Rights and Fish Releases in
Appendix B of the 2007 RDEIR, summarizes the water releases made for fish to meet the requirements of
the Biological Opinion during this period.
Response 4-14:
The comment suggests that there are water supply impacts that would result from Alternatives 3C and
5C.
The 2007 RDEIR presents potential water supply impacts for Alternatives 3C and 5C in Section 4.3.2
(pages 4-19 through 4-32). Impacts considered are reduced average annual project yield, increased
frequency of years with shortages in project deliveries, reductions in deliveries during drought periods,
member units’ demand and decreases in supply from all sources, indirect environmental impacts of
water supply shortages, increased groundwater pumping, and need for temporary water transfer and
desalination. In Section 6.1.2 (pages 6-1 through 6-4, Table 6-2) Alternative 3C was not determined to
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cause water supply impacts greater than the baseline condition (no Class I or III impacts). Alternative 5C
was not determined to cause a potential Class III water supply impact greater than under baseline
conditions, other than as follows: “Water supply shortages in a critical drought year could result in
indirect environmental impacts if the Member Units increase groundwater pumping, implement a
temporary transfer, or desalinate seawater in order to make up for the shortages.” No conclusions were
modified as a result of this comment.
Response 4-15:
The commenter suggests that the 2007 RDEIR alternatives analysis fails to account for an almost
20 percent decrease in downstream releases to I.D. No. 1 from the Above Narrows Account.
Alternative 3C parameters discussed and analyzed in the 2007 RDEIR have been replaced in the 2011 2nd
RDEIR by the parameters in the 2002 Settlement Agreement. This change, along with consideration of the
updated Member Units’ water supply data (see 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 4.3.1), and the 2007 SYRHM
modeling, has been used in the 2011 2nd RDEIR evaluations and impacts analysis. This accounts for the
20% decrease and conclusions regarding project impacts were modified on this basis. This resulted in
changes to impacts for the various alternatives considered.
Response 4-16:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR lacks substantial evidence to support its finding of an impact on
recreation in Lake Cachuma County Park.
The impacts to the County park have been revised to reflect improvements made by the County. As a
result the impacts have been revised to less than significant.
Response 4-17:
The comment claims that the 2007 RDEIR determination of the oak tree impacts as significant but
unmitigable impact lacks substantial evidence.
The SWRCB does not agree with this comment. The 2007 RDEIR estimated that a total of 452 oak trees
would be impacted with the implementation of a surcharge of 3.0 feet. When the surcharge was
implemented in 2005, a subsequent survey found that 612 oaks had actually died as a result of the 2005
and 2006 surcharges, with an additional 263 oaks deemed at risk for failure. Mature oak trees are
identified as significant resources by local, state, and federal authorities, recognizing that in many cases,
an oak tree, which takes approximately 50 years to mature, represents an ecosystem in and of itself. There
is a large temporal loss of habitat functions between the time when a mature oak is lost and a replacement
tree reaches comparable size and function. Thus the loss of oaks remains a Class I significant, unmitigable
impact.
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In recognition of this impact, an Oak Restoration Management Plan was initiated in 2005, with the
intention of planting sufficient replacement trees to meet the goal of a 2:1 ratio of self-sustaining
reproducing oaks after 20 years. The mitigation plan was based on the agreement between COMB and
Santa Barbara County as outlined in the 2004 EIR/EIS. As of 2010, a total of 1,881 oaks and associated
understory plants have been installed at several locations within Reclamation’s property. Survival of
these trees has been between 83 and 100 percent. As these trees continue to grow, the impact will be
reduced to a Class II, significant but mitigable impacts.
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5.

Carpinteria Valley Water District, dated September 26, 2007,

Response 5-1:
The comment suggests that Alternative 4B would reduce the ability of the CVWD to meet the needs of its
customers in drought years based on limitations to uses of their State Water Project (SWP) allotment.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 4-14 for a general discussion of the water supply impacts
methodology. See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 4-15 with regard to the changes and considerations
that occurred due to the use of updated Member Units water supply data in the 2011 2nd RDEIR Section
4.3.1. No conclusions were modified as a result of this comment.
Response 5-2:
The comment indicates that the CVWD believes SWP water allotment is better used for supply
enhancement rather than groundwater quality improvement as proposed in Alternative 4B.
Section 3.2.2.4 (page 3-12) of the 2007 RDEIR indicates: “The objective of this alternative is to improve
water quality in the Lompoc Plain for the City of Lompoc and other groundwater pumpers in response to
claims by the City of Lompoc that operations of the Cachuma Project have degraded water quality in the
Lompoc Basin.” Alternative 4B is the only alternative with this objective. Several other alternatives
analyzed in the 2007 RDEIR will either enhance or else do not degrade the water supply with respect to
the baseline in the 2007 RDEIR. For the 2011 2nd RDEIR, updated Member Units data (see 2011 2nd RDEIR
Section 4.3.1) and a qualitative assessment of the effects of these data on the 2007 SYRHM modeling
results have affected the alternatives impact analysis. Conclusions regarding overall impacts of
alternatives were modified as a result.
Response 5-3:
The comment suggests that Alternative 4B fundamentally changes the intended uses of the CVWD SWP
allotment, thereby increasing the severity of supply shortfalls during local drought conditions.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 5-1.
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6.

City of Lompoc (Somach, Simons & Dunn), dated September 28, 2007,

Response 6-1:
The commenter suggests that extensive groundwater modeling studies indicate that any change in the
current downstream release program (a No Project condition) under Water Right Order No. 89-18 or
commingling of the CCWA's SWP water will result in continued adverse water quality impacts for a
number of years or indefinitely.
Section 4.6 Lompoc Groundwater Basin Conditions (beginning on 2007 RDEIR page 4-45) describes the
2003 DEIR and peer-reviewed 2007 RDEIR groundwater modeling studies that evaluated the impact on
salinity in the Lompoc Groundwater Basin due to the commingling of SWP water. The conclusion of the
salinity assessment (page 4-49) regarding the effects of Alternative 4B is: “Alternative 4B would reduce
TDS levels in portions of the Main Zone in the Lompoc Basin, and as such, would result in a beneficial
effect on groundwater quality in the Lompoc Basin (Class IV).” Based on the experts retained to perform
the SYRHM hydrologic modeling (Stetson Engineers), the conclusion appears to be reasonable. No
conclusions were modified as a result of this comment.
Response 6-2:
The comment indicates that The Settlement Agreement between Cachuma Conservation Release Board,
Santa Ynez Water Conservation District, Santa Ynez Water Conservation District Improvement District
No. I, and the City of Lompoc, dated December 17, 2002 (Settlement Agreement) should form the basis of
the SWRCB's proposed project and any subsequent water rights decision.
Alternative 3C in the 2011 2nd RDEIR has been modified to reflect the full Settlement Agreement (see
response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 2-4). As such, the Settlement Agreement, as now being fully described
in Alternative 3C, is considered by the SWRCB as one project alternative.
Response 6-3:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR fails to provide a stable and finite project description and
objectives.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comments 1-2 and 1-5.
Response 6-4:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR fails to discuss and/or analyze the Settlement Agreement as an
alternative.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 3-2.
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Response 6-5:
The comment states that 2007 RDEIR's failure to discuss the Settlement Agreement also has implications
regarding the “Modified Winter Storm Operations.”
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 3-2. Further, as discussed in 2007 RDEIR Section 2.2.5, Modified
Storm Operations, the provisions in the Settlement Agreement are considered as part of the analysis.
Response 6-6:
The comment states that Alternative 4B is a not a feasible alternative as the City of Lompoc's voters have
twice rejected State Water Project water.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 3-10.
Response 6-7:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR states that the implementation of Alternative 4B would require
cooperation by all involved agencies, completion of the project-specific environmental review and
permitting, and securing funding and operation agreements.
The comment is correct in that the 2007 RDEIR notes that implementation of Alternative 4B would
require additional actions as stated. While the City of Lompoc has previously rejected SWP water, future
circumstances could cause for them to revisit this decision.
See response to 2007RDEIR Comment 3-10.
Response 6-8:
The comment states that Alternative 4B also fails to address the situation in which State Water Project
water deliveries are not available or are substantially reduced. The comment also states that Alternative
4B fails to identify which agencies would have to approve the new water supply for the City of Lompoc
and downstream water users.
See response to 2007 RDFIR Comment 3-10.
Response 6-9:
The commenter claims that the 2007 RDEIR fails to discuss the potentially significant impact of higher
groundwater salinity to the Lompoc groundwater basin associated with Alternatives 5B and 5C.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 6-1.
Response 6-10:
The comment suggests that the 2007 RDEIR does not provide enough information to evaluate the
potential groundwater quality (salinity) impacts of Alternatives 5B and 5C on the City of Lompoc.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 6-1.
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7.

City of Solvang, dated September 28, 2007.

Response 7-1:
The City of Solvang urges the SWRCB to revise the 2007 RDEIR to identify Alternative 3C with the
Settlement Agreement as the proposed project and to adopt it as the preferred alternative.
See responses to 2007 RDEIR Comments 3-2 and 3-8.
Response 7-2:
Solvang concurs with the SYRWCD comments that the December 17, 2002, Settlement Agreement
resulting from the discussions directed by WR 94-5 is an historic and comprehensive resolution of the
long standing issues concerning the Santa Ynez River.
The comment is noted.
Response 7-3:
The comment states that none of the other alternatives discussed in the 2007 RDEIR are shown to be
environmentally superior and choosing anyone of them may result in a step backward for the extensive
litigation and other proceedings that divert precious resources from constructively addressing the
watershed issues of concern to all parties interested in this proceeding.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comments 3-2 and 3-8.
Response 7-4:
The comment states that Solvang is extremely concerned about the late introduction of Alternatives 5B
and 5C into the 2007 RDEIR.
See response to 2007 RDEIT Comments 1-10.
Response 7-5:
The comments states that contrary to the 2007 RDEIR's discussion of the hoped for results of Alternatives
5B and 5C, the preliminary data indicate that water will be provided for fish flows when they are not
needed, which will result in significant adverse impacts to all of the water users in drought periods.
The parameters of flows related to Alternatives 5B and 5C are provided in the project description. Water
releases for fish flows are regulated by the Biological Opinion. Other water releases are determined by the
hydrologic requirements. The analysis of water supply evaluates the impacts of each of the alternatives,
including 5B and 5C on water supplies.
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8.

County of Santa Barbara, dated September 28, 2007.

Response 8-1:
The comment states that 2007 RDEIR needs to include a discussion of the Settlement Agreement.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 3-2.
Response 8-2:
The commenter suggests that the results of the actual evaluation of changes to water supply (in
percentage change and loss of available supply) shown in Table ES-2 (Water Supply Impacts) need to be
summarized for Alternatives 5B and 5C.
The 2007 RDEIR Table ES-2 (Summary of Impacts Due to the Project Alternatives, pages ES-8 through ES13) provides a summary of impacts in order to compare each potential impact across all alternatives.
Impacts to Water Supply Conditions are indicated for Alternatives 5B (Class I) and 5C (Class III) by an
“X” in the respective rows. This table has been modified in the 2011 2nd RDEIR (Table ES-1 pages ES-9
through ES-17) based on updated water supply and water demand data from the Member Units. The
requested summary of the percentage change and loss of supply (shortage) relative to baseline operations
(Alternative 2) is added to the 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 4.3.2.5 based on Table 4-17.
Response 8-3:
The comment suggests that in Section 4.1.3 and on page ES-2 the nature of the threshold relating to the
significance of water supply shortages is not clearly described.
As stated in the 2007 RDEIR, one purpose of the EIR is to determine if downstream water rights and
public trust resources are adequately protected by the various alternatives considered. The proposed
project alternatives represent different modifications to the current operational scheme (baseline
Alternative 2) and the EIR examines each alternative against the baseline (see response to 2007 RDEIR
Comment 2-4). The significance of overall water supply shortages for each alternative is one important
aspect of the evaluation that is discussed in the 2011 2nd RDEIR Sections 4.3 (Water Supply) and 6.0
(Comparison of Alternatives). These discussions have been expanded to better indicate the nature of the
water supply shortage threshold for each impact Class (I-IV).
Response 8-4:
The comment states that since the SWRCB has chosen not to include a proposed project, but rather rely
on its analysis of alternatives, the EIR needs to include both positive and negative effects so as to meet the
obligation to objectively and completely evaluate the impacts of alternatives. Without such evaluation,
any conclusions regarding alternatives have no basis and are thus arbitrary.
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The 2007 RDEIR provides an evaluation of the impacts for all alternatives considered. Further, the 2011
2nd RDEIR (as well as the 2007 RDEIR and 2003 DEIR) identifies both impacts that would result in adverse
(negative) conditions (Class I, II, and III) and those that would be beneficial (positive) (Class IV).
Response 8-5:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR describes the elevation survey completed by Stetson Engineers
in January 2005, identifying the impacts from an actual water elevation increase to 753 feet. The comment
also states that the 2003 DEIR should be consistent in the name of the document, and that statements
relating to this survey in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.10 are incomplete and may leave the reader with a
misunderstanding regarding the status of park facilities.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR acknowledges the 2004 Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the
Member Units and Santa Barbara County Parks. The MOU provided for County Parks to address a
number of issues before Lake Cachuma was surcharged to the full 753-foot level. As noted in the 2011 2nd
RDEIR, County Parks did make improvements to the boat ramps, but no other facilities. The MOU
expired in 2009.
The impacts associated with the County park were revisited as part of the 2011 2nd RDEIR preparation. As
a result of improvements made to the parks, impacts were revised to be less than significant (Class III).
Response 8-6:
The comment states that the location for planting of replacement oak trees during the third year of
planting was yet to be determined at the time of the comment letter.
Because several years have passed since this comment letter was received, planting of replacement oaks
since 2005 has taken place on Reclamation property and not within the County park. Trees have been
planted at Storke Flats, adjacent to Bradbury Dam and in another area near existing oak woodlands. The
location of oak planting sites is shown in Figures 4-19 and 4-20 of the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
In addition to the change in the mitigation program, there has been a change to the locations where the
replacement oak trees have been planted to date. However, the new areas for Year 1 through Year 2
plantings were still within the Cachuma Recreation Area. The initial Planting Plan identified in the 2003
DEIR identified a project scope within the public boundaries of the County’s Cachuma Lake Park.
Restoration sites outside the park were also explored for future plantings. However, the Cachuma
Member Units and the County were concerned that newly planted oak trees would be at a substantially
greater risk of damage by the recreating public if the trees were installed within the Park. Therefore, after
extensive discussions with the County Parks personnel, it was agreed that as many oak trees as possible
should be planted in a less recreated area of the Cachuma Recreation Area to ensure maximum survival
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of the young oak trees. This resulted in project relocation for Year 1 and Year 2 plantings to the wildland
setting along Storke Flats, approximately 2 miles south of the Cachuma Park entrance, off of Highway
154.
Response 8-7:
The comment suggests editorial changes regarding consistency of language when referring to the Stetson
Engineers 2005 study. The 2011 2nd RDEIR has been updated to use consistent language when referring to
this study. In addition, the 2011 2nd RDEIR has been updated to reflect the upgrade of the boat ramp to
accommodate the surcharged water level, and mitigation measure R-1 has been removed. The upgraded
boat ramp was completed in June 2008 and is designed to function at the surcharged water level of 753
feet.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR has also been updated to reflect the planned water treatment plant that is expected to
replace the existing water treatment plant. The gabion barrier is a temporary measure that protects the
existing water treatment plant from wave action until a new plant is constructed. The new plant will be
designed and located to accommodate the surcharged lake water level of 753 feet.
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9.

Montecito Water District, dated September 25, 2007.

Response 9-1:
The commenter suggests that with any further supply reduction the Montecito Water District (MWD)
may be forced to implement severe rationing during dry/drought periods, which will have significant
primary and secondary environmental impacts.
MWD water supply data are summarized in the 2007 RDEIR, for example in Tables 4-18, 4-19, and 4-21.
Based on this comment and others, the water supply and water demand data have been updated by the
Member Units. The analysis for the 2011 2nd RDEIR using the updated Member Units water supply and
water demand data resulted in no modified conclusions that lead to changes in impacts from less than
significant to either significant or unavoidable.
Response 9-2:
The comment suggests that any proposal (such as Alternatives 5B or 5C) that would further reduce
limited and already obligated MWD water supplies must be thoroughly analyzed with regard to any
significant negative impact on the MWD customers and environment.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 9-1.
Response 9-3:
The commenter suggests that alternative proposals (such as Alternatives 5B and 5C) push the District in
the direction of water vulnerability during drought conditions, and that the true and full cumulative
impacts of such alternatives to water supply must be fully analyzed.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comments 9-1 and 1-32.
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10.

Environmental Defense Center – CalTrout, dated September 28, 2007.

Response 10-1:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR does not address or respond to the vast majority of comments
previously raised by the Environmental Defense Center (EDC) regarding these now modified portions of
the 2003 DEIR. The comment letter incorporates by reference EDC’s October 7, 2003, comments (in their
entirety) submitted on behalf of CalTrout in response to the 2003 DEIR (October 2003 comment letter).
The comments to both the 2007 RDEIR and 2003 DEIR have been addressed in this response to comments.
In addition the responses provided here to the EDC’s September 28, 2007, letter, the commenter is
referred to the responses provided under letter number 3 to the 2003 DEIR (EDC’s letter of October 7,
2003).
Response 10-2:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR fails to adequately identify the project objectives and fails to
provide the specificity required by CEQA for objectives. In addition, the comment also states the opinion
that the Cachuma Project should include protecting of public trust resources above Bradbury Dam as an
objective and the 2007 RDEIR should have analyzed the impact of the Bradbury Dam to the passage of O.
mykiss upstream above the dam.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-5.
The Santa Ynez River reaches upstream of Bradbury, Gibraltar, and Juncal dams are not included as O.
mykiss critical habitat, however, populations of O. mykiss that exist upstream of the introduced dam
barriers are largely or entirely descended from relic O. mykiss populations historically ascending the
watersheds (Boughton and Goslin, 200632). Nielsen (199833) found that the native fish found upstream of
the Bradbury Dam appear to be historically descended from anadromous O. mykiss, despite extensive
stocking with hatchery fish over the years. Thus, hatchery fish do not appear to have significantly
interbred into the wild strain, potentially as a result of different life cycle patterns. Finally, the Draft
Recovery Plan emphasizes restoring access to the approximately 40 river miles upstream of the barriers in
the Santa Ynez River in order to promote ecological traits such as capacity to migrate long distances and
withstand warmer temperatures. There are no current plans to construct fish passage around these
barriers and further analysis is not a part of the 2011 2nd RDEIR, which analyzes the potential impacts of
32 Boughton, D. A. and M. Goslin. 2006. Potential steelhead over-summering habitat in the south-central/southern
California coast recovery domain: Maps based on the envelope method. NOAA- NMFS, SW Fisheries Center Technical
Memo No 391. Santa Cruz, CA.
33 Nielsen, J. L. 1998. Molecular genetic population structure in steelhead/rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) from
the Santa Ynez River, 1994-1997. Final Technical Report submitted to ENTRIX, Walnut Creek, CA November 20,
1998. 32pp.
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the project before the SWRCB. The CEQA baseline for analysis includes the presence of the Bradbury
Dam, so the barrier to public trust resource passage above the dam is part of the existing conditions. No
further discussion is needed.
Response 10-3:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR fails to analyze a reasonable range of alternatives that fulfill the
basic objectives and substantially lessen or avoid significant impacts.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-7.
Response 10-4:
The comment asserts that the alternatives analyzed in the 2007 RDEIR cannot restore or preserve the
public trust in steelhead and would not fulfill the project objective.
The project objectives listed in 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 3.1.1 include protection of public trust resources,
including but not limited to steelhead, red-legged frog, tidewater goby, and wetlands, in the Santa Ynez
River downstream of Bradbury Dam, to the extent feasible and in the public interest, taking into
consideration: (1) the water supply impacts of measures designed to protect public trust resources, and
(2) the extent to which any water supply impacts can be minimized through the implementation of water
conservation measures. The SWRCB does not agree with this comment because the analysis presented in
the 2007 RDEIR substantiates the reasons why the various alternatives would benefit the public trust
resources.
For resident O. mykiss, the various alternatives analyzed in the 2011 2nd RDEIR would have no adverse
impact as the varying lake levels would not hinder the capacity of the public trust resource to ascend into
tributaries above the Bradbury Dam. For anadromous O. mykiss, the baseline operations do not include
releases to facilitate passage. In contrast, Alternatives 3B, 3C, 4B, 5B and 5C would substantially increase
the frequency of years with passage for the public trust resource due to releases to supplement passage.
These alternatives would result in a beneficial effect (Class IV) on anadromous O. mykiss migration. For
O. mykiss spawning habitat, Alternatives 3B, 3C, 4B, 5B and 5C would result in a beneficial effect
(Class IV), with the number of years with intermediate flows increasing under Alternatives 5B and 5C.
For O. mykiss rearing habitat, Alternatives 3B, 3C, 4B, 5B and 5C all show beneficial effects (Class IV) on
O. mykiss fry rearing along the mainstem of the river, with Alternatives 5B and 5C providing the greatest
benefit. The above conclusions are found in Section 4.7.2.5, Impacts on Southern California O. mykiss
along the River of the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
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Response 10-5:
Comment states that the 2007 RDEIR suffers from lack of a clear, stable project description
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-2.
Response 10-6:
The comment states that 2007 RDEIR identifies the appropriate baseline, but that, irrespective of the
CEQA baseline, the 2007 RDEIR should also assess pre-Cachuma project conditions.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-6.
Response 10-7:
The comment suggests that the 2007 RDEIR fails to address EDC’s comments on the 2003 DEIR related to
the adequacy of analysis or mitigation for many project impacts.
See responses to 2003 DEIR Comments 3-25, 3-26, 3-27, 3-45, and 3-49.
Response 10-8:
The commenter suggests that the surface water hydrology analysis for Alternatives 5B and 5C uses old
and outdated data.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-16.
Response 10-9:
The comment indicates that on page 4-18 and in Table 4-9 of the 2007 RDEIR there is no change in
scouring flows and therefore no change in existing flood conditions, making the impact beneficial.
Regarding flood conditions, the 2007 RDEIR (pages 4-17 and 4-18) concludes that the alternatives are not
expected to significantly increase the potential for flooding hazards along the lower Santa Ynez River,
however there is expected to be some effect between the dam and Buellton. Overall, the potential increase
in flood hazard is considered a less than significant impact (Class III) due to the balancing of reduced
spill frequency and average annual spill amount (reduced potential) versus a reduction in uncontrolled
spills (increased potential). Since available analysis techniques cannot predict these reductions and
increases accurately and the river has different characteristics along its length, Class III was selected
rather than Class II or Class IV. No conclusions were modified as a result of this comment.
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Response 10-10:
The commenter suggests that the three-year critical drought is poorly defined for the purpose of
evaluating Alternatives 5B and 5C and the other alternatives.
The three-year critical drought period used in the SYRHM analysis is defined as extending from May 1,
1949 to May 1, 1951 since this was the period with the most critical shortages of any 36-month period
simulated by the model; shortages for all alternatives are shown in Table 4-16 in the 2007 RDEIR. The
three-year critical drought period water supply and demand data for the Member Units is provided in
Tables 19A and 19B. Table 4-25a defines in detail the water supply, water demand, surplus, and shortage
values for each of the alternatives that allow an evaluation and comparison to be made for the years 2000
and 2020. All of these tables have been updated for the 2011 2nd RDEIR, evaluations and comparisons are
made for 2009-2010 and 2020/2030 water years; conclusions were modified based on qualitative analysis
of updated Member Units water supply and water demand data. The definition of the three-year critical
drought period is considered adequate for the 2011 2nd RDEIR. No conclusions were modified as a result
of this comment.
Response 10-11:
The comment suggests that Member Units’ water supplies from numerous other sources other than
Cachuma are not fully accounted for in the RDEIR’s water supply impact analyses.
All Member Units’ water supply data are summarized in the 2007 RDEIR, for example water supplies
from sources other than Cachuma are found in Table 4-18. Based on this comment and others, the water
supply and water demand data have been updated by the Member Units. The analysis for the 2011 2nd
RDEIR using the updated Member Units water supply and water demand data resulted in no modified
conclusions that lead to changes in impacts from less than significant to either significant or unavoidable.
Response 10-12:
The comment asserts that Alternative 5B would not result in significant water supply impacts, therefore
the impacts should be classified as less than significant.
The 2007 RDEIR Section 3.2.2 describes the Alternatives considered, including Alternative 5B. Based on
the SYRHM modeling discussed in the 2007 RDEIR, it is shown that Alternative 5B could have significant
(Class I) water supply related impacts (Table ES-2) and that water supply shortages (page ES-7) in a
critical drought year or critical three-year drought period could have significant, unmitigable indirect
environmental impacts depending on the manner in which the Member Units make up for the shortage.
This analysis is sufficient to indicate that the Alternative 5B water supply impacts would not be expected
to be less than significant. No conclusions were modified as a result of this comment.
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The comment further suggests that that additional water conservation measures could be implemented
and that the Member Units are not meeting the requirements of the Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) with the California Urban Water Conservation Council (CUWCC).
The Member Units are addressing conservation measures as part of their 2010 Urban Water Management
Plan (UWMP) requirements. As noted previously, the 2009 legislation (SBx7-7) requires a statewide 20
percent reduction in urban per capita water use by 2020. It requires that urban water retail suppliers
determine baseline water use and set reduction targets according to specified requirements, and requires
agricultural water suppliers prepare plans and implement efficient water management practices.
SBx7-7 further requires agricultural water suppliers (public or privately owned water suppliers providing
water to 10,000 or more irrigated acres, excluding recycled water) to implement a variety of efficient
water management practices and to prepare and adopt Agricultural Water Management Plans by
December 31, 2012, according to specific requirements. Those plans must then be updated by December
31, 2015 and every five years thereafter.
The law also requires the California Department of Water Resources (DWR) to cooperatively work with
the CUWCC to establish a task force to identify best management practices to assist the commercial,
industrial and institutional sectors in meeting the water conservation targets. These and other provisions
appear under SBx7-7 as California’s evolving approach to water supply planning.
The CUWCC is reviewing the requirements for signatories to be deemed compliant;34 with MOU
Compliance and the differences between SBx7-7 compliance targets has been a continuing discussion
item with the CUWCC. At present, the CUWCC is reviewing its methodologies and steps to address
compliance.
Response 10-13:
The comment suggests that fish releases under Alternatives 5B and 5C illustrate the feasibility and
effectiveness of modifying WR 89-18 releases to mimic the “natural hydrograph” in order to better
protect groundwater resources and better protect steelhead.
This comment is noted.
Response 10-14:
The commenter suggests that Alternatives 5B and 5C provide a greater relative benefit to groundwater
levels than all other alternatives.
34 California Urban Water Conservation Council (CUWCC), Memorandum from Chris Brown, Executive Director
to CUWCC Board of Directors, GPCD and SBx7-7, February 23, 2011,
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This comment is noted. In addition, as shown in Table 4-27 (Above Narrows Alluvial Groundwater Basin,
page 4-35) of the 2007 RDEIR, Alternatives 3B, 3C, 4B, 5B, and 5C would all be more favorable for
groundwater levels than under the baseline operations with Alternatives 5B and 5C being the most
favorable amongst the alternatives. For the Lompoc Groundwater Basin, no significant changes in
groundwater levels are predicted under any of the alternatives (page 4-50). There seems to be no
substantial difference in the beneficial affects to groundwater levels from increased releases (Table 4-28).
Response 10-15:
The comment suggests that by modifying Order WR 89-18 the conjunctive water rights and steelhead
protection releases can more efficiently and effectively help to maximize fulfillment of the project’s
objective to protect public trust resources.
Comment noted.
Response 10-16:
The commenter suggests that in 2007 RDEIR Section 4.5.3 the surface water quality mitigation measures
for Alternative 4B are not enforceable and are not effective.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 3-10.
With regard to Alternative 4B Section 3.2.2.4 (page 3-13), the 2007 RDEIR states: “The City of Lompoc,
through its legal representative, has notified the SWRCB in a letter regarding the EIR dated June 18, 1999,
that the City does not consider this alternative to be feasible because the residents of the City have twice
rejected SWP water as a new water supply.” Alternative 4B was considered in the 2007 RDEIR due to its
projected reduction in the Lompoc Groundwater Basin salinity over time; however, as shown on page 6-1
(Table 6-1) this alternative has the highest number of adverse impacts. In addition, as stated on page 3-12,
“This alternative provides a physical solution to address water quality issues in the Lompoc Plain using a
nearby source of high quality water. Its implementation would require cooperation by all involved
agencies, completion of project-specific environmental review and permitting, securing funding, and
operational agreements.” Therefore, without City of Lompoc’s cooperation Alternative 4B would not be
implemented. No conclusions were modified as a result of this comment.
Response 10-17:
The comment states that the analysis of Alternative 5B’s and 5C’s impacts on southern steelhead and
resident trout in the 2007 RDEIR contains significant flaws and omissions.
A discussion of the impacts of Alternatives 5B and 5C is found in Section 4.7.2 Potential Impacts of the
Alternatives. The analysis is based on the scoring criteria which were developed over several years
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through extensive consultation and study with the agreement of SYRTAC and in consideration of the
physical nature of the Santa Ynez River and access issues. Additional information that provides details
documented by SYRTAC has been incorporated into the text of this section and supplemental
information is provided in Appendix G. The same scoring criteria were used to evaluate each Alterative
equally, so the analysis was the same for Alternative 5B and 5C as for the others. Under Alternatives 5B
and 5C, “3A2 operations” would not become the operating criteria for water releases for fish until
cumulative annual inflow into Cachuma Lake exceeds 33,707 af (wet and above-normal water years). If
cumulative annual inflow does not reach this level, then operations would proceed under the Biological
Opinion, with surcharges of 1.8 feet or 3.0 feet (Alternatives 3B and 3C, respectively). The SWRCB
developed Alternatives 5B and 5C, which are modified versions of Alternative 3A2, specifically in
response to comments made by CalTrout on the 2003 DEIR.
Response 10-18:
The comment states that the analysis of Alternative 5B’s and 5C’s beneficial impacts to steelhead
migration in the 2007 RDEIR incorrectly assumes 14 days of passage flows in a year is a benefit for
steelhead migration.
A discussion of the impacts and benefits of alternatives 5B and 5C is found in Section 4.7.2 Potential
Impacts of the Alternatives. The Adult Steelhead Passage Flow Analysis for the Santa Ynez River
(SYRTAC 1999) document was used as the basis for developing the model for potential fish passage. This
document represents the best available data for managing flows to provide passage opportunities. The
Biological Opinion represents the minimum flows identified to sustain O. mykiss passage. Re-evaluating
whether these minimum criteria, which have been used for comparison and evaluation of all alternatives,
protect the public trust resources was beyond the scope of this document.
Response 10-19:
The comment claims that the 2007 RDEIR fails to analyze adverse impacts to steelhead and other public
trust resources caused by WR 89-18 releases.
Any adverse impacts related to WR 89-18 would be a component of the baseline information because
WR 89-18 is a primary consideration for the current SWRCB water releases from Bradbury Dam. CEQA
does not require an analysis of adverse impacts associated with the existing conditions.
The rationale for determining adverse impacts to steelhead resulting from the alternatives is based on the
criteria for scoring detailed in Section 4.7.2 Potential Impacts of the Alternatives Table 4-41. See also the
responses to 2003 DEIR Comments 3-25, 3-26, 3-27, 3-45, and 3-49.
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Response 10-20:
The comment claims that the 2007 RDEIR relies on flawed scoring and analysis to evaluate flow related
impacts.
The scoring analysis compares the benefits and impacts of each alternative relative to baseline conditions,
and does not include an evaluation of the proposed alternatives compared to pre-dam conditions. The
scoring method attempts to quantify relative habitat suitability and impacts associated with the project
alternatives by examining each life-cycle phase independently.
While the scoring method may appear to be simple, it was designed as a metric that would allow an
objective method for comparing the relative benefit or impact associated with the different alternatives.
The SWRCB does not concur with Dr. Williams that the scoring system is not an interval scale but an
ordinal scale just because it may appear to be a coarse scale with arbitrary differential gradients. This is
not the case and the arithmetic averages are just as valid as if the rankings were more finely divided
The scoring system used to evaluate the impacts of alternatives was based on stream conditions as
mapped in 2000, which is prior to the implementation of the Hilton Creek Watering System and other fish
enhancements in the tributaries and mainstem implemented since 2006. Although qualitative
observations indicate that since 2000 riparian vegetation has increased along the mainstem as a result of
target flows, no quantitative data is available. Therefore, the scoring analysis is based on conditions prior
to 2001 as explained in 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 4.7.2 Potential Impacts of the Alternatives, but remains
consistent with previous analyses.
Response 10-21:
The comment suggests that the definition of water year types found in Appendix F, Technical
Memorandum No. 5 (TM5; at pages 7 through 9), and used to evaluate Alternatives 5B and 5C, is
fundamentally in error.
A water year, as used in the 2007 RDEIR, covers the period October through the following September
(note Table 5, Stetson Engineers Technical Memorandum No. 3), which is the State of California standard.
Multiple data sets throughout the 2003 DEIR and the 2007 RDEIR are captured, analyzed, and presented
in water years. For example, the 2007 RDEIR notes (page 3-2) that the SYRHM states: “hydrologic period
of analysis for the model simulations included the water years (emphasis added) 1918 through 1992.” It is
not stated in the comment why this definition is considered in error, therefore, the use seems reasonable.
No conclusions were modified as a result of this comment.
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Response 10-22:
The commenter suggests that TM5 is based on a significantly flawed categorization of water years and
excludes readily available water year/inflow data from 1994 to the present.
See responses to 2007 RDEIR Comments 10-21 and 4-12.
Response 10-23:
The comment suggests that the Santa Ynez River Hydrology Model (SYRHM) produces only monthly
flow data, but that Technical Memorandum #6 (2007 RDEIR Appendix F) includes a tabulation of flow
exceedances for 2007 RDEIR alternatives that depends on daily flow estimates. The commenter also
claims that use of the Salsipuedes Creek Gauge for the monthly to daily flow conversion is not supported
in the 2007 RDEIR.
Technical Memorandum No. 6 (2007 RDEIR Appendix F) contains Tables A-1 and A-2 (Appendix A) with
simulated monthly flows(using the SYRHM for Alternatives 5B and 5C for the period 1918 through 1993.
These monthly flows were converted to daily flow estimates (Table 1, between pages 2 and 3) using
simple mathematical relationships applied to the monthly data outside the SYRHM by comparing the
monthly data to the daily variations of gauged flow measured in Salsipuedes Creek (Water Year 19421993). The daily flow estimates in Table 1 were utilized to assess impacts on fish passage flows. The same
procedures for the impact analysis utilizing daily flow estimates was used for the Biological Assessment
(BA) and Fish Management Plan (FMP).
Daily variations of gauged flow measured in Salsipuedes Creek cover a 52-year period including wet and
dry years, providing an overlapping and statistically significant basis for estimating daily flow in the
watersheds on the north side of the Santa Ynez Mountains. Without a more specific technical basis for
questioning the reasonableness of the method, it is believed that the Salsipuedes Creek data set forms an
acceptable basis for the conversion of monthly flow data to daily flow estimates. No conclusions were
modified as a result of this comment.
Response 10-24:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR fails to compare the steelhead habitat quality in the Refugio
Reach under Alternatives 5B and 5C to other Alternatives’ steelhead habitat quality for the same reach.
The habitat quality for O. mykiss in the Refugio Reach is described on page 4-86 of the 2003 DEIR. (Pages
4.7-20 and 4.7-53 in the 2011 2nd RDEIR). The O. mykiss habitat quality in the Refugio Reach discussion
received the same the level of detail for all alternatives in the 2007 RDEIR. However, much of the 4.6
miles of this reach are not accessible for monitoring due to private property constraints.
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Response 10-25:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR analysis of water temperature in relation to O. mykiss habitat
suitability is inadequate.
Updated information on water temperature based on SYRTAC (2004) has been added to Section 4.7
Southern California Steelhead and Other Fishes of the 2011 2nd RDEIR and summaries describing
specific reaches are found in 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 4.7.1.2 Fish Communities.
Response 10-26:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR fails to analyze effects of water quality on the success of
incubating steelhead embryos and alevins.
Updated information on water quality based on SYRTAC (2004) has been added to pertinent the Section
4.7 Southern California Steelhead and Other Fishes of the 2011 2nd RDEIR, and summaries describing
specific reaches are found in Section 4.7.1.2 Fish Communities and is further discussed in Section 4.7.1.5
Threats to O. mykiss. No further response is required.
Response 10-27:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR fails to address potential impacts to sensitive plant species
within Alternative 5B’s and 5C’s surcharge zones.
The 2003 DEIR analyzed potential impacts from surcharging to six sensitive plant species, none of which
are known to occur around the margins of Cachuma Lake or in the Santa Ynez River channel between the
dam and the ocean. Hence, changes in lake elevation and flow regime downstream of the dam would not
affect these species. The six species discussed in Section 4.8.1.3 of the 2003 DEIR are beach layia (Layia
carnosa), beach spectaclepod (Dithyrea maritima), La Graciosa thistle (Cirsium loncholepis), surf thistle
(Cirsium rhothophilum), crisp monardella (Monardella crispa), and San Luis Obispo monardella (Monardella
frutescens). The impact analysis discussion in the 2003 DEIR for Alternatives 3B and 3C equally apply to
Alternatives 5B and 5C in regard to lake vegetation. See also response Comment 11-14 of the 2003 DEIR
Response 10-28:
The comment states that sensitive wildlife species present at the reservoir and lower Santa Ynez River
would be impacted by surcharging and Order WR 89-18 releases.
Discussion of the impacts to sensitive wildlife species from the project and the Alternatives is found in
2011 2nd RDEIR Section 4.9.2 Potential Impacts of the Alternatives. Only the southwestern willow
flycatcher is determined to be potentially impacted and only under Alternative 4B and Mitigation
Measure WL-1 is proposed to reduce impacts to that species to less than significant. Releases under Order
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WR 89-18 are part of the baseline condition and the ongoing operations at Bradbury Dam, and, therefore,
no new impacts would result from Order WR 89-18 releases.
Response 10-29:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR misrepresents the area of impact from surcharge.
The impact area includes the areas downstream of Bradbury Dam and those areas around Lake Cachuma
that will be impacted by the various alternatives. As appropriate, the 2011 2nd RDEIR (including the 2007
RDEIR) addresses the impacted areas. While there may be discussions in the 2011 2nd RDEIR that specify
individual channel widths, the reader should be cautioned to note that any changes are dependent on the
specific discussion and analysis. The analysis provides for appropriate level of review for impact areas.
Response 10-30:
The comment suggests that the 2007 Revised Draft EIR fails to analyze the impacts to public recreation in
and along the River caused by increased flows under Alternatives 5B and 5C, and fails to compare the
impacts to those of the BO alternatives and the baseline.
As discussed in the 2003 DEIR under Section 4.10.2.2, recreational opportunities upstream of the lake
would not be significantly affected by any of the alternatives. Most of the river downstream of Cachuma
Lake is private property with limited access, and no public recreational facilities are located within the
river channel. Kayaking, rafting, and canoeing are not currently feasible in the river due to low flows.
Alternatives 3B, 3C, 4B, 5B, and 5C are anticipated to increase flows to the Santa Ynez River lagoon
during emergency winter operations and passage releases. During this time recreational water activities
within the lagoon (i.e., kayaking) would be beneficially affected. In addition, as stated in the 2003 DEIR,
increase in the above-mentioned flows would have a slightly beneficial effect on anadromous fish and
sensitive aquatic and terrestrial wildlife that would beneficially affect recreational activities reliant upon
such resources, such as bird watching or fishing.
Response 10-31:
The comment suggests that the SWRCB is inappropriately deferring to COMB as a lead agency in the
context of analysis of fish passage around Bradbury Dam.
The SWRCB is not inappropriately deferring to COMB for analysis of impacts to fish passage around
Bradbury Dam. Consistent with CEQA, the SWRCB project analyzes only the impacts associated with
surcharging and the flow releases along the lower Santa Ynez River, which is the proposed project.
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Response 10-32:
The comment states that Alternatives 5B and 5C avoid a significant impact to the Santa Ynez River public
trust resources that would result from Alternative 4B.
Analysis of both benefits and impacts of the alternatives are discussed in Section 4.7.2 Potential Impacts
of the Alternatives. The 2007 RDEIR supports the statement made in the comment.
Response 10-33:
The comment states that Alternative 5B’s 1.8 foot surcharge substantially lessens and avoids portions of
the significant impact to oak trees caused by Alternative 5C’s 3.0 foot surcharge.
The comment is noted. Analysis of the potential impacts to oak trees is discussed in 2011 2nd RDEIR
Section 4.8.2.2 Impacts to Lakeshore Oak Trees.
Response 10-34:
The comment states that Alternative 5B is the environmentally superior alternative of those analyzed in
the 2007 RDEIR.
The commenter’s opinion is noted. Section 6.0, Alternatives Analysis, in the 2011 2nd RDEIR has been
revised to illustrate how the various alternatives related to the baseline and to each other. Further, the
environmentally superior alternative has been identified.
Response 10-35:
The comment states that CalTrout’s proposed Alternative 3A2 Modified and other measures are capable
of fulfilling the CEQA project objective of protecting public trust resources. Further, the comment states
that the SWRCB cannot adopt an alternative if there is another feasible alternative that fulfills most of the
basic project objectives and avoids or substantially lessens significant impact.
The commenter misstates the law. CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6, subdivision (a) states that “it is the
policy of the state that public agencies should not approve projects as proposed if there are feasible
alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which would substantially lessen the significant
environmental effects of such projects.” This is a different standard than that proposed by the commenter.
The commenter’s citations likewise do not support the standard espoused by the commenter. In addition,
while Alternative 5B (which addresses and embodies the proposed Alternative 3A2 by CalTrout) does
achieve most of the project objectives, it is not the environmentally superior alternative. The SWRCB has
evaluated the alternatives to determine the relative impacts of the alternatives and has determined that
while both Alternatives 3C and 5B will have the fewest impacts, Alternative 3C will have fewer impacts
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than, or reduces the impact more than, Alternative 5B, and is therefore environmentally superior to
Alternative 5B.
Response 10-36:
The comment states that CalTrout’s proposed instream flow schedule is more capable of meeting project
objectives and reducing or avoiding impacts.
While CalTrout has provided a flow schedule, the range of alternatives analyzed in the multiple Draft
EIRs also includes a flow schedule that meets the needs of the project and complies with the Biological
Opinion. CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6, subdivision (a) states that “An EIR shall describe a range of
reasonable alternatives to the project, … which would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the
project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project, and evaluate
the comparative merits of the alternatives. An EIR need not consider every conceivable alternative to a
project.”
Response 10-37:
The comment states that study of fish passage should be conducted to fulfill the public trust objective.
The public trust objective of the current SWRCB project is stated in 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 3.1.1,
Description of the Proposed Project as Protecting public trust resources, including but not limited to
steelhead, red-legged frog, tidewater goby, and wetlands, in the Santa Ynez River downstream of
Bradbury Dam, to the extent feasible and in the public interest, taking into consideration: (1) the water
supply impacts of measures designed to protect public trust resources, and (2) the extent to which any
water supply impacts can be minimized through the implementation of water conservation measures.
Therefore, it is not an objective of the project to study fish passive around Bradbury Dam, as the comment
claims. Investigation of alternative fish passage strategies for Bradbury Dam was included as
Conservation Recommendation #2 of the 2000 Biological Opinion. As of 2011, no studies have been made
available that identify and evaluate the feasibility of providing passage over Bradbury dam. This is
discussed further in 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 2.4.5 Conservation Recommendations. While the SWRCB is
supportive of a study of fish passage around the Bradbury Dam, it is not part of the current project or
project objectives.
Response 10-38:
The comment states that a “Demonstration Flow Assessment” should be conducted to identify instream
flow requirements necessary to fulfill the public trust objective.
The comment is noted. In 2009, the SYRTAC completed the Summary and Analysis of Annual Fishery
Monitoring in the Lower Santa Ynez River 1993-2004. This document updates the data from the 2000 Fish
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Management Plan, and summarizes the status of actions related to the Biological Opinion. This data may
be used to analyze river flow but this is not necessary for the environmental analysis of impacts upon the
public trust resource. Conservation Recommendation #1 recommends further study of alternative
methods to provide downstream water right holders with water from the Cachuma Project. This study
has not yet been completed and thus the data were not available for incorporation into the analysis as
noted in the 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 2.4.5 Conservation Recommendations.
See also response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 10-37.
Response 10-39:
The comment states that a study of modifications to Order WR 89-18 must be conducted to fulfill the
public trust objective and maximize the beneficial use of Cachuma Project water.
The comment is noted. See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 10-38 above.
Chart 2-4 Historical Monthly WR 89-18 Water Rights and Fish Releases in Appendix B summarizes the
water releases made for fish to meet the requirements of the Biological Opinion, implementation of which
will protect the public trust.
Response 10-40:
The comment notes that the Pacific Institute has determined that 5,000 to 7,000 afy could be costeffectively conserved by the Member Units by implementing existing efficiency technologies and wellunderstood policies to promote water conservation. The commenter suggests that this information
demonstrates that the alternatives in the 2007 RDEIR and CalTrout’s Alternative 3A2 Modified for Dry
Years can be implemented without significant impacts to water supply. To identify further potential
water savings, the commenter recommends additional study to identify additional conservation
opportunities and to determine the mix of conservation options most appropriate for the individual
Member Units.
The scope of the project does not extend to the Member Units ability to conserve water rather it deals
with water rights and protection of both public trust resources and other downstream users. Further, the
Member Units are in the process of revising their 2010 Urban Water Management Plan updates. These
updates will be required to address the 2009 Comprehensive Water Legislation, including conservation
requirements (20 percent by 2020). The Member Units will be required to demonstrate how they intend to
meet the water demand requirements based on supplies.
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Alternative 3A2 in the 1995 EIS/EIR has been included in the analysis as part of the 2007 RDEIR
Alternatives 5B and 5C. The potential impacts on water supply associated with these alternatives would
be substantially greater than for other alternatives when compared to the baseline.
With regard to potential impacts on water supply, see response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-18.
Future studies are not required to adequately address the impacts of the reasonably selected alternatives.
Response 10-41:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR fails to analyze consistency with applicable plans and policies
and fails to acknowledge the project’s inconsistency with such.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR includes a discussion of applicable plans and policies and the relationship of the
proposed project to them. All of the existing plans note that Reclamation has requested a revision to its
water rights permits and that it intends to surcharge the reservoir to 753 feet. The review of existing plans
and policies did not find any inconsistencies with the Project.
Response 10-42:
The comment suggests that EDC comments on the 2003 DEIR regarding potential flooding impacts are
still pertinent to the 2007 RDEIR.
See response to 2003 DEIR Comment 3-45.
Response 10-43:
The comment states that no protection of public trust resources in other streams impacted by Cachuma
Project is analyzed or provided.
The SWRCB does not concur with this comment. The streams and tributaries of the Santa Ynez River
below Bradbury Dam identified within the Biological Opinion are discussed and analyzed in the 2003
DEIR and the 2007 RDEIR. Discussion of implementation of the Reasonable and Prudent Measures on
these tributaries is found in Section 2.4.3.1 Tributary Passage Impediment Removal Measures and also
in Section 4.7.1.2 Fish Communities.
Response 10-44:
The comment references a 2003 comment on the 2003 DEIR regarding its failure to consider an ongoing
vegetation removal project in the lower Santa Ynez River at Lompoc and the proposed Cachuma
Resource Management Plan in the cumulative impact analysis.
Please see response to 2003 DEIR Comment 3-48.
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Response 10-45:
The comment suggests that the 2007 RDEIR fails to analyze the cumulative impacts of Gibraltar Dam,
Jameson Dam, Alder Creek Diversion, Devil’s Diversion, and other upstream water diversions (e.g., No
Name Creek) that affect surface flows into Cachuma, and thus affect frequency and rate of spill events,
surcharging, lakeshore vegetation, water supplies and the amount of water available for fish.
CEQA Guidelines (Section 15130) clearly state that an EIR shall discuss cumulative impacts of a project
when the project’s incremental effect is cumulatively considerable. Here the SWRCB is not evaluating the
Cachuma project itself, but the proposed project, which consist of potential modifications to
Reclamation’s water right permits for the Cachuma Project in order to provide appropriate protection of
downstream water rights and public trust resources on the Santa Ynez River. As such, the cumulative
impacts of existing upstream dams and water diversions may be considered inasmuch as those could
cause cumulative impacts in combination with the project evaluated in the Draft EIRs, but “An EIR
should not discuss impacts which do not result in part from the project evaluated in the EIR.” (CEQA
Guidelines Section 15130.)
Response 10-46:
The comment states that existing and reasonably foreseeable future downstream water rights projects
have been improperly excluded from the 2003 DEIR’s and 2007 RDEIR’s cumulative impact analysis.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR has been updated to include all known and reasonably foreseeable downstream
water rights projects. The commenter is directed to 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 3.1.2 as updated.
Response 10-47:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR does not reflect new data and information that is pertinent to
the evaluation of the newly identified range of alternatives, including data available since the 2003 DEIR
was published.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-7. Additionally, the 2011 2nd RDEIR has been updated to include
data that is available and pertinent to all issues including operation data for Bradbury Dam, water supply
and demand, improvements made pursuant to the Biological Opinion, data on fish recovery, measures to
mitigate oak tree losses, improvements made to the County Park and other data. Further, the 2011 2nd
RDEIR acknowledges additional information available from NMFS on steelhead and discussions on
climate change.
Response 10-48:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR improperly describes the SYRTAC and its decision making role
with respect to conditions for endangered steelhead.
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Discussion of the role of the SYRTAC and Adaptive Management Committee is found in 2011 2nd RDEIR
Section 2.3 Memorandum of Understanding for Fish Studies.
Response 10-49:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR may not reflect the independent judgment of SWRCB and
expresses concerns regarding prior use of previous contractors (Stetson and Entrix)
SWRCB has contracted with the California Department of General Services (DGS) to complete the 2011
2nd RDEIR. In turn, DGS has selected a new contractor (and associated subcontractors) with no prior
involvement on the project or with the parties involved. As such, the 2011 2nd RDEIR was prepared
independently and with no potential for bias or preconceived results.
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11.

California Department of Fish and Game, dated September 26, 2007.

Response 11-1:
The commenter states that the 2007 RDEIR describes five alternatives, without presenting any one
alternative as the preferred project. The comment notes particular concern in the lack of alternatives that
examine the feasibility of fish passage past Bradbury Dam either as a stand-alone alternative, in
combination with one of the five alternatives outline in the 2007 RDEIR or as part of non-flow related
alternatives.
The commenter is referred to response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 3-8. Further, the development of a
reasonable range of alternatives was completed for both the 2003 DEIR and 2007 RDEIR, as explained in
response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-7.
Response 11-2:
The commenter suggests that the environmental analysis of alternatives (flow-related actions) did not
include what effects, if any, the release of waters that are devoid of sediment (hungry water) will have on
the downstream resources.
Alternatives in the 2007 RDEIR were analyzed relative to the baseline operating conditions (Alternative 2)
for flow-related actions. This baseline includes the Bradbury Dam, the existing watersheds above and
below the Dam, and the various reaches of the Santa Ynez River below the dam. The baseline flow
conditions include the deposition of sediment behind the Dam and the release of sediment-starved waters
(so-called hungry water) to the Santa Ynez River below the Dam. Therefore, hungry water effects, if any,
on erosion and sedimentation do not require analysis for the comparison of alternatives. Flooding,
however, is considered in the analysis and although infrequent in nature has a much greater potential
impact on erosion and sedimentation within the Santa Ynez River and its contributing watersheds. No
conclusions were modified as a result of this comment.
Response 11-3:
The comment suggests that the 2007 RDEIR failed to examine the impact of water releases for irrigation
and flood control releases under the alternative presented in the 2007 RDEIR.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 11-2 above. As with hungry water, irrigation and flood control
releases are a part of the baseline flow conditions that are a part of each alternative. Therefore, the
ongoing irrigation and flood control release effects, if any, on riverbank destabilization do not require
analysis for the comparison of alternatives. No conclusions were modified as a result of this comment.
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Response 11-4:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR did not incorporate new information prepared as part of the
recovery planning process by the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) during the past five years,
claiming the use of which would enable the resource agencies and the public to better evaluate the
alternatives and their potential impacts on O. mykiss.
Section 2.6 Draft Steelhead Recovery Plan was added to the 2007 RDEIR and discusses the
recommendations contained with the Draft Southern Steelhead Recovery Plan (NMFS 2009) for the Santa
Ynez River. Additional updated information provided by numerous references since 2003 has been
incorporated as appropriate throughout the document, especially in Section 2.0 Overview of the
Cachuma Project and Section 4.7 Southern Steelhead and Other Fishes. Finally, the 2011 2nd RDEIR
incorporates the most recent information available concerning O. mykiss in the Santa Ynez River related to
the Cachuma Project.
Response 11-5:
The comment states that method of analysis and scoring system based on flow standards and location
criteria used in the 2007 RDEIR yield scores that are too high given the information provided in the
Biological Opinion. The comment also recommends that in order to determine whether or not any of the
alternatives would protect steelhead a comparison should be made between the proposed alternatives
and pre-dam conditions.
The analysis of flows from 1942-1993 included 12 years of data prior to installation of Bradbury Dam. The
scoring indicated that all proposed alternatives would provide benefits to O. mykiss relative to the
baseline condition (Alternative 2), which reflects the impacts of the dam. Therefore, at least several years
of pre-dam conditions were included in the analysis and subsequent scoring found in Section 4.7.2.3
Impacts on Southern California O. mykiss Along the River. In addition, the pre-dam condition is not
consistent with the project objective to protect senior water right holders from injury due to a reduction in
the quantity of water available to serve prior rights.
Response 11-6:
The comment states that water releases from Cachuma Lake via Bradbury Dam to enhance fish passage
in the Santa Ynez River are described in the 2007 RDEIR as a beneficial impact to aquatic and terrestrial
wildlife between the Bradbury Dam and the Alisal Road Bridge in Solvang. The commenter has
reservations about the depiction of this impact as beneficial.
Releases for target flows have been maintained since 2000 to the Highway 154 bridge, and as a result of
spill events, have been maintained to the Alisal Road Bridge from 2005–2009. Although no quantitative
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monitoring of riparian vegetation has been completed, riparian habitat has increased in segments of the
mainstem. Increased riparian cover is considered to be a benefit to both aquatic and terrestrial riparian
species.
The Santa Barbara County Flood Control District (SBCFCD) periodically removes or reduces riparian
vegetation to protect against flood hazards as a matter of public safety. This is a current program that will
continue in the future. The vegetation removal actions of the SBCFCD are not indirect impacts of the
project because that agency’s operations are independent of those of the SWRCB. The riparian vegetation
increase as a result of any of the project alternatives would be evaluated by SBCFCD to determine when
such a situation constitutes a potential flood threat. This is not a component of the project.
Section 4.9.1.2, Sensitive Bird Species of the 2011 2nd RDEIR indicates that the southwestern willow
flycatcher breeds along the lower Santa Ynez River, which represents the northern geographic limit of the
species. Potential impacts to the southwestern willow flycatcher are addressed in Section 4.9.2.3, Impacts
to Southwestern Willow Flycatcher Nesting, which concludes that proposed project impacts of releases
on southwestern willow flycatcher nesting are considered neutral in consideration of all factors and
available evidence.
Response 11-7:
The comment states that Department of Fish and Game requires a Streambed Alteration Agreement
(SAA), pursuant to Section 1600 et seq. of the Fish and Game Code, with the project proponent prior to
any direct or indirect impact to a lake or stream bed, bank or channel or associated riparian resources.
The comment is noted. SWRCB will comply with the provisions of the Fish and Game Code.
Implementation of streambed enhancements required by the Biological Opinion and others providing
additional enhancements to the requirements have received the required permits from trustee and
regulatory agencies.
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12.

National Marine Fisheries Service, dated December 7, 2007.

Response 12-1:
The comment states that subsequent to SWRCB's issuance of the 2003 DEIR, NMFS has been actively
engaged in steelhead recovery planning efforts in Southern California. NMFS's Southwest Region
convened a Technical Recovery Team (TRT) in 2003 which has completed and published a number of
Technical Memoranda and reports that are intended to support the development of a recovery plan for
the Southern California steelhead distinct population segment (DPS) that includes the population in the
Santa Ynez River and which is listed as an endangered species under the Endangered Species Act (ESA).
These Technical Memoranda and reports represent new information that should be considered by the
SWRCB in finalizing the 2007 RDEIR. These documents analyze and present new information regarding
the Southern California steelhead DPS, including information relevant to the Santa Ynez River. This
information was not available to the SWRCB when the 2003 DEIR was developed and was not considered
by the SWRCB in the development of the 2007 RDEIR.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR has updated the 2007 RDEIR to provide more current information. Section 2.6 Draft
Steelhead Recovery Plan discusses the recommendations of the Draft Southern Steelhead Recovery Plan
(NMFS 2009) for the Santa Ynez River with reference to the SWRCB project. Additional updated
information provided since 2003 have been incorporated as appropriate throughout the document,
especially in Section 2.0 Overview of the Cachuma Project and 4.7 Southern Steelhead and Other
Fishes. The 2011 2nd RDEIR incorporates the most recent information available concerning O. mykiss in
the Santa Ynez River related to the Cachuma Project.
Response 12-2:
The comment states that NMFS has re-designated critical habitat (see 70 FR 52488, September 2, 2005) for
the Southern California steelhead DPS, which includes the mainstem and tributaries of the Santa Ynez
River below Bradbury Dam.
The comment is noted. The information concerning critical habitat has been added to Section 2.4.1
Background Information of the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 12-3:
The comment states that NMFS previously recommended that Alternative 3A2 flow regime be further
evaluated, however, in recognition that this flow regime may have significant impacts on water supply,
NMFS continues to support implementation of the flows contained in NMFS' 2000 Biological Opinion
(BO) for the Cachuma Project and support the 2002 Cachuma Project Settlement Agreement, which serves
to resolve long-standing water rights concerns downstream of Bradbury Dam and ensures
implementation of flows contained in the 2000 BO.
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The comment is noted.
Response 12-4:
The comment states that NMFS recommends that a study be conducted to assess the feasibility of
providing fish passage for steelhead at Bradbury Dam. The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR did not
include any analysis of fish passage at Bradbury Dam.
While the project objective includes the protection of public trust resources in the Santa Ynez River
downstream of Bradbury Dam, including but not limited to steelhead, red-legged frog, tidewater goby,
and wetlands, to the extent feasible and in the public interest, efforts to provide fish passage around
Bradbury Dam is not a component of the proposed project. Therefore, an analysis of fish passage above
Bradbury Dam was not included in the environmental analysis. Investigation of alternative fish passage
strategies for Bradbury Dam was included as Conservation Recommendation #2 of the 2000 Biological
Opinion. As of 2010, no studies have been made available that identify and evaluate the feasibility of
providing such passage around Bradbury Dam. This is discussed further in 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 2.4.5
Conservation Recommendations.
See also response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 10-37, above.
Response 12-5:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR incorrectly characterizes the scope of public trust resources on
the Santa Ynez River as only including those resources, including endangered steelhead, found in
Cachuma Lake and downstream of Bradbury Dam along the Santa Ynez River. The public trust resources
also include red-legged frog, tidewater goby, and wetlands, in the Santa Ynez River downstream of
Bradbury Dam.
The comment is noted. The 2007 RDEIR did not revise the entire 2003 DEIR, as is allowed under CEQA,
so absence of a complete discussion of public trust resources does not indicate that public trust resources
besides O. mykiss were not addressed. The 2011 2nd RDEIR provides discussion of O. mykiss and other
fishes (Section 4.7), riparian and lakeshore vegetation (Section 4.8) and sensitive aquatic and terrestrial
wildlife (Section 4.9). Impacts of the project on the public trust resources including the red-legged frog,
tidewater goby and wetlands are all analyzed in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
The Santa Ynez River reaches upstream of Bradbury, Gibraltar, and Juncal dams are not included as O.
mykiss critical habitat, however, populations of O. mykiss that exist upstream of the introduced dam
barriers are largely or entirely descended from relic O. mykiss populations historically ascending the
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watersheds (Boughton and Goslin, 200635). Nielsen (199836) found that the native fish found upstream of
the Bradbury Dam appear to be historically descended from anadromous O. mykiss, despite extensive
stocking with hatchery fish over the years. Thus, hatchery fish do not appear to have significantly
interbred into the wild strain, potentially as a result of different life cycle patterns. Finally, the Draft
Recovery Plan emphasizes restoring access to the approximately 40 river miles upstream of the barriers in
the Santa Ynez River in order to promote ecological traits such as capacity to migrate long distances and
withstand warmer temperatures. There are no current plans to construct fish passage around these
barriers and further analysis is not a part of the 2011 2nd RDEIR. No further discussion is required of
upstream public trust resources.
Response 12-6:
The comment states that NMFS made several comments on the Environmental Analysis of Alternatives
with respect to Impacts on Southern California Steelhead (pg. 4-51).
The responses to these comments follow separately as responses to Comments 12-7 through 12-14.
Response 12-7:
The comment claims that the scoring system used in the 2007 RDEIR only addresses different flow
regimes for fish habitat in the lower Santa Ynez River and in Cachuma Lake and did not address flow
regimes for public trust resource habitats above Bradbury Dam.
The Cachuma Project scope focuses on Lake Cachuma, Bradbury Dam, and the Santa Ynez River
downstream of the dam. Upstream portions of the river above the dam, where public trust resources also
occur, were outside the scope of the project and thus consideration of these upper river resources was not
included in the scoring analysis. These scoring criteria were developed over several years through
extensive consultation and study with the agreement of the SYRTAC in consideration of the physical
nature of the Santa Ynez River and access issues.
See also response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 12-5, above.
The project analyzed in the 2011 2nd RDEIR is the potential modifications to Reclamation’s water rights
Permits 11308 and 11310, to provide appropriate protection of water rights and public trust resources on
the Santa Ynez River downstream of Bradbury Dam. The Cachuma Project is responsible for the public
35 Boughton, D. A. and M. Goslin. 2006. Potential steelhead over-summering habitat in the south-central/southern
California coast recovery domain: Maps based on the envelope method. NOAA- NMFS, SW Fisheries Center Technical
Memo No 391. Santa Cruz, CA.
36 Nielsen, J. L. 1998. Molecular genetic population structure in steelhead/rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) from
the Santa Ynez River, 1994-1997. Final Technical Report submitted to ENTRIX, Walnut Creek, CA November 20,
1998. 32pp.
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trust resources below the Bradbury Dam. The Cachuma Project scope focuses on Lake Cachuma,
Bradbury Dam, and the Santa Ynez River downstream of the dam. Upstream portions of the river above
the dam, where public trust resources also occur, were outside the scope of the project.
Investigation of alternative fish passage strategies for Bradbury Dam was included as Conservation
Recommendation #2 of the 2000 Biological Opinion. As of 2011, no studies have been made available that
identify and evaluate the feasibility of providing such passage around Bradbury Dam.
Response 12-8:
The comment states that the overwhelming majority of the suitable steelhead spawning and rearing
habitat within the Santa Ynez River system occurs within the tributaries to the Santa Ynez River above
Bradbury Dam, and that the loss of access (as a result of physical blockage and altered flows) to these
tributaries by adult steelhead is the principal reason for the decline and near extirpation of the
anadromous O. mykiss runs in the Santa Ynez River.
The comment is noted. The scope of the Cachuma Project is limited to Lake Cachuma, Bradbury Dam,
and the Santa Ynez River downstream of the dam. Upstream portions of the river were outside the scope
of the project and thus not included in the scoring analysis.
Response 12-9:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR uses a simple scoring system for flows based upon whether the
flows provide more or less habitat but that this approach does not capture the complex role of flows in
the creation and maintenance of habitats.
The scoring system was based on stream conditions as mapped in 2000, which is prior to the
implementation of the Hilton Creek Watering System and other fish enhancements in the tributaries and
mainstem. Qualitative observations indicate that since 2000 riparian vegetation has increased along the
mainstem as a result of target flows, although no quantitative data was available. Therefore, the scoring
analysis remains based on conditions prior to 2001 as explained in the 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 4.7.2
Potential Impacts of the Alternatives. See also response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 12-7, above.
Response 12-10:
The comment states migration of steelhead in the Santa Ynez River is closely tied to the rainfall and
runoff pattern in the watershed, generally from December through April, and does not occur only from
February through April as identified in the 2007 Revised Draft EIR. The commenter also states that
initiation of anadromous runs is not keyed to the minimum flow required to navigate over critical riffle
areas, but rather peak flows that breach the sand bar and create a sustained flow of sufficient duration to
allow fish to successfully migrate to their principal spawning and rearing areas and therefore, a passage
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day should not be defined as a day with a flow of greater than or equal to 25 cubic feet per second (cfs) at
the Alisal Bridge, because it assumes that adult steelhead will actually enter the Santa Ynez River under
the lower flows within the flow range specified.
The comments are noted. Flow passage criteria are found in the 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 4.7.2.3 Impacts
on Southern California O. mykiss Along the River. The Adult Steelhead Passage Flow Analysis for the
Santa Ynez River (SYRTAC 1999) document was used as the basis for developing the model for potential
fish passage. Based on best available evidence, peak flow patterns from the Los Laurales gauge were used
to approximate pre-dam flow conditions. This information was then used to develop criteria for
identifying potential flows that would provide migration opportunities. The target of 25 cfs at the Alisal
Bridge was estimated to provide a minimum of 14 passage days, which is estimated to provide sufficient
flow for fish to migrate successfully. These flow patterns are also associated with the breaching of the
sandbar at the mouth of the lagoon. The 2011 2nd RDEIR has been revised to reflect a migration window
of December through April as indicated.
Response 12-11:
The comment states that spawning and rearing habitat in the lower Santa Ynez River (below Bradbury
Dam) is strongly influenced by the channel forming processes provided by variable flows and that the
2007 RDEIR does not adequately recognize the degree to which the timing, duration, magnitude and rate
of change in flows below Bradbury Dam create and maintain habitat suitable for O. mykiss spawning and
rearing.
The channel condition response to flow and its suitability as spawning and rearing habitat was based on
the historic flows measured between 1942 and 1993. This analysis incorporated results of the SYRTAC
(1999) flow passage modeling, which included parameters such as average depth and average velocity as
they occurred during the spawning window between February and May. While this did not reflect all
flow conditions, the timing, duration, and magnitude of flows were examined.
The comment concerning O. mykiss being tolerant of warmer water temperatures than previously
presumed is acknowledged. This discussion is included in the 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 4.7.1.1, Species
Accounts for Steelhead/Rainbow Trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss).
Response 12-12:
The comment states that the number of days with fish passage indicated in the 2007 RDEIR analysis
presumes fish have been induced to enter the Santa Ynez River system with a minimum flow over critical
riffle areas, but that this assumption is not consistent with steelhead migratory behavior, and
overestimates the relative passage opportunities (benefits) of the various alternative regimes designed to
protect the public trust resources of the Santa Ynez River system, including listed steelhead.
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The Adult Steelhead Passage Flow Analysis for the Santa Ynez River (SYRTAC 1999) document was used
as the basis for developing the model for potential fish passage. This document represents the best
available data for managing flows to provide passage opportunities. The Biological Opinion represents
the minimum flows identified to sustain O. mykiss passage. Evaluating whether these minimum criteria
protects the public trust resources was beyond the scope of this document.
Response 12-13:
The comment states that the alternative flow regimes do not take into account the importance of the
channel-forming processes associated with variable flow, particularly those flows above the proposed
release level, but, instead, presume the suitability of the channel morphology is fixed, or can be
maintained by the existing highly modified flow regime below Bradbury Dam.
The comment is noted. The flow regimes analyzed in the 2003 DEIR were based on the historic record of
flows between 1942 and 1993, which spans a wide range of hydrological conditions and related channel
forming flow patterns. Conservation Recommendation #3 recommends further study of periodic flood
flows that could play an important role in creating and maintaining O. mykiss habitat. This study has not
yet been completed and thus the data were not available for incorporation into the analysis.
Response 12-14:
The comment states that the rearing habitat in the reach between Bradbury Dam and Highway 154 is
influenced by a variety of artificial factors such as flow releases, channel-maintenance activities, and land
use practices.
The comment is noted. The 2011 2nd RDEIR incorporates this comment in Section 4.7.2.3 Impacts on
Southern California O. mykiss along the River. See also response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 12-13. above.
Response 12-15:
The comment states that the Cachuma Member Units and CalTrout have initiated very preliminary
discussions about how to address their differences with regard to fish passage and other issues in the
Santa Ynez River. The commenter is fully supportive of these discussions, and is hopeful they will lead to
reaching consensus about actions that need to be taken to recovery steelhead in the Santa Ynez River and
urges the SWRCB to respect and support these discussions.
The comments are noted. SWRCB also supports the dialogue between the Cachuma Member Units and
CalTrout.
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13.

Pacific Institute, dated September 27, 2007.

Response 13-1:
The comment states that in 2003, Haasz and Gleick of the Pacific Institute found that the Cachuma
contractors could conserve between 5,000 and 7,000 acre-feet per year (afy) by installing residential highefficiency clothes washers, ultra-low-flow toilets in residential and non-residential settings, and more
efficient residential landscapes. The commenter suggests that these estimates remain valid, as
conservation efforts over the past four years have not intensified and that in addition, the cost of many
water conservation devices, such as high-efficiency clothes washers, has continued to decline, making
these investments even more financially attractive.
The commenter responds directly to rebuttal testimony of Misty Gonzales on the Pacific Institute’s prior
analysis of the 2003 DEIR. The following responses are provided as to the commenter’s responses.
Response 13-2:
The comment highlights that the 2007 RDEIR noted that the Member Units presented rebuttal testimony
that disputed the testimony of CalTrout’s witnesses.
The comment is noted.
Response 13-3:
The comment notes Ms. Gonzales’ statement that “The Pacific Institute Report has also not yet been peerreviewed,” stating that this is incorrect. The comment suggests that since the prior Cachuma
administrative proceedings, Waste Not, Want Not (which Ms. Gonzales refers to as “The Pacific Institute
Report”) has been adopted in work of the California Department of Water Resources and CalFed.
The comment is noted.
Response 13-4:
Ms. Gonzales testified that the Pacific Institute relies on a per-capita analysis to determine the
conservation potential, stating that “Per capita analyses are not generally the most reliable measure of
achieved water conservation reductions. Measured end use information before and after the conservation
retrofit is much more precise.” The comment disputes Ms. Gonzales claim, stating that to determine the
conservation potential, Ms. Haasz and Dr. Gleick utilized an end-use analysis, which Ms. Gonzales
identified as the preferable analysis. The comments states that Haasz and Gleick calculated current
consumption levels for each end-use evaluated (residential toilets, clothes washers, and landscape and
non-residential toilets), with consideration given to water consumption for each individual member unit
and the penetration rate of each end use evaluated, and that identification of per-capita water use for the
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Cachuma contractors was for illustrative purposes only; the numbers were not utilized to calculate
potential water savings.
The methodology question (use of per capita analysis) has been adopted by DWR in determining water
conservation goals. As stated above in response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 10-12, there is continuing
discussion regarding the appropriate methodologies for use by the CUWCC. Whether the Pacific Institute
uses a per capita or end-use analysis, the Member Units are required by both SBx7-7 and DWR in their
2010 UWMP Guidelines to address conservation in terms of per capita reductions (20 percent by 2020).
The comment is noted.
Response 13-5:
The comment states that Ms. Gonzales’ testimony argues that the Pacific Institute misidentifies Member
Units per-capita usage when really the per-capita numbers included in the Pacific Institute are for
residential use only, are explicitly identified as such, and are based on the water agencies’ own data as
reported in their Urban Water Management Plans. The commenter notes that the numbers do not include
water use for non-residential or agricultural purposes, are included for illustrative purposes only and are
not utilized to calculate conservation savings.
The comment is noted.
Response 13-6:
Ms. Gonzales stated that “According to a study completed by the American Water Works Foundation in
1999, a household fully retrofitted with available water conservation equipment can reduce indoor per
capita use to 49.6 gallons per capita per day (gpcd). Lowering the figure to 35 gpcd will require additional
conservation measures…beyond the scope of the current list of 14 BMPs.” The comment states that the
Pacific Institute’s 35 gpcd figure is an estimate of the conservation potential (i.e., amount of water that
would be used if the most efficient conservation technologies, available as of 2003, were installed), which
is not what the American Water Works Association Research Foundation (AWWARF) study evaluated.
The comment notes that the AWWARF study reports observed water use characteristics in homes (e.g.,
frequency of toilet flushing, duration of shower use, etc..), whereas the 49.6 gpcd figure noted, without
citation, is presumably only the reported amount of water use for a household fully retrofitted with
available water conservation equipment prior to 1999, making this an outdated number relative to the
analysis conducted by the Pacific Institute.
The comment is noted.
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Response 13-7:
The comment notes that testimony put on by the Member Units supports the Pacific Institute’s conclusion
that the BMPs do represent full cost-effective conservation potential and merely represent the “floor” for
water conservation practices.
The comment is noted.
Response 13-8:
Ms. Gonzales noted that “the ‘achievable’ water savings for Cachuma agencies will appear lower than
that of higher gpcd agencies.” The commenter states that some of the Cachuma contractors have made
conservation investments, which the Pacific Institute incorporated into its calculations, and that
additional, cost-effective conservation is still possible.
The comment is noted.
Response 13-9:
The comment states that Ms. Gonzales suggested that the Pacific Institute analysis does not account for
the larger properties in Montecito, but, in fact, the Pacific Institute’s analysis of landscape conservation is
based on monthly outdoor water use sales data obtained from the Montecito Water Agency, which
identifies how much water customers are using to water their lawns, and therefore the analysis does
reflect the amount of water used at larger properties.
The comment is noted.
Response 13-10:
The comment notes that Ms. Gonzales commented that the Pacific Institute does not account for the use
of recycled water, but the commenter explains that whether water is potable or recycled does not make a
difference in the Pacific Institute results because, presumably, if potable water is conserved, that water
can be left in the river, and if recycled water is conserved, it can be used to replace potable water
currently used to meet non-potable demand, and the potable water in turn can be left in the river. The
comment suggests that if the member districts were using recycled water for every non-potable use, then
Ms. Gonzales’ argument could be relevant, but that this is far from the case.
The comment is noted.
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Response 13-11:
The comment states that Ms. Gonzales argued that the Pacific Institute’s estimates of water savings
potential from landscape savings are not realistic because they do not consider conservation savings
already achieved or the programs in place to promote landscape conservation. The comment notes that
the Pacific Institute does account for water savings that have already been achieved, and that much of
Haasz and Gleick’s landscape savings assumptions were based on data provided by the County of Santa
Barbara in a CALFED grant proposal.
The comment is noted.
Response 13-12:
The comment states that Ms. Gonzales argued that the Member Units have relatively low per capita
residential water consumption, implying little conservation potential remains. In response the comment
notes that Santa Barbara, Goleta, and Carpinteria have a relatively low per-capita use, which is
acknowledged in the Pacific Institute report, but that per capita use is still nowhere near potential use,
and as previously noted, the Pacific Institute’s analysis relied on an end-use approach, not simply
reviewing per-capita estimates. The comment also notes that the remaining Member Units’ per-capita
consumption is significantly higher, more than double, those of Santa Barbara, Goleta, and Carpinteria.
The comment is noted.
Response 13-13:
Ms. Gonzales stated “The potential savings or cost-effectiveness of weather based irrigation controllers
have not yet been systematically quantified in a statistically significant study.” The comment states that
all data to date demonstrate that ET controllers are effective at saving water and that Ms. Gonzales
presented no data to indicate otherwise. The comment also notes that the Pacific Institute’s cost estimates
for implementation of the ET Controller Program are based on the County of Santa Barbara’s own
estimates.
The comment is noted.
Response 13-14:
Ms. Gonzales stated that “Behavioral changes are difficult to estimate dependably for water supply
planning purposes.” The comment acknowledges that behavioral issues are more difficult to predict and
measure than technical fixes, which is why the Pacific Institute focused its analysis on non-behavioral
improvements in water efficiency. The comment states that the Pacific Institute conducted an extensive
literature review and determined that 25–40 percent of outdoor water use could be quickly and
economically saved through proven approaches, even considering this behavioral factor, and that ET
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controllers, in large part, address and mitigate the behavioral aspect of landscape conservation, and
savings from implementation of this measure account for 25 of the estimated landscape savings.
The comment is noted.
Response 13-15:
The comment states that Ms. Gonzales questioned the methodology used by the Pacific Institute to
determine toilet savings. In response, the comment states that Haasz and Gleick used two commonly
applied methods to estimate savings - one based on California Urban Water Conservation Council
(CUWCC) assumptions, and one based on population and toilet turnover. The comment further states
that CUWCC assumptions could only be utilized for Santa Barbara and Goleta because these agencies
have data on their existing stock of toilets (50 percent ultra-low-flow toilet (ULFT) penetration for
multifamily units and 34 percent for single-family units in Santa Barbara; not 50 percent for total ULFT
penetration as indicated by Ms. Gonzales), and that replacement of the remaining stock in Santa Barbara
would likely only result in a negligible amount of savings. The comment notes, though, that Haasz and
Gleick do quantify the savings from 100 percent implementation of ULFTs in the remaining Member
Units to determine the full scope of potential savings and that this level of implementation can be cost
effective.
The comment is noted.
Response 13-16:
The comment states that Ms. Gonzales argued that the methodology to determine washing machine
savings is “unorthodox” and questionable because it ignores load size, and that costs are not accurately
depicted for high-efficiency washers. The comment states that this is false - Haasz and Gleick do not use
an “unorthodox” measure of water efficiency in their calculations; rather, they use the well-understood
and applied tool of “water factors,” which identifies gallons per cubic foot of tub volume per load. The
comment also rebuts Ms. Gonzales’ suggestion that the costs of high efficiency washers identified by the
Pacific Institute are outdated, pointing to the fact that the study relied upon by Ms. Gonzales preceded
the Pacific Institute’s report by four years.
The comment is noted.
Response 13-17:
The comment states that Ms. Gonzales argued that the Pacific Institute misapplies data and studies
regarding urban landscape water conservation. The commenter refutes this, stating that the Pacific
Institute estimates a range of 25–40 percent savings that could potentially be achieved through landscape
conservation measures and that the Pacific Institute conducted an extensive literature review and
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determined that this range of outdoor water use was conservative and could be quickly and economically
saved through proven approaches. The comment notes that studies identified by Ms. Gonzales informed
the Pacific Institute’s estimate, but the quantitative values from these studies were not directly
incorporated into the Pacific Institute’s estimates, and, similarly, the Pacific Institute did not misuse data
from the “Spectrum Study.” The comment also notes that, contrary to Ms. Gonzales’ assertion, Haasz and
Gleick do not attribute 100 percent of savings to scheduling, maintenance, and practices.
The comment is noted.
Response 13-18:
The comment states that the 2020 demand projections fail to include most recent estimates noting that the
2007 RDEIR “compares the Member Units’ demand to their water supply from all sources, including the
Cachuma Project and the SWP, in a critical drought year like 1951 under the project alternatives” (pg. 421). The comment suggests that water demand projections used in 2007 RDEIR are based on outdated
estimates and ignore more recent water demand projections from the contractors themselves. As a result,
they overestimate future demand.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-16. Updated information has been provided by the Member
Units and included in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 13-19:
The comment states that 2020 demand projections fail to include cost-effective conservation and
efficiency measures. The comment states that the Cachuma contractors’ own estimates of 2020 demand
are also too high because they fail to include a substantial amount of currently cost-effective efficiency
improvements and the approaches used to project future demand in the 2000 and 2005 UWMPs include
inappropriate forecasting methods. The comment states that these flaws are then incorporated into the
2003 DEIR and the 2007 RDEIR.
The Member Units are currently updating their UWMPs as required by state law. As part of the update,
which is scheduled to be complete in mid-2011, the Member Units will be providing information on how
they will meet state mandated conservation requirements (20 percent by 2020).
The Member Units provided updated data in February 2010 on water supply and demand, and that data
was used in the 2011 2nd RDEIR. As the Member Units were in the process of completing their 2010
UWMPs to reflect the requirements of the SB7x-7 and a reduction of 20 percent by 2020, the data
provided did not reflect project measures to reduce future water demands. As such, the demand
estimates in the 2011 2nd RDEIR are considered “conservative”.
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Response 13-20:
The comment states that all of the Cachuma contractors have signed the CUWCC Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU), thereby committing to develop and implement the designated BMPs. The
CUWCC establishes implementation targets for each agency based on characteristics of the agency’s
service area and the year they signed the MOU. The comment notes that, despite modest conservation
efforts, the Cachuma contractors fail to meet the requirements set forth in the CUWCC MOU.
The Member Units are currently updating their UWMPs as required by state law. As part of the update,
which is scheduled to be complete in mid-2011, the Member Units will be providing information on how
they will meet state mandated conservation requirements (20 percent by 2020).
Response 13-21:
The comment notes that, while rates are generally high among the Cachuma contractors, high rates alone
do not necessarily send a strong conservation signal to customers. The comment evaluates the rate
structures of the Cachuma contractors and compares those with rate structures in other Western agencies,
and suggests its analysis shows that all of the Cachuma contractors fail to implement rate structures and
pricing policies that encourage water conservation and efficiency, even those that are in compliance with
BMP 11.
Comment noted. The Member Units are currently updating their UWMPs as required by state law. As
part of the update, which is scheduled to be complete in mid-2011, the Member Units will be providing
information on how they will meet state mandated conservation requirements (20 percent by 2020).
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14.

Peter B. Movle, dated September 26, 2007.

Response 14-1:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR is seriously flawed and adoption of any of the discussed
alternatives is not likely to result in much protection for steelhead.
The comment is noted. SWRCB does not concur with the comment. The 2007 RDEIR considers
alternatives specifically designed to incorporate Order WR 73-37, as amended by Order WR 89-18, and
the Biological Opinion issued by the NMFS in order to protect O. mykiss populations and their habitat. In
addition, Alternative 4B addresses water quality concerns in the Lompoc Basin and Alternatives 5B and
5C incorporate measures recommended by CalTrout that would further protect O. mykiss resources
beyond what is required by the Biological Opinion.
Response 14-2:
The comment suggests that the flow alternative with the most reasonable annual hydrograph is the 3A2
alternative, rather than the adjustments found in Alternatives 5B and 5C.
See responses to 2007 RDEIR Comments 1-18 and 10-40.
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15.

Endangered Habitat League, dated August 25, 2007.

Response 15-1:
The comment states that the RDEIR does not include a range of alternatives that fulfill the project’s
objectives including protecting steelhead as a public trust resource in the Santa Ynez River, as required by
state laws.
The comment is noted. SWRCB considers the 2003 DEIR and the 2007 RDEIR to provide a reasonable
range of alternatives, each of which achieves the project objectives specified in Section 3.1.1, Description
of the Proposed Project, including protection of public trust resources. The 2007 RDEIR addresses
alternatives specifically designed to incorporate Order WR 73-37, as amended by Order WR 89-18C, and
the Biological Opinion issued by the NMFS in order to protect O. mykiss populations and their habitat. In
addition Alternative 4B addresses water quality concerns in the Lompoc Basin and Alternatives 5B and
5C incorporate measures recommended by CalTrout that would further protect O. mykiss resources.
Additional public trust resources discussed in the 2007 RDEIR, for which impacts are assessed, include
lakeshore oak trees, riparian vegetation along the Santa Ynez River, sensitive plant species, and sensitive
wildlife species, including southwestern willow flycatcher.
Response 15-2:
The comment states that Alternatives 5B and 5c of the five alternatives identified in the 2007 RDEIR,
would provide the most benefits for steelhead, but additional measures that restore and protect steelhead
as a viable, public resource should be evaluated, including additional flow regimes for the lower Santa
Ynez River and steelhead passage around Bradbury Dam.
The comment is noted. The alternative entitled Alternative 3A2 in the Cachuma Contract Renewal
EIS/EIR (1995) would provide the additional measures suggested by this comment. However, this
alternative was rejected as infeasible due to its significant impact to water supplies for downstream
Cachuma Project Member Units. Alternatives 5B and 5C incorporate the release criteria of Alternative
3A2 except in the event of a poor rain year, in which case releases would be configured to conform to the
requirements of the Biological Opinion.
Response 15-3:
The comment states that 2007 RDEIR should analyze alternative (more continuous) downstream water
rights release patterns so that water released for groundwater recharge can concurrently improve
conditions for steelhead.
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The comment is noted. SWRCB analyzed the alternatives in the 2007 RDEIR to realize the project
objectives as described in Section 3.1.1 Description of the Proposed Project to simultaneously improve
conditions for O. mykiss while improving ground water recharge potential for downstream water rights
holders.
Response 15-4:
The commenter notes that the 2007 RDEIR identifies Alternative 5B as potentially resulting in a watersupply related impact caused by the need to tap alternative water supplies during the critical 3-year
drought, however the commenter concluded that water conservation in the urban areas served by
Cachuma could offset a water supply shortfall.
Since the 2007 RDEIR was circulated, the state has passed legislation (SB7X) requiring local water
agencies to implement conservation programs to reduce their use and demand by 20 percent by 2020. As
part of their 2010 UWMP update process, local water retail agencies will be identifying conservation
measures and adjusting their use and demand estimates accordingly. To the degree this information is
available, it has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
See also responses to 2007 RDEIR Comments 1-11, 1-16, and 1-18.
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16.

Nancy Crawford-Hall and San Lucas Ranch (Cox, Castle Nicholson), dated September
28, 2007.

Response 16-1:
The comment asserts that the Cachuma Operation and Maintenance Board (COMB) has improperly
asserted that it is the lead agency over flow-related projects over which the SWRCB has exclusive
jurisdiction.
CEQA (Section 21067) defines the lead agency as the public agency that has the principal responsibility
for carrying out or approving a project that may have a significant effect upon the environment.
The SWRCB is the lead agency under CEQA for water rights issues. While COMB may be an interested
party, and a reviewing agency, it is not the lead agency for this project. The comment notes that COMB
was the lead agency for the Fish Management Plan (FMP) EIR; that EIR did not involve water rights
issues. Reclamation owns Bradbury Dam; COMB operates the project under agreement with Reclamation
and is subject to other requirements beyond those of the SWRCB including the Biological Opinion (BO)
issued by NMFS regarding the steelhead and the 2005 FMP/BO EIR/EIS.
Response 16-2:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR's cumulative impacts analysis is inadequate for failing to
identify and avoid or mitigate the significant cumulative impacts resulting from implementation of nonflow projects by COMB and Reclamation, among others.
The petitions before the SWRCB are for water rights permits amendments. While there may be other
projects that could involve actions in the Santa Ynez River, if they are not directly or indirectly
attributable to this project, and this project is not likely to have an incremental effect on areas or resources
potentially impacted by those projects, the effects of those projects are appropriately not analyzed in the
CEQA documents for this project. Pursuant to the CEQA Guidelines, “an EIR must be prepared if the
cumulative impact may be significant and the project’s incremental effect, though individually limited, is
cumulatively considerable. Cumulatively considerable means that the incremental effects of an individual
project are significant when viewed in connection with the effects of past projects, the effects of other
current projects, and the effects of probable future projects.” (CEQA Guidelines Section 15064, subd. (h)(1),
emphasis added.) “The mere existence of significant cumulative impacts caused by other projects alone
shall not constitute substantial evidence that the proposed project’s incremental effects are cumulatively
considerable.” (CEQA Guidelines Section 15064, subd. (h)(4).)
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17.

John Williams, Ph.D., dated September 26, 2007.

Response 17-1:
The comment states that 2007 RDEIR does not provide an adequate basis for comparing or selecting
among the alternatives considered.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-7.
Response 17-2:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR fails to provide clear and meaningful descriptions of the
alternatives and that the descriptions of the new range of alternatives assessed in the 2007 RDEIR are
difficult to interpret in physically meaningful terms. The comment suggests that even in the technical
appendices, flows are described mainly in terms of exceedance curves, which are of limited utility for
assessing instream flows, since they convey no information about the order in which flows occur. The
comment suggests that hydrographs are much more informative for instream flow assessment.
Comment noted. The project description (see Section 3.0) provides detailed information on each of the
alternatives considered. CEQA Guidelines (Section 15124(c)) states that a project description should
include “a general description of the project’s technical, economic, and environmental characteristics,
considering the principal engineering proposals if any and supporting public service facilities.” The
descriptions of each of the alternatives considered include detailed information and adequate data to
allow for the technical analysis for each of the issues considered. Further, the project description states
that each of the alternatives meet the requirements of the Biological Opinion and any technical demands
and requirements included therein.
Response 173:
The comment states that with respect to steelhead, the alternatives considered in the 2007 RDEIR are too
similar to allow the SWRCB to make choices among alternatives that make a difference to the fish in most
years; meaningful differences occur only in wetter years.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-7.
Response 17-4:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR fails to consider a large body of relevant science and ignores all
of the science and recovery planning that NMFS has generated since the 2000 Biological Opinion.
The comment is noted. CEQA does not require an exhaustive analysis in an environmental document in
order to provide the decision makers sufficient information upon which to approve a project.
Nonetheless, Section 2.6 Draft Steelhead Recovery Plan has been added in the 2011 2nd RDEIR and
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discusses the recommendations of the Draft Southern Steelhead Recovery Plan (NMFS 2009) for the Santa
Ynez River. Additional updated information provided by numerous references since 2003 have been
incorporated as appropriate throughout the document, especially in Section 2.0 Overview of the
Cachuma Project and 4.7 Southern Steelhead and Other Fishes. The 2011 2nd RDEIR incorporates the
most recent information available concerning O. mykiss in the Santa Ynez River related to the Cachuma
Project. Appendix G summarizes information related to O. mykiss distribution, abundance, habitat
quality, and fish passage enhancements.
Response 17-5:
The comment claims that the method used for analyzing and scoring flow-related impacts in the 2007
RDEIR is fundamentally flawed, and that the 2007 RDEIR scoring system is not objective. The comment
also suggests that the subjective judgment of the 2007 RDEIR authors is biased in favor of water users and
against the survival of steelhead and that there is a fatal technical deficiency with the rating system itself.
The scoring criteria were developed over several years through extensive consultation and study with the
agreement of the SYRTAC in consideration of the physical nature of the Santa Ynez River and access
issues. The scoring system was based on stream conditions as mapped in 2000, which is prior to the
implementation of the Hilton Creek Watering System and other fish enhancements in the tributaries and
mainstem. Although qualitative observations indicate that since 2000 riparian vegetation has increased
along the mainstem as a result of target flows, no quantitative data is currently available. Therefore the
scoring analysis remains based on conditions prior to 2001 as explained in the 2011 2nd RDEIR Section
4.7.2 Potential Impacts of the Alternatives.
The 2007 RDEIR assigns ranks based on numerical scoring of historical data. The nature of any ranking
system is to assign value along a scale, and whether “1, 2, 3, 4, 5” or “bad, poor, ok, better, good” is used
is immaterial. Nevertheless, the division of historical data into classes based on streamflow, time
available for passage, and spawning and rearing habitat is an objective and treasonable method that
divides a continuous set of metrics into categories that can then be used to project likely outcomes of the
various alternatives.
While not specifically cited as “consecutive” passage days in the 2007 RDEIR, this was implied as the
scoring system criteria are based on the available parameters contained within the Biological Opinion.
The inference that the scoring criteria are proportionally related to the number assigned is not accurate.
For example, although the span of number of days may have been evenly distributed in Table 4-41
between the six categories, this does not equate to a certain percentage benefit or detriment of the next
rank or scale.
See also response to 2007 Comment 10-20.
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Response 17-6:
The comment claims that the 2007 RDEIR provides a disjointed and simplistic analysis of the condition of
steelhead and other public trust resources, noting that anadromous steelhead must pass through a life
cycle that involves two migrations along the river as well as incubation and rearing and that fish that
cannot complete any of these phases will not reproduce. The comment notes that the 2007 RDEIR
analyzes conditions for these life history phases separately, without consideration that fish must pass
through them sequentially, and suggests that rather than simply counting the frequency with which
suitable or unsuitable conditions occur for migration, spawning, rearing, etc., the 2007 RDEIR should
consider the frequency and consistency with which conditions occur that will allow steelhead to complete
their life cycle.
The comments are noted. The methodology to analyze project impacts was designed to provide an
objective metric to provide repeatable results for the various alternatives proposed in the document. The
criteria and methods for scoring are explained in 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 4.7.2 Potential Impacts of the
Alternatives. See also response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 17-6 for discussion of the scoring criteria.
Response 17-7:
The comment claims that the 2007 RDEIR ignores evidence considered in other EIRs that data on stream
depth and velocity at transects have been collected, and that SYRTAC (1999) used these data for an
inaccessible part of the reach.
The comments are noted. The Adult Steelhead Passage Flow Analysis for the Santa Ynez River (SYRTAC
1999) document was used as the basis for developing the model for potential fish passage. This document
represents the best available data for managing flows to provide passage opportunities. The Biological
Opinion represents the minimum flows identified to sustain O. mykiss passage.
The commenter provides details from other documents, but does not include citations from other project
EIRs. It is not clear by what criteria the commenter is presuming that 50 to 120 cfs are needed for the
maintenance of O. mykiss critical habitat. Nevertheless, the Biological Opinion states that there is very
little difference in the frequency of higher flows downstream of the Bradbury Dam (not including flood
flows from spills) between current and recent historic operations because flows over 50 cfs are primarily a
result of natural runoff, not releases for water rights or fish protection. Therefore, it is not expected that
adoption of any of the alternatives should alter this high-flow regime.
The 2007 RDEIR states that “The Highway 154 Reach was selected as the index location for spawning and
rearing habitat because it contains the best quality habitat available in the mainstem. Much of this reach is
located on private property and no additional data collection efforts have been undertaken except in the
short reach near the dam.” Data on stream depth and velocity at transects were collected for that study,
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and SYRTAC (1999) used these data for the now-inaccessible part of the reach. The Department of Water
Resources (DWR) report was the basis for the following discussion of the Santa Ynez River in Chapter 8
of the 1993 California Water Plan, California Department of Water Resources Bulletin 160-93.
The data presented in the 2011 2nd RDEIR include a variety of sources and has been updated to reflect the
most current data available. The commenter is referred to Section 10.0 for a full list of references used.
Response 17-8:
The comment suggests that the analysis of water temperature in the 2007 RDEIR is deficient and lacks
data or analyses needed to assess the alternatives considered.
The 2007 RDEIR provides information regarding the effects of water temperature on various fish species,
hatching, and spawning. On page 4-60, Table 4-38 provides a relative evaluation of the Alternatives using
the fish scoring system. Associated text is as follows: “While the results show a general decrease in the
stability of spawning habitat over the course of the spring and early summer for all alternatives, the
potential impacts of Alternatives 3B, 3C, 4B, 5B and 5C are not significant relative to the baseline
operations alternative.” Habitat scores are heavily influenced by seasons and temperatures, and these
impact water temperatures. Considering that the fish scores for the alternatives differ insignificantly from
the baseline score, this is an indication that temperature effects are not an important element in the
impacts analysis and alternatives comparison. No conclusions were modified as a result of this comment.
Presently there is no comprehensive understanding of the effect of water temperature on O. mykiss. It is
assumed that water temperature may be a limiting factor for O. mykiss in the mainstem of the Santa Ynez
River. Water temperature tends to increase longitudinally in distance from Bradbury Dam when
groundwater influences are not present (SYRTAC 1997). The Highway 154 Reach is about the limit of
where releases from Bradbury Dam can provide water temperatures in the preferred range for O. mykiss.
Even with larger releases of water, such as the Order WR 89-18 releases, water temperature tends to
remain high due to thermal heating as distance increases from the Bradbury Dam (SYRTAC 1997). For
example, before the 1996 Order WR 89-18 release, water temperatures were 18.6 to 19.6°C at 7.8 miles
from Bradbury Dam (Alisal Reach). After the release, water temperatures were 17.0 to 25.1°C (SYRTAC
1997). At 9.5 miles from Bradbury Dam, water temperatures were 19.4 to 22.5°C before the release and
17.0 to 27.1°C after the release at the bottom of a pool. (SYRTAC 1997.) Cool water refuges, caused by
groundwater upwelling, have been found in several pools in the Refugio and Alisal reaches, creating cool
pockets of water in these reaches. These thermal refuges play an important role during periods of warm
temperatures for O. mykiss rearing. Therefore, it may be concluded that the effect on water temperature
from water releases has a limited range downstream.
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Response 17-9:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR fails to analyze the effects of water rights releases on steelhead.
This comment is noted but SWRCB does not concur with the statement. A primary reason to prepare the
EIR was to analyze the impacts of water rights releases from Bradbury Dam on O. mykiss. The project
(Section 1.1) is defined as follows:
Development of revised release requirements and other conditions, if any, in the Reclamation
water rights permits (Applications 11331 and 11332) for the Cachuma Project. These release
requirements will take into consideration the National Marine Fisheries Service’s Biological
Opinion and the draft Lower Santa Ynez River Fish Management Plan and other reports called
for by Order WR 94-5. The revised release requirements are to provide appropriate public trust
and downstream water rights protection. Protection of prior rights includes maintenance of
percolation of water from the stream channel as such percolation would occur from unregulated
flow, in order that the operation of the project shall not reduce natural recharge of groundwater
from the Santa Ynez River below Bradbury Dam.
The analysis of all releases and their scheduling necessarily includes those that may be categorized as
“water rights releases.”
Furthermore, the purpose of proposing Alternatives 5B and 5C is to combine the Biological Opinion with
CalTrout’s and the Cachuma Member Units’ concerns for the avoidance of significant impacts to O.
mykiss, and with existing water rights.
Conservation Recommendation #1 recommends further study of alternative methods to provide
downstream water right holders with water from the Cachuma Project. This study has not yet been
completed and thus the data were not available for incorporation into the analysis as noted in 2011 2nd
RDEIR Section 2.4.5 Conservation Recommendations.
Response 17-10:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR fails to analyze the effects of water quality in the mainstem of
the Santa Ynez River on the success of incubating steelhead embryos and alevins.
Updated information on water quality, including water temperature and dissolved oxygen levels based
on SYRTAC (2004) has been added to 2011 2nd RDEIR and summaries describing specific reaches are
found in 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 4.7.1.2 Fish Communities, 4.7.1.3 Status of Fish Habitat and Section
4.7.1.5 Threats to O. mykiss.
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Response 17-11:
The comment claims that the 2007 RDEIR does not provide an adequate basis for concluding that any of
the new range of alternatives considered will meet the stated objectives of the project, in particular, the
protection of the public trust resources.
The comment is noted. An analysis of the benefits of and the impacts of all alternatives is discussed in
2011 2nd RDEIR Section 4.7.2 Potential Impacts of the Alternatives. The analysis of project alternatives
includes comparisons of projected changes to Largemouth Bass Spawning in Cachuma Lake (Table 4-37),
Sunfish Spawning in Cachuma Lake (Table 4-38), Bass and Sunfish Fry Rearing in Cachuma Lake Based
on Reservoir Drawdown (Table 4-39), Median Available Bass and Sunfish Fry Rearing Habitat in
Cachuma Lake (Table 4-40), Scoring Criteria For O. mykiss Habitat (Table 4-41), Adult O. mykiss Migration
at the Alisal Road Bridge (Table 4-42), O. mykiss Spawning at the Highway 154 Bridge (Table 4-43), O.
mykiss Fry Rearing at the Highway 154 Bridge (Table 4-44), O. mykiss Juvenile Rearing at the Highway 154
Bridge (Table 4-45), and Resident Fish Rearing at the Highway 154 Bridge (Table 4 46).
Section 6.1 of the 2011 2nd RDEIR compares the various alternatives and summarizes their significant
impacts as follows:
Alternatives 3B, 3C, 4B and 5C would avoid water supply impacts and the associated potentially
significant, unmitigable indirect environmental impacts that could occur under alternative 5B.
alternatives 3B, 3C and 4B would not require as much water to be released for purposes of
protecting the fishery as Alternatives 5B and 5C. In addition, alternatives 3C, 4B, and 5C would
involve a 3.0-foot surcharge, which would create more storage in Cachuma Lake and offset the
impact to the Member Units’ water supply in a critical drought year. The impact to the Member
Units’ water supply would be partially offset by a 1.8-foot surcharge under alternative 5B, but the
surcharge would not offset water supply impacts to a sufficient degree to reduce the indirect,
environmental impacts to a less than significant level.
Investigation of alternative fish passage strategies for Bradbury Dam was included as Conservation
Recommendation #2 of the 2000 Biological Opinion. As of 2010, no studies have been made available that
identify and evaluate the feasibility of providing passage over Bradbury dam. This is discussed further in
2011 2nd RDEIR Section 2.4.5 Conservation Recommendations.
Response 17-12:
The comment claims that the 2007 RDEIR fails to show that the steelhead population in the Santa Ynez
River will be viable under any of the alternatives considered.
The comment is noted. Information on the current status of O. mykiss in the Santa Ynez River is
summarized in Appendix G. A discussion in 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 2.6 Draft Steelhead Recovery Plan
provides viability criteria identified by NMFS.
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All of the alternatives considered would, at a minimum, incorporate the requirements of the Biological
Opinion, which, as determined by NMFS, “would not jeopardize the continued existence of the southern
steelhead.”
Response 17-13:
The comment claims that the 2007 RDEIR fails to show that fish below the dam will be in good condition
under any of the alternatives considered.
All of the alternatives considered would, at a minimum, incorporate the requirements of the Biological
Opinion, which, as determined by NMFS, “would not jeopardize the continued existence of the southern
steelhead.” A no jeopardy conclusion is assumed to correlate to the fish being in good condition, as this is
the presumption within the Biological Opinion. The analysis in the 2011 2nd RDEIR addresses each stage
of the life history of O. mykiss, including migration, spawning and rearing. Information on the current
status of O. mykiss in the Santa Ynez River is summarized in Appendix G.
Response 17-14:
The commenter suggests that a structured “Demonstration Flow Assessment” approach be used for
assessing habitat in the Santa Ynez River and that data on water temperature, dissolved oxygen, and flow
rates in the near stream environment be used in the EIR.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 10-37.
Response 17-15:
The comment suggests that the water rights releases from Bradbury Dam should be integrated with the
instream flow releases using the latest version of the USGS MODFLOW model.
The 2007 RDEIR (Section 4.6, page 4-45) refers to the 2003 DEIR for discussions of the use of the USGS
MODFLOW hydrology model, which are found in Technical Memorandum No. 4 (pages 3 and 4 of 28).
The SYRHM was used to simulate flow conditions within the Santa Ynez River and specifically considers
instream flow (page 4-34, Section 4.2.2.1 of the 2011 2ndRDEIR) and water rights releases. The comment
contains no specific information suggesting that the use of the SYRHM is not adequate for the intended
purpose. No conclusions were modified as a result of this comment.
Response 17-16:
The comment states that the 2007 RDEIR cannot provide an affirmative answer that any alternative
would support a viable population of steelhead with a substantial anadromous component. The comment
suggests that the 2007 RDEIR should assess whether it is plausible that the alternatives will do so, which
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it posits could best be done for steelhead using a suitable life cycle model, to assess whether the habitat
conditions projected to exist under the alternative could plausibly support a viable steelhead population.
The scoring system and analysis of impacts used in the 2007 RDEIR take into account historical
conditions relative to existing conditions in order to provide qualitative projections of habitat quality for
O. mykiss with the adoption of each of the alternatives. The scoring indicates that all proposed
alternatives would provide beneficial affects to O. mykiss relative to the baseline condition (Alternative 2),
which reflects the impacts of the dam. The criteria considered in these analyses incorporates temporal
considerations, such as month of the year, and time required to pass through waterways towards
spawning grounds and therefore adequately addresses life-cycle considerations.
All of the alternatives considered would, at a minimum, incorporate the requirements of the Biological
Opinion, which, as determined by NMFS, “would not jeopardize the continued existence of the southern
steelhead.” Analysis of the benefits of and the impacts from all Alternatives is discussed in Section 4.7.2
Potential Impacts of the Alternatives.
Response 17-17:
The commenter suggests that the SWRCB should implement protective interim instream flow standards
and use the annual hydrograph from CalTrout’s Alternative 3A2 with the original adjustment for dry
years.
See responses to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-18 and 10-40.
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18.

Edwin T. Zapel, dated September 27, 2007.

Response 18-1:
The comment states that reconnection of a passable migration corridor between the available upstream
habitat above Bradbury Dam and the Pacific Ocean through the downstream river is a necessary
component of recovery of anadromous steelhead populations in the Santa Ynez River system.
The comment is noted. However, fish passage around the Bradbury Dam is not a component of the
project and is not analyzed in the EIR.
Response 18-2:
The comment states that the alternatives proposed in the 2007 RDEIR do not satisfy the requirements for
fish passage above the Bradbury Dam.
The comment is noted. The project objectives do not include, nor do the propose to provide fish passage
above the Bradbury Dam. Protection of the public trust resources is possible without the development of
fish passage around the Bradbury Dam.
Response 18-3:
The comment states that an evaluation of adult and juvenile fish passage is warranted and recommends
further studies regarding the feasibility of restoring passage to upstream habitat be conducted to
determine the most effective solution for the Santa Ynez River.
The comment is noted. As indicated in response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 18-1 and 18-2, restoring fish
passage to upstream habitat is not part of the project. Investigation of alternative fish passage strategies
for Bradbury Dam was included as Conservation Recommendation #2 of the 2000 Biological Opinion. As
of 2010, no studies have been made available that identify and evaluate the feasibility of providing
passage over Bradbury dam. This is discussed further in the 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 2.4.5 Conservation
Recommendations.
Response 18-4:
The comment states that the upstream passage corridor leading adult spawning anadromous steelhead to
Bradbury Dam must be supplied with sufficient flows to enable fish to reach trapping facilities or
spawning areas in the vicinity of Bradbury Dam, including Hilton Creek.
As stated in 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 3.1.1 Description of the Proposed Project, protection of public trust
resources, including O. mykiss in the Santa Ynez River downstream of Bradbury Dam, to the extent
feasible and in the public interest, is one of the project objectives. Alternatives 5B and 5C were included to
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incorporate the potential for additional flow releases while protecting the senior water right holders from
injury due to any reduction in the quantity of water available to serve prior rights.
Response 18-5:
The comment states that the lack of upstream passage to the upper Santa Ynez watershed has completely
eliminated all anadromous wild steelhead in the upper watershed and caused the almost complete
extirpation of wild Santa Ynez steelhead populations elsewhere in the watershed. The comment makes
recommendations for future studies.
The comment is noted. Please see responses to 2007 RDEIR Comments 18-1 through 18-4 in regard to fish
passage above Bradbury Dam. While a commendable goal, the connection of the upstream resident O.
mykiss populations with the lower Santa Ynez River anadromous O. mykiss populations is not part of the
Cachuma Project.
Response 18-6:
The comment proposes “a phased and systematic methodology” for assessing the feasibility of providing
fish passage on the Santa Ynez River, and suggests specific underlying principles for the proposed
approach.
The comment is noted. While a full assessment of fish passage on the Santa Ynez River may be
undertaken in the future, such an assessment is beyond the scope of the proposed project.
Response 18-7:
The comment recommends that any fish passage feasibility study conducted on the Santa Ynez River be
performed in a phased, adaptive management protocol.
The comment is noted. While further studies on fish passage feasibility to protect the public trust
resources may benefit the public interest, the project objective is to simultaneously improve conditions for
O. mykiss while improving ground water recharge potential for downstream water rights holders. No
further studies are required on this point because the project does not propose a feasibility study for fish
passage.
Response 18-8:
The comment recommends a variety of alternatives that should be analyzed and recommends that a
broader list should be compiled by a Fish Passage Feasibility Study team.
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The comment and recommendations are noted. Please see responses to 2007 RDEIR Comments 18-1
through 18-7. SWRCB has proposed a reasonable range of alternatives for consideration and evaluation in
the EIR and further alternative designs do not need to be evaluated.
Response 18-9:
The comment proposes a number of possible alternatives for downstream migrating fish to encounter
safe and effective passage to the ocean.
The comment is noted. See responses to 2007 RDEIR Comments 18-1 through 18-8
Response 18-10:
The comment proposes objective and measurable criteria for determining success or failure of fish
passage within the Santa Ynez River.
The comment and list of criteria is noted. See responses to 2007 RDEIR Comments 18-1 through 18-9.
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19.

Native American Heritage Commission, dated August 2, 2007.

Response 19-1:
This comment provides recommended actions to assess whether the project will have adverse effects on
historical resources.
As described in the 2003 DEIR, the evaluation of impacts to cultural resources along the margins of
Cachuma Lake is based on an assessment of the project area entitled “Data Recovery Excavation at Two
Prehistoric Archaeological Sites on Cachuma Reservoir, Santa Barbara County, California” (Bever et. al.,
2004) completed in October 2004. This assessment builds upon archaeological surveys conducted by
Reclamation in 1986–1987 and 2001 (West and Slaymaker, 1987; West and Welch, 2001), and
supplemented by archaeological site records and additional survey reports on file at the Central Coastal
Information Center (Maki, 2001). With preparation of aforementioned reports, and subsequent CEQA
analysis contained in the 2003 DEIR, SWRCB has implemented the recommended actions described in the
comment letter.
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20.

Stanley H. Hatch for Alisal Properties, dated September 25, 2007.

Response 20-1:
The comment suggests that the list in Section 3.1.2, Riparian Diverters–Above the Narrows of the 2007
RDEIR, is incomplete by leaving out Alisal. However, the comment states that because the modeling did
include the Alisal diversions, the omission does not appear to impact any factual conclusions in the 2007
RDEIR.
The comment is noted. The 2007 RDEIR list of riparian diverters above the Narrows should include Alisal
as a diverter in the Above Narrows reach of the Santa Ynez River.
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2.4.3

Written Responses to Comments on the 2003 DEIR

1.

Cachuma Conservation Release Board, dated October 6, 2003.

Response 1-1:
The comment states that due to the 2003 DEIR's incorrect conclusions regarding project impacts, the
significance conclusions for Alternatives 3A and 3C are inaccurate and that an accurate analysis of
impacts resulting from both the proposed project and the alternatives is vital to enable the lead agency to
both inform other agencies of project impacts and to enable the lead agency to select the correct
alternative.
The commenter does not clarify how the 2003 Draft EIR draws incorrect conclusions regarding project
impacts or how the significance conclusions for Alternatives 3A and 3C are inaccurate. The analysis
provided in the 2011 2nd RDEIR includes an independent review of the data and issues. The range of
alternatives was vetted through substantial public input through the 2003, 2007 and 2011 CEQA
processes, and has resulted in a set of project alternatives that meet the project objectives and provide the
SWRCB with a range projects (as defined by CEQA) that can reasonably be considered to address the
applicant request to amend the subject water rights permits.
Response 1-2:
The commenter suggests that the 2003 DEIR inaccurately describes the volume of water supplies
available to the Member Units and thus, significantly underestimates Project impacts and fails to meet
basic CEQA requirements.
Water supply and water demand tables from the 2003 DEIR were updated for each of the Member Units
in the “Draft Technical Memorandum No. 5 Hydrologic Impact Analysis of Possible Cachuma Operations
Alternatives” found in the 2007 RDEIR (Tables 18A through 18E). These updated values were used in the
hydrologic modeling to estimate impacts in a manner consistent with CEQA requirements.
Response 1-3:
The comment suggests that the 2003 DEIR substantially overstates the amount of Cachuma Project water
available during critically dry periods and therefore does not accurately reflect project impacts and the
real shortages the Member Units will face in a critically dry period.
On page 4-35, the 2003 DEIR indicates that “The analysis depicted in Table 4-18 assumes that the amount
of water available to CVWD, GWD, and SYRWCD, ID#1, and the amount of groundwater available to
MWD and the City of Santa Barbara, as set forth Tables 4-10 through 4-14, would remain the same in a
critical drought year.” This assumption was changed for the 2007 RDEIR and the lower critical drought
year supply values for Cachuma Project water are provided in Tables 18A through 18E. These values
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were used in the hydrologic modeling to estimate impacts in the 2007 RDEIR, Section 4. Input and model
results were modified, in part, as a result of this comment. Some impacts were modified based on these
changes.
Response 1-4:
The commenter suggests that the amount of groundwater available to the Santa Ynez River Water
Conservation District, Improvement District No. 1 (ID No.1) is substantially overstated.
Water supply and water demand tables from the 2003 DEIR were updated for the Santa Ynez River Water
Conservation District, Improvement District No. 1 (ID No.1) in the “Draft Technical Memorandum No. 5
Hydrologic Impact Analysis of Possible Cachuma Operations Alternatives” found in the 2007 RDEIR
(Tables 18A through 18E). These updated values were used in the hydrologic modeling to estimate
impacts in a manner consistent with CEQA requirements
Response 1-5:
The comment suggests that the 2003 DEIR incorrectly describes Goleta's ability to pump groundwater to
make up for reduced Cachuma Project supplies in a time of shortage due to the case of Wright v. Goleta
Water District (GWD).
The 2003 DEIR indicates on page 4-28 that “GWD extracts approximately 2,350 afa [acre-feet per annum]
of groundwater from the Goleta Basin.” The 2008 City of Goleta Water Supply Assessment (WSA)37
states:
The Wright Judgment provides the District appropriative right to Basin water of 2,000 AFY. In
addition, the District has the right to surplus waters, injected water, return flows, and rights
transferred from private pumpers, which are identified in the Wright Judgment as Exchange
Service and Augmented Service. As reported in the Tenth Annual Report, the District has
provided 226.41 AF of Exchange Service and 324.77 AF of Augmented Service. As a conservative
planning tool, the District has consistently reported to the Court and planned to utilize an
entitlement of 2,350 AFY. This value is considered conservative and is used in this analysis as the
District’s annual appropriative right. The 2,350 does not include stored water from the District’s
conjunctive use program, which the District may also withdraw subject to SAFE restrictions.
The WSA details GWD’s compliance with the Wright judgment. This indicates that the 2,350 afa is a
conservative groundwater supply value for planning purposes, which is why this value was used in the
2007 RDEIR hydrologic modeling. No conclusions were modified as a result of this comment.

37 Goleta Water District, 2008, Water Supply Assessment: City of Goleta Proposed Amended General

Plan/Coastal Land Use Plan, dated May 22, 2008, page 10. www.goletawater.com.
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The 2003 DEIR (page 4-28) states that the “GWD extracts approximately 2,350 afa of groundwater from
the Goleta Basin. GWD estimates the safe yield of the basin is 3,410.” However, there is no reference to
the adjudication in the 2003 DEIR.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR has been modified to note that the Goleta Basin is adjudicated to include the
language from the WSA as noted above.
Response 1-6:
The commenter suggests that the 2003 DEIR understates the City of Santa Barbara's ability to pump
groundwater during a critically dry period.
In the 2003 DEIR (Table 4-12) the available “local groundwater” supply was indicated to be 1,400 afa. This
value was raised in the 2007 RDEIR to 4,150 afy (Table 4-18), reflecting the ability of the City of Santa
Barbara to pump more water during a critical drought period. Input and model results were modified in
the 2007 RDEIR (Stetson Technical Memorandum No. 5, Tables 16 and 18C), in part, as a result of this
comment.
Response 1-7:
The comment suggests that the 2003 DEIR overstates that amount of State Water Project water that may
be available during a drought and misapplies the Central Coast Water Authority drought buffer.
The commenter provided revised tables (Exhibit A item #39) to replace Tables 4-10 through 4-15 and 4-19
through 4-24 in the 2003 DEIR. The suggested replacement tables were used in the 2007 RDEIR as
reflected in the “Draft Technical Memorandum No. 5 Hydrologic Impact Analysis of Possible Cachuma
Operations Alternatives” Tables 18A through 18E. These updated values were used in the hydrologic
modeling to estimate impacts in a manner consistent with CEQA requirements. Input and model results
were modified (as noted in Draft Tech Memo No. 5), in part, as a result of this comment.
Response 1-8:
The commenter states that at page 4-36 of the 2003 DEIR, it is suggested that the City of Santa Barbara,
Goleta Water District (GWD), and Montecito Water District (MWD) can address their deficits by buying
water from ID No. 1 and Carpinteria (CVWD); but the commenter suggests that there is no surplus
available to purchase.
In the 2003 DEIR (page 4-36) it is suggested that shortages would exist for City of Santa Barbara (6,003 af),
GWD (1,015 af), and MWD (1,373 af), and that surpluses would exist for CVWD (1,008 acre-feet [af]) and
ID No. 1 (5,443 af). In the 2007 RDEIR (page 4-24) using the revised Member Units water supply and
demand values, it is indicated that (1) surpluses would exist at CVWD (2,895 acre-feet [af]) and the City
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of Santa Barbara (534 af) and (2) shortages would exist at ID No. 1 (1,060 af), GWD (1,637 af), and MWD
(2,219 af). Considering this information, the 2007 RDEIR concludes “MWD, GWD, and SYRWCD, ID#1
could make up for these shortages in part by buying water from other Member Units.”
SWRCB agrees that it is unlikely that all of the shortages could be made up, but some could. The 2011 2nd
RDEIR does not consider Member Units buying water from each other.
Response 1-9:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR inappropriately groups all of the Member Units' water supplies to
come up with a bottom-line Water Supply impact analysis and that since the Member Units do not act as
one public agency, there is no existing program to implement sharing of water during a severe drought.
Member Unit’s supply and demand estimates in the 2003 DEIR are treated separately in Tables 4-10
through 4-14 of Section 4.3.1, as are customer deliveries (Table 4-15). These values were updated in the
2007 Revised Draft EIR. In order to perform the necessary hydrologic modeling it is necessary to consider
natural supplies (e.g., rainfall, runoff, spring flow) as well as the interrelationship between all Cachuma
and SWP supplies, and all Member Units’ demands. These were analyzed collectively in the hydrologic
model for the Santa Ynez River basin without consideration to the relationships between agencies.
As indicated in the 2003 DEIR (page 4-38), the hydrologic analysis assumed each Member Unit’s share of
both the water available from the Cachuma Project in a critical drought year and the amount of SWP
supply claimed by each Member Unit was calculated by reducing each Member Unit’s share pro rata in
accordance with supplies claimed in Tables 4-10 through 4-14. This was not meant to indicate that the
Member Unit’s constitute an agency, but that there is an interrelationship between these supplies and
Member Unit’s demands that must be analyzed in order to assess the environmental impacts associated
with the proposed actions.
Response 1-10:
The commenter suggests that no infrastructure, legal or physical, exists to actually deliver such water to
the Member Units regardless of available amounts and therefore the 2003 DEIR’s impact analysis using
the aggregated water supplies skews the results.
Please see response to 2003 DEIR Comment 1-9.
In the 2003 DEIR there is no intent to indicate that delivery of water to and between Member Units would
require new facilities or infrastructure. Under any alternative requiring new facilities (e.g., a new 10-inch
diameter pipeline) the impacts (if any) were analyzed in the 2003 DEIR. Please see response to 2003 DEIR
Comment 1-8 with regard to buying surplus water.
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Response 1-11:
The comment suggests that the statement on page 4-43 of the 2003 DEIR, that it may be possible for the
Member Units to implement additional drought contingency measures in order to make up for
temporary water supply shortage in a critical drought year under Alternatives 3A and 3B, is pure
speculation.
Additional drought water supply contingency measures are identified as part of each Member Unit’s
Urban Water Management Plans water shortage contingency plan. This required contingency plan
identifies a number of measures that can be used during a drought period, including building moratoria,
water rationing, adjusting water rates, and instituting additional water conservation measures such as
water use restrictions and prohibitions and public outreach campaign to help customers minimize water
use. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that options exist to implement additional drought contingency
measures where possible.
Response 1-12:
The commenter suggests that the three-year drought analysis in Table 4-25 is much more complicated
than shown and provides a new Table 4-25 that provides suggested corrections to the existing table.
The SWRCB appreciates receiving the updated information. The new Table 4-25 (letter page 13) provided
by the commenter was used in the 2007 RDEIR analysis with minor modifications as shown in Tables 425b (2007 RDEIR page 4-29), 19A and 19B (Draft Technical Memorandum No. 5, pages 31 and 32). The
analysis of this information in the three-year drought analysis was a part of the overall detailed SYRHM
hydrology analysis conducted and summarized in Section 4 of the 2007 RDEIR. Input and model results
were modified in the 2007 RDEIR, in part, as a result of this comment.
Response 1-13:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR significantly misstates the volume of water required for fish
releases under certain alternatives. The 2003 DEIR estimates the volume of water required to meet the
Biological Opinion long-term release requirements to be 2,600 afy. The comment states that this amount is
incorrect, and that not including spills and natural flows, the total annual water needed from Cachuma
Reservoir to meet Alternative 3(a) rearing target flows in the Biological Opinion is 3,900 acre-feet on
average for the model period 1918–1993 (76 years). The comment states that this amount does not include
any releases from the 3,200 acre-feet Passage Account or 500 acre-feet Adaptive Management account, but
this annual average figure does include the contributions from Order WR 89-18 water rights releases and
leakage from the dam in the amounts of 1,220 and 500 acre-feet per year, respectively, in meeting rearing
habitat target flows. The comment states that the conjunctive use of WR 89-18 water rights releases to
meet target habitat flows has been incorporated into the Settlement Agreement.
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The alternatives embody the Biological Opinion (BO) and the amount of water and flow requirements
stated in the BO. Further, Alternative 3C, as updated in the 2011 2nd RDEIR, embodies the Settlement
Agreement and specific flow and water requirements identified by downstream users to meet a variety of
uses. The 2011 2nd RDEIR has been revised as necessary to make any technical corrections.
Response 1-14:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR overestimates impacts to oak trees and incorrectly concludes that
a Class I impact to oak trees would result.
The 2003 DEIR estimated that 247 oaks would be impact around Lake Cachuma with a 1.8 foot surcharge
and 412 oak trees would be impacts by the full 3.0 foot surcharge. Section 4.8.2.2, Impacts to Lakeshore
Oak Trees (page 4-114) of the 2003 DEIR clearly states that these numbers are an estimate. The conclusion
that this impact would be a Class I significant, unmitigable impact was a conservation one based on the
length of time (about ten years) required to replace the trees to a comparable size.
The 2007 Revised Draft EIR estimated that a total of 452 oak trees would be impacted with the
implementation of a surcharge of 3.0 feet. When the surcharge was initially implemented in 2005, a
subsequent survey found that 612 oaks had actually died as a result of the 2005 and 2006 surcharges, with
an additional 263 oaks deemed at risk for failure. Mature oak trees are identified as significant resources
by local, state, and federal authorities, recognizing that in many cases, an oak tree, which takes
approximately 50 years to mature, represents an ecosystem in and of itself. There is a large temporal loss
of habitat functions between the time when a mature oak is lost and a replacement tree reaches
comparable size and function. Thus the loss of oaks remains a Class I significant, unmitigable impact.
In recognition of this impact, an Oak Restoration Management Plan was initiated in 2005, with the
intention of planting sufficient replacement trees to meet the goal of a 2:1 ratio of self-sustaining
reproducing oaks after 20 years. The mitigation plan was based on the agreement between COMB and
Santa Barbara County as outlined in the 2004 EIR/EIS. As of 2010, a total of 1,881 oaks and associated
understory plants have been installed at several locations within Reclamation’s property (see discussion
in Section 4.8 Riparian and Lakeshore Vegetation). Survival of these trees has been between 83 to 100
percent. As these trees continue to grow, the impact will be reduced to a Class II, significant but mitigable
impact.
Response 1-15:
This comment states that the 2003 DEIR overestimates impacts when current and planned measures are
included in the analysis.
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As discussed in response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 8-7, updated information regarding boat ramp
upgrades and the planned water treatment plant have been included in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Subsequently, the 2011 2nd RDEIR has also been updated to reflect the reduced impact associated with
these facilities. Impacts are now considered less than significant (Class III) as presented in the 2011 2nd
RDEIR.
Response 1-16:
The comment states that Alternative 3A allegedly incorporates water release requirements under Order
WR 89-18, releases to meet long-term rearing and passage target flows under the Biological Opinion, and
other steelhead conservation actions described in the Biological Opinion, however, the alternative is so
poorly defined that it is impossible for a 2003 DEIR reviewer to understand potential impacts that may
result from this alternative if selected and implemented.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-1.
Response 1-17:
The comment states that, in view of the Settlement Agreement entered into by the Member Units and
downstream interests, Alternatives 4A and 4B Aare not required.
Alternative 4A was dropped from consideration as part of the review in the 2007 RDEIR. Alternative 4B
continues to provide for an alternative that explores a wide range of options for the SWRCB to consider.
The feasibility of Alternative 4B is discussed in the 2011 2nd RDEIR and the fact the voters on the Lompoc
Plain have rejected participation in SWP infrastructure is noted.
Response 1-18:
The additional technical comments identified have been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR as
appropriate.
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2.

California Department of Fish and Game, dated October 7, 2003

Response 2-1:
The comment states that the Department of Fish and Game feels the 2003 DEIR should expand the
potential project impacts to include all fish and wildlife resources affected by the project, including the
upper portion of the watershed as well as the lake and below the dam to the mouth because of the
migratory nature of steelhead within the Santa Ynez River drainages.
Based on the project description, the area of potential impact is Lake Cachuma, Bradbury Dam, and the
Santa Ynez River downstream of the dam. Upstream portions of the river above the dam, where public
trust resources also occur, were outside the scope of the project and thus consideration of these upper
river resources were not included in the scoring analysis. The purpose of the EIR is not to evaluate the
impacts of the Cachuma Project on the fishery (including the impact of the dam and reservoir on fish
passage) and develop measures to mitigate those impacts (such as fish ladders, trap and haul, etc.). That
was the purpose of the public trust hearing. The purpose of the EIR is to evaluate any incidental
environmental impacts of the public trust measures proposed during the hearing. The hearing record
doesn't support the imposition of passage requirements at the present time. Instead, NMFS and DFG
recommended that the feasibility of passage should be studied. Conducting a study of the feasibility of
providing for passage, by itself, will not have an environmental impact, and therefore it was not
necessary to evaluate the potential impacts of such a study in the EIR.
Response 2-2:
The comment states that the SWRCB has not defined what constitutes protection of public trust resources
in the 2003 DEIR.
The project objectives are listed in Section 3.1.1 Description of the Proposed Project of the 2011 2nd
RDEIR. These objectives include:


Protecting public trust resources, including but not limited to steelhead, red-legged frog, tidewater
goby, and wetlands, in the Santa Ynez River downstream of Bradbury Dam, to the extent feasible and
in the public interest, taking into consideration: (1) the water supply impacts of measures designed to
protect public trust resources, and (2) the extent to which any water supply impacts can be
minimized through the implementation of water conservation measures;



Protecting senior water right holders from injury due to changes in water quality resulting from
operation of the Cachuma Project, including water quality effects in the Lompoc Plains groundwater
basin that impair any senior water right holder’s ability to beneficially use water under prior rights;
and



Protecting senior water right holders from injury due to a reduction in the quantity of water available
to serve prior rights.
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The 2011 2nd RDEIR (Section 3.1.3) describes the public trust resources in the area of the Cachuma project.
Not all public trust resources, however, are susceptible to impacts from the project under consideration
here. See response to Comment 2-1, above.
Response 2-3:
The comment states that the term “ESU” should be deleted throughout the 2003 DEIR since it refers to a
distinct population segment that occurs over a much larger geographic area; not just the Santa Ynez
River.
The reference to the Southern Evolutionarily Significant Unit (ESU) of Oncorhynchus mykiss, the
anadromous form of southern steelhead is not used incorrectly in the 2003 DEIR, which refers to the
larger ESU population that extends beyond the Santa Ynez River area. It is this larger population of O.
mykiss that was designated as endangered by NMFS in 1997. It is acknowledged that the Santa Ynez River
population of anadromous O mykiss does not constitute the entire genetic range Southern ESU
populations.
Response 2-4:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR uses the effect of different downstream flow regimes under the
various alternatives as described by ENTRIX (2000b), but that reference is not listed in the Reference
Section of this 2003 DEIR.
The reference to ENTRIX 2000b was an oversight. The correct reference is cited as follows:
Santa Ynez River Technical Advisory Committee (SYRTAC). 2000a. Lower Santa Ynez River Fish
Management Plan. Volumes I and II. Prepared for the Santa Ynez River Consensus Committee,
Santa Barbara, California. Final Report. October 2, 2000.
Note that ENTRIX provided technical support to SYRTAC in the preparation of the Fish Management
Plan.
Response 2-5:
The comment states that the scoring system used to analysis habitat values should clarify how specific
steelhead habitat attributes (e.g., water temperature, depth, velocity) would vary as a function of flow.
The 2000 Fish Management Report included in the 2003 DEIR Section 2.4 Habitat Conditions describes
both the habitat attributes that affect fish populations and the existing habitat attributes of the various
habitat locations within the lower Santa Ynez River system. The commenter is referred to this technical
appendix to the 2003 DEIR.
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Response 2-6:
The comment states that use of 14 as the number of passage days used in the analysis inaccurately reflects
NMFS’s conclusions.
This comment references the scoring criteria used to analyze potential impacts of the Alternatives
proposed in the 2003 DEIR and the 2007 RDEIR. Text in 2003 DEIR Section 4.7.2.3 Impacts on Southern
California O. mykiss along the River originally misquoted NMFS in stating that NMFS considered 14
days of passage in a particular year to provide the minimum adequate passage opportunities for O.
mykiss. This has been corrected in the 2011 2nd RDEIR to state that 14 days is the minimum passage to be
considered adequate in a particular storm event.
Response 2-7:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR concludes that the alternatives would result in beneficial impacts
(page 4-100). The comment recommends that the relationship between flow and spawning habitat
quantity and quality be determined.
A description of spawning habitat is provided in the 2007 RDEIR Spawning and Rearing Habitat
subheading of Section 4.7.2.3 Impacts on Southern California O. mykiss along the River. Reference to
flows and habitat quality is included in the description.
Response 2-8:
The comment states that the method of analysis and scoring system used in the 2003 DEIR is based on
flow standards and location criteria that are scored too high given the information provided in NMFS’s
Biological Opinion. The comment also recommends that to determine whether or not any of the
alternatives would protect steelhead a comparison should be made between the proposed alternatives
and pre-dam conditions.
Please see response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 11-5.
Response 2-9:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR considers water releases from Cachuma Lake via Bradbury Dam
to enhance fish passage in the Santa Ynez River as a beneficial impact to aquatic and terrestrial wildlife
between the Bradbury Dam and the Alisal Road Bridge in Solvang, and that the Department has
reservations about the depiction of this impact as beneficial.
Please see response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 11-6.
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Response 2-10:
The comments states that any increase in the vigor and extent of riparian vegetation in the Santa Ynez
River above Alisal Bridge would constitute a foreseeable indirect effect of the proposed project as defined
in CEQA Guidelines Section 15064(d) because the increased riparian vegetation may require the Santa
Barbara County Flood Control District to initiate or intensify a riparian vegetation management program,
and as such should receive analysis in the 2003 DEIR to determine if the effect would be adverse.
While it is correct that the Santa Barbara County Flood Control District (SBCFCD) may implement a
riparian vegetation management program where there is a threat of flooding along the Santa Ynez River,
it is speculative to know where riparian vegetation may increase to the stage where SBCFCD would
require a riparian vegetation removal program and to what extent that removal may impact O. mykiss
and other sensitive wildlife species.
Response 2-11:
The comment states that an increase in flows along the reaches of river where southwestern willow
flycatcher are known to nest could impact nesting of this species and recommends that an analysis of this
issue should be included in the Sensitive Wildlife Species section of the 2003 DEIR.
An analysis of potential impacts to southwestern willow flycatcher was included in Section 4.9.1.2
Sensitive Bird Species of the 2007 RDEIR to address this comment. In addition Mitigation Measure WL-1
is proposed to reduce any potential impact to less than significant.
Response 2-12:
The comment states that this project requires a Streambed Alteration Agreement (SAA), pursuant to
Section 1600 et seq. of the Fish and Game Code, prior to any direct or indirect impact to a lake or
streambed, bank or channel or associated riparian resources.
Please see response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 11-7.
Response 2-13:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR limits the range of alternatives to those that address downstream
water rights and public trust resources on the Santa Ynez River downstream of Bradbury Dam. The
comment also states that none of the alternatives take into consideration upstream public trust resources
or the recommendations in the BO and Fish Management Plan for evaluation of fish passage at Bradbury
Dam.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR includes a broad range of alternatives. See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-3,
and 2003 DEIR Comment 2-1.
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Response 2-14:
The comment suggests that the impacts of, and comparisons amongst, the alternatives considering
surface water hydrology are based on “target flows” and the 2003 DEIR should make it clear that the
Draft EIR assumes these target flows are achieved.
The 2003 DEIR analyzes and compares the alternatives based on the SYRHM hydrologic analysis using
the criteria shown in Table 2-7 for the long-term target flows. The 2003 DEIR concludes on page 5-1 that
“Modifications to reservoir operations will provide sustained target flows via Hilton Creek and/or the
mainstem Santa Ynez River of approximately 2.5 to 5 cfs at Highway 154 depending on reservoir
elevation, or of approximately 10 cfs at Highway 154 Bridge in years when the dam spills.” Many
assumptions were required, including assuming compliance with requirements and target flows.
The 2007 RDEIR (Draft Technical Memorandum No. 5, page 9) indicates that: “Aside from the above
changes in the criteria for releases of fish water from Cachuma Reservoir, all other modeling assumptions
and limitations in the SYRHM are the same for these new Alternatives 5B and 5C. The model analysis for
Alternatives 5B and 5C is consistent with the previous hydrologic analyses performed for the 2003 DEIR.”
Again, a range of reasonable assumptions were built into the 2007 RDEIR hydrologic analysis that lead to
these conclusions regarding target flows.
Response 2-15:
The commenter suggests that the 2003 DEIR should include a comparison of actual surface water
hydrology since September 2000, when the Biological Opinion was issued, to the predicted surface water
hydrology (using SYRHM) under Alternative 2 (2003 conditions).
Because of the substantial period (1918–1993) considered in the SYRHM for analysis of Alternative 2 (2003
conditions/No Project), the results of the suggested comparison over such a short period (less than three
years) would have no statistical significance and would therefore not provide significant input to the
overall impact analysis or comparison of alternatives. The 2007 RDEIR describes the hydrology analysis
for September 2000 through 2006 period in the context of the 2.47-foot surcharge initiated in May 2005.
As indicated on page 4-3 of the 2007 RDEIR: “Hydrologic conditions that existed in 2003 are described in
the 2003 DEIR.” As described below, some changes in surface water hydrology have occurred since 2003.
For the reasons explained in Section 3.2.2, Description of Alternatives, (see page 3-9) however, the
baseline conditions that existed in August of 2003 are used to analyze the project alternatives.
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Response 2-16:
The comment states that impacts and mitigation to oak tree loss as a consequence of dam surcharging do
not accurately describe the loss of oak woodland that will result from the surcharging and that the
proposed mitigation only discusses the planting oak trees. The comment recommends that understory
vegetation of shrubs and grasses be included in the oak tree replacement program.
Section 4.8.2 Potential Impacts of the Alternatives of the 2011 2nd RDEIR includes a description of the
oak woodland replacement efforts undertaken since the 2003 DEIR was first circulated. In addition,
Section 4.8.2.2 Impacts to Lakeshore Oak Trees Includes a summary of the oak trees that were impacted
by inundation caused by the surcharging of the dam. Details of the number of plantings and the location
of the plantings, including understory species of shrubs and herbs, is described in Section 4.8.3
Mitigation Measures of the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 2-17:
The commenter is concerned with the lack of identification of oak tree replacement planting sites to
accommodate all of the proposed replacement trees. In addition, the comment raises concerns about
Hilton Creek channel extension, impacts to riparian zone and southwestern willow flycatcher from
downstream releases, impacts to California red-legged frog, alternatives to allow fish passage around
Bradbury dam, and streambed alteration permitting.
Figure 4-19 and Figure 4-20 of the 2011 2nd RDEIR indicate the locations where oak tree replacement
plantings have occurred. These plantings have taken place at Storke Flats, at the southeastern end of Lake
Cachuma, and also at the base of Bradbury Dam. The success rate of the plantings range from 98.6
percent to 83.3 percent.
A feasibility analysis for the Hilton Creek channel extension (also known as a rearing channel) is still
ongoing and no design has been completed.
Potential impacts to California red-legged frogs is discussed in Section 4.9.1.1, Amphibians and Reptiles
of the 2011 2nd RDEIR. Red-legged frogs are not likely to occur in Cachuma Lake due to the presence of
predatory fish. However, they are likely to be present in tributaries to the lake. Much of the Santa Ynez
River above Alisal Road becomes dry by early summer, and is, therefore, unlikely to support California
red-legged frogs due to the lack of permanent water. However, portions of the river downstream from
Buellton support large areas of habitat for the California red-legged frog, and pools in this area probably
contain permanent water due to agricultural and urban runoff and discharges from wastewater treatment
plants. The presence of bullfrogs, largemouth bass, and green sunfish may limit the potential for redlegged frogs. Frogs were not located along the lower Santa Ynez River during the 1994 surveys. In 1996,
the SYRTAC biologist found an individual in the mainstem of the Santa Ynez River, northwest of the
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Santa Rosa Hills. The California Natural Diversity Database includes a 2007 record of this species
approximately two miles west of Solvang along the south side of the Santa Ynez River. As the water
releases from Bradbury Dam are not expected to impact any potential red-legged frog habitat, the
proposed project would have less than significant impact on the species.
The Santa Ynez River reaches upstream of Bradbury, Gibraltar, and Juncal dams are not included as O.
mykiss critical habitat, however, populations of O. mykiss that exist upstream of the introduced dam
barriers are largely or entirely descended from relic O. mykiss populations historically ascending the
watersheds (Boughton and Goslin, 200638). Nielsen (199839) found that the native fish found upstream of
the Bradbury Dam appear to be historically descended from anadromous O. mykiss, despite extensive
stocking with hatchery fish over the years. Thus, hatchery fish do not appear to have significantly
interbred into the wild strain, potentially as a result of different life cycle patterns. Finally, the Draft
Recovery Plan emphasizes restoring access to the approximately 40 river miles upstream of the barriers in
the Santa Ynez River in order to promote ecological traits such as capacity to migrate long distances and
withstand warmer temperatures. There are no current plans to construct fish passage around these
barriers and further analysis is not a part of the 2011 2nd RDEIR. No further discussion is needed. See also
the response to Comment 2-1, above.
Please see response to 2003 DEIR Comment 2-10 for impacts to riparian zone vegetation and Response 211 above for impacts to southwestern willow flycatcher. Please see response to 2003 DEIR Comment 2-12
in regard to streambed alteration permitting.

38 Boughton, D. A. and M. Goslin. 2006. Potential steelhead over-summering habitat in the south-central/southern
California coast recovery domain: Maps based on the envelope method. NOAA- NMFS, SW Fisheries Center Technical
Memo No 391. Santa Cruz, CA.
39 Nielsen, J. L. 1998. Molecular genetic population structure in steelhead/rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) from
the Santa Ynez River, 1994-1997. Final Technical Report submitted to ENTRIX, Walnut Creek, CA November 20,
1998. 32pp.
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3.

Environmental Defense Center/California Trout, Inc., dated October 7, 2003.

Response 3-1:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR fails to adequately identify the project objectives and fails to
provide the specificity required by CEQA.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-1. While the objectives potentially could have been more clearly
expressed in the 2003 DEIR or 2007 RDEIR, they were articulated in various discussions in both
documents. The objectives have been clearly stated in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 3-2:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR fails to adequately define the project’s objective of protecting
public trust resources. The comment continues that the DEIR fails to accurately describe the historic pubic
trust resources of the river.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-1. While the objectives potentially could have been more clearly
expressed in the 2003 DEIR or 2007 RDEIR, they were articulated in various discussions in both
documents. The objectives have been clearly stated in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
There is no requirement that an environmental document must provide an historical setting beyond that
of the baseline conditions. While the Santa Ynez River was once a robust habitat for O. mykiss, this is not
the baseline for the current environmental analysis. However, the 2011 2nd RDEIR does include more
historical background information in Chapter 2.0, Overview of the Cachuma Project.
Response 3-3:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR fails to define the project’s objective of protecting public trust
steelhead resources above Bradbury Dam.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-1. While the objectives may not have been explicitly addressed
in the 2003 DEIR or 2007 RDEIR, they were articulated in various discussions of both documents. The
objectives have been clearly stated in the 2011 2nd RDEIR (see Section 3.1.1).
The objectives for the project include:


Protecting public trust resources, including but not limited to steelhead, red-legged frog, tidewater
goby, and wetlands, in the Santa Ynez River downstream of Bradbury Dam, to the extent feasible and
in the public interest, taking into consideration: (1) the water supply impacts of measures designed to
protect public trust resources, and (2) the extent to which any water supply impacts can be
minimized through the implementation of water conservation measures;
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Protection of public trust resources above Bradbury Dam is not a project objective.
Response 3-4:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR fails to identify other relevant requirements that define SWRCB
objectives.
See responses to 2003 DEIR Comments 3-5 and 3-6.
Response 3-5:
The comment states that Fish and Game Code Section 5937 requires the owner of a dam to allow
sufficient water to pass over, around or through a dam in order to keep in “good condition” any fish that
exist below the dam. The comment also states that operation of the Cachuma Project must comply with
the requirements of Fish and Game Code Section 5937 (Order No. WR 95-2 (1995)). Finally, the comment
recommends that the project objectives include compliance with Fish and Game Code Section 5937.
All of the alternatives considered would, at a minimum, incorporate the requirements of the Biological
Opinion, which, as determined by NMFS, “would not jeopardize the continued existence of the southern
steelhead.” Information on the current status of O. mykiss in the Santa Ynez River is summarized in
Appendix G.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR (Section 4.13, Relationship to Other Plans) identifies the applicable pans and polices
of other state and federal agencies and discusses the consistency of this project with the various plans,
polices and codes. The 2011 2nd RDEIR did not find the project to be inconsistent with any plans, policies,
codes, or requirements.
Response 3-6:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR fails to identify compliance with Article X, Section 2 of the
California Constitution.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR (Section 4.13, Relationship to Other Plans) identifies the applicable pans and polices
of other state and federal agencies and discusses the consistency of this project with the various plans,
polices and codes. The 2011 2nd RDEIR did not find the project to be inconsistent with any plans, policies,
codes, or requirements.
Response 3-7:
The comment suggests proposed project objectives.
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See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-1. While the objectives potentially could have been more clearly
expressed in the 2003 DEIR or 2007 RDEIR, they were articulated in various discussions in both
documents. The objectives have been clearly stated in the 2011 2nd RDEIR. (See Section 3.1.1.)
Response 3-8:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR fails to analyze a reasonable range of alternatives that fulfill the
basic objectives and substantially lessen or avoid significant impacts.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-7.
Response 3-9:
The comment states that all of the alternatives identified in the 2003 DEIR assume the continued
implementation of Order No. WR 89-18, which, the comment states, did not weigh or consider public
trust uses of the water, and may therefore be incorrect in light of current knowledge or inconsistent with
current needs. The comment states that there is no legal basis to assume that implementation of Order
No. 89-18 should continue without an assessment of the impacts of that Order on public trust resources,
and that, in order to fulfill its public trust responsibilities, the SWRCB should modify the 2003 DEIR to
include an assessment of the impacts of implementation of WR 89-18 on public trust uses (including the
impacts of withholding water from release until called for by downstream water rights holders and the
impacts of timing and amount of water releases). The comment suggests that at least one alternative that
includes modification of Order WR 89-18 should be included for consideration in the EIR,
The 2007 RDEIR included additional alternatives (5B and 5C) as suggested by CalTrout that provide for
alternative scenarios for releasing water for the benefit of the public trust resources. The commenter is
directed to Section 3.2.2.5 of 2007 RDEIR and 2011 2nd RDEIR).
Response 3-10:
The comment states that alternatives analyzed in the 2003 DEIR are incapable of restoring or preserving
the public trust in steelhead and thus do not fulfill the project objective.
See response to 2003 DEIR Comment 1-3 and 3-9.
Response 3-11:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR finds numerous beneficial impacts to steelhead as a result of the 3
and 4 series alternatives (which implement the BO) but fails to demonstrate that the public trust resources
of the river are protected, which is one of the key objectives identified in the 2003 DEIR.
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The comment is noted. Alternatives 3B, 3C, 4A, and 4B would be beneficial to O. mykiss and because these
alternatives implement the BO, they would provide protection for that public trust , consistent with
NMFS’s determination that implementation of the BO measures “would not jeopardize the continued
existence of the southern steelhead.” Other public trust resources such as tidewater goby, California redlegged frog and southwestern willow flycatcher would also be protected by these Alternatives.
See also response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 10-4.
Response 3-12:
The comment states that the proposed alternatives are not capable of achieving the public trust objective
or of maintaining southern steelhead in good condition below the dam. In addition, the comment
suggests there are several deficiencies in the 2003 DEIR’s analysis and conclusions regarding protection of
public trust resources.
See responses to 2003 DEIR Comments 3-5, 3-10 and 3-12.
Response 3-13:
The comment claims that the alternatives in the 2003 DEIR do not achieve the project objectives and
recommends that the EIR evaluate alternatives that include measures to restore and preserve the
steelhead fishery by restoring in the Santa Ynez River watershed to a natural condition.
The comment is noted. Measures to restore the Santa Ynez River watershed to a natural condition are
beyond the scope of the project. The purpose of the EIR is not to evaluate the impacts of the Cachuma
Project on the fishery (including the impact of the dam and reservoir on fish passage) and develop
measures to mitigate those impacts (such as fish ladders, trap and haul, etc.). That was the purpose of the
public trust hearing. The purpose of the EIR is to evaluate any incidental environmental impacts of the
public trust measures proposed during the hearing.
Response 3-14:
The comment states that 2003 DEIR fails to include a clear project description as required by CEQA.
Under CEQA, an EIR must include a map, preferably topographical, depicting the project’s precise
location and boundaries; a clearly written statement of the objectives sought by the proposed project; a
general description of the proposed project’s technical, economic, and environmental characteristics; a
statement describing the intended uses of the EIR, including a list of the agencies that are expected to use
the EIR in their decision-making, a list of permits and other approvals required to implement the project,
and a list of related environmental review and consultation requirements mandated by federal, state, or
local laws, regulations, or policies. The comment suggests that, in this case, the project description is
comprised of the vague statement that the project analyzed in this EIR consists of potential modifications
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to Reclamation’s existing water rights permits to provide appropriate protection of downstream water
rights and public trust resources on the Santa Ynez River downstream of Bradbury Dam.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-2.
Response 3-15:
The comment states that the description of alternatives is vague and unclear because it fails to specify
whether “target flows” are mandatory minimums or are contingent upon surcharging.
The project description of each alternative has been modified to reflect the BO. The BO establishes the
flow conditions that are required. The BO has various target flows that reflect both minimum
requirements and release requirements based upon completion of surcharging.
Response 3-16:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR does not adequately or clearly describe the project alternatives
target flows required to implement the BO and that the 2003 DEIR does not identify whether target flows
are minimum requirements or are contingent upon reservoir surcharging and water accounts for fish
releases.
Section 3.2.2 Description of Alternatives of the 2007 RDEIR describes each alternative. Alternative 3B
incorporates the water rights release requirements under Order WR 89-18, in order to meet long-term
rearing and passage target flows under the Biological Opinion, and other steelhead conservation actions
described in the Biological Opinion. Alternative 3C includes all the elements of Alternative 3B except that
this alternative assumes that Reclamation will modify the spill gates for a 3.0-foot surcharge. Under this
alternative, long-term rearing and passage releases for fish pursuant to the Biological Opinion would be
met with the 3.0-foot surcharge. Alternative 4B includes water release requirements under Order WR 8918, releases for steelhead to meet long-term rearing and passage target flows under the Biological
Opinion, and other steelhead conservation actions described in the Biological Opinion. It also includes
3.0-foot surcharging, conveyance of SWP water through the Cachuma Project facilities, and emergency
winter storm operations.
Response 3-17:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR analyzes biological impacts assuming that the target flows are
minimum mandatory requirements, but the 2003 DEIR does not describe them as such, relying on the BO,
which depends on infrequent reservoir surcharging. The comment states that BO is unclear as to whether
long-term target flows are dependent on infrequent surcharging, which may hinder the beneficial
steelhead impacts of Alternatives 3A, 3C, 4A and 4B because under the current conditions, the interim
target flows, while less, are at least guaranteed at all times.
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Target flows are both minimum mandatory requirements as well as target flows based upon the
successful completion of surcharging. The target flows must be met regardless of surcharging, so when
the surcharge water is depleted, target flows are provided from project yield. Target flows are designed
to meet minimum O. mykiss migration passage opportunities and were based on the Adult Steelhead
Passage Flow Analysis for the Santa Ynez River (SYRTAC 1999).
The BO includes a long-term monitoring and reporting program, designed to collect data to determine
the success of the various management actions and projects. The information collected is to be used to
potentially modify the actions and projects to enhance success. In addition, The FMP/BO is based on an
adaptive management strategy in which the performance of management actions is monitored and
modified to improve their effectiveness or respond to annual variations in hydrologic conditions.
Response 3-18:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR relies on the BO, which does not make long-term target flows
mandatory minimums that must be provided regardless of surcharging. The comment continues that the
2003 DEIR reliance on the BO would change the impact assessment under Alternatives 3A, 3B, 3C and 4A
and 4B for long-term flows for steelhead to be considerably less beneficial than stated in the 2003 DEIR
because the alternative target flows must be considered non-mandatory goals dependent on surcharging
and the Adaptive Management Committee (AMC). The comment states that with non-mandatory target
flows dependent on surcharging and the AMC, public trust resources would be less protected than as
described in the 2003 DEIR.
The comments are noted. See response to 2003 DEIR Comment 3-17.
Response 3-19:
The comment states that the BO target flows are not being met at Highway 154, indicating that the BO
target flows are not mandatory minimum flows and suggesting the SWRCB cannot assure the public and
responsible agencies that the target flows will be met and verified.
Based on monitoring of release volumes and applying the hydrologic model approved by NMFS, target
flows (see 2011 2nd RDEIR Table 2-7 Long-Term Mainstem Rearing Target Flows) were met to the
Highway 154 bridge (Reasonable and Prudent Measure 11) between the years of 2000 and 2010. The
hydrologic model incorporates variables such as evapotranspiration rates, riparian vegetation density,
and tributary inflow. The model is calculated to guarantee meeting the target flows and is used to guide
flow releases.
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Response 3-20:
The comment states that Alternatives 3A, 3B, 3C, 4A and 4B are described as including other steelhead
conservation actions described in the Biological Opinion (and the Fish Management Plan), but the 2003
DEIR fails to specify those actions, as required under CEQA. The comment suggests the project
description should include whether all steelhead conservation actions in the FMP and BO including the
BO’s Conservation Recommendations will be implemented or not.
Additional conservation actions, Reasonable and Prudent Measures and Status of Compliance required
by the BO, are described in the 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 2.4.1.1 Summary of Reasonable and Prudent
Measures, Status of Compliance. A description of the tributary passage projects implemented to date is
found in Section 2.4.3.1 Tributary Passage Impediment Removal Measures.
Response 3-21:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR appears to grant authority to an Adaptive Management
Committee (AMC) to reduce the target flows or determine that target flows need not be met, without
clear criteria for when the AMC can modify the target flows.
Condition 10 of the BO requires that all decisions by the Adaptive Management Committee that could
affect steelhead must be approved by NOAA Fisheries before they are implemented.
Response 3-22:
The comment makes the following recommendations for the project description to address what it states
to be the problems with the stability of the project description:
1.

The project and alternatives descriptions should be revised to ensure that the BO-prescribed target
flows are mandatory minimum flows, to be met at the target sites and throughout the reaches
between the target sites and Bradbury Dam at all times;

2.

The project and alternatives descriptions should be revised to state with specificity which other
measures. are included;

3.

The Adaptive Management Committee should be able to increase but not decrease target flows; and

4.

Compliance with the target flows should be verifiable at all times by the public and responsible
agencies by checking one of the USGS gauging stations that already provides a real time report that is
available over the internet.

See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 3-1.
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Response 3-23:
The comment suggests that their environmental baseline should be modified to analyze protection of
public trust resources and that the SWRCB must also assess pre-Cachuma Project conditions in order to
determine whether the 2003 DEIR objectives are met by any of the alternatives. The comment suggests
that only through identification of the historical, pre-project steelhead population conditions is it possible
to identify the conditions the SWRCB is seeking to restore and preserve and, as such, an assessment of
pre-Cachuma Project conditions is necessary for this 2003 DEIR to adequately support the SWRCB’s
decision regarding the measures necessary to protect public trust resources in the Santa Ynez River,
including measures necessary to restore and maintain steelhead in good condition.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-6.
Response 3-24:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR fails to include adequate analysis or mitigation for many project
impacts.
See responses to 2003 DEIR Comments 3-25 through 3-32.
Response 3-25:
The comment suggests that the indirect water supply impacts associated with the use of alternative water
supplies may be avoided or mitigated to less than significant based on the use of accurate future per
capita demand figures, thereby reducing the Class I indirect impact, if appropriate.
Indirect water supply impacts are discussed in the 2003 DEIR on page 4-40 and the Class I impact is
indicated on pages ES-7 and 6-4. The 2007 RDEIR used revised water demand information provided by
the Member Units to evaluate these impacts and reached the same conclusion (pages ES-8, 4-32, and 6-2)
as the 2003 DEIR. The proposed mitigation measure (pages ES-8 and 4-33) remains the same. Also see
response to 2003 DEIR Comment 1-11 regarding the required drought water supply contingency plan.
Response 3-26:
The comment suggests that, while the 2003 DEIR finds that the indirect impacts associated with
alternative water supplies during critical droughts can be avoided or mitigated through conservation, it
does not provide sufficient detail regarding the feasibility of water conservation measures that can negate
the need for alternative supplies and thereby avoid the indirect impacts associated with them.
Please see responses to 2003 DEIR Comments 1-11 and 3-25.
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Response 3-27:
The comment indicates that CalTrout concurs with the 2003 DEIR in that reductions in water supply
would, if ever, only occur during critical droughts, and that the indirect impacts can be avoided through
increased conservation. The comment also considers the CalTrout Alternatives to be environmentally
superior alternatives.
The 2007 RDEIR (page ES-1 and Section 3.2.2.5), states “In response to CalTrout’s comments, the SWRCB
has developed two new alternatives, Alternatives 5B and 5C, which are modified versions of Alternative
3A2. The SWRCB has revised the 2003 DEIR to analyze those alternatives.” On page 3-6 of the 2007
RDEIR, it is explained that “Like Alternative 3B, Alternative 5B assumes a 1.8-foot surcharge. Like
Alternative 3C, Alternative 5C assumes a 3.0-foot surcharge.” It was determined that Alternatives 5B and
5C would result in the fewest and second fewest impacts. (See 2007 RDEIR Table 6-1, page 6-1).
Response 3-28:
The comment states that CalTrout supports surcharging if deemed necessary to protect public trust
resources in the river or to mitigate significant water supply impacts. The comment also states that the
impacts of surcharging are considerable and the EIR should evaluate the impacts caused by surcharging
(e.g., loss of oak trees and recreational facility inundation) as well as alternatives that can avoid those
impacts (e.g., water conservation and alternative supplies).
The 2007 RDEIR and 2011 2nd RDEIR both include alternatives that evaluate the continued operation of
Bradbury Dam without surcharging the reservoir. Alternative 2B reflects conditions prior to surcharging
and impacts associated with those “baseline” conditions have been evaluated.
Further, the 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 4.3.3 Mitigation Measures includes provisions requiring that any
drought contingency measures identified in the Member Units’ urban water management plans be
implemented to the extent necessary to make up for a shortage in water supply in a critical drought year.
In addition, Table 4-26, Member Unit Drought Contingency Planning, specifies conditions under which
water conservation contingencies would be enacted.
Response 3-29:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR finds the loss of 452 oak trees around Lake Cachuma caused by
surcharging to be a Class I significant impact that may only be mitigated to less than significant as a
result of tree planting over time. However, the comment suggests that the impacts of surcharging on oak
trees are not proposed to be fully mitigated to less than significant because the 2003 DEIR finds on page
4-121 that there is insufficient area to accommodate oak tree planting on site to achieve stated mitigation
results.
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The 2007 RDEIR estimates that a total of 452 oak trees would be impacted with the implementation of a
surcharge of 3.0 feet. When the surcharge was initially implemented in 2005, a subsequent survey found
that 612 oaks had actually died as a result of the 2005 and 2006 surcharges, with an additional 263 oaks
deemed at risk for failure. Mature oak trees are identified as significant resources by local, state, and
federal authorities, recognizing that in many cases, an oak tree, which takes approximately 50 years to
mature, represents an ecosystem in and of itself. There is a large temporal loss of habitat functions
between the time when a mature oak is lost and a replacement tree reaches comparable size and function.
Thus the loss of oaks remains a Class I significant, unmitigable impact.
In recognition of this impact, an Oak Restoration Management Plan was initiated in 2005, with the
intention of planting sufficient replacement trees to meet the goal of a 2:1 ratio of self-sustaining
reproducing oaks after 20 years. The mitigation plan was based on the agreement between COMB and
Santa Barbara County as outlined in the 2004 EIR/EIS. As of 2010, a total of 1,881 oaks and associated
understory plants have been installed at several locations within Reclamation’s property (see discussion
in Section 4.8 Riparian and Lakeshore Vegetation). Survival of these trees has been between 83 to 100
percent. As these trees continue to grow, the impact will be reduced to a Class II, significant but
mitigable.
Response 3-30:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR finds loss of oak trees to be a significant impact, but does not find
impacts to oak woodland habitats removed by surcharging to be a significant impact, with the loss of 24
acres of oak woodland habitat. The comment continues that surcharging would remove understory
through inundation, in addition to the trees comprising the oak woodland plant community.
The comments are noted. See response to 2003 DEIR Comment 3-29.
The 2003 DEIR did not describe impacts specific to sensitive plant communities such as oak woodlands.
However, the mitigation provided for the replacement of oaks trees lost through surcharging would
compensate for the oak woodland habitat loss as understory species would establish beneath the canopy
of the oaks with time. The 2007 RDEIR provides a discussion of impacts to oak woodland as a habitat in
Section 4.8.2, Potential Impacts of the Alternatives.
Response 3-31:
The comment states that the permanent loss of 35.9 acres of chaparral as a result of inundation caused by
the proposed surcharging should be considered a Class I impact rather than a Class III impact and should
be mitigated.
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As the chaparral habitat is not considered a sensitive plant community, impacts to this biological resource
is not considered to be significant and therefore no mitigation is proposed or needed. Section 4.8.2.1
Impacts to Lakeshore Vegetation of the 2003 DEIR discusses impacts of the various alternatives on
lakeshore vegetation and concludes the destruction of upland vegetation types, excluding oak
woodlands, is considered an adverse but not significant impact (Class III) because of the small acreage
involved compared to the total acreage of these common vegetation types in the area. The oak woodland
impacts were assessed in Section 4.8.2.2, Impacts to Lakeshore Oak Trees. The 2007 RDEIR states that
chaparral communities are not afforded any special protection, either within Santa Barbara County or on
a state level, despite their obvious importance in supporting a suite of plants and wildlife which are an
integral part of the Lake Cachuma ecosystem.
Response 3-32:
The comment states that mitigation measures for recreation facilities are speculative.
As discussed in response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 8-7 and 2003 DEIR Comment 1-15, the 2011 2nd
RDDEIR has been revised to reflect updated information regarding improvements to park facilities. The
boat ramp and associated facilities, such as staircases, have been upgraded to operate properly at
surcharged lake levels. In addition, the gabion barrier is an adequate measure to protect the water
treatment plant from impacts until the planned new water treatment facility is built. The water treatment
plant would be funded equally by the County and Reclamation and is expected to be completed in the
year 2013. The sewer lift station mentioned in the comment is scheduled to be replaced in the near future
by a new lift station that is currently under construction. As a consequence of this updated information,
the analysis has been revised, and impacts are now considered to be less than significant (Class III) as
presented in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Other facilities mentioned by commenter, including Bait and Tackle Shop, UCSB Crew Building, trails,
picnic areas, and docks, are not expected to experience impacts from lake surcharging. No other facilities
are expected to be impacted by lake surcharging.
Response 3-33:
The comment states that CalTrout’s proposed public trust alternative, maximum beneficial use
alternative and Instream Flow Incremental Methodology (IFIM) alternative are feasible and are capable of
fulfilling the CEQA project objective of appropriate protection of public trust resources.
In response to comments raised on the 2003 DEIR by CalTrout, additional alternatives (Alternatives 5B
and 5C) were included in the 2007 RDEIR and have been included in the 2011 2nd RDEIR. Please see
response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-7 for more information on the process used to establish the range of
alternatives considered.
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Response 3-34:
The comment states that CalTrout agrees with the 2003 DEIR that Alternative 3A is environmentally
superior to all other alternatives considered in the 2003 DEIR. The comment additionally states the
indirect impacts associated with Alternative 3A during critical droughts can be avoided through
enhanced water conservation according to Pacific Institute and that Alternative 3A also avoids the
impacts of surcharging and is therefore environmentally superior to other alternatives in the 2003 DEIR.
The comment suggests that alternatives that include enhanced conservation avoid the indirect effects of
Alternative 3A, and may avoid the need for surcharging and thus avoid the recreational and biological
impacts. CalTrout supports analysis of measures to reduce the biological and recreational impacts of
surcharging if surcharging is needed to reduce indirect water supply impacts. However, the commenter
suggests the evidence CalTrout submitted shows that water conservation and alternative supplies can
mitigate the drought-time water supply impacts, making surcharging (and its impacts to oaks,
vegetation, and recreation) unnecessary and that, therefore, the 2003 DEIR properly identifies Alternative
3A as the environmentally superior alternative in the 2003 DEIR. Nonetheless, the commenter suggests
Alternative 3A does not fulfill the basic objective of protecting the public trust resources and the EIR must
consider new alternatives that can feasibly protect steelhead without causing significant secondary
impacts.
Neither the 2003 DEIR nor 2007 RDEIR identifies an environmentally superior alternative. The
alternatives have been re-evaluated in the 2011 2nd RDEIR and an environmentally superior alternative
identified. Additionally Alternative 3A was not considered for analysis in the 2007 RDEIR. The 2007 EIR
considered additional alternatives (Alternatives 5B and 5C) to address the concerns expressed.
Response 3-35:
The comment suggests additional alternatives (specifically outlined in responses to 2003 DEIR Comments
3-36 to 3-38) for consideration in the environmental review process for the proposed action that it believes
are consistent with the objectives discussed above, are feasible, and are capable of fulfilling the objective
of restoring and preserving the public trust in the Santa Ynez River steelhead. The comment states that
obtaining additional information is still necessary in order to determine the full range of measures that
should be implemented to protect public trust resources and comply with Fish and Game Code Section
5937 but that, in the interim, the suggested alternatives better fulfill the project objectives because they
feasibly maintain steelhead in a better condition than any of the 2003 DEIR alternatives through increased
rearing flows, and they require the studies necessary to make a final decision regarding protection of
steelhead as a public trust resource.
See response to 2003 DEIR Comment 3-33.
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Response 3-36:
The comment states that the IFIM Alternative is described as Alternative 3A2 in the 1995 Cachuma
Contract Renewal EIR/EIS (EIR/EIS), and that this alternative is identical to the CalTrout Public Trust
Alternative, and both are based on the same 1989 Physical Habitat Simulation System, except for one
significant distinguishing feature - under the IFIM Alternative, the flows specified as minimums are
required every year regardless of whether or not it is a drought year. The comment states that, according
to the EIR/EIS, under Alternative 3A2, operational criteria would be modified to improve instream
resources, and the Cachuma Project would be operated to improve environmental resources and would
give first priority to meeting the water supply needs of the Member Units, followed by the water
requirements of the environment.
See response to 2003 DEIR Comment 3-33.
Response 3-37:
The comment states that CalTrout proposes the Public Trust Alternative as a feasible method potentially
capable of fulfilling the public trust objective and compliance with Section 5937, until additional
information is available to make a final determination on instream flow and other measures that may be
needed to comply with the Public Trust Doctrine and Fish and Game Code Section 5937. CalTrout’s
Public Trust Alternative incorporates the measures of the Biological Opinion and FMP; however, it
replaces the Biological Opinion’s fish release requirements with the fish release requirements adapted
from Alternative 3A2 in the 1995 Cachuma Contract Renewal EIR/EIS.
See response to 2003 DEIR Comment 3-33.
Response 3-38:
The comment states that Reclamation’s permits already include a provision ensuring that the SWRCB
retains jurisdiction to protect public trust resources. The comment suggests that implementation of
additional studies to determine the full range of measures necessary to protect public trust resources be
incorporated into the permits, and the SWRCB should include a provision in the permits to affirmatively
revisit the public trust issue when these studies are complete. Specifically, this alternative includes a reopener provision that automatically triggers reconsideration of the water rights permits by the SWRCB
after NMFS releases its draft and final steelhead recovery plan and once the other studies (e.g., fish
passage, long-term flow regimes, use of Above Narrows Aquifer (ANA) and Below Narrows Aquifer
(BNA) water, etc.) are completed.
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR is deficient for not analyzing an alternative that would include
dual utilization of water stored in the BNA and ANA for subsequent groundwater recharge releases more
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continuously also for steelhead and other aquatic resources. The 2007 RDEIR states that the Maximum
Beneficial Use Alternative is identical to the CalTrout Public Trust Alternative except that it includes
continuous releases of the ANA and BNA water to support rearing and other steelhead life in the river.
Response 3-39:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR fails to analyze consistency with applicable plans and policies and
fails to acknowledge the project’s inconsistency with such plans and policies, resulting in a potentially
significant land use impact. The comment states that CEQA requires an analysis of the project’s
consistency with the plans and policies of all agencies with jurisdiction over the project to ensure that
potential environmental issues are not overlooked. The comment suggests that the 2003 DEIR does not
analyze Land Use Impacts including conflicts with existing plans and policies.
A discussion of land use policies and the relationship of the project to policies and plans at multiple
governmental levels are provided in Section 4.13 Relationship to Other Plans, which has been added in
the consolidated 2011 2nd RDEIR.
See also response to 2003 DEIR Comment 3-5.
Response 3-40:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR must assess consistency with the California Department of Fish
and Game (CDFG) Steelhead Restoration and Management Plan for California, CDFG Steelhead
Restoration Policies such as the Salmon, Steelhead Trout, and Anadromous Fisheries Program Act (Fish
and Game Code Section 6900 et. seq.), and other pertinent Fish and Game Code sections including Section
5937, because the CDFG has jurisdiction over many aspects of this project pursuant to Fish and Game
Code Section 1601. The project is not consistent with the state-approved CDFG Steelhead Restoration and
Management Plan’s policies and recommendation regarding additional investigation into fish passage at
Bradbury Dam.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR includes a discussion of plan and policies (see comment 3-1c1 above). Further, the
2011 2nd RDEIR includes a discussion of NMFS’ 2009 Draft Steelhead Recovery Plan (see Section 2.6 of the
2011 2nd RDEIR).
Fish and Game Code Section 5937 provides protection to fisheries by requiring the owner of any dam
allow sufficient water to pass downstream to keep in good condition any fisheries that may be planted or
exist below the dam. Fish and Game Code Section 6900 sets the state’s policy to recognize and encourage
fish rehabilitation efforts within California. The implementation of the BO, and therefore of the
alternatives analyzed in the 2007 RDEIR, each of which incorporate the BO requirements, is consistent
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with these goals as it provides for releases over Bradford Dam that are determined to provide long-term
sustainability for steelhead within the Santa Ynez River system.
Response 3-41:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR must assess consistency with the Porter-Cologne Act and the
Clean Water Act, including the Basin Plan, and must assess compliance with the beneficial uses because
the Regional Water Quality Control Board has jurisdiction over portions of the project including release
of water into the river and tributary projects.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR includes a discussion (see Section 4.13) of plan and policies including the relevant
water resource plans. (See response to 2003 DEIR Comment 3-5).
Response 3-42:
The comment states that the SWRCB should provide a detailed assessment of the proposed project’s
consistency with the Santa Barbara County General Plan, including the Conservation Element, to ensure
that the proposed project is in compliance with locally adopted standards for protecting the environment
from impacts.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR includes a discussion (see Section 4.13) of plan and policies including the relevant
Santa Barbara County general plans (See response to 2003 DEIR Comment 3-5).
Response 3-43:
The comment states that the project’s consistency with the Public Trust Doctrine, Fish and Game Code
Section 5937, Article X, Section 2 of the California Constitution, and Water Code Section 100 are especially
integral to the project’s evaluation.
The comment is noted. See responses to 2003 DEIR Comments 3-5 and 3-40.
Response 3-44:
The commenter provides additional comments regarding the 2003 DEIR
See response to 2003 DEIR Comments 3-45 through 3-50.
Response 3-45:
The commenter suggests that the 2003 DEIR finds flood control hazards and impacts to be adverse (page
ES 6, Table ES-1), however the Cachuma Operations and Maintenance Board (COMB) and Reclamation
Draft EIR/Draft Environmental Impact Statement (Draft EIS) and the Santa Barbara County Flood Control
District (SBCFCD) have not classified this impact as adverse. The comment also states that the 2003 DEIR
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determined that the potentially adverse flood hazard impact could be mitigated by increased river
maintenance by the SBCFCD, but the 2003 DEIR fails to analyze the feasibility of this mitigation measure.
The 2003 DEIR states (page 4-25) that: “The potential increase in flood hazard is considered a potentially
adverse, but not significant impact,” therefore does not require mitigation having the same effect as the
1995 Reclamation-COMB Draft EIR/Draft EIS conclusion.
Flooding potential due to increased vegetation along the river is discussed on page 4-18 of the 2007
RDEIR and there is no suggestion that the SBCFCD conduct channel maintenance. The 2007 RDEIR states:
“In summary, Alternatives 3B, 3C, 4B, 5B, and 5C are not expected to significantly increase the potential
for flooding hazards along the lower Santa Ynez River as the result of an increase in instream woody
riparian vegetation and a minor reduction in spill frequency.”
Response 3-46:
The comment states that, with regard to increased river maintenance by SBCFCD, the 2003 DEIR fails to
assess the impacts, the permitting issues, and the funding and habitat mitigation difficulties identified by
the SBCFCD. The comment suggests that the impacts of mitigation measures have not been described and
assessed as required by CEQA, that the impacts are not expected to be significant and the EIR should
dismiss discussion of this infeasible, unnecessary, and problematic mitigation proposal.
As the comment notes, the potential impacts are not expected to be significant. CEQA Guidelines (Section
15126.2(a)) state that “An EIR shall identify and focus on the significant environmental effects of the
proposed project.” CEQA does not require the lead agency to consider potential impacts not expected to
be significant. Further, CEQA Guidelines state that “direct and indirect significant effects of the project on
the environment shall be clearly identified and described, giving due consideration to both the short-term
and long-term effects. The discussion should include relevant specifics of the area, the resources
involved.” Again, direct and indirect effects merit identification and consideration only if they are
significant.
The EIR does provide a discussion of hydrology (surface water) and flooding. (See Section 4.2.2.4 of the
2011 2nd RDEIR).
Response 3-47:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR describes the Cachuma Project Facilities as including four dams
on creeks supporting public trust and fish resources on the South Coast of Santa Barbara County, which
receive Cachuma water deliveries. The comment suggests that the 2003 DEIR fails to address the
SWRCB’s duty to protect the public trust resources on these creeks that are affected by the proposed
ongoing operation of the Cachuma Project under new State Water Board (SWB) permit terms and
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conditions and that it is unclear whether Reclamation operates all or some of these dams, which are part
of the Cachuma Project.
The comment suggests that the SWRCB require additional information from Reclamation regarding its
operation of Cachuma Project support facilities, including the Glen Annie/Tecolotito Dam, require target
flows below the dam to be sustained for fish, wetlands, and other public trust resources, and
subsequently revisit the matter to determine what measures, including fish passage, flows, and/or
restoration, may be required to protect the public trust resources in all waterways affected by the
Cachuma Project.
The scope of the proposed project does not include or involve the above referenced facilities. CEQA
Guidelines (Section 15126.2(a) note that “the lead agency should normally limit its examination to changes
in the existing physical conditions in the affected area.” To the degree that the above referenced faculties
are impacted by the surcharge, they have been discussed in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 3-48:
The comment states that the proposed project will cause impacts to biological resources along the lake
shoreline. The comment notes that the Cachuma Reservoir Resource Management Plan is being
developed by Reclamation, which may cause impacts to the same resources affected by the SWRCB’s
project, including raptors and rare species. The comment notes also that SBCFCD has an ongoing
vegetation removal project that has resulted in significant impacts to riparian habitats and rare species
according to environmental review conducted for that project upon its initial undertakings during the
1990s and suggests that, therefore, the EIR must analyze and mitigate the cumulative impacts of these
projects.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR provides a discussion of the Resource Management Plan (RMP) prepared by
Reclamation (see Section 4.13.1.1). Reclamation has completed its environmental review (June 2010) of
this plan and is currently finalizing the Record of Decision. The RMP identifies the proposed surcharging
under consideration by Reclamation and all of the alternatives in the RMP provide for the surcharging to
proceed.
Efforts by Santa Barbara County Flood Control are addressed in the 2011 2nd RDEIR with regards to river
impacts. (See 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 4.2.2.3).
Response 3-49:
The comment suggests that 2003 DEIR should evaluate the impact of infiltration to Tecolote Tunnel from
surrounding aquifers on natural resources such as riparian areas and springs.
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Since 1955 the Cachuma Project water deliveries have included infiltration into Tecolote Tunnel. (See 2003
Draft EIR, pp. 2-4; 2007 Revised Draft EIR, pp. 1-2.) The general nature of this infiltration will not change
based on the project being considered. Because the project would not have an impact beyond the existing
conditions, infiltration into Tecolote Tunnel need not be addressed in the EIR.
Response 3-50:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR states that Reclamation is implementing the measures from the
BO, but fails to specify the progress in accomplishing these requirements. The comment further claims
that Reclamation is not in compliance with the BO’s deadlines for a variety of requirements.
Revisions to the 2007 RDEIR recognize the efforts made by Reclamation and the Member Units to
implement the Biological Opinion and incorporate all progress made to date in meeting and exceeding
the requirements of the Biological Opinion. (See Section 2.4.1.1 Summary of Reasonable and Prudent
Measures Status of Compliance, Section 2.4.2 Operational Changes, Section 2.4.2.3 Mainstem Rearing
Releases, Section 2.4.3.1 Tributary Passage Impediment Removal Measures, and Section 2.4.3.2
Additional Measures on Hilton Creek).
The successful implementation of supplemental passage releases is discussed in Section 2.4.4.2
Alternative Passage Flow Releases of the 2007 RDEIR.
Additional information compiled by SYRTAC has been incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR and a new
Appendix G summarizes fish monitoring results to date.
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4.

City of Lompoc (Somach, Simmons & Dunn), dated October 7, 2003.

Response 4-1:
The commenter states that the City of Lompoc considers Alternatives 4A and 4B (delivery of water from
the State Water Project [“SWP”]) to impose a new primary water supply on the City of Lompoc and are
therefore infeasible, particularly since Lompoc voters have twice rejected this idea.
Alternative 4A was not considered as a feasible alternative in the 2077 RDEIR. As noted in Section 3.2.1
(page 3-5) of the 2007 RDEIR “the SWRCB no longer considers Alternative 4A, which required the
cooperation of the City of Lompoc, to be feasible, as a result of that city’s choice not to pursue the
proposed arrangement.” Therefore, this portion of the comment no longer applies.
With regard to Alternative 4B Section 3.2.2.4 (page 3-13) of the 2007 RDEIR states: “The City of Lompoc,
through its legal representative, has notified the SWRCB in a letter regarding the EIR dated June 18, 1999,
that the City does not consider this alternative to be feasible because the residents of the City have twice
rejected SWP water as a new water supply.” Alternative 4B was considered in the 2007 RDEIR and
continued to be considered in the 2011 2nd RDEIR due to its projected reduction in the Lompoc
Groundwater Basin salinity over time; however, as shown on page 6-1 (Table 6-1) this alternative has the
highest number of adverse impacts. The 2011 2nd RDEIR found that Alternative 4B, along with Alternative
3C, was an environmentally superior alternative. However, the 2011 2nd RDEIR also determined that due
to issues related to implementing Alternative 4B, that alternative was not feasible.
Response 4-2:
The comment suggests that Alternatives 4A and 4B fail to address situations where SWP water deliveries
are not available or are substantially reduced.
Please see response to 2003 DEIR Comment 4-1 with regard to Alternative 4A.
With regards to Alternative 4B discussed in the 2003 DEIR (Section 3.2.2, page 3-11), deliveries of SWP
water consider the following:
1) The availability of SWP water varies from year to year depending upon runoff in northern
California and demands on the statewide system; and,
2) The average annual delivery of SWP water to the Member Units is estimated to be 77 percent of
the full entitlements, but can be reduced to 20 to 30 percent during drought years.
3) Shortages of SWP water can be addressed in two ways, either the City of Lompoc would be
guaranteed its full amount of SWP water each year, and any shortages in the SWP water
deliveries would be taken by the Member Units, or the City of Lompoc would take shortages in
the SWP water deliveries in the same proportions as the Member Units.
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If requests for recharge under the BNA that are not met by the SWP water deliveries, the Member Units
would request releases from Cachuma Lake.
Response 4-3:
The comment suggests that Alternatives 4A and 4B fail to identify which agencies would approve the
new water supply for the City of Lompoc and other downstream water users.
Please see response to 2003 DEIR Comment 4-1 with regard to agency approvals needed for Alternative
4A and Alternative 4B.
Response 4-4:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR needs to clarify that Reclamation's obligations regarding
downstream water rights are not reduced, but that a portion of the obligation is achieved through the fish
releases.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR clarifies the project objectives and Reclamation’s obligations.
Response 4-5:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR needs to clarify that Reclamation's obligations regarding
downstream water rights would not be reduced through implementation of Alternatives 4A-B, but that a
portion of the obligation would be achieved through the release of SWP water.
Alternative 4A was dropped from further consideration as part of the 2007 RDEIR. The description of
Alternative 4B indicates that exchange water (including SWP water) would be required for
implementation. The 2011 2nd RDEIR clarifies the project objectives and Reclamation’s obligations.
Response 4-6:
The comment incorporates by reference the comments submitted by the Santa Ynez River Water
Conservation District regarding the deficiencies of Alternatives 4A and 4B and resolution of downstream
water quality concerns.
Please see responses to 2003 DEIR Comments 16-3 and 16-4.
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5.

City of Solvang, dated October 6, 2003.

Response 5-1:
The comment states that the City supports the contents of the comment letter from SYRWCD and urges
the SWRCB to modify Reclamation’s permits accordingly.
Comment noted. Please see the responses to SYRWCD’s 2003 DEIR comments.
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6.

Conception Coast Project, dated September 25, 2003.

Response 6-1:
The comment states that steelhead is a public trust resource, and the 2003 DEIR should include quantified
targets for restoring steelhead in the Santa Ynez River.
The BO/FMP does not set quantitative goals for steelhead populations in the Santa Ynez River. Section
1.2.1 Purpose and Need of the BO defines the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Purpose and
Need and CEQA Objectives as follows:
Reclamation has prepared the following purpose and need statement pursuant to NEPA:
The Purpose of the Project is for Reclamation to operate the Cachuma Project consistent
with its water rights permits and to meet downstream public trust resources in an
economical manner that would not affect project yield in a meaningful way.
The Need for the Project is to enhance and protect summer habitat and migration habitat
for Southern California steelhead and improve conditions for the native fish in the Santa
Ynez River watershed below Bradbury Dam.
COMB prepared the following CEQA objectives pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15124(b).
The objective of the proposed FMP/BO management actions is to ensure that operation of
the Cachuma Project is consistent with the federal Endangered Species Act regarding
effects on the endangered southern steelhead and to improve conditions for native fish in
the Santa Ynez River watershed below Bradbury Dam.
The proposed FMP/BO management actions must be economically feasible and initially
focused on high priority river reaches and tributaries where habitat improvements would
be most effective. The actions must not substantially affect the Cachuma Project yield,
nor result in significant long-term effects on other aquatic species and habitats in the
lower watershed.
The FMP/BO management actions are needed to comply with the federal Endangered
Species Act and to continue the protection of downstream public trust resources in
accordance with Reclamation’s water rights permits for the project.
These are qualitative goals, and as such are consistent with the objectives set forth in the Draft EIR, which
include protection of public trust resources, including but not limited to steelhead, red-legged frog,
tidewater goby, and wetlands, in the Santa Ynez River downstream of Bradbury Dam, to the extent
feasible and in the public interest.
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Quantitative goals for dynamic, living biological systems are difficult to establish because of the
dependency on the environment and the possibility of natural disasters. Therefore, qualitative goals are
used that provide as optimal an environmental setting as possible for the long-term survivability of each
target species.
Response 6-2:
The comment states that Fish and Game Code Section 5937 requires that steelhead be kept in 'good
condition' below the Bradbury Dam but claims that this is not currently happening. The comment
recommends greater minimum flows and continuous flows downstream of the dam to maintain healthy
populations of steelhead for compliance with the guidelines of Fish and Game Code Section 5937.
Fish and Game Code Section 5937 provides protection to fisheries by requiring the owner of any dam
allow sufficient water to pass downstream to keep in good condition any fisheries that may be planted or
exist below the dam. The implementation of the BO, and therefore of the alternatives analyzed in the EIR,
each of which incorporate the BO requirements, is consistent with Section 5937 as it provides for releases
over Bradford Dam that are determined to provide long-term sustainability for steelhead within the Santa
Ynez River system.
Response 6-3:
The comment states that a healthy steelhead population requires quality habitat with the vast majority of
quality spawning habitat occurring above Bradbury Dam at the historic spawning grounds. The comment
continues by stating that the 2003 DEIR does not address bringing Southern Steelhead to the quality
habitat above Bradbury Dam.
While the project objective includes the protection of public trust resources, including but not limited to
steelhead, red-legged frog, tidewater goby, and wetlands, in the Santa Ynez River downstream of
Bradbury Dam, to the extent feasible and in the public interest, efforts to provide fish passage around
Bradbury Dam is not a component of the proposed project. Therefore, an analysis of fish passage above
Bradbury Dam was not included in the environmental analysis. Investigation of alternative fish passage
strategies for Bradbury Dam was included as Conservation Recommendation #2 of the 2000 Biological
Opinion. As of 2011, no studies have been made available that identify and evaluate the feasibility of
providing such passage around Bradbury Dam. This is discussed further in 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 2.4.5
Conservation Recommendations.
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Marjorie Lakin Erickson
128 East Carrillo Street
Santa Barbara, California 93101

October 5, 2003
Andy Fecko
State Water Resources Control Board
Division of Water Rights
1001 “I” Street
Sacramento, California 95812
Re: Santa Ynez River Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR)
Dear Mr. Fecko,
I am writing to express my concerns regarding the Santa Ynez River DEIR. I am
writing this letter in my personal capacity; although I am a Santa Barbara County
Park Commissioner, the opinions I express are mine alone and not to be taken as
the opinions of the Commission.
My primary, general concern, is that the range of alternatives addressed in the
DEIR is too narrow. The DEIR addresses only the requirements of NOAA
Fisheries Biological Opinion (BO) and makes no attempt to evaluate what is
necessary to comply with the requirements of Fish and Game Code ¤ 5937 that
Bradbury Dam be operated so as to maintain the fish below the dam in good
condition. Nor does the DEIR evaluate whether the requirements of the BO meet
the constitutionally mandated requirement that the State Water Resources Water
Control Board protect our public trust resources.

7-1
7-2

The problem with the BO is that it is merely a “no jeopardy” opinion. In this
case, that means that if the Dam is operated pursuant to the BO, the operations
will not further jeopardize the existence of steelhead trout in the river. But the
trout are already endangered, so maintaining the status quo does not equate to
protecting our public trust resources or keeping the fish in good condition. The
fact that they are listed as endangered should point to the fact that they are not in
good condition. We are talking about a river that once was home to 10,000 –
20,000 steelhead. Now you are about to approve a project that contemplates
maintaining a mere 100 fish in the river. This vision is too shortsighted and does
not meet the mandate to maintain public trust resources. If we only ensure the
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continued existence of the fish in their currently endangered state, we will not
save steelhead. The range of alternatives should be expanded to include actions
that are calculated to recover the species.
The DEIR does not look at other project alternatives such as providing for
passage of steelhead to its traditional spawning habitat above the dam. The
project should look at the whole river, rather than just below the dam, both so
that the fish have access to the best spawning habitat and so that the land-locked
native rainbow trout above the dam might be afforded access to the ocean.
There are problems with the existing alternatives as well. At a minimum, the
project should require objective measurable standards of success for any
management action. This means that there should be a requirement that criteria
be adopted to determine whether the population of fish is in fact increasing, as
must happen if the fish are to survive.
Any flow regimes required should be based on data that show what water flow
regimes are required to help the fish increase from their dismally low levels.
Once that is determined, these flows should be implemented and the agencies
should be required to implement conservation measures to provide the water
needed for additional flows. Conservation was successfully used in Los Angeles
to help save Mono Lake. The flow regimes must include an enforcement
mechanism to ensure that they are followed. Currently, the river is dry in places
where the flow regimes now in effect require water to be flowing. This must not
be allowed to continue. Even if the BO is determined be all that is required, it is
meaningless if not followed.
With regard to the impacts of a three-foot surcharge, I have some concerns. First,
the minor point that you have mis-identified the Santa Barbara County Parks
Department as Santa Barbara County Parks and Recreation. This is obviously a
small point, but it is better for your report to correctly identify the affected
agencies. Second, while it is true that the Parks Department contract with the
Bureau of Reclamation expires in 2003, that contract has been extended for two
years.
The record should be corrected in this respect.
More substantively, while I recognize that the SWRCB does not recommend a
three-foot surcharge, I would like to point out that a three-foot surcharge would
result in an impact to the recreational facilities that could not be mitigated in any
reasonable time frame. The County has determined that relocation of the
facilities would cost in excess of $12 million. Currently the County does not have
the funds available. It is estimated that once funds become available, if they do,
it will take five years to complete relocation. Thus the mitigation cannot be
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accomplished in less than at least seven years. And it is not at all clear that the
Cachuma Operations Management Board and the Bureau of Reclamation can
meet their CEQA mitigation responsibilities for their impacts by blithely
asserting that someone else will do it.
I am not a hydrologist and don’t profess to know what particular flow regimes or
habitat restoration are required to help steelhead recover. I do know that what it
proposed ignores the use of the only really good habitat for the fish and that is
the habitat above the dam. Further, much of what is proposed may not be able to
be accomplished because of insufficient numbers of willing landowners
interested in helping the fish recover.
I hope the SWRCB will take a broader, long-term look at what is required to save
these fish. I know we will never return the Santa Ynez River steelhead run to
10,000 fish, but it is shocking that the Bureau of Reclamation and the member
water agencies think they can meet their obligation to the future generations by
maintaining only 100 fish in the river that once provided the largest steelhead
run in the southern ESU.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Marjorie Lakin Erickson
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7.

Majorie Lakin Erickson, dated October 5, 2003.

Response 7-1:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR addresses only the requirements of NMFS Biological Opinion
(BO) and makes no attempt to evaluate what is necessary to comply with the requirements of Fish and
Game Code Section 5937, which requires Bradbury Dam to be operated so as to maintain the fish below
the dam in good condition.
Fish and Game Code Section 5937 provides protection to fisheries by requiring the owner of any dam
allow sufficient water to pass downstream to keep in good condition any fisheries that may be planted or
exist below the dam. The implementation of the BO, and therefore of the alternatives analyzed in the EIR,
each of which incorporate the BO requirements, is consistent with these goals as it provides for releases
over Bradford Dam that are determined to provide long-term sustainability for steelhead within the Santa
Ynez River system.
Response 7-2:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR does not evaluate whether the requirements of the BO meet the
constitutionally mandated requirement for the State Water Resources Control Board to protect our public
trust resources.
Section 2.7 Settlement Agreement of the 2011 2nd RDEIR describes protection of the public trust
resources as, “The Parties agree to mutually support the Terms and Conditions of the National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS) Biological Opinion and the Fish Management Plan as the preferred operational
program for the Cachuma Project in order to address public trust resource issues.”
In addition, the project objectives are listed in Section 3.1.1 Description of the Proposed Project of the
2011 2nd RDEIR. These objectives include:


protecting public trust resources, including but not limited to steelhead, red-legged frog, tidewater
goby, and wetlands, in the Santa Ynez River downstream of Bradbury Dam, to the extent feasible and
in the public interest, taking into consideration: (1) the water supply impacts of measures designed to
protect public trust resources, and (2) the extent to which any water supply impacts can be
minimized through the implementation of water conservation measures;



protecting senior water right holders from injury due to changes in water quality resulting from
operation of the Cachuma Project, including water quality effects in the Lompoc Plains groundwater
basin that impair any senior water right holder’s ability to beneficially use water under prior rights;
and



protecting senior water right holders from injury due to a reduction in the quantity of water available
to serve prior rights.
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Response 7-3:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR does not look at other project alternatives such as providing for
passage of steelhead to its traditional spawning habitat above the Bradbury Dam.
While the project objective includes the protection of public trust resources, including but not limited to
steelhead, red-legged frog, tidewater goby, and wetlands, in the Santa Ynez River downstream of
Bradbury Dam, to the extent feasible and in the public interest, efforts to provide fish passage around
Bradbury Dam is not a component of the proposed project. Therefore, an analysis of fish passage above
Bradbury Dam was not included in the environmental analysis. Investigation of alternative fish passage
strategies for Bradbury Dam was included as Conservation Recommendation #2 of the 2000 Biological
Opinion. As of 2011, no studies have been made available that identify and evaluate the feasibility of
providing such passage around Bradbury Dam. This is discussed further in Section 2.4.5 Conservation
Recommendations.
Response 7-4:
The comment states that the project should require objective measurable standards of success, including
criteria to determine whether the population of fish is in fact increasing, for any management action.
The BO includes a long-term monitoring and reporting program, designed to collect data to determine
the success of the various management actions and projects. The information collected is to be used to
potentially modify the actions and projects to enhance success. In addition, The FMP/BO is based on an
adaptive management strategy in which the performance of management actions are monitored and
modified to improve their effectiveness or respond to annual variations in hydrologic conditions.
Response 7-5:
The comment states that any flow regimes required should be demonstrate what water flow regimes are
required to help the fish increase in population size.
Section 4.7 Southern California Steelhead and Other Fishes of the 2011 2nd RDEIR presents habitat
requirements for steelhead, including flow characteristics required for spawning, rearing, and passage.
This section also presents analyses of impacts on steelhead resulting from implementation of the various
alternatives, and takes into consideration flow data from 1942 – 1993. Results of the analyses indicated
that all proposed alternatives would provide benefit affects to O. mykiss relative to the baseline condition
(Alternative 2), which reflects the impacts of the dam. Therefore, at least several years of pre-dam
conditions were included in the analysis and subsequent scoring found in Section 4.7.2.3 Impacts on
Southern California O. mykiss Along the River.
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Response 7-6:
The comment correctly points out that the Santa Barbara Parks Department is the correct title for the
County department. These changes have been incorporated in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
The Agreement to Administer Recreation Area contract between the County Parks Department and
Reclamation has been extended to 2011 and the County anticipates a further extension of that contract
prior to the 2011 expiration date. This updated information has been incorporated the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 7-7:
The comment suggests that a three-foot surcharge would result in impacts to recreational facilities that
could not be mitigated in any reasonable time frame due to lack of funding.
Please see response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 8-7, and 2003 DEIR Comments 1-15, and 3-32.
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8.

Marc Guonin, dated October 2, 2003.

Response 8-1:
The comment states support for the preservation the endangered steelhead trout of the Santa Ynez River.
The comment is noted. One of the project objectives stated in Section 3.1.1 Description of the Proposed
Project is to protect the public trust resources, including but not limited to steelhead, red-legged frog,
tidewater goby, and wetlands, in the Santa Ynez River downstream of Bradbury Dam, to the extent
feasible and in the public interest.
Response 8-2:
The comment states support for the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service recommendations regarding increased
water flows.
The comment is noted.
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9.

Mike Homes, dated October 1, 2003.

Response 9-1:
The comment states concern about surcharging Lake Cachuma and the UCSB rowing team’s lakeside
building.
The UCSB Crew Building would not be impacted by the surcharge of the lake. The 3-foot surcharge
would place the lake level at 753 feet. At this level, the UCSB building would still be located
approximately 10 feet from the waters’ edge.40 No inundation or relocation of the building would be
required. Therefore, surcharging of the lake would not cause a significant impact on this facility.
Response 9-2:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR fails to define what is required to protect steelhead as a public
trust resource, including protection under the Federal Endangered Species Act. The comment
recommends that the SWRCB establish population-based success criteria to define and measure
protection and restoration of steelhead in the Santa Ynez River, in compliance with Fish and Game Code
Section 5937.
Fish and Game Code Section 5937 provides protection to fisheries by requiring the owner of any dam
allow sufficient water to pass downstream to keep in good condition any fisheries that may be planted or
exist below the dam. The implementation of the BO, and therefore of the alternatives analyzed in the EIR,
each of which incorporate the BO requirements, is consistent with Section 5937 as it provides for releases
over Bradford Dam that are determined to provide long-term sustainability for steelhead within the Santa
Ynez River system. Furthermore, in keeping with the federal Endangered Species Act, the BO
requirements were determined by NMFS, the trustee agency for steelhead, not to jeopardize the survival
of steelhead within the Santa Ynez River system.
See also response to 2003 DEIR Comment 2-2.

40 Juan Beltranean, Project manager, County of Santa Barabara Parks Department, communication with ISI, August
4, 2010.
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Response 9-3:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR does not consider alternatives other than the Biological Opinion
to protect steelhead and suggests a range of alternatives.
Section 3.2.2 Description of Alternatives describes each alternative. Alternative 3B incorporates the
water rights release requirements under Order WR 89-18, in order to meet long-term rearing and passage
target flows under the Biological Opinion, and other steelhead conservation actions described in the
Biological Opinion. Alternative 3C includes all the elements of Alternative 3B except that this alternative
assumes that Reclamation will modify the spill gates for a 3.0-foot surcharge. Under this alternative, longterm rearing and passage releases for fish pursuant to the Biological Opinion would be met with the
3.0-foot surcharge. Alternative 4B includes water release requirements under Order WR 89-18, releases
for steelhead to meet long-term rearing and passage target flows under the Biological Opinion, and other
steelhead conservation actions described in the Biological Opinion. It also includes 3.0-foot surcharging,
conveyance of SWP water through the Cachuma Project facilities, and emergency winter storm
operations.
Response 9-4:
The comment suggests that the proposed project should protect steelhead throughout the Santa Ynez
River basin including those trapped by the barrier of Bradbury Dam, and that that is the only way to
protect steelhead as a public trust resource.
While the project objective includes the protection of public trust resources, including but not limited to
steelhead, red-legged frog, tidewater goby, and wetlands, in the Santa Ynez River downstream of
Bradbury Dam, to the extent feasible and in the public interest, efforts to provide fish passage around
Bradbury Dam is not a component of the proposed project. Therefore, an analysis of fish passage above
Bradbury Dam was not included in the environmental analysis. Investigation of alternative fish passage
strategies for Bradbury Dam was included as Conservation Recommendation #2 of the 2000 Biological
Opinion. As of 2011, no studies have been made available that identify and evaluate the feasibility of
providing such passage around Bradbury Dam. This is discussed further in Section 2.4.5 Conservation
Recommendations.
Response 9-5:
The comment suggests that water supply impacts during drought years can be avoided or minimized by
water conservation, alternative sources, or maximum beneficial use of downstream releases (i.e., using
continuous downstream water rights releases to protect steelhead).
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The SWRCB agrees that each of these three processes would play a role in minimizing water supply
impacts during droughts. Comment is noted.
Water conservation is considered in Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP) for the Member Units. The
2010 UWMPs for the Member Units contain updated proposed water conservation measures as part of
long-term supply and demand volumes.
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10.

Cynthia Lara, no date – received October 6, 2003.

Response 10-1:
The comment states support for saving steelhead trout from extinction in Santa Ynez River.
The comment is noted. One of the project objectives stated in the 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 3.1.1
Description of the Proposed Project is to protect the public trust resources, including but not limited to
steelhead, red-legged frog, tidewater goby, and wetlands, in the Santa Ynez River downstream of
Bradbury Dam, to the extent feasible and in the public interest.
Response 10-2:
The comment suggests considering implementing the recommendations of the Fish and Wildlife Service,
including a ladder or other means of passage around Bradbury Dam.
The comment is noted. Efforts to provide fish passage around Bradbury Dam is not a component of the
proposed project. Therefore, an analysis of fish passage above Bradbury Dam was not included in the
environmental analysis. Investigation of alternative fish passage strategies for Bradbury Dam was
included as Conservation Recommendation #2 of the 2000 Biological Opinion. As of 2011, no studies have
been made available that identify and evaluate the feasibility of providing such passage around Bradbury
Dam. This is discussed further in the 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 2.4.5 Conservation Recommendations.
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Elizabeth R. Mason
4538-F Oak Glen Drive
Santa Barbara, CA 93110

October 7, 2003
Attention: Andrew Fecko
State Water Resources Control Board
Division of Water Rights
1001 “I” Street
Sacramento, CA 95812
Re: Draft Environmental Impact Report, Consideration of Modifications to the US
Bureau of Reclamation’s Water Right Permits 11308 and 11310. . . August 2003
Dear Mr. Fecko,
I am writing to submit comments on the SWB DEIR regarding the State Water
Resources Control Board Draft Environmental Impact Report, Consideration of
Modifications to the US Bureau of Reclamation’s Water Right Permits 11308 and 11310
(Applications 11331 and 11332) To Protect Public Trust Values and Downstream Water
Right on the Santa Ynez River Below Bradbury Dam (Cachuma Reservoir), August
2003.
I am submitting comments as a private citizen and I appreciate the opportunity to do
so. My educational background is in biology with an emphasis in botany and population
ecology, and I am employed as an environmental educator.
I support the SWB DEIR conclusion that identifies alternative 3A as environmentally
preferred to all other alternatives (3B,3C, 4A, 4B). The health of native Steelhead Trout
(Onchorynchus mykiss) can be recovered under Alternative 3A, and the impacts to oak
woodland and chaparral plant communities, to cultural resources, and to recreational
facilities could be avoided if Alternative 3A is implemented, by avoiding surcharge of
Cachuma Lake.
All other alternatives achieve the goal of protecting native steelhead, yet because they
each propose surcharge of Cachuma Lake, they have detrimental impacts on other
resources that could also be considered “public trust resources.” The Santa Ynez River is
a biological system, albeit greatly deteriorated from its original functioning, and existing
facets of the system, for example, oak woodlands, should not be further compromised
needlessly.
The potential reduction in water supplies (due to target flow requirements for
Steelhead in the Biological Opinion and no surcharge) during critical drought periods
could be mitigated effectively through water conservation, and this potential should be
studied. Santa Barbara residents are familiar with effective conservation measures due to
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the drought in the 1980s, and the community can be called on again, were there need, to
effectively conserve resources. If alternative 3A is adopted, such conservation measures
could help to avoid the potential indirect Class I impact of saltwater intrusion due to
groundwater pumping by water agency member units during critical drought years.

11-3

I have prepared the following comments to address impacts to natural resources at
Cachuma Lake that would result from surcharge. Although the SWB DEIR proposes
positive benefits for steelhead in the lower Santa Ynez, it is inadequate with regard to
direct effects on several natural resources within the Cachuma Lake Recreation Area that
would result from a surcharge as proposed under Alternatives 3B, 3C, 4A, and 4B. Water
conservation and alternative supplies are feasible alternatives to expensive surcharging
and would avoid identified significant impacts to recreational facilities, sensitive species,
and oak woodland and chaparral plant communities as addressed below.

11-4

Impacts to Oak Woodland and Chaparral Plant Communities
 DEIR section 4.8.3 proposes mitigating the loss of 452 oaks by implementing oak
restoration within the County Park campgrounds. This proposal, while it would be
beneficial to the park by virtue of the aesthetic value of additional trees, does not
fulfill the intent of mitigation. The biological functioning of the oak woodland
habitat that would be lost due to surcharge would not be restored under these
circumstances by virtue of human disturbance and ground clearing. Oak trees
(Quercus spp.), in an of themselves, planted in bare ground, do not restore an
ecosystem; it is the integrative processes that promote functioning, including,
among other things, energy and nutrient cycling and decay of organic materials—
processes that are facilitated by living organisms, which would be absent in the park
setting.

11-5

 Additional inadequacy of the proposed oak mitigation is the replacement ratio. The
county standard replacement ratio is 10:1 for evergreen oaks and 15:1 for deciduous
oaks; the proposed ratio is 3:1, especially inadequate considering the great
probability of mortality due to human disturbance in the campground setting.

11-6

 There are additional areas within the recreation area where true woodland
mitigation could be effected and appropriate ratios of oaks could be applied. These
include savannah mesas above the north shore of the lake, including areas west of
Santa Cruz Bay, where cattle grazing has been in effect for many decades,
effectively destroying opportunities for Valley Oak recruitment especially, as the
young saplings are consumed by cattle, and older, acorn-bearing trees are not
replaced. Protestations that these areas would be “hard to access” are unfounded, as
they are accessible by road; convenience to the responsible agency should not take
precedence over the necessity and obligation of mitigation.

11-7

 The DEIR proposes no mitigation for 35 acres of lost chaparral habitat.

11-8

Impacts to Bald Eagles and Osprey (Halliaeetus leucocephalus and Pandion
haliaetus):

11-9
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The principal impact on Bald Eagles and Ospreys is due to loss of oak woodland habitat.
 Surcharge would result in loss of lakeside oaks serving as daytime roosts and
foraging perches for Bald Eagle and Osprey. Such perches have been identified as
important in successful capture of prey by Bald Eagles, and lack of them may
reduce forage success and increase competition between eagles at existing perches
according to a study conducted at Cachuma Lake (Detrich 1989).
Impacts to Western and Clark’s Grebes (Aechmophorus occidentalis, A. clarkii):
 Cachuma Lake is the only body of water in Santa Barbara County that supports
Western and Clark’s Grebe reproduction. Both species were placed on the list of
Species of Special Concern in 1986. They were also on the National Audubon
Society’s Blue List from 1973 – 1982; The Blue List (now the WatchList) was
initiated to provide early warning of those North American species undergoing
population or range reductions.
 Surcharge carries with it potential loss, for an undetermined period of time, of the
seed bank of aquatic plant species gathered by Grebes as nesting material. It is not
known what affect several consecutive years may have on Grebe habitation at
Cachuma Lake.
 Increased fluctuation of lake level due to surcharge directly affects reproductive
opportunities for Grebes. Nesting is initiated by establishment of appropriate aquatic
plant nesting material, for example, Echinodorus berteroi (Burhead). Once the nest
is built, the duration of egg gestation is 23 days. Releases of water downstream at
the key reproductive period for Grebes results in established nests remaining within
anchor plants at higher water elevation, thus making the nests inaccessible to
tending adult birds, and thus, loss of egg viability. In 2002, Cachuma Lake Park
Naturalists documented virtually no Grebe reproductive success, despite nesting
attempts, during a period of release of greater than 9,000 acre-feet over a period of 4
months (Mason, 2002)

11-9

11-10

11-11

11-12

Impacts to Southwestern Pond Turtle (Clemmys marmorata pallida), a State
Protected and Special Concern Species:
 The Southwestern Pond Turtle is present in Cachuma Lake, and hibernates in mud
banks at the perimeter of the lake. It also breeds at the lake and lays eggs several
hundred meters from the water’s edge. The Southwestern Pond Turtle hibernates in
mud banks at the perimeter of the lake. The surcharge has the potential to create
conditions for the pond turtle that make the mud banks uninhabitable, e.g., displaces
the banks to unsuitable depth.
Impacts to Rare Plant Species:
Section 4.8.1.3 of the DEIR identifies six sensitive plant species in the watershed, and
states that these would likely not occur at Cachuma. The report overlooks the current and
historical presence of six additional plant species occurring at Cachuma Lake.

11-13

11-14

 There are 6 rare plants (CNPS-listed) within the Cachuma Lake Recreation Area
that would be affected by surcharge. Four of these would be affected directly, and 2
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more that grow within 15 feet of the proposed surcharge high water level of 753 feet
above sea level. These species can be found listed at
http://www.cnpsci.org/html/PlantInfo/SBCORarePlants.doc
 Three plants have been seen in isolated years on the mud flats at the east end of
Cachuma Lake. They are locally-rare, including:
1) Cyperus odoratus, located in the county only at Cachuma Lake (HM
Pollard, Oct 1957; Smith, 1971; D Lampl, 1981).
2) Eleocharis parvula, Colorado spike-rush, located in the county only at
Burton Mesa and Cachuma (W. Ferren, no date, UCSB).
3) Potamogeton pusillus, Small pondweed, located in the county only at
Cachuma Lake (D Lampl, May 1981, UCSB).
 The fourth plant occurs on the mud flats and around the perimeter of the lake shore
in appropriate water depth:
4) Echinodorus berteroi, Burhead, located in the county currently only at
Cachuma Lake. (Per Smith, also in 1929, on the Santa Ynez River above
Ranger Station, and in Santa Barbara along Las Positas Road north of
Veronica Springs, Oct 1962 and Aug 1963).

11-14

 Two additional rare plants occur within 15 feet of the proposed surcharge high
water mark, and they could be jeopardized by lake access foot traffic:
1) Piperia elongata, dense flower rein orchid, CNPS 4, occurs in county, found at
Cachuma Lake by Don Wimpress, 1985, and by Larry Ballard, 2000.
2) Calochortus weedii var. vestus, Weed's Mariposa, CNPS 1B, occurs in county,
found at Cachuma Lake by Liz Mason, 2001.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth R. Mason
Santa Barbara, California

References:
Detrich, Phillip J, 1989. Management recommendations for Bald Eagles at Lake
Cachuma County Park. Ecos, Inc, Sacramento.
Lampl, Diane and Baley, Dave,1982. A Vascular Plant Checklist for the Mud Flats of
Eastern Lake Cachuma. Study on file, Park Naturalist's office, Cachuma Lake.
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Barbara Botanic Garden and Capra Press, Santa Barbara.
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11.

Elizabeth Mason, dated October 7, 2003.

Response 11-1:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR identifies Alternative 3A as environmentally preferred to all other
alternatives, and the commenter supports that conclusion.
See response to 2003 DEIR Comment 3-34.
Comment noted
Response 11-2:
The comment states that all other alternatives achieve the goal of protecting native steelhead, yet because
they each propose surcharge of Cachuma Lake, they have detrimental impacts on other resources that
could also be considered “public trust resources.”
The alternatives in the 2003 DEIR were all evaluated equally and included analysis of impacts to all
identified public trust resources.
Response 11-3:
The comment states that potential reduction in water supplies (due to target flow requirements for
steelhead in the Biological Opinion and no surcharge) during critical drought periods could be mitigated
effectively through water conservation, and this potential should be studied.
Water conservation is addressed by the local water providers in their Urban Water Management Plans.
Currently, the water providers are updating their UWMPs to meet state requirements including
mandated water conservation targets set in 2009 by the legislature. While conservation efforts would
reduce water use, they would not alone supplant water needs by the downstream users and other water
sources are not adequate to meet all current and forecast demands.
Response 11-4:
The commenter makes a number of specific comments regarding specific impacts to oak woodland and
chaparral plant communities.
Each individual point is responded to separately below.
Response 11-5:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR Section 4.8.3 proposes mitigating the loss of 452 oaks by
implementing oak restoration within the County Park campgrounds but this does not fulfill the intent of
mitigation.
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Please see response to the 2007 RDEIR Comment 3-9 for discussion of oak mitigation.
Response 11-6:
The comment states that the proposed oak mitigation is inadequate in regard to the replacement ratio of
3:1 being too small.
The intent of the oak tree mitigation is the replacement habitat for the lost oak woodland plant
community. Oak woodland habitats vary in tree density so no single standard is applicable in all cases.
See discussion in 2003 DEIR Section 4.8 Riparian and Lakeshore Vegetation and the response to 2007
RDEIR Comment 3-9 regarding the success of the Oak Restoration Management Plan.
Response 11-7:
The comment suggests additional areas within the recreation area where true woodland mitigation could
be effected and appropriate ratios of oaks could be planted.
The comment is noted. The Oak Restoration Management Plan has been implemented with success and is
ongoing. See discussion in 2003 DEIR Section 4.8 Riparian and Lakeshore Vegetation and the response
to 2007 RDEIR Comment 3-9.
Response 11-8:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR proposes no mitigation for 35 acres of lost chaparral habitat.
This statement is correct. As the chaparral habitat is not considered a sensitive plant community, impacts
to this biological resource is not considered to be significant and therefore no mitigation is proposed or
needed.
Response 11-9:
The comment states that surcharge would result in loss of lakeside oaks, which serve as important
daytime roosts and foraging perches for bald eagle and osprey, and the loss of these perches may reduce
foraging success and increase competition between eagles at existing perches according to a study
conducted at Cachuma Lake (Detrich 1989).
The comment is noted. Impacts to bald eagle resulting from the loss of oak trees are discussed in Section
4.9.2.1 Lake Impacts.
Response 11-10:
The commenter makes specific comments regarding specific impacts to western and Clark’s grebes
(Aechmophorus occidentalis and A. clarkii). Each individual comment is separately addressed below.
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The comment is noted.
Response 11-11:
The comment states that the surcharge has the potential impact the seed bank of aquatic plant species
gathered by grebes as nesting material, which may impact grebe habitation at Cachuma Lake.
The comment is noted. There are no grebe species currently listed by CDFG on the Special Animal List, so
these are not species of special concern recognized at the state level.
Response 11-12:
The comment states that increased fluctuation of lake level due to surcharge would directly affect
reproductive opportunities for grebes.
The comment is noted. There are no grebe species currently listed by CDFG on the Special Animal List, so
these are not species of special concern recognized at the state level.
Response 11-13:
The comment states that southwestern pond turtle is present in Cachuma Lake, hibernates in mud banks
at the perimeter of the lake and breeds at the lake, laying eggs several hundred meters from the water’s
edge. The comment continues that the surcharge has the potential to impact the southwestern pond
turtle.
The comment is noted. Impacts to southwestern pond turtle is addressed in Section 4.9.1.1 Amphibians
and Reptiles of the 2011 2nd RDEIR EIR.
Response 11-14:
The comment states that Section 4.8.1.3 of the 2003 DEIR identifies six sensitive plant species in the
watershed, and states that these would likely not occur at Lake Cachuma, but overlooks the current and
historical presence of six additional plant species occurring at Cachuma Lake.
The comment is noted. The six additional plant species identified by the commenter as occurring at Lake
Cachuma are Cyperus odoratus (fragrant flatsedge), Eleocharis parvula (dwarf spikerush), Potamogeton
pusillus (small pondweed), Echinodorus berteroi (burhead), Piperia elongata (dense flowered rein orchid),
and Calochortus weedii var. vestus (late flowered mariposa lily). The majority of these species are not
considered rare or threatened, and none are endangered. Dwarf spike rush is listed as California Native
Plant Society (CNPS) 4.3, a watch list species of limited distribution. Only late flowered mariposa lily is
considered to be sensitive, listed as CNPS 1B.2, but the species does not occur within the inundation area
and is not likely to be impacted.
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12.

National Marine Fisheries Service, dated October 7, 2003.

Response 12-1:
The comment states that the scope of the public trust interests in the steelhead resources of the Santa
Ynez River include resources above as well as below Bradbury Dam but that none of the potential
modifications (or project alternatives) in the 2003 DEIR include provisions that specifically address public
trust interests in the steelhead resources of the Santa Ynez River above Bradbury Dam. The comment
concludes that the alternatives analyzed in the 2003 DEIR are not adequate to address fully the issues
raised by the project.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR project is the potential modifications to Reclamation’s water rights Permits 11308
and 11310, to provide appropriate protection of water rights and public trust resources on the Santa Ynez
River downstream of Bradbury Dam. The Cachuma Project is responsible for the public trust resources
below the Bradbury Dam. The Cachuma Project scope focuses on Lake Cachuma, Bradbury Dam, and the
Santa Ynez River downstream of the dam. Upstream portions of the river above the dam, where public
trust resources also occur, were outside the scope of the project.
The purpose of the EIR is not to evaluate the impacts of the Cachuma Project on the fishery (including the
impact of the dam and reservoir on fish passage) and develop measures to mitigate those impacts (such
as fish ladders, trap and haul, etc.). That was the purpose of the public trust hearing. The purpose of the
EIR is to evaluate any incidental environmental impacts of the public trust measures proposed during the
hearing. The hearing record doesn't support the imposition of passage requirements at the present time.
Instead, NMFS and DFG recommended that the feasibility of passage should be studied. Conducting a
study of the feasibility of providing for passage, by itself, will not have an environmental impact, and
therefore it was not necessary to evaluate the potential impacts of such a study in the EIR. As of 2011, no
studies have been made available that identify and evaluate the feasibility of providing such passage
around Bradbury Dam.
Please see responses to 2003 DEIR Comments 6-3, 7-3 and 12-2.
Response 12-2:
The comment states that the project alternatives should specifically include fish passage provisions for
both adult and juvenile steelhead around Bradbury Dam in order to address the recovery of steelhead
resources of the Santa Ynez River and in the Southern California steelhead ESU as a whole. In addition,
the comment suggests that protection of steelhead spawning and rearing habitats above Bradbury Dam
also be a consideration in project alternatives. The comment recommends six steelhead investigations
(listed below as 12-2a through 12-2f) be undertaken and incorporated into the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
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Efforts to provide fish passage around Bradbury Dam are not a component of the proposed project.
Therefore, an analysis of fish passage above Bradbury Dam was not included in the selection of project
alternatives. Investigation of alternative fish passage strategies for Bradbury Dam was included as
Conservation Recommendation #2 of the 2000 Biological Opinion. As of 2011, no studies have been made
available that identify and evaluate the feasibility of providing such passage around Bradbury Dam. This
is discussed further in Section 2.4.5 Conservation Recommendations.
Response 12-3:
The comment recommends that an investigation be conducted to assess steelhead spawning and rearing
habitat of several segments of the Santa Ynez River system to evaluate the extent and quality of the
steelhead habitat above Bradbury Dam, which would became accessible to adult steelhead if fish passage
and migration were re-established in the upper reaches of the Santa Ynez River watershed.
Efforts to provide fish passage around Bradbury Dam are not a component of the proposed project, as no
project has been proposed to develop this fish passage. Because the possibility of fish passage is
speculative, an analysis of fish passage above Bradbury Dam was not included in the selection of project
alternatives. See also the response to 2003 DEIR Comment 12-1, above.
Section 4.7.2 Potential Impacts of the Alternatives of the 2011 2nd RDEIR includes discussion of
spawning and rearing habitat along the mainstem. The long-term rearing target flows required by the
Biological Opinion have been met to the Highway 154 bridge between 2000 and 2010. Flashboards were
installed at the dam in 2005 to achieve a 3.0 surcharge, and surcharge occurred in 2005 and 2006. Spills
also occurred in 2005, 2006 and 2008, providing additional flows downstream to the Alisal reach in 2006,
2007, 2008, and 2009. These additional flows have resulted in increased abundance of O. mykiss in the
lower Santa Ynez River and its tributaries, increased riparian vegetation quantity and quality, as well as
spawning and rearing habitat along the mainstem.
Response 12-4:
The comment recommends that an investigation be conducted of alternative means of providing adult
steelhead fish passage to spawning and rearing habitat above Bradbury Dam, with effective emigration of
rearing juvenile steelhead (smolts) located above Bradbury Dam downstream to the ocean. The aim of
this investigation should be to identify effective means of reconnecting the upper portion of the Santa
Ynez River watershed with the lower Santa Ynez River and the Pacific Ocean.
The comment is noted. Efforts to provide fish passage around Bradbury Dam are not a component of the
proposed project. Therefore, an investigation of fish passage above Bradbury Dam is not needed for the
implementation of the Cachuma Project. However, investigation of alternative fish passage strategies for
Bradbury Dam was included as Conservation Recommendation #2 of the 2000 Biological Opinion.
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Response 12-5:
The comment recommends an investigation to identify instream flow requirements (timing, duration,
and magnitude) in the mainstem of the Santa Ynez River that would be necessary to provide effective fish
migration for both adult and juvenile steelhead and to support spawning and rearing between the Pacific
Ocean and the reach of the Santa Ynez River between Bradbury Dam and Gibraltar Dam.
The comment is noted. Efforts to provide fish passage around Bradbury Dam are not a component of the
proposed project. Therefore, an investigation of fish passage above Bradbury Dam is not needed for the
implementation of the Cachuma Project. However, investigation of alternative fish passage strategies for
Bradbury Dam was included as Conservation Recommendation #2 of the 2000 Biological Opinion.
Response 12-6:
The comment recommends an investigation for technical review by the regulatory and trustee agencies
(i.e., SWRCB, California Department of Fish and Game, Reclamation, and NOAA Fisheries) to determine
ways of improving migratory conditions for both adult and juvenile steelhead in the lower Santa Ynez
River by improving and maintaining natural channel structure generated by fluvial processes resulting
from the alteration of the natural frequency, duration, and magnitude of pre-project flood flows, created
by the current operation of the Cachuma Project.
The comment is noted. Studies of this nature are more appropriately investigated by Santa Ynez River
Technical Advisory Committee (SYRTAC), Adaptive Management Committee (AMC), rather than the
SWRCB.
In 2001, parties executed a Memorandum of Understanding to Support Implementation of the National Marine
Fisheries Service Biological Opinion and the Santa Ynez River Technical Advisory Committee Lower Santa Ynez
River Fish Management Plan (MOU). The MOU sets forth an institutional framework to provide
governance, guidance, technical support, and funding arrangements for the long-term Fisheries Program
that should be mutually satisfactory for all respective concerns.
Under the MOU, a Consensus Committee (CC) provides oversight for the work and activities of the AMC
and addresses policy issues and activities as specified in the MOU.
The AMC provides technical support in the implementation of the BO/FMP.41 Roles and responsibilities
of the AMC are: (1) to provide technical input and review of the fisheries monitoring program and
studies related to steelhead/rainbow trout, fish habitat, and hydrology of the river and tributaries below
Bradbury Dam that are administered by CCRB/I.D. No. 1 or Reclamation; (2) present scientific
41 Advisory Groups and Procedures Associated with the Lower Santa Ynez River Fisheries Program, Roles and
Responsibilities, February 27, 2007.
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information for implementation of fish conservation and protection measures and adaptive refinement of
management actions arising from the BO/FMP to the Consensus Committee (CC) and NMFS as
appropriate; and (3) oversee the use of the 500 acre foot Adaptive Management Account (AMA).
Decisions made by the AMC that materially deviate from operations approved in the BO, and which
could reasonably be expected to adversely affect steelhead, must be approved by NMFS before being
implemented.
Members of SYRTAC include a representative of each of the public agencies represented on the AMC, as
well as interested public members and representatives from other state and public agencies. The number
of SYRTAC members varies depending upon participation by the public and other agencies. The
objective of SYRTAC is to foster outreach and public participation in the implementation efforts of the
BO/FMP and all of its meetings are public. Members of SYRTAC may provide technical recommendations
to the CC or AMC regarding biological and hydrological resources in the Lower Santa Ynez River.
Response 12-7:
The comment recommends an analysis and evaluation, using standard, accepted instream flow
methodology such as the Incremental Flow Instream Methodology (IFIM), and technical review by the
regulatory and trustee agencies (e.g., SWRCB, California Department of Fish and Game, BOR, and NOAA
Fisheries), of the 3A2 alternative flow regime (and variations) identified in the Cachuma Contract Final
Environmental Impact Report (December 1995) to determine its suitability to meet the Public Trust
interests in the steelhead resources of the Santa Ynez River below Bradbury Dam, and the related goal of
steelhead recovery (in addition to avoidance of jeopardy) in the Santa Ynez River.
The comment is noted. Alternative 3A2 is no longer considered viable because it may have significant
impacts on water supply, as NMFS acknowledged in their December 7, 2007 comment letter on the 2007
RDEIR.
Response 12-8:
The comment recommends an investigation for technical review by the regulatory and trustee agencies
(e.g., SWRCB, California Department of Fish and Game, BOR, and NOAA Fisheries) to identify and
evaluate anthropogenic activities within the watershed (e.g., roads, vegetation clearing or modification,
fire management, grazing, recreational activities, etc.) affecting the quantity and quality of steelhead
spawning and rearing habitat above Bradbury Dam in both the mainstem of the Santa Ynez River, and
the major historic steelhead spawning and rearing tributaries (e.g., Gridley Creek, Camuesa Creek, Indian
Creek, Mono Creek, Blue Canyon, Agua Caliente Creek, North Fork Juncal Creek, Alder Creek, Juncal
Creek).
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The comment is noted. Undertaking such an investigation is beyond the scope of the SWRCB in regard to
the Cachuma Project. In a memorandum to the Adaptive Management Committee dated December 2006,
a Draft Upper Basin Study – Habitat Synthesis was prepared, which included a summary of migration
barriers to fish passage, both natural and anthropogenic. In addition, several upper Santa Ynez River
basin studies have been conducted to evaluate the historical extent of O. mykiss populations and their
abundance, habitat quality and to identify passage barriers. (AMC 2004b, Cachuma Conservation Release
Board 2008, and Stoecker 2004.)
Efforts to provide fish passage around Bradbury Dam are not a component of the proposed project, as no
project has been proposed to develop this fish passage. Because the possibility of fish passage is
speculative, an analysis of activities affecting quality and quantity of habitat upstream of Bradbury Dam
is not a necessary component of an evaluation of the Project’s affects.
Response 12-9:
The comment states that the BO contains Conservation Recommendations that are advisory and carry no
legal force but which are designed to minimize or avoid impacts on steelhead. These Conservation
Recommendations include: (1) examination of alternative means of delivering water to downstream users
of the Cachuma Project, (2) examination and evaluation of the means of providing passage for steelhead
to and from the historic steelhead spawning and rearing habitat above Bradbury Dam, and (3)
examination and evaluation of the ecological effects of reducing natural flood flows in the lower Santa
Ynez River as a result of the operation of the Cachuma Project. The comment recommends
implementation of these additional measures.
These comments are noted. There are currently no alternative methods for providing downstream water
right releases that have been analyzed or proposed. Although several upper Santa Ynez River basin
studies have been conducted to evaluate the historical extent of O. mykiss populations and their
abundance, habitat quality, and to identify passage barriers (AMC 2004b, Cachuma Conservation Release
Board 2008, Stoecker 2004), to our knowledge, no studies have been made available to identify and
evaluate methods for making Bradbury Dam passable for O. mykiss, and efforts to provide fish passage
around Bradbury Dam are not a component of the proposed project, as no project has been proposed to
develop this fish passage. There is currently no study investigating the role of periodic floods on channel
geomorphology that has been completed.
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Response 12-10:
The comment states that the NMFS planning efforts for the recovery of the endangered Southern
California steelhead ESU are only now beginning and timely implementation of the Conservation
Recommendations would facilitate the development of potential operation and maintenance alternatives
for the Cachuma Project that further protect Public Trust values and contribute towards the recovery of
the ESU.
The comments are noted. NMFS produced the Public Review Draft Version of Southern California
Steelhead Recovery Plan in July 2009. The Conservation Recommendations are discussed in the 2011 2nd
RDEIR Section 2.4.5 Conservation Recommendations.
See also response to 2003 DEIR Comment 12-9.
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13.

Santa Barbara County Public Works Department - Flood Control Water Agency, dated
September 3, 2003,

Response 13-1:
The commenter suggests that while the 2003 DEIR discusses the potential impacts on extending low flow
releases, the discussions relating to involvement with the Santa Barbara County Flood Control District
(SBFCD) are not adequate.
Section 4.2.2.4 of the 2003 DEIR indicates “The potential increase in flood hazard is considered a
potentially adverse, but not significant impact, because the [County Flood Control District] could take
reasonable action to prevent damage to public infrastructure through its authority to conduct channel
maintenance. The extent and magnitude of this potentially adverse impact is unknown, and may be offset
by the reduction in uncontrolled spills, which can cause flooding.” (2003 DEIR, p. 4-25, emphasis
omitted.)
In the 2007 RDEIR (Section 4.2.2.4 page 4-18), the impact discussion has been revised to read: “The
potential increase in flood hazard is considered a less than significant impact (Class III) due to the fact
that, although reduced spills associated with the project alternatives may result in a reduction in scouring
that can restore channel capacity, this impact would be offset by a reduction in uncontrolled spills, which
can cause flooding.” (2007 DEIR, p. 4-18, emphasis omitted.) This no longer requires the SBFCD to take
actions related to maintenance, therefore clarifying their involvement.
Response 13-2:
The comment states that the SBFCD would not be able to expand channel maintenance below Bradbury
Dam should vegetation growth result from the Project, based on permitting, mitigation, land rights, and
cost issues.
Please see response to 2003 DEIR Comment 13-1.
Response 13-3:
The commenter suggests that the proposed Santa Barbara County FCD channel maintenance below
Bradbury Dam is not feasible, but that the state, Reclamation, or other local agencies could take this
responsibility.
Please see response to 2003 DEIR Comment 13-1.
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14.

County of Santa Barbara, dated October 6, 2003,

Response 14-1:
The comment states that the County urges the State Water Board to clearly identify this phased surcharge
as the preferred alternative in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
See response to 2003 DEIR Comment 3-34.
Response 14-2:
The comment states that implementation of the Lower Santa Ynez River Fish Management Plan and
Cachuma Project Biological Opinion for Southern Steelhead Trout (the Plan) involves many agencies and
affects a variety of competing public interests. The comment suggests the SWRCB must first approve
modifications to Reclamation's Water Right Permits to allow Reclamation to modify water releases from
Lake Cachuma in order to implement the Plan, and that the SWRCB's role in the determination of water
rights is necessary to protect affected water rights and public trust resources. The comment states that
after such permits are secured, the Cachuma Operations and Maintenance Board (COMB), a joint-powers
authority that maintains and operates the Cachuma Project, will have responsibility for actual surcharge
operations and implementation of the Plan, but that COMB and Reclamation cannot unilaterally
implement the Plan unless and until they receive the SWRCB's explicit approval of the Reclamation's
Water Right Permits.
The order of processing various actions is not within the purview of the SWRCB. Reclamation permit
actions are independent of the other actions identified, and as such, can proceed independently.
The comment additionally notes that the County may be required to relocate recreational and water
treatment facilities and that work cannot be completed in a time frame as outlined in the proposed Fish
Management Plan and Biological Opinion.
As a result of the delays in completing the environmental review for the modifications of Reclamation
water right permits, the County has completed the relocation of potentially impacted facilities. The
comment is noted.
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Response 14-3:
The comment states that although the 2003 DEIR describes the proposed project and each alternative, it is
difficult to visualize the expanded lake surface that would result under any of the scenarios. The
comment suggests that such a graphic representation in the 2003 DEIR would help the public, affected
agencies, and the State Water Board evaluate potential impacts to resources at the lake and that a map
(such as a line superimposed on an aerial photograph) showing the present and future areas covered by
the lake under each alternative would be useful to determine the extent of impacts and the potential for
mitigation.
The SWRCB has reviewed the comment and has determined that the suggest graphic is not required. The
surcharging of Lake Cachuma, while significant in term of water storage and the ability to make releases
from Bradbury Dam, are actually incremental in terms of the overall lake operations. Visual differences in
the surcharge amounts would most likely not be perceptible and would not result in visual impacts.
Through the course of the regular operations, the lake levels fluctuate substantially throughout the year,
and the surcharging would not be noticeable. All other potential impacts of surcharging have been
considered.
Response 14-4:
The comment suggests that any proposed surcharge alternative (Section 4.2.1, page 4-10) needs to
include explicit limitations based on the Santa Barbara County Water Agency's (SBCWA) evaluation and
the Reclamation’s concurrence of winter storm probability.
As indicated in the 2003 DEIR (Section 2.4.2.1, pages 2-13 and 2-14) each surcharge option is described
and each is modeled using the SYRHM, which uses historic records of rainfall, runoff, evaporation, and
tunnel infiltration for the period 1918 through 1993. This provides a statistically valid database from
which various winter storm probabilities are determined. Also considered are Reclamation reservoir
releases, diversions, streamflow percolation, groundwater pumping, and depletions, all considered based
on monthly time steps. In both the 2003 DEIR (page 4-5) and the 2007 RDEIR (page 4-5) emergency winter
storm operations and ramping of outlet releases have not been included in the SYRHM due to its
limitation – i.e., use of monthly time steps—because winter storm operations and ramping of outlet
releases would occur within days.
Both the 2003 Draft EIR (see pages 2-11 to 2-13) and 2007 Revised Draft EIR (see pages 2-12 to 2-13)
explain the proposed surcharge and basis for its modification. Comment is noted.
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Response 14-5:
The comment suggests that the DEIR indicates that neither the proposed project or any of the alternatives
will have any impact on visual resources. The comment suggests that visual impacts may occur as a
result of the removal of vegetation, including oak trees, around the exposed lake when water levels are
low.
The operation of Cachuma Lake includes substantial variation in lake levels throughout the year. As
demonstrated in Reclamation’s monthly operation data, lake levels for the 19 month period (January 2009
through July 2010) varied from a low of 730.6 feet to a high of 747.03 feet, a difference in over 16 feet. Lake
levels have dropped to as low as 724.3 feet in December 2007 and reached an elevation of 752.58 in March
2008, resulting in more than a 28 foot difference over a 4 month period. The visual impacts associated
with these fluctuations in lake levels would be more obvious than with any of the surcharges (0.75 to 3.0
feet) associated with the proposed project. As such, the visual impacts associated with the proposed
project and the alternatives considered would be less than significant.
Response 14-6:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR indicates that neither the proposed project nor any of the
alternatives will have any impacts on land use, and also excludes this issue area from analysis in the 2003
DEIR. CEQA requires that a project identify and discuss inconsistencies with any relevant local or
regional plans. (CEQA Guidelines Section l5l25, subd. (d).) Please confirm that the Water Right Permits’
consistency with any relevant local or regional plans was analyzed in the Initial Study prepared for the
proposed project and that the project conforms to County plans and policies.
See response to 2003 DEIR Comment 3-5.
Response 14-7:
The comment states that providing a clear, consistent description of the proposed lake surcharge and
shoreline impacts resulting from granting the Water Rights Permits and allowing for implementation of
the Plan is the most critical aspect of the 2003 DEIR analysis, but that the identified surcharge level varies
throughout the document.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 21-1.
Response 14-8:
The comment requests that the 2003 DEIR provide a map designating the existing lake coverage and
extent of existing wetlands as well as the anticipated lake coverage under the proposed project for each
alternative to assist in assessing the extent of impacts to wetland habitat and appropriate mitigation.
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The comment is noted. A map of the existing lake coverage is not relevant because of the fluctuation in
the surface area of the lake resulting from various lake levels. Monitoring of the inundation impacts on
oak resources was conducted in 2005 and 2007 and is described in the 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 4.8.2.2
Impacts to Lakeshore Oak Trees.
Response 14-9:
The comment states that the County agrees with and supports the 2003 DEIR conclusion that the impact
to oak trees is a significant, unmitigable impact (Class I). (2003 DEIR, at p. 4-115.) In addition, the County
believes that additional feasible mitigation is available to further reduce the impacts to oak trees resulting
from implementation of the proposed Plan or other plan alternatives.
The 2007 RDEIR estimated that a total of 452 oak trees would be impacted with the implementation of a
surcharge of 3.0 feet. When the surcharge was initially implemented in 2005, a subsequent survey found
that 612 oaks had actually died as a result of the 2005 and 2006 surcharges, with an additional 263 oaks
deemed at risk for failure. Mature oak trees are identified as significant resources by local, state, and
federal authorities, recognizing that in many cases, an oak tree, which takes approximately 50 years to
mature, represents an ecosystem in and of itself. There is a large temporal loss of habitat functions
between the time when a mature oak is lost and a replacement tree reaches comparable size and function.
Thus the loss of oaks remains a Class I significant, unmitigable impact.
In recognition of this impact, an Oak Restoration Management Plan was initiated in 2005, with the
intention of planting sufficient replacement trees to meet the goal of a 2:1 ratio of self-sustaining
reproducing oaks after 20 years. The mitigation plan was based on the agreement between COMB and
Santa Barbara County as outlined in the 2004 EIR/EIS. As of 2010, a total of 1,881 oaks and associated
understory plants have been installed at several locations within Reclamation’s property. (See discussion
in the 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 4.8 Riparian and Lakeshore Vegetation.) Survival of these trees has been
between 83 to 100 percent. As these trees continue to grow, the impact will be reduced to a Class II,
significant but mitigable, although it will require more than 10 years to reach this reduction in
significance.
Response 14-10:
The comment states that sensitive species that may inhabit the uplands or riparian corridor around Lake
Cachuma and/or along the lower Santa Ynez River have the potential to be impacted by the project and
should be discussed in the 2003 DEIR. The comment states that increasing the water level of Lake
Cachuma through surcharging could impact six sensitive grassland species through the loss of suitable
habitat. The comment also states that the 2003 DEIR should provide information about the use of oak
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trees by bald eagles or peregrine falcons for nesting, roosting, resting, or hunting, and the potential
impacts to these species resulting from the loss of oak trees.
Although the six grassland species were not specifically mentioned in this comment, it is assumed that
these are western spadefoot, California horned lizard, California horned lark, purple martin, white-tailed
kite and tri-colored blackbird, all of which are species of special concern except California horned lark.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR acknowledges that some grassland communities will be lost from surcharging, but
the habitat lost from around Lake Cachuma is not considered to be significant compared to the areas
surrounding the lake. Impacts to bald eagle resulting from the loss of oak trees are discussed in Section
4.9.2.1 Lake Impacts.
Response 14-11:
This comment supports the analysis of recreational facilities contained within the 2003 DEIR.
The comment is noted.
Response 14-12:
The comment states that the alternatives analysis identifies several “preferred” alternatives on a
comparative basis. The County believes the 2003 DEIR should identify one additional scenario comprised
of components from each of the existing alternatives. Such an alternative would consist of a phased
implementation of surcharge from 0.75 foot (as analyzed under Alternative 3A) to 1.8 feet (as analyzed
under Alternative 3B), and finally reaching the full 3.0-foot surcharge (as analyzed under Alternative 3C)
as park facilities are modified. This phased alternative would avoid impacts to public recreation,
minimize risk to water supply, and provide water to implement the Biological Opinion. This alternative
would best achieve a balancing of the three major public policy issues affected by implementation of the
Plan, and the 2003 DEIR should identify such a phased surcharge as the preferred alternative.
See response to 2007 RDEIR Comment 1-7.
Response 14-13:
This comment states that the Agreement to Administer Recreation Area contract between the County and
Reclamation has been extended to 2005. Since this comment letter was written the contract has been
further extended to 2011. The County anticipates further extending this contract prior to the 2011
expiration date.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR has been revised to reflect the equestrian trail riding available on the north side of the
lake. In addition, references to the roller rink have been removed and the rentable yurts have been added
to the list of facilities available at the park. These changes are incorporated in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
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Response 14-14:
The comment states that the County concurs with the discussion in the 2003 DEIR that acknowledges
recreational activities in and around Cachuma Lake as public trust resources the State Water Board is
responsible for protecting.
The comment is noted.
Response 14-15:
The comment states that since the Member Units have discussed their drought contingency plans in staterequired Urban Water Management Plans, speculation as to what those measures might be is not
appropriate in this discussion.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR does not speculate on data from the UWMPs. The Member Units have provided
current data and are in the process of updating their UWMPs to meet the 2010 state mandated
requirements.
Response 14-16:
The comment suggests that any statement in the 2003 DEIR suggesting that geological conditions in the
Santa Ynez watershed are conducive to the formation of “halogenated (organo-chlorated) compounds,”
must be justified or deleted.
The 2003 DEIR Section 4.3.2 (page 4-40, Impacts Attributable to Increased Groundwater Pumping)
indicates that additional groundwater pumping along the coast could result in an increase in the total
concentration of soluble salts in groundwater, which could contribute to the increased production of
halogenated (organo-chlorinated) compounds such as trihalomethanes in the water supply during the
treatment process. Trihalomethanes are a byproduct of the disinfection process and are formed when
chlorine breaks down organic material in the water.
This reference, found again on page 4-30 of the 2007 RDEIR, is to the coastal area of Santa Barbara County
and not to the Santa Ynez River watershed. Also, formation of trihalomethanes or related by-products is
not directly related to the geological conditions, but to water treatment processes. Accordingly, the 2003
DEIR was corrected by the 2007 RDEIR.
Response 14-17:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR incorrectly states that the County has a 50-year lease with
Reclamation to manage the Cachuma Lake Recreation Area. In fact, the County's lease is currently subject
to a two-year lease extension that expires in January 2005.
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The 2011 2nd RDEIR notes that the County’s lease expired in 2003 and is currently extended temporarily
through 2011. Once Reclamation finalizes and adopts its Resources Management Plan, they will execute a
management contract with an appropriate party.
Response 14-18:
The comment expresses concern that the surcharging of the lake would cause equestrian trails north of
Live Oak campground and Paradise Road to become inaccessible due to flooding.
Both the trail access and Paradise Road crosses the Santa Ynez River north of Cachuma Lake. Both of
these river crossings experience flooding as a result of seasonal rainfall. Surcharging of the lake would
raise the water level of Cachuma Lake to a maximum of 753 feet. The river crossing points for both the
equestrian trails and Paradise Road are located at elevations above 753 feet, and therefore, surcharging of
the lake would not substantially exacerbate flooding. It should also be noted that existing flooding of
these river crossings occurs during the winter months when the park experiences its lowest level of
patronage.
Response 14-19:
The comment states that the Draft EIR contains a discussion of the reserve funds being used for capital,
and suggests this discussion should be revised to indicate that the County builds such reserve funds only
when available, i.e., when the park is operating at a profit.
The comment is noted and this change has been incorporated in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-20:
The comment states the Draft EIR should be revised to clarify that the public used to traverse under the
railroad tracks at Ocean Beach Park and along the river (on public tidelands) to access the ocean, and that
Vandenberg Air Force Based owns the remaining land between the park and the ocean and has closed
this access to the beach in order to protect snowy plover habitat at the river mouth. The comment also
states the Draft EIR incorrectly identifies Santa Rosa Park as being located “along” the river, when the
park is actually further above and away from the riverbank.
The comment is noted and this change has been incorporated in the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 14-21:
The comment states that discussions in the Draft EIR of effects on the County Park must be revised to
reflect the latest Reclamation evaluation, which concurs with the County Water Agency’s
recommendation that surcharge not begin until April 15 due to the probability of winter storms. The
comment further states that the 2003 DEIR should explicitly identify phased surcharge based on
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modification of County Park facilities as the environmentally preferred alternative. The comment also
states the Draft EIR contains no discussion of the potential impacts of any of the alternatives to Live Oak
Park and other upstream recreational resources and should be revised to include a discussion of several
enumerated potential impacts.
Surcharging of the lake would not begin until April 15 as stated by the comment. A phased
implementation of the surcharge would not avoid impacts to County recreational facilities as all facilities
that would have been impacted have been upgraded to accommodate the lake surcharge levels.
See response to 2003 DEIR Comment 14-18 for a discussion of upstream impacts.
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SANTA BARBARA URBAN CREEKS COUNCIL
P.O. Box 1083, Carpinteria, CA 93014

(805) 968-3000

October 7, 2003

Andy Fecko
State Water Resources Control Board
Division of Water Rights
1001 “I” Street
Sacramento, CA 95812 TRANSMITTED BY EMAIL to afecko@waterrights.swrcb.ca.gov
Re: Comments on Draft EIR; Proposed Modifications to the Bureau of Reclamation’s
Cachuma Project Water Rights Permits to Protect Public Trust Resources in the Santa
Ynez River
Dear Andy Fecko,
The Santa Barbara Urban Creeks Council is a non-profit 501(c)3 with a membership base of
more than 3000 people. We represent public view in matters pertaining to natural streams and
rivers in the Santa Barbara County. We have a long history of advocacy and involvement in
restoring and protecting streams, natural water systems, and populations of native fish. We
support maximum steelhead restoration. It is our view that the Santa Ynez River steelhead
population represents the key to protecting the Southern California Steelhead as a species.
We are concerned that the DEIR fails to define what it will take to protect steelhead as a
public trust resource. Protecting public trust resources includes restoration. The State Water
Board should establish population based success criteria to define and measure protection of
steelhead in the Santa Ynez River.

15-1

Additionally, we have concerns that the proposal to benefit steelhead only maintains steelhead
as endangered and does not fulfill an important project objective, protection of steelhead as a
public trust resource. The project consists of the measures in the Biological Opinion for the
Cachuma Project, but these measures only prevent further jeopardy of steelhead and do not

15-2
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recover or restore steelhead. Larger and more continuous water releases are required to turn
the wide, flat lower river into good steelhead habitat. Flows are not guaranteed.
The Adaptive Management Committee comprised of four water resource agencies and three
fish resource agencies can reduce the proposed flows with no guiding criteria and no
accountability for their decisions.
The DEIR fails to consider Fish and Game Code Section 5937 and what measures are
necessary to keep steelhead below the dam in “good condition.” The Biological Opinion
measures are not sufficient to maintain “good condition” because they fail to protect
individual steelhead and keep the population in the river below Bradbury Dam in a healthy
state.

15-2

15-3

The DEIR does not consider alternatives other than the Biological Opinion to protect
steelhead. Most importantly, it does not consider implementation of a means of providing
passage to suitable habitat above Bradbury Dam. It does not consider greater minimum
mandatory flows below the dam. It does not consider maximizing beneficial use of
downstream water rights releases for steelhead, such as providing continuous minimum flow.
The project objectives limit protection of steelhead to below Bradbury Dam, but restoration of
a sustainable steelhead population requires access to the river’s perennial headwaters, since
Bradbury Dam blocks steelhead migration to spawning areas. The proposed project should
protect steelhead throughout the watershed including those trapped above and below the dam.

15-4

Water supply impacts during droughts can be avoided or minimized by water conservation,
alternative sources or maximum beneficial use of downstream releases.

15-5

Thank you for your attention to our concerns. We are sure that steelhead trout in the Santa
Ynez River can again flourish if proper measures are taken to improve conditions. We are
committed to restoring this vitally important Southern California Steelhead run.
Sincerely,

Eddie Harris
Vice President
Santa Barbara Urban Creeks Council
cc:

Environmental Defense Center
CalTrout
SB ChannelKeeper
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15.

Santa Barbara Urban Creeks Council, dated October 7, 2003.

Response 15-1:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR fails to define what is required to protect steelhead as a public
trust resource, which includes restoration. The comment recommends that the SWRCB establish
population-based success criteria to define and measure protection of steelhead in the Santa Ynez River.
Section 2.7 Settlement Agreement in the 2011 2nd RDEIR describes protection of the public trust
resources as, “The Parties agree to mutually support the Terms and Conditions of the National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS) Biological Opinion and the Fish Management Plan as the preferred operational
program for the Cachuma Project in order to address public trust resource issues.”
SWRCB works with the resources agencies including CDFG and NMFS in order to protect O. mykiss. In
addition, SWRCB cooperates with the Cachuma Conservation Release Board in order to comply with the
provisions of the BO, the Settlement Agreement, and the Fish Management Plan, among other controlling
documents, that provide for the protection of public trust resources.
Response 15-2:
The comment states that the Cachuma Project will only benefit steelhead as an endangered species but
does not fulfill the project objective of protecting steelhead as a public trust resource.
The comment is noted. The Cachuma Project is a joint effort between a number of agencies and
organizations, at the federal, state, and local levels of government. To that end, SWRCB will cooperate
with NMFS to protect the public trust resource O. mykiss and to recover the species, consistent with the
provisions of the federal Endangered Species Act.
Response 15-3:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR fails to consider Fish and Game Code Section 5937 and the
measures necessary to keep steelhead below the Bradbury Dam in “good condition.” The comment also
states that the Biological Opinion measures are not sufficient to maintain steelhead in “good condition”
because they fail to protect individual steelhead and confine the population to the mainstem below
Bradbury Dam.
Fish and Game Code Section 5937 provides protection to fisheries by requiring the owner of any dam to
allow sufficient water to pass downstream to keep in “good condition” any fisheries that may be planted
or exist below the dam. This is required by state regulations and does not need to be elaborated upon in
the EIR because implementation of the BO provides for releases over Bradford Dam that are required to
provide long-term sustainability for steelhead within the Santa Ynez River system and keep the species in
good condition. An evaluation of whether the BO provides sufficient protect of O. mykiss to remain in
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“good condition” is beyond the scope of this document and passage to habitat above the dam is not
required by Fish and Game Code Section 5937.
Investigation of alternative fish passage strategies for Bradbury Dam was included as Conservation
Recommendation #2 of the 2000 Biological Opinion. As of 2011, no studies have been made available that
identify and evaluate the feasibility of providing such passage around Bradbury Dam.
Response 15-4:
The comment states that steelhead should be protected throughout the Santa Ynez watershed, including
the population trapped above or below the Bradbury Dam.
The comment is noted. One of the project objectives stated in Section 3.1.1 Description of the Proposed
Project is to protect the public trust resources, including but not limited to steelhead, red-legged frog,
tidewater goby, and wetlands, in the Santa Ynez River downstream of Bradbury Dam, to the extent
feasible and in the public interest.
Efforts to provide fish passage around Bradbury Dam is not a component of the proposed project.
Therefore, an analysis of fish passage above Bradbury Dam was not included in the selection of project
alternatives. Investigation of alternative fish passage strategies for Bradbury Dam was included as
Conservation Recommendation #2 of the 2000 Biological Opinion. As of 2011, no studies have been made
available that identify and evaluate the feasibility of providing such passage around Bradbury Dam. This
is discussed further in the 2011 2nd RDEIR Section 2.4.5 Conservation Recommendations.
Response 15-5:
The comment states that water supply impacts during droughts can be avoided or minimized by water
conservation, alternative sources, or maximum beneficial use of downstream releases.
The downstream water providers are in the process of updating their UWMPs to meet 2010 state
requirements. The UWMPs will address conservation requirements, including the recent legislative
mandate to reduce demand 20 percent by 2020.
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16.

Santa Ynez River Water Conservation District, dated October 7, 2003,

Response 16-1:
The commenter suggests that implementation of either Alternative 4A or 4B would require cooperation
by all involved agencies, amendment to Reclamation's permits for the Cachuma Project, completion of
project-specific environmental reviews and permitting, operational agreements and funding. The
commenter states these alternatives would also have the most impacts of all the alternatives and are,
therefore, not environmentally preferred alternatives.
The 2003 DEIR provides discussions of the circumstances that would be required for implementation of
the various alternatives. These Alternatives are discussed in Sections 3.2.2 (pages 3-5 through 3-7 and 310 through 3-12) and 6.1.2 (page 6-3 through 6-7) of the 2003 DEIR. As indicated in Table 6-1 of the 2003
DEIR, Alternatives 4A and 4B had the highest total impacts using a simple addition method. Aside from
the raw numbers, one impact making up the total may be much more critical than another; this makes a
comparison using only simple addition an incomplete comparison.
In the 2007 RDEIR Alternative 4A has been removed (Section 6.1.2, pages 6-1 through 6-4) and
Alternative 4B has the highest total number of impacts; however, in the text discussion Alternative 4B
appears to be among the two preferred alternatives along with 3C.
The 2003 DEIR and 2007 RDEIR did not identify either as “environmentally preferred.” The 2011 2nd
RDEIR provides a re-assessment of the various alternatives considered (see Section 6.0), and relates the
potential impacts for each.
Response 16-2:
The comment indicates that the Santa Ynez River Water Conservation District (SYRWCD) Board of
Directors does not support the development or implementation of Alternatives 4A or 4B.
The comment is noted.
Response 16-3:
The commenter states that SWP deliveries during water rights releases entails mixing of SWP water,
which maximizes water quality (total dissolved solids [TDS]) benefits (page 4-59) and eliminates negative
impacts associated with Alternative 4A or 4B.
This is consistent with the 2003 DEIR and the 2007 RDEIR. The comment is noted.
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Response 16-4:
The comment suggests that the Santa Ynez River Water Quality Technical Advisory Committee
(SYRWQTAC) agreed that Stetson's Technical Memoranda are appropriate and reasonable for use in the
2003 DEIR to compare alternatives, however, the SYRWQTAC did not necessarily agree that the existing
models resolved Lompoc's water quality claim or that Cachuma had an effect on the water quality of the
Lompoc Plain.
Discussions of the SYRWQTAC review of the Stetson Technical Memorandum are included primarily In
Sections 4.5.2.1 and 4.6.2.2 of the 2003 DEIR; the 2007 RDEIR refers back to this discussion. The intended
use of the various existing hydrologic models (SYRHM, HCI, and USGS) was to compare the TDS
(salinity) at specific locations in order to compare project alternatives. There was no intent in the 2003
DEIR or the 2007 RDEIR to resolve Lompoc's water quality claim, but rather to assess the relative
differences in the salinity impacts of the various alternatives. As indicated on page 4-57 of the 2003 DEIR:
“The simulated salinity data generated from the SYRHM are not meant to be predictive.” The reader is
cautioned on page 4-71 that: “As noted earlier, actual TDS concentrations may vary from the models’
predictions by100 to 300 mg/l, depending upon many factors. Hence, the values in Table 4-32 should be
used cautiously, and are best used when rounded to the nearest 100 mg/l. Differences less than 100 mg/l
should only be relied upon when other clear trends support these differences.”
The Settlement Agreement was considered in the 2007 RDEIR with regard to Cachuma’s effect on the
water quality of the Lompoc Plain for Alternatives 5B and 5C. The 2007 RDEIR Draft Technical
Memorandum No. 7 (page 5) states: “This rescheduling of ‘SWP’ imports is done in accordance with the
Settlement Agreement of 2002, which states that the parties will “make best efforts to maximize the
delivery by the Central Coast Water Authority (‘CCWA’) of State Water Project (SWP) water with lower
concentrations of total dissolved solids (‘TDS’) into the outlet works at Bradbury Dam during WR 89-18
water rights releases, consistent with the NMFS BO.”
Response 16-5:
The commenter suggests that the yield from the 4 and 6 cubic feet per second (cfs) well fields for a critical
drought (like 1951) is estimated to be 1,450 acre-feet, not 3,600 acre-feet shown in Table 4-24, and that
Table 4-24 and referenced information should be modified consistent with these critical drought supply
values.
Table 4-24 of the 2003 DEIR (page 4-38) indicates 3,600 acre-feet per annum (afa) water supply from the
two permitted wells in the 4 cfs field and the 6 cfs field. Based on this comment, the value was changed in
Table 18E in the 2007 RDEIR (page 30 of the Stetson Draft Technical Memorandum No. 5) to 1,450 afa and
the 2007 modeling used this figure so that results were updated accordingly.
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Response 16-6:
The comment states that releases for interim and long-term rearing target flows required by the Biological
Opinion are not derived only from surcharge and yield, but from water rights releases under conjunctive
operations with fish water releases and leakage as well as project releases.
In the 2003 DEIR Sections 2.4 (beginning page 2-11, Biological Opinion and in Stetson Technical
Memorandum No. 1) and 3.2.2 (Description of Alternatives) numerous sources of water are considered
that would provide target flows, including project releases, water rights releases (page 2-13), passage
releases (pages 3-9 and 3-10), and spills (e.g., pages 2-12 and 2-14, includes leakage). These same sources
are noted in similar sections of the 2007 RDEIR and all water supply and demand information was
updated based on comments on the 2003 DEIR. Considering this, we believe that the modeling properly
states the amount of water required for fish releases considering interim and long-term rearing target
flows required by the Biological Opinion.
Response 16-7:
The comment suggests that the following Technical Comments (No. 16) be considered.
The 2007 RDEIR incorporated the suggested technical changes except as noted below.
The technical comments also state that the following discrepancies were found in the 2003 DEIR:
1) inflows minus outflows do not equal changes in storage for practically every water year in the
Table 2-2; and
2) before 1974, spills occurring through the outlet works when reservoir elevations were above 750.0
feet should be accounted as spills rather than as water rights releases.
In the 2003 DEIR and the 2007 RDEIR, Table 2-2 (following page 2-4 in the 2003 Draft EIR and pages 2-5
and 2-6 in the 2007 Revised Draft EIR) contains the data in question. In the 2007 RDEIR, the Table 2-2
(pages 2-5 and 2-6) footnotes (page 2-6), specifically footnotes 12 and 13, indicate that for water years
before 1974 the water rights releases do not include outlet spill releases, whereas in the corresponding
Table 2-2 in the 2003 DEIR, footnotes 11 and 12 water rights releases did include “leakage,” which
equates to spills/leakage. Therefore, model input and results were modified, in part, as a result of this
comment.
The technical comments further provide a number of technical edits and suggested text changes. In
addition, the comment suggests that the Draft EIR present Table 2-3 in calendar year rather than water
year, because water rights releases are started and completed within the same calendar year.
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Water year, as defined by the USGS, deals with surface-water supply and is the 12-month period from
October 1 through September 30 of the succeeding year. The water year is designated by the calendar
year in which it ends and which includes 9 of the 12 total months. Thus, the year ending September 30,
2002, is called the “2002 water year.”
A water year, as used in the 2003 DEIR and the 2007 RDEIR, covers the same period (note Table 5, Stetson
Engineers Technical Memorandum No. 3), which is the State of California standard. Multiple data sets
throughout the 2003 DEIR and the 2007 RDEIR are captured, analyzed, and presented in water years. For
example, the 2007 RDEIR notes (page 3-2) that the SYRHM “hydrologic period of analysis for the model
simulations included the water years (emphasis added) 1918 through 1992.”
All suggested text edits and changes were considered in preparation of the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
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17.

Santa Ynez River Water Conservation District, Improvement District No. 1, dated
October 7, 2003,

Response 17-1:
The comment suggests that in Table 4-16 the 2003 DEIR understates the impacts of alternatives on
Cachuma water supply during the critical drought period (1949-51) based on the need for water supply
managers to set aside reserves for an additional dry year. The comment states that with reserves set aside
for an additional dry year, the shortages would be substantially greater than those shown in Table 4-16 of
the 2003 DEIR.
The 2003 DEIR provides an additional Table 13b (page 17 in the Stetson Technical Memorandum No. 1)
that discloses the effects of consecutive dry years and shows that “With reserves set aside for an
additional dry year following the worst year of the critical period, the shortages are greater as described
in Table 13b.” This table is included in the 2011 2nd RDEIR. Table 4-16 of the 2011 2nd RDEIR has been
updated using current member unit supply and demand data. The analysis indicated that in comparison
to the baseline scenario, impacts under all alternatives are not significant.
Response 17-2:
The commenter suggests that the yield from the 4 and 6 cfs well fields for a critical drought (like 1951) is
estimated to be 1,450 acre-feet, not 3,600 acre-feet shown in Table 4-24, and that Table 4-24 and referenced
information should be modified consistent with these critical drought supply values.
See response to 2003 DEIR Comment 16-5.
Response 17-3:
The comment states that the yield from the ID No.1 wells from the Santa Ynez Upland basin is overstated
in the 2003 DEIR.
Current well data has been provided by the Member Units and has been considered in the 2011 2nd
RDEIR.
Response 17-4:
The commenter suggests that the 2003 DEIR water supply comparisons for I.D. No.1 (Table 4-24) are
incorrect based on the commenter’s own analysis as shown in their Table 4.
See response to 2003 DEIR Comment 16-5.
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Response 17-5:
The comment states that the statements in the 2003 DEIR that South Coast Member Units (City of Santa
Barbara, Goleta, and Montecito) with shortages in drought years can buy and receive water from I.D.
No.1 (page 4-36), are not correct.
See response 2003 DEIR Comment 1-8.
Response 17-6:
The commenter provided specific suggested changes to the 2003 DEIR text and tables to assist in revising
the 2003 DEIR.
All suggested text edits and changes were considered in preparation of the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
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18.

Arve Sjovold, dated September 29, 2003.

Response 18-1:
The comment states that the use of the term “entitlement” for SWP water deliveries to the various entities
is no longer the proper term when referring to SWP contractual water.
The term entitlement has been changed to more accurate terminology in the 2007 RDEIR.
Response 18-2:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR also comments that the project is estimated to be capable of
delivering 77 percent of the so-called entitlements, on average, to Santa Barbara County contractors and
that this is misleading.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR provides information from the 2007 Final SWP Reliability Report and forecasts from
the 2009 Draft SWP Reliability Report. Please see Section 4.13 of the 2011 2nd RDEIR.
Response 18-3:
The comment states that the commenter is not aware of any significant means of storage means available
among the local receiving entities, and there is no record of any entity taking more water in a given year
than needed, assuming average delivery as a reliable delivery. The tables and text in the 2003 DEIR must
be updated to reflect these realities.
Water supply data has been updated in the 2011 2nd RDEIR based on information provided by the
Member Units.
Response 18-4:
Until each of the local receiving entities can produce such studies and plans, a value no greater than 40
percent should be assumed based on the DWR SWP reliability report.
The forecasts from the 2007 Final SWP Reliability Report and the 2009 Draft SWP Reliability Report
provide adequate forecasts for SWP deliveries. Further, data on actual deliveries for the past decade,
including both initial allocations and final allocation pursuant to the Table Amounts is available and has
been considered.
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Response 18-5:
The comment states that with regard to supplies presented in the 2003 DEIR, the data should be
interpreted in light of the drought period (1987–1992; this period is the one designated by the SWP for
purposes of analyzing the project's capabilities). The comment states that, because of the severity of the
drought in the South Coast of Santa Barbara County, there was a substantial cutback on deliveries while
at the same time substantial obligations to fund new sources (SWP and desalination) were taken on.
The 2011 2nd RDEIR incorporates current information on available water supplies, and considers historic
drought years (from the period of 1918 to 1995) in completing the analyses.
Response 18-6:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR places importance on the ability to deliver during periods of
extreme drought, but that although these are the periods that are uppermost in water planning, it should
not necessarily be the focus of impact analyses for this project.
The water supply analysis evaluates both normal and critical drought years.
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19.

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, dated October 7, 2003.

Response 19-1:
The comment states that the 2003 DEIR fails to establish the basis of uniqueness of the non-sensitive
plants species of blue oak and valley oak trees along the shoreline of the lake.
While blue oak (Quercus douglasii) and valley oak (Q. lobata) are similar in appearance, they often grow in
different environmental settings, with valley oak typically occurring in deeper alluvial soils. The loss of
either species, in addition to the coast live oak trees (Q. agrifolia), is a potentially significant impact that
cannot be mitigated to less than significant. Replacement oaks have been selected to replace in kind those
lost through surcharge inundation. The 2007 RDEIR estimated that a total of 452 oak trees would be
impacted with the implementation of a surcharge of 3.0 feet. A subsequent survey of the surcharge as
initially implemented in 2005 found that 612 oaks had actually died as a result of the 2005 and 2006
surcharges, with an additional 263 oaks deemed at risk for failure. As identified and explained in the 2007
Revised Draft EIR, mature oak trees are identified as significant resources by local, state, and federal
authorities, recognizing that in many cases, an oak tree, which takes approximately 50 years to mature,
represents an ecosystem in and of itself. There is a large temporal loss of habitat functions between the
time when a mature oak is lost and a replacement tree reaches comparable size and function. Thus the
loss of oaks remains a Class I significant, unmitigable impact. Blue oak is not involved the Oak
Restoration Management Plan.
Response 19-2:
The comment notes that Reclamation supports Alternative 3C because it fully complies with
Reclamation's requirement to implement the terms and conditions of the Biological Opinion issued by the
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS).
The comment is noted.
Response 19-3:
The comments states that Alternative 3A mischaracterizes the 3.0-foot surcharge and that Alternative 3A
states that the long-term rearing and passage releases required in the Biological Opinion would be met by
the 0.75-foot surcharge and from project yield rather than from the 3.0-foot surcharge. The SWRCB does
not understand that the issue is not just the supply of water from project yield and its utility. Rather, and
more importantly, it is the biological and hydrological basis that are the foundation for triggers to
supplementation of storm events.
The comment is noted.
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Response 19-4:
The comment provides a number of specific proposed text changes.
The comment is noted. The suggest changes have been reviewed and incorporated into the 2011 2nd
RDEIR as appropriate. Many of the comments are no longer pertinent or valid due to the amount of time
that has transpired and the availability of more recent data.
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20.

Valerie Weiss, dated October 2, 2003.

Response 20-1:
The comment request that the 2003 DEIR be amended to allow enough flow in the Santa Ynez River to
keep endangered steelhead alive.
Comment is noted. That is one of the purposes of this project.
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21.

Paul Willis, dated October 3, 2003.

Response 21-1:
The comment requests that flows below the dam be maintained and that a way for the steelhead to
bypass the dam on their spawning runs to the headwaters be created.
The commenter supports steelhead habitat above and below Bradbury Dam. The proposed project
provides flows below Bradbury Dam that are targeted to maintain the steelhead population the lower
Santa Ynez River. Creating a method that would allow steelhead passage above Bradbury Dam to spawn
in habitats used historically is not a component of the proposed project.
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